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Introducing COMPAQ PLUS, the first
high-performance portable personal computer.
he makers of the COMPAQ™
T
Portable Computer, the industry standard, announce another
breakthrough-the COMPAQPLUS1"'
Portable Personal Computer. No other
personal computer can handle so much
information in so many places.
The new COMPAQ PLUS offers
an integrated ten-megabyte fixed disk
drive in a portable.

Plus a bigger payload
How much is ten megabytes?
Enough to tackle jobs that can't be
conveniently handled on most personal computers.
A mailing list of 100,000 names and
addresses.

Information
that would fill your company
ledgers can be stored on the fixed disk
drive of the COMPAQ PLUS.

Plus more programs
The COMPAQ PLUS runs all the popular programs written for the IBM•
Personal Computer XT, available in
computer stores all over the cou ntry.
And they run with no modification
whatsoever.
You're buying a computer to solve
problems. Why not have more problemsolving programs to choose from ?

Plus a traveler's toughness
A true portable has got to be tough.
The COMPAQ PLUS is.
Its fixed disk drive is designed specifically to travel. Rough roads and hard
landings don't bother it because a specially designed shock isolation system
protects the disk from jolts and
vibration.
All the working components are surrounded by a unique aluminum frame
with cross-members that
strengthen it side-to-side, frontto-back, and top-to-bottom.
Does a portable personal computer really have to be this tough?
Take a look at your briefcase
and then decide.

Plus a lot more

Inventory records on a quarter million items.
The entire San Francisco phone
book, with room left for Peoria.
Your most used programs can be permanently kept on the fixed disk drive
of the COMPAQ PLUS, ready to
call up and run.
Store a library of accounting
programs-payables, receivables,
general ledger, and payroll-with
the company's books. Then take
them to a board meeting or a
branch office.
Your inventory control program
and your inventory records can go
with you to the factory. Your building specs and your project management programs can go with you to
the construction site.
The high-capacity portable
multiplies the productivity of every
program it runs.

-
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The COMPAQ PLUS comes with a
360K byte diskette drive for
entering new programs and copying
data files.
The COMPAQ PLUS also works
with optional printers, plotters, and
communications devices designed for
The COMPAQ Portable, the industry standard in portable personal computers.
'

The problem-solving power of a highperformance desktop personal computer
can now go where you need it.

IBM's personal computer family.
It has two IBM-compatible slots for
adding optional expansion boards.
With companion programs, they'll let
you network with other personal computers, communicate with your headquarters computer files or add memory
capacity if your needs grow.
When you see all that COMPAQ
PLUS has to offer, you'll be pleasantly
surprised by the price. The fact is, it
costs hundreds less than comparably
equipped desktop personal computers.
See the first high-performance portable personal computer. The COMPAQ
PLUS-performance, programs, productivity. Plus problem-solving power.
For the name of the Authorized Dealer
nearest you, call 1-800-231-0900.
CJ983 COMPAQ Computer Corporation
COMPA Q~

and COMPAQ

PLUS~

are tradem arks of

COMPAQ Computer Corporation .
IBM• is a registered tradem ark of Inte rnational Business
Machines C orporation.

The new COMPAQ PLUS, the first highperformance portable personal computer. '
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Big System, Small Price
Introducing Cambridge Digital 's System 94. The low-cost, multi-user
system based on the PDP-11 /23 features 70 Mbyte Winchester storage
with 45 Mbyte streamer tape, memory management, up to four Mbytes
of RAM, and four serial 1/0 ports.
Plus you get your choice of *UNIX based operating systems, RT-11 ,
RSX-11 M, RSX-11 M-Plus, or TSX-Plus and application software. You can
even add VAX performance to your System 94 with Cambridge Digital 's
new UniVax board.
Order your System 94 today. We guarantee you'll get a system that is
fully tested and ready to go the day you get it.
For more information call or write .
Main Office Dept. 7401 ,
P.O. Box 568, 65 Bent St.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 .
Telex 92-1401/COMPUMART CAM.
800-343-5504.
In Mass. call 617-491-2700.
New York District Office
516-935-3111.

Cambridge
lllllllDig ital
OMS/ON OF COMPUMART

The Edge in System Integration.

800-343-5504
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MULTl•CAGE®

Note, Multi-Cage is a registered trademark of Electronic Solutions
Multibus, trademark of Intel.
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You can figure it out for yourself. With storage capacities of between 5 and 40 megabytes
(formatted), and offering both 51/4" and 31/z"
models, Rodime has developed today's finest
range of Winchester disk drives.
Take the Rodime 200 series. Launched in
April 1982, it was the first to offer a full range
of storage capacities from 5 to 20 megabytes
and is currently providing reliable memory
storage for many of the leading manufacturers
of 8- and 16-bit business microcomputers.
Take the Rodime RO 206 and RO 208. With
storage capacities of 30 and 40 megabytes,
these high-performance drives have an average access time of 55 ms . As you'd expect,
they're designed specifically to meet the
memory requirements of today's 16-bit multiuser microcomputers, at highly competitive
prices .
And, finally, take Rodime's RO 350 31/2
Winchester. With storage capacities of 5 and
10 megabytes, the RO 350 is the first of a new
generation of rugged Winchesters designed
primarily to bring the benefits of Winchester
technology to the hostile environment of
portable microcomputers.
It all adds up. Take Rodime's RO 200, 206,
208 and 350 together and you've got the finest
range of Winchester disk drives. Add Rodime's
outstanding reputation for reliability, its manufacturing capacity, and its ability to deliver
large volumes reliably, and you'll see why
Rodime has its numbers resoundingly right.
11

Add it all up, and
you get today's finest range
of Winchester disk drives

If your systems still aren't using Rodime
Winchesters, then someone, somewhere has
got their numbers wrong.

right from the beginning
Rodime PLC
Rodime, Inc.
Corpora te Offices a nd Marketing
Rothesay House
Roth~say Place, G le nrothes, Fife, KY? 6PW
Scotland
U.K. Manufacturing Division
Rodime PLC
Nasmyth Road
Southefield Industrial Es tate
Glenrothes, Fife KY6 2SD, Scotland
U.S. Sa les Office-California
25801 Obrero, Suite 6
Mission Viejo, Ca lifornia 92691
Telephone (714) 770-3085 Telex 728317
U.S. Sales Office-Texas
1106 Clayton Lane, Suite 202 West
Austin, TX 78723
Telephone (512) 453-5135 Telex 767139
U.S. Manufacturing Division
Rodime, Inc.
Box No. 273487
Boca Raton, Florida 33431
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Editorial

New personnel strengthen editorial team
To help meet an expanded publication commitment of 15 issues this
year while maintaining editorial excellence, Mini-Micro Systems has
recently added three editors to its staff. The first new editor, Paul
Snig-er, served six years with Digital Design magazine as associate
editor, managing editor and editor-in-chief and two years with EDN
magazine as associate editor. He has written several hundred special
technical reports, articles and stories. He holds a bachelor of science in
electrical engineering from Southeastern Massachusetts University.
Working out of our Boston headquarters as senior editor, Sniger will
write special product surveys and reports.
The second new editor, Ron Shinn, comes to us after one year at
Systems and Software magazine and four years at Electronic Design
magazine. At both publications, he worked as Southwestern editor and
wrote news stories, product updates and special reports. As senior
Western editor for Mini-Micro Systems, Ron will cover the Southern California region out of our
Irvine, Calif., office as news editor and special report writer. He will supervise our West Coast field
staff of Bob Sehr, Ed Foster and Tom Moran.
The third new editor, Marjorie Stenzler-Centonze, will serve as our New York news editor and focus
on the minicomputer and software fields. Her experience includes positions as managing editor of
Office World News, senior editor at Circuit News and senior editor at Electronic Engineering Times.
Also joining the magazine is Eileen Milauskas, editorial secretary. A graduate of Bates College with
a degree in English, Eileen will help the managing editor in various production, proofreading and
copy-editing assignments.
These talented people further bolster the most experienced and competent editorial staff in the
monthly computer publication field.

George V. Kotelly
Editor-in-Chief
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And wave goodbye to the
competition.
Presenting the Shugart 712.
Our new 5.25" half-height 10 Mbyte
Winchester.
It's a high performance compact
that redefines reliability. So much
so, it outdistances all other half-height
Winchesters.
For starters, it runs at an MTBF
of 20,000 power-on hours. That's
60% longer than other drives.
And it's roomy. With 10 Mbytes
of formatted storage.
Plus four-point shock and vibration mountings, for a very smooth
ride. And rugged enough to withstand up to 40 G's.
The 712 is based on 3370 flexure
technology, bringing mainframe
horsepower down to size.
And our new, low-mass head
design complete with pre-amp is
standard equipment, too. This makes
flying height more uniform. And
data integrity a given.
All this was made possible by
our venture group approach. A specially chartered engineering and

manufacturing team that makes sure
the bugs are out the first time out.
And we make sure they have
everything they need. Like the $40
million investment we made in
capital equipment.
Which includes more progressive
assembly lines. Class 100 clean
tunnels. Even a more advanced
spindle motor.
In short, everything you need for
single-user personal computers.
Intelligent workstations. And, down
the road, multi-tasking software.
You won't have to reinvent the
wheel every time you want to
redesign, either. Thanks to our 1600
controller with built-in SCSI. Plus
the drive level interface standard.
So test drive the 712 today. Or
its 5 Mbyte version, the 706.
Just call your local Shugart sales
office. Or, contact Hamilton/ Avnet,
our authorized distributor.
And find out how a little drive can
take you a lot further.

S/JUl{Blf
Right from the start.

Milpitas, CA (408) 263-2600, Costa Mesa, CA (7 14) 979-1935: Thousand Oaks, CA (805) 496-5388, Mmneapohs, MN (612) 546-44 l l,
Richardson, TX (214) 234-3568; Framingham, MA (617) 879-1700, Saddle Brook, NJ (201) 368-8445, Atlanta, GA (404) 436-0953. Toronto. ONT 1416) 475-2655,
Paris, France (1) 687-31-41: Munich, West Germany (089) 786-021: London, UK (44) 4862-24527 © 1984 Shugart Corporation
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At last·, amodem
that goes where you want.

Letters

And does what you want.
The S-100 Modem™by U.S. Robotics. 300/1200
baud. Auto dial/answer. A limited two-year
warranty. Just $449.*
And it's fully-programmable with Telpac™USR's telecommunications software package.
*S uggested list for S-100 Modem
with complete manual and
phone cord. Telpac software
(optiona/J - $ 79. 00.
S-100 Modem, TELPAC, USR
logo and U.S. Robotics
are trademarks of
U.S. Robotics Inc.

l\m'

U.S. ROBOTICS INC.

1123 WEST WASHINGTON
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60607
(312) 733-0497

Shugart's microfloppies
To the editor:
Shugart's layoff last December
(MMS, January, Page 15) of approximately 150 employees had nothing to do
with production delays or lack of
demand for our new generation of
half-height, 5114-inch minifloppy and
rigid disk drives or 3112-inch microfloppy
products. On the contrary, by implementing innovative product venture
teams, which operate much like start-up
companies and are independent from
the larger organization, Shugart met or
exceeded every milestone for delivering
prototype, evaluation and production
units of these products. in short, the
venture concept has been very successful, as these products are on or ahead of
schedule and are now being shipped in
volume.
In addition, these products have
received exceptional customer acceptance and demand, as evidenced by
Shugart's strong market position and
major contract signings in each of these
new product catagories. As an example
of this acceptance, Shugart has become
the leading U.S. supplier of half-height
minifloppy disk drives just 18 months
after announcing a product. Shugart
shipped several hundred thousand of
these drives in 1983 alone. In addition to
these three products, the enthusiastic
customer response to our recently
announced optical disk drive indicates a
positive future for this new product
technology.
Regarding the December layoff, this
situation was due, in large part, to our
decision to "end-of-life" our half-height,
8-inch floppy disk drives, which did not
achieve the high-volume market demand necessary to sustain a product in
the OEM disk drive industry. The lack
of volume demand for half-height, 8-inch
floppy disk drives was a result of the
marketplace movement from fullheight, 8-inch floppy products to
5¥4.-inch minifloppy drives, rather than
half-height, 8-inch drives, as we
expected.
Jim McCartney
Corporate Communications
Shugart Corp.
Sunnyvale, Calif.

'
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Out of Syte ... comes the high performance
technology that is changing the way engineering and
scientific problems are solved ... a new generation of
advanced computers.
Our systems feature a powerful 32-bit MICROmainframe
multi-user computer with the ability to run multiple
operating systems at the same time, plus full networked
resource sharing, enhanced UNIX'" System V, and
integrated high-resolution graphics.
The next generation of computer sophistication has arrived,
and it's out of Syte. Call or write for further information.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INC

11339 Sorrento Valley Road, San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 457-2270/ TWX: 910-337-1258
UNIX is a tra demark o f Bell Labo rato rie s, Inc.
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Motorola presents the
without the price that

micro that does it all
doesyouin.VM:E/10:
We designed it that way. using the
most powerful MPU yet devised. the
MC68010. Plus. the most advanced
VMEsystem architecture and optimized modular structures and support.
The result is the most versatile.
most flexible. multi-purpose microcomputer personality you can integrate into your life.
If you're an OEM wanting a
complete hardware/software development station. VME/10 exceeds demands of the target system itself.
If you're a system integrator. it's
a front-end processor for large
scientific. engineering. lab and
industrial needs.
If you need a complete micro
"engine." VME/ 10 easily converts to
dedicated. turnkey applications.
In a world of colorless compromise
and concession. VME/10 is the new
benchmark in the crowd. At a price
that's nearly PC-competitive.
A computer to develop a computer.
Conceived. designed and structured
for large-system. single-user development uses. VME/10 is in its element
for applications demanding the
speed and power of 16-bit MPUs and compatibly looks ahead to the approaching era of the 32-bit machine.
It thrives on applications involving
multiple 8-. 16-. or 32-bit MPUs and
can fulfill all or part of the target
system's functions.
And VME/ 10 development software
has all the right tools for quick.
inexpensive response to your needs.
VERSAdos'" is friendly. real-time.
multitasking and pre-packaged to
save time and cost. Easily adaptable
to your target system . it offers a
choice of fast. SYSGEN-based features. You select what you want. link
the modules together and you 're there.
Productivity goes up. costs go down.
It saves even more time by allowing
foreground /background operations.
No waiting in line.
Not to mention saving cost by
allowing you to make your
development environment equivalent
to your target environment.
See what your chip sees in real time.
Working with VME/ 10 as host. the
HDS-400'" Development Station/ Bus
State Analyzer provides real-time.
hardware emulation and logic analysis. You have complete control over
your target application system integration phase. And. HDS-200'" allows
comparable high-speed emulation of
the 8-bit M6804/05 MCU families.

VME/10 can be its own target.
VME/ 10 can be all or part of the
same system it helped design . . . and
where other micros are optimized for
one specific end use. VME/10 is
configurable to your function. with
slots for up to nine additional
modules for custom-tailoring.
And you'll find VME/10 virtually
obsolescence-proof.
Complete Software Support

virtual-memory MPU a n d the
MC68451 Memory Management Unit
permit several development tasks
with full protection for each. And
provide security of programs and data
in multi-tasking systems.
Plus. VME/10 includes a basic
384K bytes of DRAM. multi-mode
graphics. built-in 655 Kbyte floppy.
5-or 15-Mbyte Winchester. full ASCII
VERSA.dos

RHl ·Time
MulU!11king

Qpe,.tlng Sy1lem
- -. .- -. .

Sy11em V/68
Oplfll lngSy1l1m ·

Sy1~~i~~dJ~~~~~~~11on
(Pl1nn1d)

Symbolic
Debugger

M6800 F1mUy
Cros1 Softw1re

HOS• BSA

Diagno11ic1
Package

Support

Drawing on VMEmodules:•
memory and l/Omodules'" for
instant. functional implementation.
its eminence and stature is ensured
through IEEE Pl014/VMEbus
standardization activities and growing vendor support. Over 60 vendors
offer VMEbus-compatible products.
VMEbus. A global success.
VMEbus architecture is thoroughly documented. widely adopted
and recognized as an emerging international 8-to-32-bit standard. You
can enhance it even more with the
1/0 Channel which increases the
speed of multiprocessor systems by
relieving VMEbus from servicing
local peripherals ... significantly
valuable in I/0 -intensive systems.
Mainframe memory & management.
The new. powerful MC68010

@

keyboard with 16 user-programmable keys. numerical keypad and all
the ergonomics.
Top support. Bottom line.
From initial technical orientat ion
and seminars to our toll-free service
hotline. you'll get total VME/ 10
answers and support. We are committed to regular software updating.
field applications assistance. onsite installation and repair. thirdparty support and comprehensive
documen talion.
The bottom line says it all.
Because you can acquire VME/ 10
WITH DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE
FOR LESS THAN S 10.000 . . . not
much more than some personals
trying to be professionals.
Write Motorola Semiconductor
Products. Inc .. P.O. Box 20912.
Phoenix. AZ 85036.

MOTOROLA INC.

r-----------------,
TO: Motorola Semiconductor Products I nc .. P.O . Box 20912. Phoenix, AZ 85036.

I Please send me more VME/10™information.
I 165 MM S0 3 0084
I Name
I Title

1
I

I

Call me :

I

Company

I
II

I
"'"°I
""° I

Address
City

L----------------State

ZIP _ _ _

I
I

.J
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celiely 1'0UI':S,,

If you have .i multi-user com£uter system with
Word 11.~ Lex 11 ®or Word Star• software, you can plug
mto the CI'f500-and see the whole page at once.
The DEC VTlOO®compatible CIT-500 has a
unique full page displayfor faster. easier word .
processing and text editing. An ergonomic design
with a display that tilts and swivels, a

~om
J.. I

to

detachable
keyboard
with
sculptured keys.
and
a non-glare
screen.
Programmable
e
character generators for additional character
sets. 41 user programmable function keys.
A programmable printer port. And single stroke key functions for automatic centering,
underscoring, margin set, insert/delete and character/line.
Plug in an interface with any computer system with the low cost, feature filled CIT-500.
And get the whole page ... from "Dear John" to "Sincerely Yours."
Write or call CIE Terminals.
2505 McCabe Way, Irvine, Ca. 92714-6297.
(714 ) 660-1421. Or call toll-free 1-800-854-5959. In
California, call 1-800-432-3687.
Word 11 1s a Registered Trade mark of Data Processing Design. Inc. LEX II 1s a Reg iste red Trademark of EEC Systems. WordStar is a
Reg iste red Trade ma rk o f Micro Pro Internauona l Corp. DEC VT-100 is a Registered Tradema rk of Digital Equipment Corp.

.!I

©CI E TE RMI NA LS. INC. I98 4
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APPLE TO BUY MODEMS FROM U.S. ROBOTICS

Apple Computer Inc., Cupertino, Calif. , and modem maker U .S. Robotics Inc.,
Chicago, have reached an agreement whereby U.S. Robotics will supply Apple
with as many as 20,000 modems per month for the next three years . Apple will
sell the full-duplex , asynchronous modems, which offer auto-dial/auto-answer
and self-test features , under its own label with accessory kits containing cables,
connectors and communications software for specific Apple computer systems.
Apple will offer two versions : a 300-bit-per-second (bps) version and a 300- to
1,200-bps unit. The 300-bps version, including the accessory kit, will retail for
$225, and the higher-speed modem will retail for $495 . A serial card with the
Apple II accessory kit will sell for $70. Communications software will initially be
available only for the Apple II, IIe and III.-8 . mrnw
HP REDUCES PRICE OF NEW INK-JET PRINTERS

Hewlett-Packard Co. is reducing the price of its new HP 2225 family of ink-jet
printers (see " HP introduces low-cost ink-jet printers," Page 36) . Originally
slated to sell for less than $600, the printers will now sell for $495 each and will
be called the "Thinkjet" family. HP plans to introduce the series March 13, and
it will be available April 1.-T. Moran
NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY IS INDEPENDENT OF PROTOCOLS

Doelz Networks Inc., Irvine, Calif., has announced a data networking
technology with a universal architecture. It's based on a virtual circuit switch.
The switch provides a continuous transmission path and is independent of user
protocols for local- and wide-area networking. The company's first two products
are the Elite One local-area, distributed packet-switching concentrator and the
Esprit One wide-area, large switching concentrator. The Elite One, priced at
$4,500, accepts asynchronous, bisynchronous, SDLC and X.25 data at 2.4K to
9.6K bits per second (bps) and asynchronous and synchronous data at 75 to
9.6K bps. It networks as many as 60 nodes with a maximum of 32 ports per
node. The Esprit One, priced at $35,000, accepts 67 asynchronous data links at
9.6K to l.344M bps and asynchronous and synchronous data at 75 to 19.2K
bps . It networks as many as 99 switches with more than 4,000 addressable ports
per switch.- R Shi 1111
ADDS BUYS BIGHTS TO BRITISH GRAPHICS TERMINALS

Display builder Applied Digital Data Systems, Inc. (ADDS), Hauppage, N.Y.,
has moved into the high-resolution, bit-mapped graphics terminals business,
says marketing director Joe Maronna. ADDS has bought the U .S. manufacturing
and sales rights to the X-Series of color and black-and-white graphics units from
Data Type Ltd., Cymbran, Wales (MMS, November 1982, Page 135). Maronna
notes that the X-Series offers compatibility with Tektronix Inc. 's 4014,
TeleVideo Systems Inc. 's 925 and Digital Equipment Corp . 's VTlOO terminals .
ADDS will manufacture the terminals in Hauppage . A Data Type spokesman says
his company's U .S. sales office in Palo Alto, Calif., has been closed, but he
stresses that Data Type will continue to build and sell the X-Series products
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outside the United States. ADDS offers a medium resolution graphics board for
its Viewpoint family of displays.- K. ,Jones
TARTAN LABS AND GENSOFT PREPARE ADA FOR VAX/VMS

What may be the first fully validated Ada compiler for VAX/ VMS should
emerge in late spring. The compiler is a joint effort by Pittsburgh companies
Tartan Laboratories Inc. and Gensoft Corp. The "portable" compiler was written
for Western Digital Corp . 's 16-bit WD1600 computer system. It is written in
Tartan Labs' proprietary Ada-like GNAL language. Tartan Labs automates
porting with Ada and other compilers, each of which comprises code skeletons .
Tartan's automated tools "flesh out" the code skeletons with the specifics of the
target environment.- n . Brip;ht
LIBERTY UNVEILS ALPHANUMERIC TERMINAL

Liberty Electronics USA, San Francisco, is introducing the Freedom 110
alphanumeric terminal, an upgrade of its low-end Freedom 100. The $545
Freedom 110 offers the same ergonomic tilt-and-swivel display and sculptured
Deutsches Institi.it fur Normung-standard keyboard as Liberty's more expensive
Freedom 200 (MMS, November 1983, Page 46) . The 110 adds 10 shiftable
programmable function keys, a green or amber screen, non-volatile setup using
software instead of dual in-line package switches and a screen saver that
automatically dims the CRT when not in use . The Freedom 110 is expected to be
available this month.-1'. Moran
MICRODATA ANNOUNCES NETWORKING WORKSTATION SOFTWARE

Microdata Corp ., Irvine, Calif., has unveiled its Microdata 1000 workstation
that is intended for networking to the company's minicomputers, and a
companion fifth-generation-like software package called Natural Language. The
program "learns" users' syntax personalities to help them use the system. The
workstation runs the Reality operating system with a relational database and
the ALL application generator. Convergent Technologies Inc. supplies the
Microdata 1000 to Microdata under OEM contract. Base price of the system is
$5,075.- R. Shinn
EXCELAN PLANS LAN FRONT-END PROCESSORS

Next month, Excelan Inc., San Jose , Calif., should introduce four front-end
processors for local-area-networking. Buoyed by the success of its Ethernetcompatible Exos / 101 front-end processor for the Multibus, the company will
introduce an upgraded Multibus product and products for the Q-bus , the Unibus
and the VME bus. Designed for ease of integration, the board-level products
contain local memory and I / O and an 80186 processor for fast protocol
processing and almost-transparent interfacing to host systems.- C. Bn.iley
SOFTWARE ARTS WANTS VISICALC BACK

Citing VisiCorp's failure "to use its best efforts to maximize sales of VisiCalc,"
VisiCalc creator Software Arts, Wellesley, Mass ., has announced that it wants
VisiCorp, San Jose, Calif., to return VisiCalc trademark rights. Under a 1979
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When the world
of computer graphics
required standards,
the world of standards
acquired NOVA *GKS:M

novA 6RAPlilCS 1nTERnflTIOnflL
CORPORATIDn

Computer graphics takes an
unprecedented step into reality with
NOVA *GKS ™ software from Nova
Graphics International.
Years of innovative research
make NOVA *GKS today's most
advanced, full implementation of the
Graphical Kernel System (GKS),
the international graphics standard.
Because of its unique, distributed
architecture, NOVA *GKS allows
multiple hardware configurations in
host, workstation, and microcomputer
environments.
A graphics development tool,
NOVA*GKS makes it easier to
design and construct graphics
applications. In a fraction of the
traditional time. In addition,
applications using NOVA *GKS
are totally device independent.
Even portable.
To learn more about NOVA*GKS
and its bottom-line competitive
advantages, contact us today. We'll
show you how NOVA *GKS and the
Nova Graphics International support
team can put your products on
the leading edge of an escalating,
worldwide market.

"World Standard Software"
1015 Bee Cave Woods

Austin, Texas 78746 USA

(512) 327-9300, Telex 767109
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agreement, VisiCorp had exclusive rights to sell, license and distribute VisiCalc.
Software Arts plans to market VisiCalc itself. VisiCorp had sought a temporary
restraining order and preliminary injunction prohibiting Software Arts from
using the trademarks "Visi," "VisiCalc" and "VisiCalc Advanced Version," but
the request was denied. Software Arts filed a countersuit in the U.S. District
Court of Massachusetts. Software Arts claimed that VisiCorp was promoting its
new Vision windowing environment over the VisiCalc series. Much of Software
Arts' contention stems from recent advertisements in the Wall Street Journal
that encourage VisiCalc series users to upgrade to VisiOn.-D. Bright
CONCORD DATA TO DEBUT 2,400-BPS, FULL-DUPLEX MODEM

Concord Data Systems, Waltham, Mass., plans to introduce the CDC 224 SD, a
2,400-bit-per-second (bps), full-duplex, dial-modem at this month's Interface '84
show in Las Vegas, Nev. The CDC 224 SD is one of the first modems of its kind to
combine a three-port statistical multiplexer, error correction and automatic
dialing. Concord claims the modem eliminates the need for leased telephone
lines. The statistical multiplexer supports 14 asynchronous ports with userspecified speeds from 50 to 9,600 bps and automatically matches its speed to the
user's computer via an "autobaud" port. Concord Data has tentatively set the
price at $1,695.- n. Bri~hL
TECH FILES: A QUICK LOOK AT INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
DEXPO PREVIEW: Let's hope next month's DEXPO/East will be more exciting than

previous DEXPOs. Expoconsul International Inc., Princeton
Junction, N.J., is staging the show April 3-6 at Boston's Bayside
Exposition Center. The Independent RSTS Users Society (IRUS) will
hold its Spring conference at the same time and place. C. Gordon
Bell, chief technical officer of Encore Computer Corp. and former
Digital Equipment Corp. vice president of engineering, will make
the keynote address at the IRUS conference. Bell will assess the
latest developments at DEC. DEC, which has headquarters in
Maynard, Mass ., joins some 260 DEC-compatible vendors that will
attend the conference with about 500 new products and
services .-D. Bright
Alcyon Corp., San Diego, plans to unveil its APS.RMS rack-mount
workstation, which it claims equals the performance of the DEC
LSl-11/73. The APS.RMS uses a 10-MHz MC68000. The system

measures 5% by 19 by 24 inches. It contains 256K bytes of RAM,
expandable to 4M bytes, and as much as 112M bytes of formatted
Winchester disk storage with an average seek time of 30 msec. A
BM-byte removable hard disk or a 60M-byte, %-inch str~aming
tape drive provides backup. Four serial RS232C ports and a
parallel printer port are standard, as is Alcyon's UNIX-compatible
Regulus operating system and a C compiler. Prices start at
$9,950 .-n. Brip;ht.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984
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Plessey Peripheral Systems Inc. should announce its DEC
LSI-11 / 73 processor, the KDJll-AA, as part of its new Series 8500.
The 8500 is an upgrade to the LSI-11 / 23-based Series 6000. The
LSI-11 / 73 is combined with Plessey's proprietary memorymapping technology to provide as much as 2M bytes of on-line
system memory . Price will be only slightly more than the lowerlevel product. Plessey is perfarming all development work to
ensure compatability with Q-bus LSI-11-based systems. A basic
Series 8500 system includes the KDJll-AA processor, an eight-byfour-slot mapped backplane, a four-port DLVllJ interface board,
DEC LSI-11 / 23 and PDP-11 / 24 operating system and software
compatibility and either a 53M-byte fixed / removable Winchester
or a %-inch tape drive.-R. Shinn
Quadrex Information Systems Ltd., Montreal, plans to introduce
the Spacewriter, a VTlOO-compatible dedicated word-processing
terminal. The Spacewriter uses the Z8000 16-bit processor and
contains as much as 512K bytes of RAM. The host need be used
only for disk storage. The system comes with a local printer, and
users can add a floppy or hard disk drive.- D. Bright
The MicroFCS decision-support system from EPS Inc., Windham,
N.H., runs on the DEC Rainbow with MS-DOS. It allows users to
transfer files to and from the VAX, as well. MicroFCS features userdefined functions and commands, a report writer and menu
building.-D. Bright

Digital Information Systems Corp., Sacramento, Calif., plans to
announce a version of its DBL DIBOL language for the Rainbow
100 + . Written in C, DBL 4 .0 runs under MS-DOS, CP / M-86 and
UNIX.- D. Bright
Computer Systems Development Inc., Pleasant Hill, Calif., should
announce SMC BASIC for the RSXll -M, POS and VMS operating
systems. SMC BASIC is a business BASIC featuring as many as 10
indexed files per user, business math and automatic code
generation.- D. Bright
BG Enterprises Inc. plans to display Control Data Corp. 's newest
and largest Winchester disk drive, the 14-inch, rack-mounted 9771
extended module drive (XMD). The XMD provides 825M bytes of
unformatted storage and uses thin-film heads. It can include
controllers from Emulex Corp. and Spectra Logic Corp .- D. Bright
Winchester Systems Inc., Winchester, Mass., plans to introduce
the 5%-inch, 21M-byte 4xRLOl fixed / removable hard disk system.
The rack-mounted system is 5 1.4 inches high . Single-quantity price
is $10,000.-D. Bright
22
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A minimum of moving parts and an exceptionally rugged design make
the Cl-600 from CIE Terminals the first 600 LPM matrix line printer you can
depend on.
And when you compare the Cl-600 with other 600 LPM line printers,
you'll find others either do a lot less, cost a lot more, or both.
The CI-600 is plug-in compatible with virtually
every type of computer system, including IBM
and DEC.® It doubles the throughput of our CI-300.
It gives you 600 LPM data
e
processing and letter quality
to 170 LPM. It has variable
speeds. And it delivers
graphics up to 4800 DLPM.
The Cl-600 is ideal for retail,
business, engineering and scientific graphics applications,
e all of which are easily accessed and used. And there's more.
You get high resolution graphics for Bar Codes, Optical
Character Recognition, Form Generation, Labels and Word
Processing. An unusually small print head diameter for needle-sharp character
clarity. Hundreds of unique character fonts. And three built-in
interfaces, two parallel and one serial.
There are also two paper-loading points-front and bottom. Plus
flexible line spacing and line feed speed.
If you'd like the same quality; but don't need as much speed, we
also offer ~he CI-300-with 300 LPM data processing and 85 LPM of
letter quality.
•
The CI-600 and CI-300 come
to you from CIE Terminals, a
new company of C. Itoh Electronics,
one of the world 's most
experienced printer companies.
To find out more about
the Cl-600-the first 600
LPM line printer that
really works-and
its cousin, the
equally dependable
CI-300, just write
or call.
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OITllM/NAU
A new company of
C. !TOH ELECTRONICS, INC.

2505 McCabe Way. Irvine, CA 92714-6297. (714) 660-1421. Call toll -free 1-800 -854-5959.
In California, call toll -free 1-800-432-3687.
® DEC 1s a Registe red Tradem ark o f Digital Equipment Corporation.
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Now for the answer: the DEC®-compatible DSD
800 Winchester Series. With your choice of tape
or 8oppy back-up.
No doubt you're familiar with the DEC RL02.
You can't miss it, really.
It's big. Bulky. And it's been around for ages.
Enter the ingenious DSD 800 Winchester Series.
It's compact. Fast. And based on one of the most
reliable storage technologies to date-the Winchester
disk drive.
A better than 3 to 1 ratio in your favor.
Now you can replace a rack full of RL02s (3 to be
exact) with one DSD 880 or 890 storage device.
Because in a box just SW' high, you get a choice of
capacities: 7.8, 20.4 and 31.2 Mb. Plus higher reliability.

Choose tape or floppy back-up.
The DSD 880 Winchester/Floppy offers a choice
of 0.5 or 1 Mb floppy back-up. And standard 8" media.
For quickei; more convenient archival storage,
you can choose the DSD 890 Winchester/Tape. With
ANSI standard W' cartridge tape for back-up.
It's up to 15% faster than an Rl..02, thanks to our
non-interleaved data transfer mode.

800 Series is here now.
Maybe you're still waiting for Digital's Micro-11~
And waiting.
The higher capacity DSD 800 Winchester Series is
available now. In quantities. And it's backed by the
most intelligent service features in the industry.
So next time, take the guesswork out of buying a
data storage system. With the DSD 800 Winchester
Series. The best-selling RL02 alternative.
For more details, call the sales office in your area.
Eastern Region Sales and Service: Norwood, MA, (617)
769-76'21J. Central Region Sales and Service: Dallas,
TX, (214) 980-4884. Western Regional Sales: Santa
Gara, CA (408) 727-3163.
The DEC-comp•tible DSD 800 Winchester Series
offers yo" A choice of back-up: TApe or Floppy.
Pictured here, the 880
Winchester/ Floppy.
Shown 11bo11e, the 890
Winchester/ Ti;ipe.
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Emulex Corp., Costa Mesa, Calif., should display its new SC72
disk controller that permits intermixing of four disk drive types on
PDP-ll / 70s. The controller uses the slots occupied by DEC's RH70 .
The drives can transfer data.as fast as 2M bytes per second. It
interfaces directly with the internal cache bus for high-speed
direct-memory-access transfers, thus eliminating the need for a
Massbus. List price is $7,950.- D. Bright
SOFTWARE FILES: Cortex Corp., Wellesley, Mass., has introduced the Application
Factory application generator for use on Digital Equipment Corp.
VAX superminicomputers. Generated applications can run on VAX
processors or DEC Professional microcomputers. The Factory
works with the Builder fourth-generation language. Licenses for
the Factory for the VAX-11 / 780 or -11 / 750 sell for $25,000. An
application accelerator sells for $15,000. An application targeter,
also $15,000, can be used to target applications to the Professional
microcomputer.-L VR Iigra
Pick Systems, Irvine, Calif., has introduced a version of its
operating system for the IBM PC XT. Billed as the XT's first true
multiuser system, the Pick virtual-memory managing software is
priced at $495 . The Pick implementation for the XT will share the
XT's disk drive and trade information with other XT operating
systems such as PC-DOS. The package is expected to be available in
the second quarter .- T. Moran
CHIP FILES: In an effort to push yet another standard, Intel Corp. recently
announced its first microcontroller on a board, which is the first
board from Intel using the single Eurocard form factor. The 8044
microcontroller, which consists of an 8051 microcontroller and a
serial interface unit, is aimed at applications requiring distributed
control of intelligent industrial machines including robots and
numerical-control products. The controllers are connected via a
Bitbus, whose specifications-in an effort to develop a
standard-Intel will provide to industrial companies this month
for review and comment. Other products available for the Bitbus
scheme are the iSBX expansion module, the iRCB 44/ 10 Bitbus
remote controller board and the iRMX 51 operating system plus
utilities.- L. Val ip;rn
NOTES FROM OVERSEAS: Post, Telephone and Telegraph (PTT) monopolies and market
protectionism took a back seat last month to standards issues in
Europe when senior officials from the 26 European nations agreed
to speed efforts to set and enforce common pan-European
telecommunications standards. The countries reached an accord in
Paris at the Commission of European Postal and
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Telecommunications Administration's (CEPT) meeting. It should
result in a new agency charged with drawing up technical
standards for telephone handsets, videotex, networks and
interfaces. Once established, these standards will become
mandatory.
CEPT also agreed to simplify licensing procedures by
establishing common testing routines and to have all countries
accept the marketing approvals that one country grants.
Observers view the CEPT agreement as a response to the
deregulation and increasing expansion into Europe of American
Telephone&: Telegraph Co. and to similar perceived Japanese
competition.- M. O'Gara

Mercury Communications, a British equivalent to America's MCI
Communications Corp. and part of the government's plan to break
British Telecom's monopoly on the U.K. telecommunications
market, is accelerating plans for a national integrated services
digital network. It expects to seek a manufacturer by year-end for
the public digital phone switch it is designing. The company wants
its first digital telephone exchanges, worth roughly $105 million,
in place by fall of 1985.
The Mercury exchange specifications include a 2M-bit-persecond (bps) signaling rate, a marked improvement over British
Telecom's 64K-bps rate. With the higher rate, Mercury should be
able to offer integrated voice, data communications and video.
Mercury plans to be in the international telecommunications
market this summer by linking with the United States and Europe
via satellite. Mercury has so far signed carriage pacts with at least
six U.S. companies-MCI Communications, Graphnet Inc ., TRT Co. ,
FTCC Co., International Radio Inc. and Western Union. An
"understanding" was also reached with AT&T.- M. O'GRrn
Memorex Corp. has signed a three-year worldwide distribution
pact with British start-up Future Computers Ltd. By year-end,
Memorex should start manufacturing a version of Future's IBMcompatible, 8088-based FX20/FX30 microcomputer that runs MSDOS and Concurrent CP / M. Memorex's Communications division
in Cupertino, Calif., will manufacture the system. Memorex's
3270-compatible terminal line should benefit from Future's smallscreen IBM PC-like technology. Memorex could sell the systems as
communications equipment and resell them under Future's label.
Memorex says Future will become its terminals and workstations
''think tank,'' handling the R&D and production engineering of
technologies new to Memorex . Memorex reportedly has picked up
an option to buy 15 percent of Future's privately owned holding
company, Cawdor, for $3 or $4 million.- M. O' GRra
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Just Ask Our Customers:
Faster: "Remote operation with my Davong
Multilink TM is as fast as a stand alone IBM® PC XT."
More Flexible: "/found out you actually have to stop
the whole Omninet™ network to increase disk capacity.
You don't with Davong Multilink.
More Powerful: "Our Multilink supports five
operating systems. 3Com only supports DOS."
More Reliable: ".... the Arcnet TM technology Davong
uses has been proven in over 5,000 installations."

Davong MultiLink operates with IBM PC, XT or any
IBM plug-compatible microcomputer like Compaq,
Corona or Columbia. At an average work station cost of
only about $700. Add hard disks or printers to any
terminal on the network as you need them. Contact
Davong or your local dealer for complete details. Let
Davong MultiLink solve your local area network
problems.
The Local Area Network Solution ... Davong Multllink

Less Expensive: "Our 4-node Multilink network saved
us more than 40 % compared to a Nestar system. "
TM Multi link is a trademark of Oavong Systems
TM Omninet Is a trademark of Corvus Systems
TM Arcnet Is a trademark of Datapoint Corporation
i9 IBM Is a registered trademar11: of IBM Corporation

Davong Systems, Inc.
217 Humboldt Court
Sunnyvale, California 94089
Telephone: 408-734-4900
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68000~sed microcomputers that

can fit rom needs as exactly as ours.

So if you're in the business of
providing specialized computing
solutions, you really should be
doing business with Cromemco.
For a copy of our Systems
Catalog, contact Cromemco, Inc.,
280 Bernardo Avenue,
Box 7400,- Mountain View,
~39. (415)964-7400.
Europe: Croniemco/GmbH,
borne 1, Rrankfurter
, P.O. 5267, Frankfurt Main,

or Crome:mcoLtd.,
bridge House,
IIpper RichmdJld Rd.,

._,..,.bQ,~~ndonS'\R.5
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DATARAM. Your disk drive connection.

It's easy to interface your disk drive to a
DEC computer. Whe~ you have connections.
Dataram provides connections to your host LSl-11,
PDP-11, or VAX minicomputers for the full range
of disk drives - from SW' Winchesters to Fujitsu's
1.8 MB/sec. Eagle. Emulations that go all the way
from RL02 up to DEC's new UDASO . Cartridge
drives, SMD drives, fixed and removable
Winchesters. We connect with them all.
Our new single-board UDASO-compatible controller,
the 535, is especially exciting. UDASO compatibility
allows you to interface any SMD drive (up to
1.8 MB/sec.) to the UNIBUS of any PDP-11 or VAX
minicomputer. Sizing is done automatically and
100% of the disk is utilized -there is no lost
capacity.

oataram corporation
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Dataram's available emulations are listed below. For
more details on any of our disk controllers, call
(609) 799-0071. We'll help you make the connection
you need.
LSl-11
RKos
RL02
RM02
RMOS
RK06
RK07

PDP-11
RK05
RM02
RMOS
RK06
RKO
UDASO

VAX
UDASO

LSl· ll , PDP, UDASO, UNIBUS, and VAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

~

o Princeton Road o Cranbury, New Jersey 08512 o 16091 799-0071 o TWX: 510-685-2542
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DRl's alignments with AT&T, Motorola should
heat UNIX application development
Lori Valigra, Senior Editor

Digital Research Inc., Pacific
Grove, Calif., and AT&T Technologies Inc., Lisle, Ill., have agreed to
jointly develop a commercial UNIX
System V operating system and to
appoint a joint committee to review
and adopt applications to be sold by
both companies. The move is an
effort to fix a commercialized UNIX
Systems V version on which 16- and
32-bit microcomputer system integrators can develop "standard"
application software.
In addition, Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Tempe, Ariz.,
has allied itself with Digital
Research to implement CP/M versions on Motorola's VME/10 development systems. When completed,
many of the developed applications
should be portable with little or no
souce-code alterations between the
UNIX System V/68 available on the
VME/10 and CP/M-68K and Concurrent DOS-68K with PC-DOS
mode for the VME/10 and MC68000based systems.
Industry analysts say Digital
Research's grouping with such
major companies should increase
the number of applications able to
run under a commercial UNIX
operating system, particularly by
opening for access the approximately 16 ,000 applications available
under CP/M and applications available for the IBM PC. The moves
bolster Digital Research's position
against its primary competitor,
Microsoft Corp., whose XENIX
UNIX environment has not been as
accepted as expected by analysts
because of uncertainty about
AT&T's intentions with UNIX.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

DIGITAL RESEARCH EVOLVES AN INTEGRATED OPERATING SYSTEM
PORTABLE
INTEGRATED
OPERATING
SYSTEM

UNIX
SYSTEM V

CP/M

SOURCE: DIGITAL RESEARCH INC.

Digital Research plans to integrate its operating systems' approach by developing, for
release next year, a new portable integrated operating system consisting of CP!M, PC-DOS,
UNIX and space for one more operating system. The four will access common files.

THE DIGITAL RESEARCH/MOTOROLA AGREEMENT
•Digital Research will implement its Concurrent DOS operating system on Motorola's VME/10
development/OEM system.
• Digital Research and Motorola will develop 19 software packages in CP/M and Concurrent
DOS. These include:
CP/M 68K-VME/10

Concurrent DOS VME/10

-

Digital Research C

- Digital Research C

-

Pascal MT+

- C BASIC compiler

-

C BASIC compiler

- Pascal MT+
- FORTRAN 77
-PUl(G)
- BASIC interpreter
- GSX graphics software

• Digital Research and Motorola will develop the same high-level languages (supporting Concurrent DOS on Motorola's VME/10) to support UNIX System V for the MC68000 family .
Source: Motorola Inc.
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"Digital Research is making
another XENIX with UNIX but
doing it under close association with
AT&T, Motorola and Intel Corp.,"
notes Ralph Gilman, senior vice
president at InfoCorp, a Cupertino,
Calif., market research company.
InfoCorp estimates 90,000 systems running UNIX were shipped
last year, and 150,000 systems
should be shipped this year. An
AT&T spokesman says there are
more than 2,200 licenses and more
than 5,200 installations of AT&T's
UNIX. About 750 CPUs running
UNIX are installed in AT&Taffiliated companies and regional
holding companies, formerly Bell
operating companies. Digital Research's Stephen Maysonave, vice
president and director of the
company's World Trade Division,
estimates about 2. 5 application
packages are shipped for each
system using UNIX.
The AT&T link also gives Digital
Research upward mobility into the
minicomputer and mainframe markets, in which UNIX can act as a
bridge linking microcomputers to
the larger systems.
The Motorola agreement is believed to be worth $500,000 to
Digital Research, and the AT&T
agreement is said to be worth more
than double that amount to Digital
Research.
The Digital Research/AT&T
screening committee will develop an
application library along the lines of
Digital Research's CP/M library,
including standard packaging. In
anticipation of quick turnaround in
developing UNIX applications, Digital Research has been transferring
its CP/M library to the C language
over the past year.
"The UNIX software application
committee will set forth criteria for
independent software vendors to
submit applications to the library,
which will assure products in the
34

IBM to use Interactive Systems' UNIX on PC
Stephen J. Shaw,
Contributing Editor, Washington

A few days before AT&T Technologies Inc. and Digital Research Inc.
announced an agreement to develop
a commercialized UNIX System V and
applications for it, IBM Corp. unveiled
a UNIX-based operating system for its
Personal Computer called the Personal Computer Interactive Executive
(PC-IX).
Interactive Systems Corp., Santa
Monica, Calif., developed the PC-IX
system under license from AT&T
Technologies. The new operating
environment was based on lnteractive's IS-3, which in turn originated
from UNIX System Ill.
The PC-IX version , demonstrated
at the recent Uni-Forum conference in
Washington , is a single-user, multitasking system that includes a
hierarchical file system, a full-screen
text editor with multiple-window
capability, co-residence with PC-DOS

library are in concert," says Richard
D. Dixon, assistant to the president
at Digital Research. He adds that
both companies will market the
products under Digital Research's
packaging, and both will determine
suggested retail prices. AT&T plans
to market the software t hrough
Digital Research's retail channels
and through its own as-yetunspecified distribution channels. A
company spokesman does not confirm whether the products will be
sold through phone company stores,
but he hints at the possibility.
Electronic distribution also is a
possibility. Digital Research president John Rowley said OEMs will
have access to the library under
"certain terms and conditions."
The defined standard programming environment for System V will
include programming languages,
graphics formats and an application

on fixed-d isk partitions , the C
programming language, utilities for file
transfer to PC-DOS Version 2 and the
Shell Interactive command interpreter.
Although the PC-IX can run with a
minimum 256K-bit-per-second (bps)
memory configuration , an IBM
spokesman says resulting operations
are slow. IBM recommends using a
512K-bps memory to benefit from the
system's multitasking capabilities.
Third-party software vendors will
do most of the application-software
development for the PC-IX. Text
processing, system accounting and
communications diskettes will be
included when delivery begins in
April. IBM will not develop additional
programs. "We're not going to be
doing a lot of software applications
ourselves," says an IBM spokesman.
The PC-IX system comprises 19
diskettes, including diskettes for the
kernel , the shell and system utilities.
Announced single-unit price for the
system is $900.

manager utility program. Part of
what Digital Research's Dixon
views as commercial extensions to
UNIX includes adding functions in
the operating system for graphics
and networking.
The first products in the UNIX
System V Applications Library for
microcomputers are planned for the
end of this year. Dixon expects
thousands of products eventually to
become available. He does not
specify which products would be
marketed first. Digital Research
plans to sell UNIX System V with
AT&T, but a brand name for the
product has not been chosen.
Dixon says the membership of the
screening · committee also is now
being decided. Once the committee
approves products, they will belong
exclusively to the library.
AT&T intends to sign other such
software agreements. "Our interest
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

MOTOROLA'S PORTABLE SOFTWARE STRATEGY
APPLICATION PROGRAMS
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Motorola intends to achieve portability between the UNIX System V, the VME/10
development system and other major operating-system software libraries. The first move
toward this goal was a contract with Digital Research to port CPIM and Concurrent DOS to its
VME/10 system (left). Many developed applications will be portable to processors running
Motorola's UNIX System V/68 operating system (right) .

is to get as many people as we can
working on the UNIX standard,"
says Jack Scanlon, AT&T vice
president for Computer Systems.
He adds that AT&T is targeting
systems based on the Intel 286 and
Motorola MC68000.
Digital Research will manufacture the jointly developed software
in a 30,000-square-foot plant in
Monterey, Calif., equipped with
clean rooms. The size of the
software diskettes is not yet
specified, says Dixon.
Digital Research also is working
rapidly on a new operating system
consisting of side-by-side PC-DOS,
UNIX and CP/M programs accessing common files, Dixon says. A
fourth operating system can be
added or customized. An example of
a customized system is whatever
operating system AT&T may run on
a rumored microcomputer based on
its 32-bit Bellmac processor. The
new Digital Research operating
system is not expected this year. It
is oriented toward multiuser systems employing windowing and
networking functions.
In addition to the UNIX port
Digital Research is working on for
Concurrent CP/M to run on Intel's
286 and 386 processors, Digital
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Research has also signed with
Motorola to port Concurrent DOS
on the MC68010, MC68020 and
VME/10. The goal is to port
application software between
UNIX System V and Concurrent
DOS-68K and CP/M-68K on the
MC68000 family and the VME/10.
"This is the first in a series of moves
to provide complete portability
between the UNIX System V, the
VME/10 standard and other major
operating-system software libraries," says Tom Beaver, director of
Motorola Microsystems operations.
According to figures quoted by
Motorola, 80 percent of microcomputers running UNIX and UNIXderived operating systems use
MC68000 family processors.
Seven packages for the VME/10
running under CP/M-68K and
Concurrent DOS-68K will be jointly
developed to support the System
V/68 operating system already on
the VME/10, the result of a joint
project with AT&T and Motorola.
Both organizations will market the
seven packages. AT&T and Motorola will jointly develop 12 more
packages for the VME/10 to run
under CP/M-68K and Concurrent
DOS-68K. Customers can develop
an I/O subsystem to support

peripheral devices for MC68000based systems in an average of two
months for CP/M-68K and four
months for Concurrent DOS-68K,
according to Motorola.
Expected first-quarter introductions are Digital Research C, Pascal
MT+ and C BASIC compiler for the
CP/M-68K operating system to run
on the VME/10. The following
Concurrent DOS-68K products,
which will supersede the CP/M-68K
packages in most applications,
should be ready for the VME/10 by
year-end: FORTRAN 77, PL/1 (G),
BASIC interpreter, GSX graphics,
Digital Research C, Pascal MT+
and C BASIC compiler. Those
high-level languages supporting
Concurrent DOS-68K on the
VME/10 are expected to be developed to support UNIX System
V/68K for availability by year-end.
Motorola will have its Four-Phase
Systems Inc. subsidiary in
Cupertino, Calif., service and
support the new UNIX products.
The mixed operating environments for Motorola support
InfoCorp's Gilman's contention that
users in the future will not care
which operating system they run
because many will be running in
emulation mode. "The question is
what type of performance degradation there will be," he says.
D

LOOKING AHEAD IN MMS
Be sure to watch for these editorial highlights in coming issues
of Mini-Micro Systems.
•The April issue will spotlight
minicomputers and analyze
the top 10 manufacturers of
minicomputers.
•MMS's Spring issue of Peripherals Digest will appear as a
second issue in April.
•Office automation and business software will be featured
in the May issue.
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HP introduces
low-cost ink-jet printers
Tom Moran, Associate Editor

Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Vancouver, Wash., division has unveiled
the HP2225 series of inexpensive,
high-performance, ink-jet printers
aimed at the portable and personal
computer markets. Designed to be
compatible with Epson America
Inc.'s dot-matrix printers, the
bidirectional HP2225s print 150
characters per second (cps) using a
disposable cartridge that contains a
print head and the ink supply. The
price for the HP2225 series printers
will be less than $600 each. HP
planned to begin shipping the
printers in February.
The heart of the HP2225 design is
a disposable HP92261 ink-jet,
thin-film print head designed at
HP's Corvallis, Ore., laboratories.
Because the ink reservoir and print
head are built into a removable
cartridge, the printer does not need
pumps, motors or hoses. To prevent
clogging, the HP2225 purges itself
by squirting ink onto an absorbent
pad each time the system is
switched on.
HP used a combination of
sputtering, photolithography and
plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor
deposition to create the thin film of
the print head. HP engineering
manager Frank Cloutier says capillary action draws ink into the
thin-film head. There, one of 12
resistors heats a tiny amount of ink
to considerably above the boiling
point in less than 1 µsec. A vapor
bubble expands and collapses within
a few microseconds, but, before it
collapses, the ink above it shoots
through the orifice plate and onto
the paper.
Cloutier claims that HP has only
36

The HP2225's proprietary ink-jet printhead technology combined with an ink
reservoir eliminates the use of pumps, motors
and hoses.

begun to tap the potential of this
technology. "The print speed and
density is limited only by the
photolithographic processes. We
think it's going to be the greatest
thing since Gutenberg. "
Other ink-jet printers use piezoelectric crystals, which translate
electrical pulses into mechanical
motion to propel the ink. The
HP2225's ink consists mainly of
diethylene glycol and a black
pigment certified for use in food.
The . HP92261 ink supply/print
head will sell for about $8, and HP
will distribute it to retailers
through the company's Personal
Computer Distribution Operation.
Retailers can opt to sell the
cartridges singly or in packs of 10.
Like other ink-jet printers, the
2225 is very quiet; it produces less
than 50 dB of sound pressure.
Company executives and industry
analysts expect the 51/2-pound,
31h-by-111h-by-81/10-inch HP2225 to
appear in portable applications
under the HP label and in OEM
systems.
Norbert Gotner, business development manager for HP's Personal
Printer operation, says the printer's
head life is effectively infinite
because the thin-film head is
replaced when the ink runs out
(about every 500 pages). HP says
head-carriage life is 3.5 million
lines, or 100,000 pages. Non-fading
ink provides permanent hard-copy
storage of records.
The HP2225 is available in three
models. The HP2225A uses the

HP-IB interface, the 2225B uses the
HP-IL and the 2225C uses a
Centronics-compatible parallel port.
HP had room to put a rechargeable
nickel-cadmium battery into the
2225B because the HP-IL interface
board is smaller than the other
interface boards. The 2225B can
print about 200 pages on battery
power without charging and can run
directly on AC power. Battery
charging does not last as long when
the printer is printing graphics. The
2225A and 2225C run only on AC
power.
Gotner claims that additions to
the product line over the next few
years will offer improved performance, lower cost, higher quality
and multicolor capability. To keep
cost low, HP did not include serial
interfaces but may add serial ports
later, he says.
The HP2225 offers dot-addressable graphics at 96 by 96 dots per
inch (dpi) and 96 vertical by 192
horizontal dpi. The four print
pitches are 21.3 characters per inch
(cpi) in compressed mode, 12 cpi in
normal operation, 10. 7 cpi in
expanded-compressed mode and 6
cpi in expanded mode. Because the
HP2225 makes only one pass per
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The HP2225 ink-jet printers print at 150 cps
in a package that is approximately the same
footprint size as a sheet of paper.

line, head speed does not decrease
when underlining or printing boldface. The character matrix is 11 by
12 dots with one ascender and two
descenders. The buffer stores lK
byte.
The 2225 family can use normal
paper, and HP will provide a
toll-free number for ordering a
paper formulated for better contrast. The high-contrast paper will
initially cost about 1.5 cents per
sheet compared to 1 cent per sheet
for ordinary paper. HP2225 models
have friction- and pin-feed capability, but, like other non-impact
printers, cannot print a multiple
form or make a copy without
reprinting an entire page or
document. The current models print
an area only 6% inches wide,
leaving a margin of about 10
character spaces on both sides of
8lh-inch-wide paper. This could
limit the machines' usefulness for
graphics and spreadsheets.
Peter Steiner, vice president and
director of the Electronic Printer
Industry Service Group for research company Dataquest Inc.,
thinks the new HP printer is
competitive in portable applications. "It has a lot of potential to
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

compete as a portable printer, even
integrated into a portable computer. There, it has a high speed
advantage over most printers
offered with portables, which run at
about 30 to 40 cps," he says.
Steiner is enthusiastic about the
disposable cartridge: "They've had
some real technology breakthroughs there." He expects competition in the low-end market to
include thermal-transfer units and
ink-jet machines such as Canon
U.S.A. Inc.'s $695 multicolor offering and an Epson device that has
not yet been introduced in the

United States. Quadram Corp. also
offers its $895, seven-color, 40-cps,
ink-jet Quadjet. "Serial thermaltransfer printers in HP's price
range, from a cost standpoint, will
be cheaper, but the performance
will not be as high," says Steiner.
Steiner also expects the products
to compete in the serial impact
dot-matrix market. He estimates
that, in that market, unit shipments
in 1983 for less-than-120-cps printers totaled 1.3 million, and shipments of 120- to 210-cps units
totaled 600,000. "At 150 cps, the
HP2225 brackets that whole area
where the price ranges from $300 to
$1,500 for high-speed machines," he
says. Dataquest projects a 32
percent compound annual growth
rate through 1987 for dot-matrix
printers slower than 120 cps and 44
percent for systems faster than 120
cps.
In the first year of production,
HP expects to manufacture about 30
percent of the HP2225s in Corvallis,
Ore., and the rest in Singapore. HP
will distribute the HP2225 through
about 700 dealers and its independent sales force.
0

GRAPHICS MARKET ADVANCES 37 PERCENT
The number of computer graphics hardware and software products grew at
a 37 percent rate in the first nine months of last year, according to a Data
Sources study. The results may indicate that the graphics systems market will
become one of the fastest growth areas of data processing. Graphics systems
and displays, with a 47.1 percent increase to 453 available products, were the
fastest-growing market segments. Further growth is expected, says· Data
Sources, because the number of new companies in that area increased 60
percent. The older plotter market segment advanced by only 17.3 percent to
217 products. Digitizer products increased 45.8 percent, and image
processors increased 41.4 percent.
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OMA m·ore than doubles
fixed/removable storage
Ron Shinn, Senior Editor

A new Winchester disk drive, the
Micro-Magnum 11/11 from DMA
Systems Corp., Santa Barbara,
Calif., offers more than twice the
formatted capacity of the company's
5114-inch fixed /removable MicroMagnum 5/5 hard disk. The
1,000-unit price is $1,295 for the
5M/5M-byte 5/5 and $1,350 for the
11M/11M-byte 11/11. That's $55 for
12M bytes more memory. Volume
deliveries are scheduled for June.
Making this small incremental
price for a lot more memory possible
is embedded servo control and a
linear voice-coil positioner that was
also used in the 5/5. The transition
to the higher-capacity MicroMagnum 11/11 was relatively simple
because all servo-writing and production methods were in place, says
David Sutton, DMA vice president
of engineering. "The basic approach
to the product was to use all the
same mechanics so we could run the
same production line with the same
vendor base in mechanical hardware, along with use of standard
oxide media. We changed the head
and put the load of added capacity
on the servo and read /write
electronics," Sutton says.
Reliable, high-volume production
is key to meeting the needs of users
in the market for drives storing
lOM/lOM bytes or more because
production volumes of fixed/
removable drives of these capacities
are just beginning. Sutton points
out that DMA has more than 11,000
drives in the field; they were
produced on the same manufacturing line that will produce the new
drives.
The 11/11 drives also feature
38

The $1,350 Micro-Magnum 11 /11 from OMA offers 11M bytes of removable storage and
11 M bytes offixed storage.

track-to-track recording compatibility with lOM-byte IBM PC hard
disks. The 5/5 drive's recording
pattern is electrically compatible
with the PC; with the 11111, DMA
added two sectors per track, for a
total of 34 sectors at 256 bytes per
sector (there is one spare sector per
track for redundancy, for a total of
35 sectors). This encompasses the
IBM capacity of 17 sectors per track
with 512 bytes per sector. With the
earlier DMA recording scheme,
data interchange with IBM disks
could suffer from software and
mechanical overhead caused by
increased access time.
To increase track bit density in
the DMA drive, the disk rotation
speed was slowed from 3,443
rotations per minute (rpm) to 3,247

rpm, which ups recording density
from 8, 725 bits per inch (bpi) to
9,254 bpi. Doubling the track
density from 454 tracks per inch
(tpi) to 908 tpi in the 11111 is the
result of narrowing the ferrite head
element by half and changing the
servo writer programming. Obtaining head magnetics is not a problem
because there are several sources
for heads addressing track densities
as high as 960 tpi.
The design effort also concentrated on the drive's electronics. The
use of an embedded servo and
voice-coil positioning helped there,
as well, keeping soft error rates at 1
in 10 10 and hard errors at 1 in 1012•
DMA president Dick Troutte
explains that DMA planned to
expand the capability of the 5/5
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

CONCEPI' GVT+
Graphics
Display Tellilinal
TM

"Quantity one, end user price; substantial discounts available.

human
designed
systems,
inc.

Whether used in video display mode or in its high-performance graphics mode,
Human Designed Systems' GVT+™ Graphics Display Terminal otters more user
friendliness, more design features, and more advanced functionality to optimize
productivity - and encourage creativity - for the terminal operator, interactive
user, and applications developer than any other terminal available today.
Atlanta-(404)391-9763; Bosto~329-3510; 0licago-(312)8:2$-2960;Dallas-(214)437·1888; Delaware-Infocon:(302)239-2942; Demer-

~

QJT+ is a trademark d

Human Designed Systems. Inc

469-1953; llawaU-Gray All
es: (808) 261-3751; Houston - (713) 952-1403; LosAngeles-(213)410-9454;NorthemNewJei:wr-Infocon:
624-1372; N8WYork City kea-Infocon: (212) 689-8833; New Yori< State - Naco Electronics: Rocbester. (716) 223-4490; SJiacuse: (315)699-2651;
-(415)692-4184;Washlngton,OC-IntemaUonalSJStemsMarl<et1no:C301)279-6775; Argenttna-ltronSA:~~4-9~Australla

Computer Clartty Ply. Ltd.: (02) 241 3385; LO. Peripheries Ply, !Jmlted: (02) 4273555;11elatum - BEi.COMP: 091-31.52.22;
da - CAIL Systems:
Toronto: (416) 36!l-1063; Denmarl< -ADCOM Data.Aps: 1-1944 66; Flnland-Evumattc: O594 141; France -Walton: (1) 226.06.90; Japan-Ampere:
03(365)o&25;Singapore-DTSS1ngap()re:(65)33-88-566;swttzerland-Mltell:ag:Ol/ 4612252;UnitedE!.nadom-SbandeU5yStemsl.td.:02407-2027;
Venezuela - K Blohm SA: 2 541.21.a2: West Germany - COMJ:O ComputeIS'fllemges. mbH: 0221-48 30 51.
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORSHlP INQlJIRIES INVITED.

CIRCLE NO. 20 ON INQUIRY CARD

New! CS02 allows LSl-11
through 11/23 PLUS and
MICRO/PDP-11 systems to
handle up to 16 lines on one
board! Emulates DEC DHVll.

Newl CS32 Series - Singleboard controller is totally
transparent to DEC DMF-32.
Can handle up to 128 lines,
all modem controlled.

No matter what type of
DEC you're using, Emulexwill
make you happy. For LSl-11,
PDP-11 and VAX-11 systems,
we offer more than 17 transparent controllers emulating
DHVll, DHll, DZ11, DVll,
and DMF-32. All deliver
improved line-handling capabilities, in a smaller package,
at lower costs.
1WO NEW HIGH-PERFORMANCE
MULTIPLEXERS.
FOR QBUS SYSTEMS:
OurnewCS02 multiplexer
is a good example of the
kind of perform anee that only

New! Statcon Series 32 Up to 256 local and/or
remote lines on a single hexsized controller. Totally
software transparent to
VAX-11 CPUs.

Emulex delivers. It allows
LSl-11through11/23 PLUS
and MICRO/PDP-11 systems to handle 16 lineseight lines more than DEC's
DHVll. The CS02 fits
into existing space within the
DEC system. It saves that valuable board slot, and power
too, for those expanded system applications.
FOR VAX SYSTEMS:
VAX users will appreciate
our new CS32. Totally transparent to DEC's OM F-32,
this single-board controller
can handle many more

"LSl-11, PDP-11, VAX-11. OHll. DZll, DVll, DMF-32, DHVll, DEC, QBus and Unibus are trad•mar~s of D1g1tal Equipment Corp.

CSOl-A DHll emulation
for LS 1-11 through 11/23
PLUS Series computers.
Handles 8 to 64 asynchronous lines per controller.
Replaces DEC DLVll and
DZVll.

lines-up to 128. All modem
controlled. (With DEC, only
two out of every eight lines
have modem control.)
If your VAX system
needs even more power, our
field-upgradable Statcon
32 Series is the answer. It
allows your system to grow
to 256 remote and local lines,
still operating off a single
controller.
LESS BACKPLANE SLOTS.
Since Emulex packs so
much more capability onto
each board, fewer boards
are needed. For example,

CSll Series- DHll, DVll
and DMF-32 emulations for
PDP-11 and VAX-11 CPU s.
Handles 8 to 64 asynchronous lines.

take a 64-line DHll emulation. Emu lex does it on one
board. DEC takes 36. The
only thing more impressive
than the savings in rack
space will be the savings
in price.
NO GROWING PAINS.
Emulex makes upgrading
simple. As your system
grows, just change PROM
sets. For instance, DH to
DMF costs just $350. In addition, Emulex's advanced
microprocessor architecture
is consistent throughout
the product line. Just think

Statcon Series 11 Transparent remote statistical concentrators for
PDP-11 and VAX-11 CPU s.
Up to 64 local and/or
remote lines on a single
Unibus SPC slot.

CS21 Series- DHll, DZll
and DMF-32 emulations for
PDP-11 and VAX-11. Up to
16 lines per controller.

of the inventory savings.
For that matter, think of the
dollar savings, too.
THE PRICE IS RIGHT.
Here's a typical example.
A DEC DMF-32 controller
lists at $3,995 per eight lines,
with expansion chassis
costing $3,500 or more. Compare that to Emulex's
CS32/F at $5,000 for the
first 16 lines and $3,200
for each additional 16 lines.
At 128 lines, you suddenly
have a savings of about
$36,520 and a lot of extra
slots to boot.
CIRCLE NO. 21 ON INQUIRY CARD

Stat con Series 21 - Up to
32 remote and/or local lines
on a single hex·sized Unibus controller. Transparent
to PDP-11 and VAX-11 CPU s.

Now that ought to be
enough to keep a DEC user
happy. And Emulex can
do the same for you. Call tollfree: (800) 854-7112. In
California: (714) 662-5600.
Or write Emulex Corporation,
3545 Harbor Blvd., P.O.
Box 6725, Costa Mesa,
CA 92626.
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EMULEX

The genuine alternative.

''We bought an
IBC Middi Cadet ™
because no other
system could do
the J•Ob ''
•

sue
Kardas
Director of Career Tra ining

Burlington Area Vocational-Technical Center

"When the Burlington Area VocationalTechnical Center needed a multi-user system
for student training, we considered many
multi-user systems, but in demo after demo
there was too much of a user delay .
Then IBC contacted us, and offered to
demonstrate the Middi Cadet's multi- user
capabilities-we were skeptical, but we gave
it a try.
First, the Middi Cadet ran 9 users doing word
processing without any delays. As a second
test, we had the Middi operating 3 terminals
each on word processing, accounting and
BASIC programming . Again, no user delay.
This was the multi-user, multi-tasking system
we had been looking for.
With the Middi Cadet, we got a higher speed
Z80B processor, a very fast hard disk drive
and enough memory to do the job (512K
Bytes).
On top of that, we felt that we got a very
good price from an excellent vendor. Our
system was delivered and installed two
weeks later. Since then we've been so pleased with the Middi that we're planning to buy
another. With two systems providing 18 stations we will be equipped to offer training in
all aspects of information processing ."
Circle 22 for End Users.

The Middi Cadet is a 10 user system that includes a 6MHz, Z80B CPU; 256 to 512K Bytes
of RAM memory; a 20 MB, 5%" hard disk
drive and a one megabyte 5%" floppy disk
drive.

[~------~

For more information on the Middi Cadet,
see your local IBC dealer.
To locate the dealer nearest you , call or
write :
OUTSIDE THE USA

WITHIN THE USA

Dl(/rntegrated Business Computers

IB(/ DISTRIBUTION

21592 Marilla Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 882-9007 TELEX NO. 215349

1140 36th Street, Suite 212
Ogden , Utah 84403
(801) 621-2294

Circle 151 for Dealers.
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when it was designed. DMA began both mass storage and data backproducing large volumes of the 5/5 up," Troutte says. "There's no way
in October 1982. DMA uses ferrite you can ever get a fixed drive with
heads and standard oxide media so much capacity that you never
because, Troutte explains, "We have to remove data from it. And,
decided not to try a start-up especially in microcomputers, you
company based on thin-film heads always have to load programs and
and media, or we wouldn't be provide backup. So, if you have a
talking to you now." This bent for drive that does both-that is, half of
proven technology is basic to DMA it is fixed and operating as a system
because it is a vendor-based, disk and half of it is removable for
assembly - only manufacturer, backup-then you have all the
functions of a memory subsystem in
Troutte insists.
The next step for DMA drives is one unit, thus saving real estate."
In typical applications, Troutte
another doubling of density, says
Troutte. "We know all of our points out, the fixed portion of the
suppliers are out there working on drive can store operating software
new disks and heads, and we have and application programs, while the
to reach out there and make sure disk cartridges can store records of
there are volume suppliers offering departments and functions, such as
something we can get before going accounting, marketing, payroll and
inventory. The removability of the
on to the next generation."
The biggest surprise DMA en- cartridge addresses the issues of
countered over the past two years is data protection and increased rethat most potential users are cord-storage capacity.
Another feature of cartridges is
accustomed to floppy disk drives
and must be educated in using transportability. Sutton suggests
fixed/removables. "If you have a that express-mailing a cartridge is
fixed drive, it does mass storage, often considerably less expensive
and, with a removable drive, you do than transmitting data over commu-

nications links. Because all DMA
drives use dynamic head loading,
the heads do not rest on the media
as in earlier Winchester drives. As a
result, users can transport cartridge media without the fear of
data loss through heads crashing.
The cartridges for the 11/11 do
not differ from those on the 5/5
except for the heads and servo
patterns, Sutton says. Retail prices
of the cartridges are $25 to $45, of
which $20 is the cost of the media.
Sutton points out that the higher
capacity of the 11/11 will make the
advantages of embedded-servo ,
voice-coil tracking more apparent
compared with stepper-motor
drives-especially with 16-/32-bit,
multiuser machines. "In earlier
systems, the stepper motor was
fine, and you couldn't even see the
difference [from voice coils] because
the software overhead was so high
that it masked the better performance," he says."Our average access
time of 40 msec. will become a more
significant factor of choice when
used with higher-performance microcomputers."
D

Bubble-memory devices expand
capabilities of IBM PCs
Tom Moran, Associate Editor

Manufacturers of bubble-memory
subsystems are starting to produce
a profusion of alternative storage
peripherals for IBM PCs and
PC-compatibles. While bubble
memories aren't cheap enough for
most home and business users, they
offer reliability and resistance to
shock, vibration, power loss and
electromagnetic interference. This
ensures that they will continue to
penetrate the markets for personal
computers, process control, data
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

acquisition and computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing.
The company with the Jatest
bubble-memory product is Hicomp
Computer Corp., Redmond, Wash.
Its product, the MBM-500 memory
disk, a 256K-byte floppy diskemulation board, contains two
IM-bit Intel bubble chips and an
on-board controller. It can be
plugged into any available I/O slot in
an IBM PC, a PC XT or a
compatible machine. Because it
allows a user to boot a host

microcomputer directly, the MBM500 can be used with floppies or
alone. However, the board cannot
boot up older IBM PCs or
compatibles lacking a ROM-scan
feature, which searches for intelligent I/O cards during power-up.
Such systems must be booted from a
separate diskette.
Average data-transfer rate is 17K
bytes per second, and average
access time is 50 msec. The
MBM-500 supports PC-DOS 1.1 and
2.0 and will support PC-DOS 2.1 or
any other operating system that
43
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becomes the standard for IBM PCs.
Hicomp has tested the system in
IBM PCs, PC XTs and portables
from Compaq Computer Corp. and
expects it to function in other
compatibles as well. List price is
$995, with quantity discounts available, and delivery is four weeks.
Company president Joseph Mazzarella says the two-year-old company plans to introduce a 512K-byte
version, the MBM-504, in May or
June. The data-transfer rate will be
TOTAL U.S. BUBBLE MEMORY
MARKET

INTEL 1M·BIT BUBBLE MEMORY CHIP SET PRICES
(QUANTITY 25,000)

$3,000
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34K bytes per second, and average
access time will be 50 msec. List
price will be $1,495.
Mazzarella expects Hicomp's revenues to grow in a range of from
$4.5 million to $8 million in fiscal
1985, up from about $1 million in
this fiscal year.
Another bubble drive for the IBM
PC comes from Helix Laboratories
Inc., San Diego, which also makes
bubble products for Apple Computer Inc.'s Apple II. The Helix PC
bubble disk stores 512K bytes using
four lM-bit Intel chips and emulates
a hard disk. The Helix bubble drive
runs with PC-DOS 2.0, Softech
Pascal IV.13 and CP/M-86 for the
PC XT.
:flelix has started shipping sample
quantities of the bubble disk. Retail
price of the product is $1,495 in
small quantities, and delivery time
is two to three weeks. When Intel
cuts its price for lM-bit chip sets to
$95 this October, Helix expects to
reduce the bubble system's price

($99)

and increase the company's margins, says company president Bruce
McKay.
The FDE425 Solidrive from
Targa Electronics Systems Inc.,
Ottawa, was not specifically designed for the IBM PC, but an OEM
can configure the Solidrive to
emulate a standard 8-inch floppy
drive or several 5%-inch drives.
When the drive is configured with a
5%-inch drive connectors, a user
can switch-select various formats.
The Solidrive uses removable bubble cartridges and has the same
power requirements, form factor
and mounting holes as a 5%-inch
floppy drive.
A limited-temperature version of
the FDE425 Solidrive sells for
$2,495 with a 128K-byte cartridge
and $2,995 with a 256K-byte
cartridge. Prices for the removable
cartridges range from $995 to
$2,295, depending on temperature
range and capacity (256K or 512K
bytes). Targa, which first shipped

the Solidrive in November 1982,
does not plan a board-level product
for IBM or Apple systems.
Bubbl-tec, a Dublin, Calif., division of PC/M Inc., expects to ship an
IBM PC add-in bubble-memory
board this month, says company
president Bob Nelson. The company
currently manufactures bubblememory boards for several other
microprocessors and microcomputer
buses. It has not determined price
or availability of the PC add-in, but
Nelson does say the product will not
emulate a floppy drive. Bubbl-tec
intends to provide software drivers
for the product.
MPC Peripherals Corp., San
Diego, makes a bubble-memory
board for the Apple II and is
reportedly working on a bubblebased add-in board for the IBM PC.
A spokesman for MPC refuses to
comment on the product, which is
expected to emulate a floppy disk
drive.
Despite the increased activity,
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984
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Hicomp's MBM-500 256K-byte bubblememory add-in card for the IBM-PC, PC-XT
and compatible systems should usher such
machines into new market niches.

Helix Laboratories' PC bubble disk add-in
board for the IBM PC stores 512K bytes and
emulates a hard disk.

bubble-memory subsystems have a
limited market, says Aaron Goldberg, research manager for research company International Data
Corp., Framingham, Mass. "I don't
expect to see a lot of sales [of
bubbles that emulate floppies], not
as much as [sales of] add-in RAM
boards ~ecause RAM boards have
general applicability, and a bubble
emulating a floppy really doesn't."
However, Egil Juliussen, chairman of Future Computing Inc.,
Richardson, Texas, believes plug-in
bubble subsystem boards will do
well. "I think the market will
expa11d when the cost falls below
that of a 256K-byte RAM board,
which is now about $500. The
advantage [of bubbles] is their
non-volatility; for certain memory
applications and harsh environments, [bubbles are] better." He
expects bubble-memory to be used
in portable personal computer
products: "You'll even see some
removable cartridges like the PC
5000 from Sharp [Electronics
Corp.]."
J uliussen expects that 5 percent
to 10 percent of personal computers
will incorporate bubble memory
when its price drops. He expects
establishing distribution for the
systems to be the most difficult
part. "The key to the market is
getting into the 1,100 specialty
stores that sell the IBM PC and the
other 1,000 stores that sell PCcompatibles," he says.
Intel Corp. 's bubble-memory

46

product manager Michael Eisele data error. As market demand for
defines several potential market fault tolerance develops, that will be
segments for bubble drives. These a big market for bubbles also,"
include harsh environments, appli- Eisele predicts.
Companies and industry analysts
cations in which data integrity is
crucial and applications that make agree that Intel's strategy of
maintenance and human supervision guaranteeing price cuts for bubble
difficult or expensive. "With bubble chips is clever because it lets
memory, there are no crashes. The bubble-memory companies plan
error rate is so low that, under ahead. Says J uliussen: "That crepersonal computer conditions, [a ates demand, and it becomes a
D
bubble memory] will never make a self-fulfilling policy."

OSBORNE PREVIEWS IBM-COMPATIBLE PORTABLE
Last month, Osborne Computer Corp.'s U.K. subsidiary, on its way to
becoming an independent entity, previewed the anticipated IBM-compatible
version of the Osborne Executive for the first time. Negotiations now under
way between the subsidiary and its parent will give the U.K. offshoot
manufacturing and marketing rights to the new machine. The U.K. company
expects to begin producing the computer by April, although it has yet to select
a local subcontractor to assemble the machine. Osborne U.K. managing
director Mike Healey says the company is calling the system the Osborne PC
to retain brand identification, which is not unfavorable in Europe. The
8088-based Osborne PC comes with 256K bytes of internal memory,
expandable to 512K bytes, two 360K-byte floppy disk drives, a color monitor
and the IBM PC keyboard. Price had not been decided by press time because
of upward surges in the U.S. dollar, but Healey hopes it will be less than
$3,500. He hopes to attract volume purchasers in the United States and
Europe.
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HP, CalComp vie
for CAD/CAM plotter market
Edward S. Foster, Associate Editor

Drafting plotters for computeraided- design/computer- aidedmanufacturing (CAD/CAM) applications now offer the capabilities of
both drum and flatbed devices.
That's after market leaders
Hewlett-Packard Co. and California
Computer Products Inc. (CalComp)
pushed the limits of their technology with new top-of-the-line products.
The introduction of the HP7586B
from HP's San Diego division in
February brings to market a plotter
that handles continuous-roll media
like a traditional drum plotter. The
continuous-roll feature allows the
plotter to produce plots while
unattended and to produce plots
that are longer than E-sized
drawings. The HP7586B accepts
cut-sheet paper from A (81h by 11
inches) to E (36 by 48 inches) sizes.
It plots in all directions at 24 inches
per second (ips) and offers a
resolution of 0.001 inches. ,Singleunit price is $21,900.
In offering a plotter that can use
both roll-feed and cut sheets, HP is
closely following the lead of
CalComp, Irvine, Calif., which
introduced its 107X family of
dual-mode plotters in November.
CalComp's model 1073 plots at 15
ips on an axis with a resolution of
0.001 inches. Model 1075 plots at 25
ips with the same resolution, and
model 1077 plots at 37 ips with a
resolution of 0.0005 inches. Prices
are $14,950 (1073), $19,500 (1075)
and $24,950 (1077). The lowerpriced models can be fieldupgraded.
HP and CalComp officials state
that the plotters will attract
48

The HP7586B drafting plotter (foreground) accepts cut-sheet and continuous-roll paper.
Prices of the HP 75808 and 75858 cut-sheet drafting plotters (background) have been
reduced to $13,900 and $16,900, respectively.

customers in the CAD/CAM market. They claim the plotters' prices
are about equal to those of units
with fewer functions. "Customers
weren't clamoring for a dual-mode
drafting plotter before we introduced the 107X series," says Doyle
Cavin, vice president of CalComp's
plotter products division. "Now that
we've shown them what it can do for
them, however, we're beginning to
suspect we may have underestimated the demand." CalComp is
stressing the dual-mode feature of
the 107X plotters because it enables
users to generate a series of plots on
roll media and to interrupt the
series to generate a single-sheet
plot. Both HP and CalComp
plotters can print on a variety of
media, including transparencies.
HP officials believe that one of
the most attractive aspects of the
HP7586B for the CAD/CAM market

is its ability to perform long-axis
plotting. "There is a great deal of
activity in the market where the
scale and detail require more area
than an E-sized plot," says Manuel
Rivas, HP product manager. "Aircraft manufacturers, for example,
find that they can use a plot that is
as long as the wing they're
designing," he says.
While HP and CalComp basically
agree on what drafting plotter
functions customers in the CAD/
CAM market need, they take
different approaches to addressing
those needs. HP is employing a
frame-to-frame technique for longaxis plotting that allows a user to
create a plot in 48-inch-long
sections. To assure accurate alignment between sections of a longaxis plot, the HP7586B makes
registration marks in the margins
by each section. An optical sensor
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

Our giant commitment to OEMs

BOARDS TO
SYSTEMS.
YOU NAME IT.
CIE Systems is committed to
being your source for the very latest
in micros and all that goes with them.
The micros are the CIES 680™
Business Computers with the
advanced 32/16-bit 68000 microprocessor and Intel's Multibus TM
architecture. So from boards to
systems, you can
easily configure your
product line for virtually any business.
There are four 680
models. The 680/30
(shown above), 680/20
(on the right), 680/35
and the 680/ 40.
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The 680/30 and 680/35 will
accommodate up to eight interactive users. The 680/20 expands
to four users. And the 680/40
expands to as many as 20 users.
Disk capacities range from 10 to
300 Mbytes, memory from 256K to
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Operating systems include
REGULUS™ (UNIX™ compatible)
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BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL and
PASCAL.
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PRO-IV,™ the applications processor that
allows you to develop
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uses the marks to align the next
section.
"The frame-to-frame technique is
an economical solution," says HP's
Rivas. "We eliminate the need for
much of the complex paper handling
that other long-axis, roll-feed plotters have to employ." Rivas believes
that HP's micro-grip technology,
which uses a grit wheel to make
microscopic indentations for holding
the paper, makes the 7586B the only
plotter that can use unsprocketed
roll media. "The grit-wheel drive
we've proven on earlier plotters
gives u& tpe accuracy we need to
handle tpe paper this way," he says.
Rivas concedes that, in long-axis
plotting, users can detect the point
at which line segments from
adjoining sections meet because
extra ink is emitted when the pen
hits and is lifted from the paper.
Another drawback, says Rivas, is
that plots longer than 12 feet may
require margin adjustments for the
roll-feed paper.
CalComp's approach was to
devise a new paper-tracking system
for its continuous roll-feed mode.
The system is compatible with the
design constraints of the belt bed
needed for cut-sheet plotting. A belt
bed makes it impossible to use a
symmetrical feed and take-up unit,
like those common in continuous-roll
drum plotters. Theoretically, an
extra-long paper path permits the
plotter to draw a continuous line as
long as the roll of paper. Two rough
strips at both edges of an idler roller
center the paper as it is being fed in
or out. Optical sensors in the
vacuum columns determine when
the paper loop in the column is too
long or too short to act as a buffer.
"By using an upright design for
the belt bed, our configuration
allows an operator to monitor a
drawing as it is being donesomething you can't do with a drum
plotter," notes Mike Watterson,
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

CalComp's model 1077 dual-mode plotter, the company's high-end offering, plots at 37 ips.

CALCOMP'S DUAL·MODE CAPABILITY*

CONTINUOUS·ROLL MODE

CUT·SHEET MODE
·PATENT APPLIED FOR

CalComp's 107X plotter series uses an unusual paper path in its continuous-roll mode (left)
to permit the use of a belt bed for a cut-sheet mode (right) .

product line manager for CalComp.
"We've filed over seven patents for

this new product line, including the
sandpaper strips and the optical
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sensors. This reflects a great deal
more innovation going into these
products than you will usually see in
a new plotter."
CalComp's Cavin claims a significant throughput advantage for his
company's plotters, particularly in
applications requiring many pen
changes. He says the HP device
carries its eight pens in a carousel
next to the plotting area; the
CalComp device carries its four
pens along the horizontal axis,
allowing nearly instantaneous pen
changes. While HP's plotter plots at
the same speed in all directions to
achieve consistent line quality, he
says , CalComp's plotters take
advantage of motion on both axes
for greater speed when drawing
diagonal lines. They compensate for
the increased speed by varying the
pressure of the pens on the paper.
HP plans to ship the HP7586B
this month and estimated delivery
time is six to eight weeks. OEM
discounts are available.
CalComp is now shipping production units of the 107X series and will
ramp up to full production by
year-end. OEM discounts for quantities of 100 will be 30 percent for

PLOTTE RS WITH CUT-SH EET AND ROLL MEDIA CAPABILITIES
HP·7586B

CalComp 1077

CalComp 1075

CalComp 1073

on axis

24

37

25

15

on diagonal

24

52

35

21

Plot speed on axis (ips)

Maximum acceleration (G)
Resolution (in.)
No. of pens
End-user price

4
0.001

8
$21 ,900

the 1077, 25 percent for the 1075
and 10 percent for the 1073. There's
little margin for OEM discounts on
the 1073 because the unit is aimed at
and priced aggressively for the
end-user market, Cavin says.
Cavin admits that the 107X series
was developed primarily to help
reclaim some of the market share
CalComp lost to HP in 1981 when
HP introduced its first drafting
plotter, the HP7580. "We didn't
take that product seriously enough
when it was introduced," he
acknowledges, "and it cost us some
market share. With our 945 and 965
models, we did manage to retain our
top ranking in the market, but we

DECtalk simulates
human speech

4
0.0005
4
$24,950

2
0.001
4
$19,500

1
0.001
4
$14,950

are pricing the 107X family aggressively in the expectation of getting
back some of the market share we
lost."
While introducing the HP7586B
last month, HP also announced
price reductions on the other
plotters in the 7580 line. The
company reduced the price of the
HP7580B from $16,100 to $13 ,900;
the HP7585B, from $22,900 to
$16,900. HP officially attributes the
reductions to reduced manufacturing costs. The earlier two models in
the 7580 series do not provide
roll-feed or long-axis plotting capaD
bilities.

The DECtalk voice synthesizer (under
telephone) converts electronic mail and other
ASCII information to human-quality speech.

David Bright, Assistant Editor

Digital Equipment Corp. will
make its recently introduced DECtalk voice-synthesizer unit available
this month. The company claims
DECtalk transforms any string of
ASCII characters into humanquality speech. The self-contained
unit, about the size of a modem,
connects to most computers via an
RS232C port. It has a variable, 120to 350-word-per-minute speaking
52
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SASl/SCSI News

ming Project. Stanford University,
and co-author of the current bestseller: The Fifth Generation: Artificial

Engineering and marketing
professionals to gather in
Palm Springs to discuss
1/0 standardization:
· disk and tape drives
·printers
· data communications
On Monday. April 2, 1984, and continuing through Wednesday. April 4 ,
computer proTessionals will gather
from around the world to confer with
industry leaders about the newest
revolution in standardization: SCSI.
In addition to standardization,
SCSI promises high performance, ease
of expansion, systems growth, and
other advantages. Yet many potential
implementers have indicated a need
for a significant exchange of basic
information as developments rapidly
overtake current planning.
As a consequence, SCSI FORUM
'84 will convene at the Royce Resort
Hotel in Palm Springs, California to
provide delegates with the most recent
updates on SCSI.

Who Should Attend
Attendees with the most to gain
are engineering and marketing professionals in companies involved with:
• controllers and formatters
• peripherals
• compujer systems
• systems integration

Costs:
The total package price is
single occupancy. $ l ,090
per person double occupancy. or
$690 per person double occupancy with one non-attending
SCSI FORUM '84 guest. Price
includes registration fee. conferen ce materials. thre e nights '
luxury accommodation (all rooms
are s uites). meals and cocktail
receptions, gratuities. and transportation to and from Palm
Springs Airport. and th en to
COMDU on April 4. should you
desire.
Cancellations received before
March 15. 1984. are subject to a
10% service charge. Cancellations
received after March 15th are
subject to payment in full.
$ l.200

Program and speakers subject to
change without notice.
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Advertising

Intelligence and Japan's Computer
Challenge to the World.

•Charles Lecht, Chairman, Lecht
Science Corp., computer futurist and
author of The Waves <!f Change.
• Dr. Richard Byrne, Professor. Annenberg School of Communications,
University of California and Founder
and Chairman of Springboard.

Issues And Tupics
SCSI FORUM '84 is structured to
provide a core of ten sessions on SCSI
subjects, seven industry overview sessions on SCSI-related subjects, and
four keynote sessions on the industry
at large. These sessions will be interspersed with special panel discussions
in an open environment. Issues and
speech topics include:
• SCSI vis a vis !PI and ISi
• SCSl's impact on computer systems
•The future of SCSI
• Japan's challenge to the U.S.
• Computer shock: technologies for
transformation

Speakers
• Bill Bayer. President. Shugart Corporation.
•Bill Burr. National Bureau of
Standards.
• Lee H. Elizer, Vice President-Marketing;, Cipher Data Systems.
• Bill Roberts, Chairman. Emulex.
• DaVid Tsang, President, Data Thchnology Corporation.
• Richard Barrett, Founder and
President. Adaptive Data & Energy
Systems.
• Dr. Edward A Feigenbaum, Professor
of Science and Heuristic Program-

The Meeting Site
The luxurious, new Royce Resort
is an exclusive spa hotel with a superb
view of the rambling Santa Rosa
Mountains. Golf, tennis and a m~nifi
cent health spa are just a few o1 the
activities available to guests.
How Tu Register
You may register for SCSI FORUM
'84 by phoning; Julie Ayers 800-8240114 (in CalitOrnia: 714-594-5858).
Visa and American Express cards
accepted. Or you may complete the
form below and mail to SCSI FORUM
'84, 2627 Pomona Boulevard, Pomona
CA91768.

What You May Expect Tu Gain
With industry forecasters predicting that standardization will eventually
make computers as easy to interconnect as stereo equipment. SCSI is now
receiving much of the standardization
limelight. You will benefit both from
an exchange of hard data concerning;
SCSl's current state and informed
estimates of the immediate and longrange future. In short. this is an event
your company cannot afford for you
to miss.

...,

SCSI FORUM '84 Registration Form, April 1-4, 1984
Please reserve ___ spaces at SCSI FORUM '84.
(Please complete for
D Single Occupancy
D Double Occupancy
second delegate)
NAME

NAME

TITLE

TITLE

COMPANY

COMPANY

ADDRESS

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

PHOM:< (

ZIP

)

D Payment enclosed.

D Please bill company.

CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE (

D Please charge my:
D Visa Card
D American
Express Card

Fill in and detach this form. and mail it to:
SCSI FORUM '84, 2627 Pomona Boulevard.
Pomona, CA 91768. Or call (800) 824-0114

__ _ ___ _

(714) 594-5858 (in California). Since space

.__is

I
I
I
I
I
I
D Double occupancy (Non-attending
SCSI FORUM '84 guest)
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ I
Tutal Amount:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ I
Card Number: _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
I
Expiration Date:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
____ _ ......I

limited, you are advised to act promptly.
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rate and can simulate men's,
women's or children's voices. Users
can specify pronunciation.
Targeted at OEMs, the $4,000
system is also part of DEC's
All-In-1 office-information system.
One application for DECtalk is as a
communications aid for those with
speech impediments. At Children's
Hospital, Boston, speakingimpaired children use DECtalk with
a menu- or icon-oriented touch
screen to "speak." Other applica-

tions include stock- and bank-status
inquiries over a telephone, firealarm systems and electronic mail.
DEC says DECtalk's greatest
value is its ability to read text over
the phone, turning the phone into a
computer terminal. MCI Communications Corp. plans to integrate
DECtalk with MCI mail: customers
will have electronic messages
"read" to them over the telephone.
DECtalk has a three-step approach to producing speech. First,

In-Search eases access to
Dialog's 180 databases
Tom Moran, Associate Editor

Start-up Menlo Corp., Santa
Clara, Calif., is offering In-Search,
a software package for use on IBM
PCs, PC XTs and PC-compatible
microcomputers. In-Search provides users with a single interface to
Dialog Information Services Inc.'s
Dialog, a "one-stop supermarket"
comprising more than 180 databases. Dialog officials say Dialog
contains nearly 100 million records
that can be accessed by clients in 60

countries. Before In-Search, Dialog
users had to page through lengthy
manuals containing the logic and
commands of the many independently prepared and updated databases.
In-Search's first screen, "database selection," displays information and instructions in four
windows (Fig. 1). Selecting a
category from the first, "categories," window causes a number of
related topics to appear in the
"subjects" window. These subjects
Set "S PICllT

•

it compares ASCII text to a
user-defined dictionary of acronyms
and pronunciation exceptions. If no
match is found, the system makes
an educated guess as to correct
pronunciation. DECtalk then examines the words and characters
surrounding the ASCII text and
applies rules for intonation and
stress. Finally, a digital signal
processor synthesizes voice waveforms using a computer model of the
human vocal tract.
D

correspond to the titles of the cards
pictured in the third window, "card
index," on the right of the screen.
The card index window presents
four index cards stacked one behind
the other, each representing a
Dialog database. The front card
displays a short description of the
database's contents, how often it is
updated, the number of records and
the cost of using the database. On
the other three cards, only the
subject, name and Dialog number of
the database appear at the top of
each card. A user moves the cursor
to select a category and subject,
then uses the information on the
index cards to select a database.
Dl-16
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Fig. 1. ln-Search's database selectio n screen indexes more than
180 databases available from Dialog Information Services.
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Fig. 2. Using as many as 100 criteria to form a search strategy, /nSearch picks records out of a large quantity of information.
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The Newest Innovation in Controller

•
Technology From the Oldest Name ID

Multifunction Controllers.

Introducing the World's First LSI~II Emulating Multifunction Disk/Tape Controller.
Say hello to SPECTRA 25, the cornerstone of our new fami ly
of high-performance disk/ tape controllers designed for use
with DEC's LSI-II computer.
This revolutionary 0-Bus compatible single quad board
lets you interface any combination of two SMD disks and four
formatted 112 -inch tape drives. By using extended commands
to program the onboard E2 PROM, you can easily select drive
mixing, mapping, and many other features-all without
removing the controller from the system.
The SPECTRA 25 emulates DEC's RM02/ 5 and RM80
disk subsystems, and DEC's TSI I tape subsystem. It also provides complete emulation for operation with DEC's RT-II ,
RSX-JIM, RSX-llM-PLUS and RSTS/ E operating
systems.
To further enhance system performance,
Spectra Logic offers SPECTRA STREAM™
software, a streaming tape backup utility
that can back up an entire 80MB drive in
only seven minutes.

Spectra Logic first introduced the multifunction concept back
in 1979. And we 've been quietly revolutionizing the market
ever since with families of controllers that provide the highperformance, proven reliability, and added value you need to
stay competitive.
We also offer the industry's most comprehensive one
year warranty, responsive nationwide service, and ongoing
technical support.
SPECTRA 25 is the latest innovation in controller technology from the company with periphera l vision . Spectra
Logic. For further information, including complete technical
specifications, call or write us today.
Spectra Logic Corporation
1227 Innsbruck Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 744-0930 TWX 910-339-9566
TELEX 172524 SPL SUVL
International Sa les Office:
Belgium J32) (2) 51 34892

See Us at Dexpo, Booth #108.

SPECTRA STREAM is a t rad e mark of Spect ra Logic Corp ora ti o n.
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© 1983 Sp ect ra Logic Corporation
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HOW TO CHOOSE A DISK DRIVE, PART II:

ComQuters designed
for the office environment
are in for ashock!

Here's a shocking fact: when
someone sets a computer down on
a desk, the disk drive inside can be
subjected to a pulse shock as high
as 30 g's. Obviously, if the disk
drive (or any other component in
your system) can't handle that kind
of shock, your system runs the

56

risk of breaking down under rather
ordinary conditions-like every
time there's an office shuffle and
people move their computers.
What follows is some technical information on how we handle the
problem in our high performance
51/4-inch Winchester disk drives.

Shock and vibration: twin
problems
Shock, and the closely related
problem of vibration, have come
under intense study at ATASI Corporation, and for good reason:
both can cause loss of data. A severe pulse shock can cause a
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AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
drive's head to "slap" against the
disk, removing a "divot" of oxide
material, along with the data written there. Severe vibration can
cause the head to overshoot or undershoot a track, so that the head
can't find the data it's seeking. In
addition, vibration can fatigue
components over time, and perhaps lead to premature failure.

chanically holds the carriage in
place, protecting the data field
from any head contact.

The ATASI White Paper
Most disk drives only have shock and
vibration grommets (black) between the
frame and the bowl.

ATASI's proprietary design also includes
isolators (blue) between the bowl and
baseplate.

ATASI's 46 Mbyte, 514- inch Winchester
disk drives are available in production
quantities immediately.

making a choice. These tests involved the use of a laboratory
shaker as well as computer
models.
ATASI's double isolation system
more than protects its drivesand the data they store-from the
shocks of the office environment.

Double shock isolation

Beyond the shock/vibration
problem

In order to sustain high shock
loads, the ATASI design incorporates a unique dual system for
shock and vibration isolation. Like
most disk drives, ATASI drives
have isolators between the frame
and the head/disk assembly bowl.
In addition, ATASI's proprietary
design includes elastomere isolators inside the bowl, between the
bowl and baseplate on which the
head/disk assembly is mounted. A
foam pad with high damping properties, also located between the
baseplate and the bowl, further
protects the head/disk assembly
from vibration.
The grommets ATASI uses for
isolators are far from ordinary. To
handle both pulse shocks and vibration effectively-to avoid a declining spring rate with displacement while maintaining adequate
damping properties-ATASI
tested 330 different options before
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At ATASI, we are proud of the
quality we build into every drive
we make, and we encourage
clients to test our products rigorously. To help, we have prepared
a White Paper on shock and vibration for systems integrators. It
discusses test methods and the
interpretation of test data in detail.
If you are a systems integrator,
contact ATASI Corporation now to
receive your ATASI White Paper.
Corporate headquarters: 2075
Zanker Road, Sanjose, CA 95131,
(408) 995-0335; Eastern region:
(617) 890-3890; Southwest region:
(714) 432-0757.

Shock and vibration engineering
is only one of a number of ways
ATASI achieves such a high level of
data integrity. ATASI drives also
feature dedicated "landing zones."
Upon powerdown-intentional or
emergency-the back e.m.f. of
the motor is used to position the
carriage over data-free landing
zones. A carriage lock then mePERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL NO.
3033
3046
CAPACITY
33 MB 46 MB
ACCESS TIME (AVG.) 30 ms 30 ms
DATA RATE
5 Mbits 5 Mbits
INTERFACE
ST 506 ST 506
Available in high voltune today.
3075
3065
MODEL NO.
65 MB 75 MB
CAPACITY
ACCESS TIME (AVG.) 24 ms 24 ms
5 Mbits 5 Mbits
DATARATE
ST 506 ST 506
INTERFACE
Available second quarter, 1984.

<!:>

1983 ATASI Corporation
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Multibus®
Microcomputer
Systems
Made Easy
OEMs get products to market
faster with SMS Winchester
controllers, storage systems
and microcomputer foundation
systems.

Small table top applications
can use the MDX80000 foundation system with five Multibus
slots, 10, 15, or40Mb of 5-1/4"
Winchester storage plus an 8"
IBM compatible floppy.

Whether you select 8086,
M68000, Z8000 or another
Multibus single board computer, you can choose the SMS
product to fit your packaging
needs.

For large configurations,
choose the DSX80000 foundation system with eight Multibus
slots, 10, 20, 40 or 80Mb of
Winchester storage plus an 8"
IBM compatible floppy.

For high volume or unique
packaging requirements, the
SMS FWD8001/FWD8006
single board controllers are
INTEL 215 compatible and
support 8" Winchester/floppy
or 5-1/4" Winchester and 5-1 /4"
or 8" floppy disk drives.

If you have your own Multibus
backplane, plug in the SMS
FWT80000 storage system. It
occupies only 5-1/4" of rack
space and comes with either
10, 20, 40 or 80Mb Winchester
storage plus an 8" I BM compatible floppy.

Scientific Micro Systems. Inc.
' Id R d M
· v·
CA 940 43
777 East M 1'ddl e f 1e
oa
ountain 1ew,
(415) 964-5700 TWX: 910-379-6577

SMS SALES OFFICES:
Seattle, Washington (2061 883-8303
Boston, MA (6171246-2540; Atlanta, Georgia
(4041 296-2029; Morton Grove, Illinois 13121
966-2711 ; Yorba Linda, California (7141993-3768.

®TRADEMARK OF INTEL CORPORATION .
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At the bottom of the screen, a
fourth window prompts the user
with appropriate commands and
displays a status line. A template
for the IBM PC function keys
indicates help, break, phone, disk,
command, mark, data sheet and
printer functions. The "help" key
accesses In-Search's comprehensive
help functions from any point in the
program.
The "search keywords and phrases" screen appears after selection of
the database (Fig. 2). With this
screen, In-Search defines as many
as 100 search criteria (keywords and
phrases), one per line. Users can
employ these criteria in various
combinations to construct a complex
search strategy. When the user logs
onto Dialog, In-Search searches the
database for matching references.
The number of references to any set
of criteria appears on the same line
as the set.
In-Search can also perform index
searches, locating references occurring only in one publication, for
example. After selecting the database and search strategy, the user
presses the "phone" function key,
and In-Search automatically dials
and logs onto Dialog through a
modem via a pulse or Touch-Tone
line. The connection is made
through Telenet, Tymnet or Uninet
to avoid long distance charges.
In-Search, conducts the search, and
a user increases or decreases the
number of search criteria to select a
manageable number of records. A
user employs the function keys to
display or print the records. If the
user is interrupted or wants to use
the same search strategy after the
database is updated, he can save
search strategies on disk.
In-Search allows users to define
search parameters off-line, instead
of looking up commands while using
time on expensive databases. It also
retains commands, search parameMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

MODEM SALES TO HOME AND OFFICE PC MARKETS IN UNITS
1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

OFFICE

335,000

590,000

940,000

1.4 million

2 million

2.7 million

HOME

720,000

1.3 million

1.8 million

2.5 million

3.3 million

4.2 million

The increasing sales of modems for personal and business computer applications will
increase the demand for means to access remote databases.

ters and intermediate search results
on one screen.
In-Search is stored on seven
floppy disks: two copies of the
copy-protected system disk, four
"category" disks that drive the
interfaces to the yarious databases
and a tutorial disk that Menlo will
encourage users to copy. Alternatively, the In-Search program can
be stored on a Winchester disk
drive. Winchester-based systems
can display all four categories in the
category window; floppy disk-based
systems must display categories one
at a time. In-Search uses datacompression algorithms to store
more than 200 pages of database
instructions and commands on the
four category disks. To minimize
disk swapping, Menlo duplicated
In-Search's command information
for some databases on several
category disks.
In-Search requires the use of an
IBM PC, PC XT or compatible
microcomputer with 192K bytes of
RAM, versions 2.0 or later of
PC-DOS or MS-DOS, two doublesided floppy disk drives, or one
floppy and one Winchester disk
drive. It supports modems from
Hayes Microcomputer Products
Inc., Ven-tel Inc. and Novation Inc. ,
as well as acoustic modems.
Menlo is planning to port InSearch to other microcomputers and
database services, including Texas
Instruments Inc. 's TI Professional.
In-Search sells for approximately

Menlo president and founder
Lloyd Kreuzer says modem sales
have increased in the past year. He
expects modem prices to fall
because "the whole printed-circuit
board will be replaced by a couple of
ICs." He believes users' increasing
awareness of modems as an
accessory for personal computers is
key to the company's goals.
Although Dialog has no contract
with Menlo, Dialog officials are
enthusiastic about In-Search. "We
have about 35,000 corporate accounts and many more indirect
users who access through information professionals such as librarians,
information brokers and market
researchers," says Libby Trudell,
marketing manager for Dialog. "We
are cooperating with Menlo and
supporting its development effort to
make sure its software works
effectively with Dialog." She believes that In-Search makes good
use of the IBM PC's graphics ability
and that it will be useful for
non-professionals who want to
access on-line information directly.

D
NEXT MONTH IN MMS

March is data communications
month in Mini-Micro Systems.
Feature surveys are planned of
more than 20 expansion board
modems and more than 70
modem support software packages .

$400.
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HEARD ON THE HILL

Trade associations spur
improved R&D bill
Stephen J. Shaw
Washington Editor

Four trade associations have
earned a round of applause from the
computer industry. Acting in concert, they succeeded in introducing
federal legislation that could free
$100 million annually for research and
development in electronics.
This "Gang of Four" comprises the
American Electronics Association
(AEA), the Semiconductor Industry
Association, the Computer and
Business Equipment Manufacturers
Association and the Scientific Apparatus Manufacturers Association.
Sponsors of the bill, "The High
Technology Research and Scientific
Education Act of 1983," are Sens.
John Danforth, R-Mo., Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, and John Chafee,
R-R. I., and Reps. James Shannon,
D-Mass., and Bill Frenzel, R-Minn.
The bill contains several provisions
affecting the computer industry. It:
• Makes permanent the R&D tax
credit, now scheduled to expire at the
end of 1985, and allows credit for
software R&D expenses;
• Extends the credit to start-up
companies and corporate R&D joint
ventures;
• Allows a modified depreciation
schedule of research equipment to be
used in calculating the credit;
• Tightens the overall definition of
eligible R&D;
• Increases the deduction available to companies that donate money
or equipment, including computer
software, to post-secondary educational institutions for scientific or
engineering training.
The_existing tax credit, passed by
Congress as part of the 1980
Economic Recovery Act, was responsible for a 9 percent increase in R&D
expenditures by electronics compa60

nies in 1982, according to a recent
survey conducted on behalf of AEA.
The credit is calculated as 25 percent
of median R&D outlays over a
three-year period. AEA projects
that, by permanently extending the
credit and including computer software R&D, electronics companies
will increase their R&D spending by
20 percent to 25 percent annually.
AEA executive Ken Hagerty says
that will come to about $100 million a
year.
The legislation narrows the definition of eligible R&D in four principal
ways. First, only those R&D
activities directed toward functional
improvements of a product or process
are considered-not just style or
design. Secondly, the product or
process must be truly experimental.
Thirdly, post-production activities
can't be included for tax purposes.
Finally, software developed for
internal use is eligible for the credit
only if it's truly innovative.
If passed, the high-technology act
would for the first time extend R&D
credit to start-up companies and
corporate research joint ventures.
This provision would allow new
companies incurring R&D expenses
in their "garage phase" to claim a
credit based on 12.5 percent of their
first-year R&D costs. The credit
would also be applied to the eligible
expenses of established companies
that are participating in new research
ventures with other corporations.
The current three-year accelerated
cost depreciation schedule (ACRS)
for research equipment is lengthened
to five years under the bill. Inclusion
of the equipment into the five-year
ACRS is the first half of a monetary
quid pro quo between the trade group
coalition and the U.S. Department of
the Treasury. In exchange for the
longer depreciation cycle, the yearly

depreciation expense is to be included
in the R&D credit calculation.
Title II of the act creates a tax
credit for corporate payments and
equipment donations to colleges,
universities and post-secondary vocational institutions in support of basic
research and training. The credit is
calculated as 25 percent of corporate
educational payments (equipment is
valued at 50 percent of fair market
value, after depreciation) that exceed
a fixed yearly floor. This floor is
based on average annual corporate
payments over three years, or 1
percent of the corporation's average
annual R&D budget over the same
period, whichever is greater.
The Treasury Department has
given tentative approval to the
legislation, S. 2165 and H.R. 4475,
and the White House should do the
same when hearings are held this
spring before the Senate Finance
Committee and the House Ways and
Means Committee.
Although the bill is receiving
widespread support from diverse
industry groups, it was largely the
creation of the four electronics and
computer trade associations. Recognizing the beneficial impact of R&D
credit on their member companies,
the associations decided a cooperative
effort would produce better results
and stretch limited budgets and
manpower a little further.
They jointly retained a law firm to
draft the legislation, held several
discussions with officials from the
Treasury Department over key items
of the legislation and vigorously
lobbied members of Congress to
sponsor and support the measure.
Not only is the act itself of
significance to the U.S. computer
industry, so is the process by which it
came about.
0
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WO reports 1340/o sales gain, continued
solid profitabil~

For the fifth consecutive quarter, Western Digital reported successively
improving sales and profits. Net sales for the six month period ending
December 31, 1983, totalled $43.9 million, up 134 % over that of 1982.
Net earnings for the six month period improved by more than $3.l
million over that of the previous year. "In addition to our strong sales
growth, incoming orders for the first half exceeded orders received for
all of last year:· according to Roger W. Johnson, President and Chief
Executive Officer.

Sales of IBM compatibles skyrocket.

Sales of IBM-compatible personal computers skyrocketed last year,
from fewer than 10,000 units in 1982 to between 150,000 to 200,000
units in 1983, according to Dataquest, Inc. Now, a new hard disk
controller board from Western Digital, the WD1002-WX2, enables
system manufacturers to offer hard-disk based systems and subsystems
compatible with the IBM-XT, the fast-selling personal computer with
a 10 MB Winchester drive. The WD1002-WX2 is both host interface
and form factor compatible with the XT and controls up to two 5'14"
Winchester drives with the ST506 interface.

Robotics network automates pipe mill.

TAK Automation, Burlingame, California, has developed a highly
automated pipe mill system, using a network of robots for handling
and storage of materials. The robots are equipped with WD'sNetSource/25
X .25 Packet Switching Controllers, which control the flow of data
between both fixed and roving robots and a central computer.
NetSource/25's media independence permits the use of fiber optic
links for communications, or, in the case of roving robots, radio links.
Centralized control of the robots boosts quality and productivity,
according to a TAK spokesman.

CAD speeds turnaround on custom
PCB products.

New applications of powerful computer-aided design systems are enabling
disk-based system builders to specify fully customized Winchester/
floppy controller boards, and receive first production units in as few
as 12 weeks. Western Digital has invested several million dollars over
the past few years to extend existing VLSI CAD facilities to support
the generation of reliable, optimized printed circuit board designs,
rapidly, and at minimum cost. The dual Digital Equipment VAX
11/780 board-level CAD facility, including Calma graphics system,
improves manufacturability as well as verifying design correctness.

WESTERN DIGITAL
CORPORATION
2445 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714 • (714) 863-0102 • TWX 910-595-1139

How can you
develop one system and
offer your customers

aclioice ofthree?

it arou?d
Sl•mp}e• Develop
HP's new three-in-

Micro 29 . The Micro 26 comes with
integrated 9.4 Mb mini-Winchester disc
and microfloppy. And it has 81/0 slots,
giving you plenty of room for our wide
selection of 1/0 cards for instruments,
measurement and control, and datacomm, to name a few.
The Micro 27 adds floating point
hardware and microprogramming.
And, for jobs needing up to three times
the power, our 3 MIPS Micro 29 has
got what it takes.

one microsystem. That way, you don't
have to redesign your system to offer
your customers a range of performance.
Because the entire power range of HP's
new A-Series computers fits into the
same small, convenient package. At a
slimmed-down starting price of $6110~
So you can offer 1 MIPS performance. Or floating point hardware and
microprogramming in either a 1 MIPS
or 3 MIPS computer. Whicheverone r----your customer chooses, you can fit
it easily into the same space in
•
your system.

ldentical software
keeps it simple.
When you change processors,
you don't have to go back to
the drawing board with your
programs. Because, in addition to compatible hardware,
these computers run identical
software. That's the best kind
of compatibility you can buy.
Our A-Series family consists
of the Micro 26, Micro 27 and

Our brand new
operating system
really performs.
That's one secret of our success. The new, full-function
RTE-A real-time operating
system provides the performance you need for your
real-time automation applications. Ranging from dedicated machine control to
monitoring instruments to
supervising a network of
computers.
This power, speed and
I/O capacity also make our

Our new microsystems
also come in this floor-mount
or bench-top models.
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A-Series systems ideal for multi-user,
multi-tasking environments.
Of course, these compact new computers are part of our newly expanded
OEM program. This includes higher
discounts and credits, extended warranties and free training. So you'll make
more when you get to market. And
you'll also get there faster with our new
operating system and newly packaged
microsystems.
If you'd like micro, mini or maxi performance in one micro package, call
your local HP sales office listed in the
white pages of your phone book. Ask
for a technical computer representative.
Or write for more information to:
Hewlett-Packard, Attn. Greg Gillen,
Dept. 08171, 11000 Wolfe Road,
Cupertino, CA 95014. In Europe, write
to Henk van Lammeren , HewlettPackard, Dept. 08171, P.O. Box 529,
1180 AM Amstelveen, The Netherlands.
*A600+ microsystem component, 128Kb memory, box, Winchester disc .
Prices are U.S .A. list in OEM quantities of
100 and include integrated peripherals, one interface card, RTE -A and 512Kb of memory for
Micro 26 and Micro 27. Micro 29 includes 768Kb
of memory.

Ff/~ HEWLETT
~~PACKARD

T C-02309
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Anadex announces
IBM PC-compatible color printers
In this output sample from the Anadex
DP-97258, horizontal stripes of color were
created in one series of passes in a
high-speed mode. The paper then returned.
to fill in the star field on the flag at a higher
resolution.

That model will emulate the IBM
printer.
Anthony Lappas, Anadex's vice
Printer manufacturer Anadex
Inc., Chatsworth, Calif., is the first president of engineering, says the
to announce PC-compatibility with IBM 5182 will create a standard
its color serial printers since last that will cause an explosion of
November when IBM Corp. an- graphics software for the PCnounced its 5182 color printer for its compatible market.
PC, PC-XT and PCjr. Anadex is
To make the Anadex DP-9725B
offering a software-enhanced ver- compatible with IBM PCs, Anadex
sion of its DP-9725B Color/Scribe supplies it with software on a
dot-matrix serial printer for use 51/.&-inch floppy disk drive. The
with the PC. It also plans to software converts the IBM protointroduce the DP-9730B printer in cols to Anadex protocols, permitthe second quarter of this year. ting a user to print screen dumps of
Edward S. Foster, Associate Editor

The Anadex DP-97258 Color/Scribe impact dot-matrix printer uses a four-color ribbon to
produce color text and graphics. Anadex includes a 51/4-inch floppy diskette with each printer
to provide screen-dumping facilities with the IBM PC.
64

text and graphics on the IBM PC.
The DP-9730B will emulate the 5182
without conversion protocols.
Anadex hopes its printers will be
price competitive with the 5182,
which had a list price of$1,995 when
announced. The price of both
printers will be about $1,600 in
single-unit quantities, Lappas asserts. The final price was not fixed
at press time.
Anadex's printers have several
advantages over the 5182, Lappas
claims. "We have a distinct edge in
throughput, at least insofar as what
has been made public about IBM's
printer," he says. The 5182's
maximum speed is 200 characters
per second (cps); Anadex's printer
operates at 240 cps in draft mode,
Lappas also claims the DP-9725B's
faster carriage, reverse paper feed
and direct shifting of color bands on
a four-color ribbon will enhance
throughput.
IBM uses Dataproducts Corp.'s
P-132 color printer mechanism in
the 5182. Integral Data Systems
Inc., which was later acquired by
Dataproducts, introduced the mechanism in its Prism printer. IBM is
altering the mechanism mechanically and electrically in its product,
which will affect compatibility of
other ~anufacturers' products.
Tom Weaver, Anadex's manager
of product development, says, "The
Prism printer was the closest thing
to a standard for color dot-matrix
printers. We've done all the product
development based on the Prism we
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

Kimtron is building the #I terminal company and proudly presents
its KT- 7 Display terminal.
KT-7 provides not only technological excellence, but also True
Ergonomics, Highest Value and
Unique Features to improve user
efficiency and comfort.

True Ergonomics
• Height Adjustability
• Tilt and Swivel
• Low Profile Keyboard with three
level tilt and easy touch
• Sharp Display with High
Resolution
• Green or Amber Phosphor

Small Size and Light Weight
• Less than 18 inches deep and fits
in a Secretarial Return Desk
• Less than 22 pounds net
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

Unique Features
• User-Selectable Hidden or
Embedded Attributes

Best Features
• 9 X 13 Cell Resolution
• 25th Status/Set-Up/Message Line
• Set-up, 20 Programmable Function Keys and Answerback stored
in Non-Volatile Memory
• 4 International Character Sets
• 94 Business Graphics Characters
• Block Mode and Protect Mode
• Up to 4 Pages of Memory
Optional
• All the Smarts

Only $595
for all these features.
Call us or your terminal supplier for
more information

Kimtron
2225-1 Martin Avenue
Santa Clara, California 95050

(408) 727-1510

Compatibility
Standard: TeleVideo• 910, 920, 925.
Option: ANSI X3.46 or DEC** VT*•
52/100/132 ( 80 column), or DG* • •
DlOO, or OEM Customization for
other terminal emulation available

OEM/Systems Integrator/
Distributor/Dealer Inquiries Invited
"Tek:Video is a trademark oi TdeVideo Systems, Inc.
.. DEC and vr are trademarks of Digital Equi pcmcn1 Corpora1ion
ts a trademark of IY.l.r.a General Corporation

... DG
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can. Now, we just have to wait and
see how IBM implements its
product."
Anadex manufactures its own
color printer mechanism, including
the nine-wire print head. The 9725B
and 9730B use the widely available
four-color ribbon used by IBM and
Dataproducts. The ribbon's yellow,
magenta, cyan and black color
bands produce multiple colors for
text and graphics. Users can select
unidirectional printing with graphic
resolution of 72 by 72 dots per inch
(dpi) or bidirectional with 144-by144-dpi resolution.
In Anadex's color printing technique, the printing mechanism
makes plotter-style passes over an
area. Software-controlled reverseline feed for multiple passes allows
for higher throughput. The printer's

firmware includes 15 color-mixing
codes that reduce the chance of
color contamination between ribbon
bands. The printers use ribbons
with four primary colors for
applications not requiring color
mixing and black ribbons that can
be accessed on all bands for longer
ribbon life in monochromatic applications.

In monochromatic printing, the
printers produce correspondencequality characters at 72 cps. An
enhanced-print mode runs at 144
cps at a pitch of 12 characters per
inch.
The DP-9730B will be available 30
to 45 days after initial deliveries of
the IBM 5182 printer, which are
D
slated for April.

COMPUTER INDUSTRY MAY REACH $148.5 BILLION
A Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association study
shows that computer industry revenues should increase 14 percent to $148.5
billion this year from $129.5 billion last year. Computer manufacturers'
investment in R&D is expected to climb 11 percent in 1984 to $6.4 billion. A
1981 statute allowing computer and electronics companies tax credit for R&D
costs will spur this increase, says the American Electronics Association. The
study also projects that jobs in the computer industry, including those for
systems analysts, programmers, operators and technicians, will increase 7.5
percent to 1.7 million workers in 1984.

HALF INCH TAPE BACK-UP
ON YOUR 0 BUS. s3995_
Featuring :
• TS-11 * Emulation replacing DEC TSV05 ~
• 22-Bit addressing support, optional.
• Start/Stop or Streaming Operation .
• 1600 bpi density for up to 69 Mbytes capacity.
• 25/100 ips for up to 160 Kbs data rate .
• Up to 4 drives per controller.
• Price $3995 , quantity one .
Also available:
• TS-11 Emulation on Unibus 7 replacing DEC TU80 ~
• Conventional start/stop W' tape sub-systems for DEC , Data
General and HP Computers.
• Y." start/stop cartridge tape systems for Q Bus 7 Multibus ~·
S-100 and RS232 .
·Trademarks of Digital Equipment
··Trademark of Intel Corporation

DIGl-DATA
CORPORATION
o,i • • •

First In Value

Digi-Data Corporation
8580 Dorsey Run Road
Jessup, MD 20794
Tel. (301) 498-0200
Telex 87-580

In Europe Contact:
Digi-Data Ltd .
Kings House
18 King Street
Maidenhead , Berkshire
England SL6 1EF
Tel. 0628 29555·6
Telex 847720
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nGCRdrives

But

were big OnC:lexpens1ve.
now Cipher introduces
GCR CacheTape~~
If you thought GCR drives were big, expensive, and hard
to integrate, discover Cipher's GCR CacheTape.
Call or write us today for a free product brochure and GCR
CacheTape specifications. v;,e have the tape drive that meets
your backup needs.

E!Pi£®
10225 Willavv Creek Road, PO Box 85170
San Diego, California 92138
Telephone (619) 578-9100, TWX: 910-335-1251

The Only Way
You Can Get Q-BUS * Compatibility
And Interface Flexibility
With ANY or ALL These
5 V4 " Winchester Drives
is With
These Two Controllers

AMPEX
FUT/TSU
ATASI
/Ml
ATHENAEUM
MAXTOR
CDC
MEMOREX
CM/
MICROPOL/S
COG/TO
MICROSCIENCE
DISCTRON (RMS) INTERNATIONAL

SEAGATE
MINISCRIBE
MP/ (Micro Peripherals) SHUGART
NEC
SYQUEST
NISSE/ SANGYO
TANDON
PRIAM
TOKYO ELECTRIC
QUANTUM
TULIN
VERTEX
ROD/ME

THE ONLY WAY!
You can't get it with DEC. Or any other independent controller manufacturer.
That's because these controllers feature DILOG 's exclusive Universal Formatting:"' That means
you can mix or match any two compatible drives (ST506/412), regardless of heads, parameters,
capacity, etc. This powerful feature offers you real flexibility in drive selection now ... and expansion
in the future. It's simple as unplugging one drive and plugging in another.
Model 0 0615
Model 00614
• RK06/07 compatible
• RL01/02 compatible
• Formatted drive capabilities 222.4 MB
• Formatted drive capacities 41.6 MB
• Maximum 8 logical units-two physical
• Maximum 4 logical units-two physical
They both have enhanced 32-bit ECC, 22-bit addressing and RT-11 , RSX-11 , RSTS and
TSX-Plus.
DI LOG Universal Formattingr"' is also offered for the largest SMD 1/0 drives. And for your back
up there are controllers for V2 11 tape, V4" cassette and 5V4" and 8" floppy drives.
Contact your nearest sales office, distributor or DILOG directly for complete data on the way to
unmatched 0 -BUS compatibility and drive flexibility... THE ONLY WAY!

mBnm~

DISTRIBUTED LOGIC CORPORATION
12800 Garden Grove Blvd. • Garden Grove, CA 92643 • (714) 534-8950 • TLX 681399
64-A White Street • Red Bank, NJ 07701 • (201) 530-0044
12 Temple Square • Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire, England HP 20 2QL • 44 (0296) 84101 • TLX 837038
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CompuPro announces iAPX
286-based multiuser system
Tom Moran, Associate Editor

CompuPro Systems, worldwide
leader of the market for S-100
bus-based CPU boards, plans to
announce a top-of-the-line system,
the 816 model 286, this month. The
modular system is built around
CompuPro's recently announced
CPU 286 board, which includes the
Intel iAPX 286/10 microprocessor.
CompuPro chairman and chief
executive officer Bill Godbout
believes the product represents a
12- to 18-month technological lead
over IBM Corp.'s as-yet-unannounced microprocessor-based, multiuser
system, which IBM reportedly is
showing privately to dealers. That
lead may be necessary to keep
CompuPro afloat if IBM enters the
low-end multiuser market with as
much success as it has had in the
personal computer arena.
The 286/10 has an integrated
memory-management unit, virtualmemory support, a variable CPU
clock rate of 6 or 8 MHz and 24
address lines that can access as
much as 16M bytes of main memory.
The board includes sockets for an
optional 80287 math coprocessor
and as much as 16K bytes of
on-board erasable programmable
read-only memory (EPROM). CompuPro will offer CP/M-86, MP/M-86,
MS-DOS and its proprietary CP/M
8-16 and MP/M 8-16 operating
systems for the board. The company
also plans to make UNIX System V
available when Digital Research
Inc. completes its agreement with
Intel Cor.p. to port System V to the
Intel 286 microprocessor.
Like other CPU boards in the
mix-and-match 816 series, the CPU
286 can read and write 2 bytes
serially to or from 8-bit memory or

I/O components. Prices for the 816
model 286 start at $14,995.

CompuPro owns 63.3 percent of
the worldwide S-100-based CPU
board market, according to International Data Corp. (IDC), a Framingham, Mass., market research company. About half of CompuPro's
sales are to OEMs and system

HIGH SPEED
LOCAL COMMUNICATIONS
Network Products Dependability
Localmux gives you high speed communication 19.2 kb async and 38.4 kb synchronous - over eight
channels and up to 10,000 feet over just two twisted
pair lines. It's ideal for cost-effective communications
in any clustered building environment. Localmux you can depend on it because it comes from Network
Products.
Network Products, Inc.
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
919 I549-8210
Network Products, Ltd.
387 Sykes Road
Slough, Berkshire SL14SJ
United Kingdom (0753) 821898

....Z,.netwaork
~pro ucts
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The CompuPro 816 model 286, which uses

the Intel iAPX 286110 processor, is
CompuPro's latest effort to maintain a
competitive edge in the market for S-100based, multiuser systems.

integrators, the rest to its system
centers and other sales outlets. The
S-100 market will peak within a few
years, says Lloyd Cohen, IDC's
research manager of industry analysis.
IDC predicts U.S. manufacturers
of S-100-based CPU boards will
have a 40 percent increase in
shipments this year worldwide to
227,000 units, compared to 162,000
last year. Says Cohen, "If Godbout
can maintain market share, CompuPro will be doing well. He's
building a niche and protecting it
well."

SUPER POWER
PROTECTION FOR
MICRO APPLICATIONS

Get More
Out of Your
Video Copier
_1 :)_1

SUPERNOVA: It's a UPS - It's a POWER CONDITIONER
SUPERNOVA is everything you need to provide continuous,
worry-free power to your system ...
_,.
.,.,.,.,

-----~~~-----~----1111111111111111
WORD PROCESSORS

1111111111111111
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SYSTEMS
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•
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MICRO COMPUTERS

,

~~
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DATA
COMMUNICATIONS

Novo is a leading supplier of UPS and Power Conditioning
equipment with thousands of installations (from 2-50 KVA)
providing protection to critical equipment throughout the world .
For additional information call (201) 661-3434.

Nova Electric Manufacturing
263 Hillside Avenue, Nutley, NJ 07110 • (201) 661-3434 • Telex: 219-077
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With

a New

KMS VIDEO
MULTIPLEXER
New Multiplexer links all of your
graphic workstations with your
existing video hard copier. Just
depress the "Request Button" at
any of your terminals and send
your image to the copier. Available either in eight-channel
monochrome or four-channel
RGB color.
Call or write today for complete
information about the new, KMS
VIDEO MULTIPLEXERS:

kms

adVanced products
P. o. Box 1ns
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
(313) 769-1100
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OFFICE-GRADE WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE

llSE

MUSE Software now runs on
more computers than ever.
MUSE now operates on Prime, Harris,
Apollo, WIC.AT, IBM PC, Masscomp, and
the complete line of DEC computers, VPIX
and PDP-11 included.
And because MUSE is office-grade word
processing, you get all the features that
make word processing fast and easy.
Menus, prompts, messages, single keystroke functions, and a what-you-see-iswhat-you-get screen display are but a few
ofMUSE's powerful capabilities.
To see for yourself how important officegrade word processi)"lg can be to your
office, call us to arrange a 30-day trial. On
your computer, of course.

M

w

MARC SOFTWARE
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
260 Sheridan Avenue. Suite 200
Palo Alto. CA 94306
(415) 326-1971

Distributorship inquiries welcome . International offices located
in Tokyo, Japan, The Hague, Netherlands, and Genova, Italy.
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An important part of CompuPro' s long-range strategy in
holding that niche is adding on-site
service, Cohen says. CompuPro
recently announced an agreement
with Xerox Corp.'s Service Group
to include the group's Americare
service plan with selected CompuPro systems. The plan offers free
one-year service within a 100-mile
radius of each of the 82 Xerox
service centers.
Godbout stresses his products'
technological advancement vis-a-vis
machines like the IBM PC that
dominate the single-user field. A big
plus for CompuPro, Godbout maintains, is its use of CP/M-86,
MP/M-86 and the proprietary CP/M
8-16 and MP/M 8-16 operating
systems, which can run both 8- and

CompuPro president Bill Godbout believes
CompuPro 's proprietary operating systems,
which are based on Digital Research
operating systems, give his company an
advantage over competitors in the S-100
market niche.

TERMINALS FROM TRANSNET
SLASH OPERATING EXPENSES
THROUGH ECONOMICAL LEASE PLANS
Authorized Distributors Carry the COMPLETE lines of:
DEC

~n~nomo

Tl

~

TELE·VIDEO

o.

NORTHERN
TELECOM
ENVISION

LASO
LA12A
LA120KSR
LOP02
VT101
VTI02
VT131
Tl707
Tl820KSR
Tl850
Tl855
TV914
TV950
TV970
NT6KOO
NT6K55
215
230

Personal Printer ......
Portable Printer
OECwriter Ill ... ..
Letter Quality Printer
CRT Terminal ..........
CRT Terminal ......
CRT Terminal ..........
Portable Terminal
Terminal Pkg ..... ..
Printer wlTractor
Dual Mode Printer
Till/Swivel CRT ...
CRTTerminal ...
Till CRT Terminal ..
Oisplayphone .....
Modem 212 1A ...
Color Txt1grph CRT .
Color Graphics CRT

MONTHLY RATES

I

FULL Ownership Lease

j

12 mo . 24 mo .136 mo .
S 62 . S 35 .
NA
182 .
101 . I 69 .
1
220 . ' 122. I 83 .
269.
149.
1oi.
t15 .
67.
43 .
143 .
80.
54 .
153.
85 .
58.
62.
35.
NA
211.
117. I 80 .
57 .
32.
NA
86 .
48.
32 .
62.
35 .
NA
103 .
57 .
39.
115.
67.
43.
124 .
69.
47 .
47 .
26.
NA
306 .
170.
115
623 . 346. I 234.
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16-bit programs. Godbout downplays MS-DOS because he believes
it is less sophisticated. "CP/M-86 is
enough of a true operating system
that you can throw the hooks in
there to run 8-bit tasks under a
16-bit operating system, and the
same is true of MP/M-86,'' he says.
Godbout does not expect any
long-term difficulty in obtaining the
delayed 286 chip from Intel, and
Cohen agrees: "Intel has built the
286 into its forecasts and is
expecting a large demand for it.''
Intel has also entered the
S-100-based system market, but
Cohen doesn't see it competing with
CompuPro. "Intel is a leader, and
CompuPro is a leader, each in their
respective bus structure," he says.

D

Announcing
THE M·1A

M
0

$96.00
MODEM*

you're looking tor an

R

inexpensive local or i n·house

D
E
T
A
I
L

communica ti on link that's
RS -232 compatible, then
consider a pair of our M-1A
async hron ous short haul
modems . Man y companies
have found that our M-1A'S

s

are a cost effective way to

CALL NOW!
LEARN HOW YOU CAN OWN BY LEASING
1.MPROVE CASH FLOW AND PROFITS
12-24-36 Month Leases PLUS Rentals

solve communication

problems up to 10
miles or 9600 bps .

PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Visit our computer stores in Union and Ocean, NJ
AUTHORIZED RETAIL DEALER
APPLE" I le, 111 and LISA -

DEC RAINBOW -

Rack mount conl1gura t1on 1s available
also. If you need synchronous

Tl PROFESSIONAL

transm1ss1on ask about our M ·4

SOFTWARE • SUPPLIES• PERIPHERALS

synchronous short haul modem

bo-sherrel co.

36133 NILES BLVD .
FREMONT, CA 94536
{415) 792-0354
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Write or call us now

for a da ta sheet
and complete pri ce
inlormat1on

·1ooouan1 1ty
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MULTl·USER
The Micro Five Approach

The Micro Five
Series 1000 business
computer can simplify
your operations and
contribute to the success
of your business.
The Micro Five Series 1000 brings a new
way of working to today's smalrbusiness
environment. It can support as many as 10 users
simultaneously; each performing the same or
different jobs. Whether you're word processing
or balancing your general ledger, the Series
1000 can quickly translate the words and
numbers of your business into useful, accurate
information. And because the Series 1000
simplifies your operations it can help you deal
with current activities and aid in making
sound business decisions.

You'll be glad to know that the Series 1000
supports a combination of today's most
popular operating systems and programming
languages including CP/M-86 ~ MP/M-86;1'1
SMC Business BASIC, MicroCOBOL and
STARDOS:'-1 Plus a virtually unlimited
library of proven applications ranging from
standard accounting, word processing and
financial planning to special vertical market
applications. The Micro Five Series 1000.
Versatile enough to work on many desks
tomorrow as well as it does on one today.
Find out more about the
Series 1000 and our
dealer program.
Call Micro Five
at (714) 957-1517
and discover the
difference our
multi-user approach can
make in your business.

Discover the Difference
CP/ M-86 is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
MP/ M-86 is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
STARDOS is a trademark of Micro Five Corporation.

-~icro Five Computers

© 1984, Micro Five Corporation• 3560 Hyland Ave. • Costa Mesa, CA 92626 • (714) 957-1517
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INTRODUCING THE
BEST THING NEXT TO
THE TOWER.
Introducing Tower™ Annex.
It's a mass storage add-on that
transforms the original Tower into
the even more powerful Tower Complex. With up to 228MB. Plus
streaming tape.
Now Tower
1632 by itself has
always been a formidable rival for
the minicomputer. With as
much as 2MB of
ECCmemory.
Plenty of mass
storage. Industry standard
flexibility.
Our operating
system derived
from UNIX* for
maximum portability. And full communications
capability for both peer level and
host networking.
So if you're a minicomputer
OEM, the Tower Complex may
really have you worried. But we
have the answer to your problem.
Instead of losing out as our

competitor, why not becomea wia·

· -by~a
:UEJmaLllWE~ and
ner

FORA REFRESHING
NEW LOOK AT Corm GRAPHICS
PUTA GENISCO G-2200 IN YOUR SYSTEM.
lMPELL CORPORl\TION DID!
The G-2200 is truly a refreshing
approach to raster color graphics. It
combines vivid colors, flicker-free picture clarity, and big screen readability
with high speed graphics and extensive software support. The result is the
most cost effective system on the market. That's why Impell Corporation
selected it as the perfect color graphics
companion to CAEMIS, their Computer Aided Engineering &. Management Information Services package.
Impell is a major supplier of
computer software and computer based management and engineering
services to the utility industry worldwide. CAEMIS is a modular, three
dimensional engineering design and data base management system which
provides simultaneous access for all design functions and on-line access
to design information. And, the Genisco G-2200 is its window to the world.
The G-2200 has all the features desired for CAD/CAM, CAE, scientific
and business graphic applications including built in peripheral support
for mouse, tablet and printer. It is software compatible with the Tektronix
4014 and supported by third party software. It will also emulate the DEC
VTlOO for text editing and data entry.
But the best reason to put a G-2200 in your system is picture quality.
Up to 16 colors can be selected from a palette of 4,096 hues with a unique
black matrix glass bringing them vividly to life. Graphics are displayed
on a big 19 inch screen that is refreshed at 60Hz for flicker-free viewing
while the 1024 x 792 resolution ensures sharpness and clarity. No comparably priced system can match the picture quality of the G-2200.
The G-2200 is available as an attractive, ergonomically designed
desktop terminal, or it can be integrated in your
own system as a board or as a controller. Whatever the configuration, you can be sure of
Genisco's commitment to design and production
excellence and to on-site support by its international network of offices.
For details on how the G-2200 can color
your system, call us for a demonstration. It will
be a most refreshing experience.

Genisca
GENISCO COMPUTERS CORPORATION
3545 CADILLAC AVENUE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 556-4916
TWX 910-595-2564
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Apple, Franklin settle,
both claim victory
Tom Moran, Associate Editor
APPLE STUBS ITS TOE

It was a fitting end to the

long-standing battle between Apple
Computer Inc., Cupertino, Calif.,
and Franklin Computer Corp . ,
Cherry Hill, N.J. Both sides agreed
to settle out of court and then
claimed victory.
The dispute centered on Franklin's claim that U.S. copyright law
could not validly protect operatingsystem software in ROM. When
Apple filed for a preliminary court
injunction in May 1982, Franklin
had been openly manufacturing
Apple II-compatible systems using
ROMs containing Apple operating
systems.
Apple spokeswoman Barbara
Krause says Apple is "very pleased
that we have these results." Krause
says Franklin agreed to three major
stipulations: to stop manufacturing
systems containing the copied
programs and to sell inventory of
such machines by April 1, to pay
Apple $2.5 million and to follow a
legally binding arbitration procedure for future copyright disputes
that could arise over new Applecompatible products that Franklin
might produce. Krause also notes
that Apple never intended to put
Franklin out of business.
Franklin chairman R. Barry
Borden is pleased with the settlement and points out another aspect:
"We both agreed to discontinue our
litigation." He adds, "I think [the
settlement] is wonderful, and it's
good for both companies. We would
rather they had left us alone, and
they would rather we had gone out
of business [without the suit], but
this will work out fine for both
sides." Borden agrees with Krause
that the intent of Apple's suit was
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984
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Franklin Computer has grown at a high
rate in the two years it has been shipping
systems, becoming a problem for Apple.

not to shut Franklin down.
Borden says that Franklin will
introduce its own operating systems
soon. "The investment in creating
our own operating-system programs was substantial. The programs are in various phases of
testing, and some are finished. We
will replace Apple's operating
system with our operating system,
and we feel confident that we will be
producing an operating system
that's
substantially
Applecompatible. If we could not have
done that, we would not have seen
our way clear to settling."
Apple executives believe Franklin settled for another reason_ Says
Krause: "Originally, the District
Court in Philadelphia thought that
there was a gray area in the law.
The judge did not want to close
down a large business over an

interpretation. Apple appealed to
the 3rd Circuit Court of Appeals,
and it essentially said, 'The law is
clear,' and remanded the case to the
District Court. At that point,
Franklin decided to settle."
Borden does not expect the
settlement to have an adverse affect
on Franklin or its customers.
"There was apprehension, but the
settlement allows us to continue to
sell Apple compatibles, and the past
machines are not an issue." Franklin plans to continue to produce its
Ace family of Apple compatibles and
to introduce other Apple-compatible
products and some IBM-compatible
products. The company does not
plan Lisa or Macintosh compatibles.
Egil Juliussen, an analyst with
research company Future Computing Inc., Richardson, Texas, agrees
with Borden that the settlement
should be good for both parties.
"Strangely enough, I think it helps
both Apple and Franklin. Franklin
has had a cloud removed from its
horizon and has more flexibility in
whom they can deal withcompanies that would not have dealt
with them before, like some of the
mass merchandisers. For Apple, it
established that they basically won
the fight. You can't just copy
Apple's copyrighted material. That
gives Apple a stick to beat other
companies with."
J uliussen believes that the market is now open to other Applecompatible manufacturers. "I think
there will be some other entries
which will establish the Apple II as
another very strong de facto
standard," he says.
Apple is involved in 30 other cases
worldwide and intends to pursue
them vigorously, says Krause. "The
counterfeits that are coming into
the country are smuggled in. The
U.S. Customs Service has been
very supportive, but some companies are getting clever."
O
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GUEST FORUM
A column for guest experts to speak out

Peter Lines is principal consultant at

Input Ltd., the European office of an
international planning services company in Mountain View, Calif. Input
provides planning information, analysis and recommendations to the
information-processing industry.

Remote computer services suppliers
must seize PC opportunities
Peter l,.lnes, Input Ltd.

The rapid growth in the personal
computer market is broadening
demand for personal computers to be
linked to remote computer services
(RCS), which are typically available
only to mainframe users. RCS would
enable personal computer users to
access corporate databases and
mainframe-level vertical application
software. They would also provide
training and service to small businesses that do not have such services
in-house. If RCS suppliers tap the
personal computer market, they are
in effect gaining access to a market
that is threatening their livelihood.
RCS vendors that use personal
computers as vehicles for their
services will be able to exploit
dramatic new opportunities for
business growth and profit. Input
Ltd. 's research indicates that those
RCS suppliers willing to seize the
opportunity now will be addressing a
market that should reach $1.8 billion
in Western Europe by 1988. This
represents an 86 percent annual
growth rate for personal computers/
RCS. Input expects personal computers to represent nearly half the
market for all types of RCS by 1988.
There are several hundred RCS
suppliers in Western Europe.
Personal computer users implementing in-house local-area networks
(LANs) could well be a fruitful
market for RCS companies offering a
80

full range of services because
implementations of LAN s are less
advanced than RCS.
In addition to providing access to
corporate databases, RCS also can
provide access to a wealth of vertical
application software that service
companies have developed.
Some RCS suppliers act as
value-added resellers to personal
computer users. For example, a large
French services company with Digital Equipment Corp. mainframes
recently entered the personal computer arena as a value-added reseller.
The company buys DEC Professional
microcomputers, adds its own vertical business software and resells the
packaged systems. Users of such
systems perform most processing on
the on-site personal computer but do
larger printing and file-storage tasks
on the mainframe at the service
company.
A combination of RCS and personal
computers will prolong the life of the
RCS market, which personal computers are eroding. The reasons business
users give for purchasing personal
computers-low cost, ability to
exercise local control of information
and suitability to their applicationsparallel those formerly given to
justify using RCS. Personal computers take several of RCS' benefits one
step further in cost and convenience.
But there are many advantages that
RCS vendors can offer that suppliers
of standalone personal computers

cannot, including access to companywide databases, program-development capabilities and application
expertise.
The success of RCS rests on
correcting misassessments of user
needs. Input's research indicates
users consider access to a companywide database the most important
feature in a personal computer/RCS
product. But suppliers of those
services give that feature low
priority. Thus, it's not surprising
that perceptions differ in this
developing market. Those differences
beg for sound market research to
address needs.
The personal computer's assault on
traditional RCS offerings will grow
during the next few years because of
personal computers' dramatic appeal
to end users. Defensive marketing
tactics such as repricing and repackaging RCS will not ultimately stem
the personal computer tide. RCS
suppliers can address the personal
computer/RCS market at the lowest
level by offering software products to
run standalone on installed personal
computers. At a higher level, they
can sell personal computer/RCS
products essentially as turnkey
products with RCS as a vital part of
the application requirements included
in a full offering of training,
consulting and networking support.
Input considers the development of
these strategies vital to RCS'
long-term success.
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Advancing the technology of data security

Introducing Data Sentry.®
Computer security so
advanced, even Mata Hari
couldn't hack it.
Your most confidential
files may be easy prey for the
advances of an artful hacker.
That's why Lockheed
used its years of experience
with high-technology systems
to create Data Sentry.
Protection for sensitive data
Its own internal computer gives you the telecommunications features of an
intelligent modem. But unlike
other modems, Data Sentry
is smart enough to keep your
secrets from the most persistent computer intruders.
Data Sentry puts an
electronic wall around both
large and small computers.
And because its protection is
external to your CPU, it can
eliminate the expense of
internal security software. It
blocks the inquiries of wouldbe Mata Haris with a sophisticated security sequence.
Security for every situation
First, Data Sentry
requests the phone number
of a caller desiring access to
your computer. Then it hangs
up the phone and searches its
list of authorized phone numbers. If the caller's number is
authorized, Data Sentry dials
the caller back and requests
entry of a password. If the
correct password isn't supplied within three tries, Data

Sentry disconnects and will
not return further calls from
that phone number.
Data Sentry also lets
users select other lower levels
of security if desired, including callback to any number
with entry of password. And
an option, Remote-ON~ lets
you turn your computer's
power on and off from a
remote terminal after security has been cleared.
Versatile and confidential
Data Sentry logs all
attempted contacts for audit
trails and analysis of users.
Its security set-up is locally
controlled by a master password that is accessible only
to authorized personnel. And
its design includes high-reliability components, the latest
LSI circuitry, plus Autodial
300/1200 baud full-duplex
communications, with auto
ranging for incoming data.
Data Sentry will deal
with your toughest security
problems.
And it'll never fall for
just a pretty face.
For a list of your nearest Data Sentry distributors, phone (404) 951-0878.
Or write: Lockheed
GETEX, Suite 945, 1100
Circle 75 Parkway,
Atlanta, Georgia 30339.
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Perkin-Elmer promotes standards
to up supermini market share
David Bright, Assistant Editor

Perkin-Elmer Corp., which helped pioneer the 32-bit superminicomputer market in 1973, is now
broadening its approach in that
industry to include general business
and commercial markets. Most of
P-E's previous computer products
targeted technical markets and a
few vertical business markets.
Although many analysts agree
that the 46-year-old company is
solid, P-E suffered during the

recession. It is hoping for a return
to its record 1981 form, when it
recorded revenues of $1.1 billion
and net earnings of $82.6 million.
The company's fiscal year 1983
revenues were $1 billion, and net
earnings were $50.2 million. This
may not be the comeback year. In
the first quarter of the current fiscal
year, revenues increased to $247.7
million from $235.3 million in the
same quarter last year, but net
earnings dropped 20 percent from
$11 million to $8.6 million.

P-E president Horace McDonell
Jr. sees smooth sailing ahead as the
recession continues to abate in the
United States and abroad. About 45
percent of P-E's business comes
from foreign sources.
Spearheading the marketing blitz
is P-E's Data Systems Group's new
Everyware software standards support strategy. With Everyware,
P-E has attempted to widen its
appeal by adding support of many of
the major software standards, such
as IBM Corp.'s Systems Network

PERKIN-ELMER'S PENNET NETWORKING

Under Perkin-Elmer's Everyware strategy, Perkin-Elmer systems connect to each other and to IBM mainframes using industry-accepted
standards.
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The new ONYX Office. It makes
everyone in the company thi
they have their own personal
computer.
And with the ONYX Office,
even small and medium-sized
businesses can enjoy the power and
versatility of the UNIX Operating
system.
With none of the complexity.
And new, brilliantly designed ONYX computers
and terminals put an end to the problems that go
with personal computers in the multi-user office:
availability and high cost per terminal. The cost of
an ONYX system for eleven users? Under $2000 per
user. Much less than eleven personal computers.
With remarkable ONYX Office versatility built in.
Including:

~~::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:::::.~~~~~~~~~~~~S~u~m~m~ar~izeswhathasbeen

ON word:" The ONYX Office Word Processor.
A WangN-like word processor with some even
more sophisticated functions , including split windows. Its user menu, and a myriad of screen editing
features provide tremendous flexibility in formatting, unmatched by any other system.
ONbase;" the ONYX Office Database
Management System.
A fast , powerful relational database system that
allows the novice to use it as easily as a professional

received, what has been read, what requires priori~y.
Provides for certified, confidential and urgent mail.

The first integrated
office information package
for the UNIX™
operating system.
programmer. Applications can be developed, even
by the end-user with ONbase non-procedural tools.
ON mail;" the ONYX Office Electronic
Mail Program.
ON mail creates, sends, and receives mail, supporting hard copy devices and terminals. It uses mailing lists, storing and retrieving documents. The system notes mail received in the user's inbox.

Make the Connection

ONcalc;" the ONYX Office Electronic
Spreadsheet Program.
Now anyone can now do forecasting easily using
these unique ONcalc features: optional data display
in bargraph format, financial and statistical functions, internal rate of return; least squares, present
value, standard deviation, and future value. Separate spreadsheets can be merged.
Using the power of the UNIX operating system,
files and data can be moved between applications,
combining functions of ON word , ONcalc, ONbase,
andONmail.
ONYX Office CONNEXION'."
A run-time shell, providing a superfriendly menu
and an innovative link between applications. For
the software developer and systems integrator the
development version of CONNEXION ties vertical
applications into the ONYX office to make a complete package.
The Onyx Office, a retail value of $5,000, is
now bundled with every ONYX-UNIX
system we ship.

OPERATING SYSTEM

UNIX system administration courses
now available nation-wide.
Call ONYX today to register.
UNIX is

8

Onyx Systems, Inc., 25 E.Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 95131
In Calif. (408) 946-6330, outside (800) 538-6813

trademark of Bell Laboratories, Inc . Wa ng is a trademark of Wang Laboratories, Inc. ONYX Office, ON base, ONcalc, ON mail , ON word , and Connexion are trad e marks of Onyx Systems, Inc.
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One stop shopping for \I
No other supplier offers such a
winning combination of products
for VAX computers. Reliable? You
bet! MTBF figures for our VAX
products range from 40,000 to
85,250 hours. Add to that competitive pricing (30% or more
below DEC). And we're second
to none in technical support
with third party service available
as required.
Fbr disk, tape and communications controllers, the Emulex
lineup looks like this:
Disk Products.
FOR THE VAX
UNIBUS...
SC12/V-Emulates
DEC's RK711 controller
combined with multiple RK07 drives on the • • •
VAX-11 Unibus. SC21/VEmulates DEC RM03
(80 MByte) and RM05
(300 MByte) storage
subsystems.

llmm

DEC, VAX, Unibus, Massbus, RM03, RM05, RK711, RK07 and
DMF-32 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

SC31-A low cost solution that
allows you to install and operate
large capacity disk drives on the
Unibus of any VAX. Handles drives
with high transfer rates of 1.8
MBytes per second in the 500
MByte range. Gives the same or
greater storage capability than
DEC Massbus installations at
a fraction of the cost.
FOR THE VAX-11/750 ...
SC750-This software-transparent,
single-board controller allows
you to add up to four large disk
storage units (80 to
675 MBytes) directly
1
to the internal CMI
bus. The SC758 lets
you add up to eight
drives of storage off
a single controller.
FOR THE VAX-11/780 ...
V-Master/780-A mass
storage adapter that
houses one or two
SC780 disk controllers,

•••II
•••U
f

TC780 tape controllers or a combination thereof. Provides an
interface and control through
the Synchronous Bus Interface
(SBI) of your VAX-11/780. Each
SC780 disk controller supports
up to four disk drives (80 to
675 MBytes). The SC788 is also
available to fit in the V-Master/780
chassis and supports up to eight
disk drives.
Tape Products.
FOR THE VAX UNIBUS ...
TCll/V-Combines with any standard tape drive and the Emulex
VMS/UT software driver/diagnostic
package to provide reliable, economical tape storage on all VAX-lls.
TC12/V-Handles every industrystandard "Pertee" formatted halfinch tape transport, including
conventional NRZ/PE start/stop
and 1600/3200 bpi start/stop
streaming tape drives.

1sers? Emulex, of course!
FOR THE VAX-11/750 ...
TC750-A single-board, software
transparent controller that interfaces directly to the internal CMI
to support 1-4 STC or 1-8 Pertee
formatted type drives. Emulates
DEC's TM03/TU77 with tape
speeds up to 125 ips at 1600/6250
bpi. Supports both "old" and "new"
GCR 6250 kinds of drives.
FOR THE VAX-111780 ...
TC780-Fits in the V-Master/780
chassis to provide transparent
emulation of DEC's TM03/TU77
through the SBI. Supports 1-4
STC or 1-8 Pertee formatted type
drives at tape speeds up to 125
ips; 1600/6250 bpi. Both "old" and
"new" GCR 6250 technology is supported. In addition, the TC780 is
plug compatible with the TC750,
offering users sparing convenience.

Communications Products.
FOR UP TO 16 LINES-CS21
SERIES ...
CS21/F-Emulates the asynchronous portion of the DMF-32 for
use on VAX-lls. Is software transparent with VMS Version 3.0
and above. Handles 16 lines per
controller.
Statcon 21-Statistical concentration through the combination
of the proven CS21 multiplexer
with special microprogramming
and the CM22 /EX local statistical
port concentrator. Handles up
to 16 remote lines per statistical
concentrator, up to 32 lines per
controller.
FOR 16 TO 128 LINES AND
MORE-CS11/CS32 SERIES ...
CSll/F-Emulates the asynchronous portion of the DMF-32 for
use on VAX-lls. Is software and
diagnostic transparent, and can
handle 16, 32 or 48 lines per
controller.
Statcon 11-Combines the proven
CSll multiplexer with special

microprogramming and one or
more CM22/EX local statistical
port concentrators.
CS32/F-A single-board communications controller that's totally
software transparent to DEC's new
DMF-32. One CS32 can handle up
to 128 lines per controller board.
Statcon 32-Combines the CS32
multiplexer with special microprogramming and the CM22 /EX
local statistical port concentrator.
A single CS32 controller board
handles an amazing 256 remote
and local lines in this statistical
concentration mode.
Fbr more information on Emulex
products for VAX, call toll-free:
(800) 854-7112. In California:
(714) 662-5600. Or write Emulex
Corporation, 3545 Harbor Blvd.,
P.O.Box6725,CostaMesa,CA92626.

-xE MULEX

The genuine alternative.
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Better Business
BASIC.
Finally! A BASIC compiler that
means business.
Microsoft®Business BASIC
Compiler allows you to create professional applications for MS1!1DQS
systems that are so fast your users
will never know they were written
in BASIC.
Because the compiler produces
native code, your software will run
three to ten times faster than the
same interpreted programs.
But speed isn't everything. Microsoft's Business BASIC also has busiMICROSOFt ness savvy.
The High Performance Software Based on the
de facto standard Microsoft BASIC,
it includes a rich set of extensions:
Decimal floating point arithmetic (14-digit precision-BCD
format) for extremely accurate
dollars and cents calculations.
Two types of arrays provide
maximum program flexibility:
static arrays for speed, dynamic
arrays for expandability.
Over twenty string handling
functions provide sophisticated
character manipulation capa-

bilities. Strings can be up to
32K bytes.
Multi-line functions and subprograms allow you to define
routines with local or globally
defined variables.
Separate module compilation
means complex programs can be
broken down into smaller units.
Coupling multiple modules
together permits creation of very
large programs, up to one megabyte.

Call 800-426-9400 to order
the better Business BASIC.
$600~

In Washington State, call 206828-8088. Ask for operator B3,
who will rush you your order,
send you more information, or
give you the name of your nearest
dealer to see Microsoft Business
BASIC in action.

*Price exclusive of handling and Washington State sales tax.
Microsoft is a registe red trademark and MS is a trade mark of Mi crosofr Co rJXl rmion.
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Architecture (SNA). Everyware is
intended to protect users' investments by allowing them to connect
to IBM mainframes and other P-E
systems via widely accepted gateways and to provide software that is
compatible with all P-E hardware.
The company believes that, by
maintaining standards, it will be
able to maintain long-term viability
for its products as the industry
advances. ''We can't afford to be
rewriting all of our software every
two to three years as the hardware
changes," says McDonell.
With Everyware, P-E supports
IBM SNA, UNIX, the International
Standards Organization's (ISO's)
networking reference model and the
X.25 packet-switching network.
The company has introduced FORTRAN and C compilers that provide
compatibility between the company's UNIX versions of its 68000based desktop systems and the
OS/32 operating system of its 32-bit

machines. P-E has also made a foray
into the burgeoning fault-tolerant
market with its Resilient system,
which is based on its Series 3200
superminis (see "P-E enters growing fault - tolerant market," below).
P-E will not join the ranks of
those tapping the high-growth
MS-DOS-based personal computer
market. Those pursuing that hectic
market include IBM, Digital Equipment Corp., Data General Corp.
and Hewlett-Packard Co. Says
James Sims, vice president and

PERKIN-ELMER FINANCIAL DATA BY BUSINESS SEGMENT
(IN $ MILLIONS)
1983

1982

1981

1980

Instrument Group

311.5

323.8

328.7

293.3

238.8

Data Systems Group

214.0

210.6

225.3

210.9

166.9

Net sales

Semiconductor Equipment Group

170.0

165.0

193.8

150.7

88.1

145.4

144.8

162.3

155.8

111 .5

Bodenseewerk Geraetetechnik •

107.0

111 .7

111.5

92.6

52.7

METCO"

78.1

86.7

100.9

100.3

79.6

(10.6)

(5.8)

(6 .7)

(7.5)

(4.6)

1,015.4

1,036.8

1,115.8

996.1

733.0

Net income

50.2

62.7

82.6

65.0

46.2

Net income per share

1.15

1.45

1.92

1.59

1.16

Total

1981
PRIME
22.2%

1979

Optical Group

(inter-segment)

WORLDWIDE 32·BIT
SUPERMINICOMPUTER
UNIT SHIPMENTS

general manager of the Data
Systems Group: ''We avoid that
[competition for low-cost systems]
like the plague."
In superminis, P-E says it is
doing well. A solid product is the
low-priced model 3205 system,
which was introduced in mid-1983.
A basic rack-mountable configuration sells for $10,000. Sims says
sales so far are triple what the
company projected for the system.
P-E is emphasizing its 68000based desktop line, to which it
recently added the 7350 Profession-

Source: Perkin -Elmer Corp.

"Bodenseewerk Geraetetechnik, based in West Germany, manufactures avionic instrumen·
talion and missile systems for European markets. METCO produces thermal spray products.

P-E enters growing fault-tolerant market

12.2%
1982

DEC
49 %

OTHERS

7.1%
SOUR CE: INTERNATIONAL DATA CORP.
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Perkin-Elmer Corp.'s recently introduced fault-tolerant Resilient System
combines redundant Series 3200
superminicomputer hardware with
new software designed to detect and
correct system failures. P-E is
targeting the system for automatic
teller machines, electronic fundstransfer systems and timesharing
services. Research company lnfoCorp estimates the fault-tolerant
market will grow from $500 million last
year to $1.1 billion by 1986.
The Resilient System is implemented in a dual-processor configuration
with switched peripherals. It can be
installed as a field upgrade to Series

3200 systems. Users can migrate to
different levels of resilience according
to the amount of hardware and
software added to the system. An
optional mirror disk capability provides dual images of all files.
The new software comprises a
reconfiguration monitor that runs as a
continuous task in both processors,
with each monitoring the other, under
the OS/32 real-time operating system.
To take advantage of available power,
each system can run separate
applications. In the event of a system
failure, processing of the higherpriority applications continues.
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Want to hook IBM?
Terminals. Personal Computers.
ASCII deyices. Hook them all into the
IBM world with the new AVATARTM
PAIOOO Protocol Converter.
The PAIOOO provides low-cost
IBM 3278/2 terminal emulation and
coaxial connection to an IBM 3274/
3276 cluster controller. Then, a single
keystroke switches you back into the
asynchronous world through an auxiliary RS-232-C port to access other
computer systems, public information
services or copy a screen to a printer.
Our microprocessor-based unit
provides user-selectable rates up to
9600 baud, terminal keyboard configu-

rations, screen management and local
or remote print functions. And, you can
hook the PAIOOO to a modem for
remote dial-in access.
Simple, economical access to the
world of IBM, just when you thought
there was no answer. At $995, getting
hooked has never been so affordable.
For more information on our AVATAR
PAIOOO Protocol Converter, contact
Avatar Technologies Inc.
99 South Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748
Or call us at
(617) 435-6872.

Making IBM smarter since 1983.
IBM is a registered trademark or Jntemational Buainess Machines Corp.

.:::----

-

See Us at Interface 84, March 12-15,
Las Vegas Convention Center.
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In microcomputers
today, UniSoft sets the
standard.
AT&T has recently oeen advertising that their UNIX™ operating
system will be the standard OS for microcomputers. That's true.
But if you want AT&T's UNIX software on micros today, talk to
UniSoft Systems.
UniSoft has been delivering AT&T's UNIX adapted for 68000-based
microcomputers for two years. More than 50 different computer
systems run the UniSoft software, UniPlus+.™ At each Bell release
level, all these systems are object code compatible. This means that
applications software developed on any UniPlus+ system will work on
any other. This is where software portability pays off.
UniSoft enhances Bell 's vanilla UNIX with the best features from
the Berkeley BSD research version of the UNIX operating system.
IP/TCP networking, record and file locking, and virtual memory from
UniSoft turn UNIX into a commercial product. All this added value is
still Bell-compatible.
Don't wait six months to get System V running on your hardware.
UniSoft's customers can ship it now.
If you 're building or selling a 68000-based UNIX system, your
operating system should come from UniSoft Systems, the UNIX
experts.

THE BERKELEY PORT AUTHORITY
" UNI X is a t rad emark of Bel l La boratories

739 Allston Way, Berkeley, CA 94710• (415) 644-1230
TWX II 910 336-2145 •UUCP ucbvax!unisoft!unisoft
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One of many products in Perkin-Elmer
Corp.'s comeback strategy is the new
68000-based 7350 Professional Computer.
The 7350 is designed as a standalone
product or as a companion product
integrated with P-E's Series 3200 superminicomputers. Applications written in C and
FORTRAN can be ported between the
7350's UniPlus operating system and the
OS/32 real-time operating system of the
larger machines.

al Computer, which runs the
UniPlus+ operating system. Singleunit prices of the 7350 start at
$8,400. With FORTRAN and C
compilers, the 7350 can act as a
standalone workstation or as a
companion to the 3200 line.
P -E may not be the most
adventurous company in the computer game, but it is generally
perceived as making sound decisions. Example: it sold its Memory
Products Division to Cipher Data
Products Inc. in 1982. "We weren't
making any money ," explains
McDonell.
The Data Systems Group is
where the action is for P-E,
according to many industry analysts. There is a lot of room for
growth. According to International
Data Corp., a Framingham, Mass. ,
market research company, the Data
Systems Group captured only 10.3
percent of the supermini market in
1982, based on units shipped.
Another major operating division
at P-E is the Semiconductor
Equipment Group. The group's
90

growth is limited by its success: its
revenues already account for approximately 40 percent of its
market. Some analysts criticize the
technology behind the products of
the Semiconductor Group, which
include step-and-repeat alignment
systems that print circuit patterns
on semiconductor wafers. "They
didn't keep up with the technology
as well as they should have," says
Edward C. White, vice president of
brokerage house E.F. Hutton.
What should P-E do next? White
says the Data Systems Group
should attack niche markets, such

as transaction processing and engineering. P-E needs "a clear
identification with a specific market
segment," he maintains. Although
P-E is doing just the opposite by
competing against "formidable companies like DEC," P-E's overall
picture looks good, he says. The
near-term outlook is "a little bit
soft," especially considering P-E's
expected increased marketing
costs. Per-share earnings for fiscal
year 1984 will be $1.25; for 1985,
$1.80, he predicts. Earnings for
1983 were $1.15. In the first quarter
of this year, they were 20 cents. D

PERKIN-ELMER CHRONOLOGY
1938:

founded

1973:

Interdata Corp. introduced the 7132, one of the first 32·bit superminicomputers

1974:

P·E bought Interdata (now the Data Systems Group)

1980:

Horace McDonell Jr. appointed president

1981:

sales reached $1 .1 billion

1982:

sold Memory Products Division to Cipher Data Products Inc.

1983:

launched Everyware standards support strategy.number of employees: 14,372

BOX SCORE 01' EARNINGS
This monthly table lists the revenues, net earnings and earnings per share in the periods
Indicated for companies in the computer and computer-related Industries . Parentheses
denote losses. Comments are from corporate summaries unless otherwise noted.
Jlerlod

CJompul7

Analog Devices Inc.

......... ....... .,.

year
year

10/ 29/ 83
10/ 30/ 82

$214,037,000
173,986,000

18,432,000
9,878,000

.97
.55

AYaDt-Garde Gompallllt Jno.

6mos.
6mos.

10/31/83
10/31/82

6,303,000
2,'7'71,000

605,000
166,000

.17
.08

Culllne\ Software Inc.

6mos.
6mos.

10/ 31/83
10/ 31 / 82

53,501,000
34,177,000

7,452,000
4,991,000

.49
.36

year 10/31/ 83
yw.r 10/31/82

100,222,000
86,891,000

13,072,000
11,846,000

1.47
1.32

PJoalllltlloblt~

Inc.

Mohawk Da\a Sclencu Corp.

6mos.
6mos.

10/ 31/83
10/ 31 / 82

198,416,000
177,719,000

6,218,000
5,831,000

.43
.40

"8lldud .......,.111• I Clarp.

9moe.
9mos.

11/30/83
ll/30/82

32,121,000
18,706,000

6,607,000
1,996,000

.55
.24

year
year

10/ 28/ 83
10/ 29/ 82

41 ,424,584
31 ,010,332

2 ,025,139
2,858,502

.23

Syntrax Inc.

CJommeW:ADaJoCn..ta.11111.'•fourth-quart.er
revenues were IEI0.9 million, oomp&red to t44.2
m1111on in the ll&Jll8 period & year e&l'Her. Net
tnoome for the quarwr was 16.8 mil11on, or 33
oenta per share, vs.
'I' mil11on, or 18 oenta per
share, a year earlier. ClaDlm& loftware 11111.'•
second·quartm l'l!Yenues tncreuad 64 percent

ea.

.33

from 118 m11Uon to 18'1'.'I' m1ll1on. During the
quart.ar, CUll1net lntroduoed several produats,
lnoluding peraona.1 oompum software, which it
B&id were enthua1uttoa.lly ~ved. Net income
for the quart.er also improved; earnings were
13.8 milllon, or 25 oent.s per share, vs. $2.6
million, or 19 oenm per share & year earlier.
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"GET IBM 3270, 3780 AND
HASP COMMUNICATIONSADDING A ONE-BOARD
PROCESSOR TO MY PC?"
"YOU CAN WITH PERSYST."
The Persyst DCP/88. The
only compatible front end
communications processor
that can support a range of
IBM communications.

It's a Persyst exclusive .
The DCP/88 distributed
communications processor. A
one-board computer that can be
configured by software to handle
communications between a PC
and another computer system .
In fact, the DCP/ 88 enables
the IBM or Tl PC to support a
range of sophisticated IBM
communications - all with just
one processor.
So it gives corporate users
unprecedented , low-cost
flexibility to incorporate the PC
into virtually any environment.
Convert any PC into an IBM
3270 terminal. An IBM 2780/
3780 RJE workstation. Or a
HASP/RJE workstationinstantly.

Just combine the DCP/88
with Persyst software- and you
can connect your PC to any
compatible host mainframe or
minicomputer.
PC/3270 enables your PC
to emulate an IBM 3274 Cluster
control unit and 3278 terminal ,
supporting up to four additional
devices . Including a printer and

three other PCs functioning as
3278 terminals.
PC/3780 converts your PC
into a 2780/3780 remote job
entry terminal that can send and
receive batch files to and from
the host.
And with PC/HASP, your PC
instantly becomes a full-function
HASP/RJE workstation that
can support up to seven input
and seven output multi-leaved
job streams concurrently.
Capability to support your
communications needs now.
And in the future.

Because the DCP/88
supports bisync , SDLC , HDLC
and async protocols, it is the
only communications processor
you'll ever have to buy.
Use it to connect your PC to
an expanding network of IBM
communications . Configure your
system to meet virtually any
communications need- without
adding another piece of hardware. Or expense .
All of which makes the
DCP/88 as practical as it is
powerful.

PC/ 3270 and PC/ 3780
transmit data at speeds up
to 9600 baud .

Ded icated 8088 microprocessor gives the DCP/88
processing power equivalent
to the IBM PC itself. You
can execute two programs
simultaneously.
\

The Persyst Coax/3278. Still
another way to expand your
IBM communications.

Here's another fast way to
incorporate the PC into existing
SNA or bisync data processing
installations.
The Coax/3278 . A singleslot expansion board that
converts your PC into an IBM
3278 display terminal. And with
its high-speed coaxial port, you
can connect the PC directly
to IBM 3274 or 3276 cluster
controllers.
Sophisticated communications
products for the corporate
user. Insist on Persyst.

Persyst communications
products are designed to make
corporate information systems
more powerful. And more
efficient.
Write or call Persyst today
for complete information.

PERS ST'"
Persyst Products, Personal
Systems Technology, Inc.,
15801 Rockfield Blvd. , Suite A,
Irvine, CA 92714. Telephone
(714) 859-8871. Telex: 467864 .
_ _ _ High-speed line printer option
- up to 600 lines per minute.
128 character FIFO printer
buffe r improves th e efficiency
of data transfer to the printer.
Supports SDLC,
Bisynchronous , HDLC and
Asynchronous protocols.

Full modem support, plus
modem eliminator option.

THE DCP/SS™BY
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FASTER TAPE PROCESSING
FOR LESS COST
SERIES TEN
Dual Density
800/ 1600 bpi
25 to 125 ips
SERIES NINE
Dual Density
800/ 1600 bpi
Up to 75 ips
SERIES SEVEN
Dual Density GCR
1600/6250 bpi
50 ips
SERIES FIVE
Dual Density
800/ 1600 bpi
45to125 ips
SERIES THREE
1600 bpi
25 ips

MODEL4000A
v..'' Cartridge
1600 or 6400 bpi
Single or Dual Drive
MODEL 1066A
Tri-Density GCR
800/1600/6250 bpi
For Kennedy 9400
MODEL 1065A
Dual Density GCR
1600/6250 bpi
ForSTC 2920
MODEL 1035A
Dual Density
800/ 1600 bpi
25 to 125 ips
MODEL 1030A
Allows 79708
To Run On HP 1000 A, l , XL
or HP 3000 Systems
MODEL 1025A
Dual Density
800/ 1600 bpi
25 to 125 ips
MODEL 10158
IEEE-488 Dual Density
800/1600 bpi
25 to 75 ips

COMPARE THE PERFORMANCE ALTERNATIVE
Dylan, one of the leading manufacturers of magnetic tape
recording systems and controller products , gives you the
PERFORMANCE ALTERNATIVE. Higher Speed. Lower Cost. For
virtually every HPIB and GPIB user.
Dylan's cost-effective, high -performance tape systems are suitable for high-speed, real-time data collection, archival storage,
information interchange, and disk back-up applications.
With tape speeds up to 125 ips and dual densities of 800/1600 or
1600/6250 cpi, Dylan 9-track systems offer vastly superior performance to systems now available for HP computers.
Dylan provides the lowest-cost ownership of all GCR tape
peripherals for HP computers, plus other IEEE- 488 compatible
systems such as DEC, Tektronix, and Fluke.
For higher speed, dual density, and lower cost, discover Dylonthe PERFORMANCE ALTERNATIVE.
For information on how you can increase your computer performance while reducing your costs, call Dylan today! (619) 292·5584
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11111111111111
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Dylan Data Corporation
9561 Ridgehaven Court
San Diego, California 92123
(619) 292·5584 TWX 910·335·1524
Distributor Inquiries Invited
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Debate intensifies over international standards
for digital networks
Stephen J. Shaw
Washington Editor

communications equipment is the through what the FCC considers to
increasing export demand for com- be unnecessary bottlenecks-doputer and telecommunications mestic termination points---{cities
An international storm is brewing equipment. The United States designated by the federal governthat could hinder the United States' exported $21.1 billion worth of ment as international gateways)ability to communicate and inter- equipment in 1982, according to or force users to add expensive
connect digitally with other nations. Federal Communications Commis- hardware or software adapters to
Swirling at crosscurrents are two sion (FCC) estimates. If agreement their terminal equipment
approaches to technical standards on ISDN standards is not reached,
Driven by advances in digitalfor integrated services digital the level of U.S. exports could be communications technology, ISDN
networks (ISDNs), all-digital tele- curtailed. In addition, exporters represents the next stage in the
communications networks that are could be forced to modify equipment evolution of telecommunications,
expected to supplant analog- on a country-by-country basis to said the FCC late last year in a
transmission techniques for world- comply with differing national Notice of Inquiry (NOI) requesting
wide data-communications.
standards.
industry comments on proposed
In keeping with its pro-competInstead of providing direct , international ISDN standards.
The FCC believes greater econoitive philosophy regarding data- city-to-city communications becomm unica tions standards, the tween countries, the resulting mies can be realized from using one
United States wants to minimize patchwork of incompatible network piece of equipment and carrying
ISD N standards and allow exact standards and equipment could voice, video and data on one line.
specifications to evolve from the force international traffic to go Terminal users in one country can
market. In contrast, most members
of the International Consultative
This configuration Illustrates an integrated services digital network (ISDN) as proposed
Committee for Telephone and Tele- by the International Consultative Committee for International Telephone and Telegraph
graph (CCI'IT) want to tightly (CC/TT). Strong differences of opinion have arisen between CC/TT and the U.S. computer
industry over whether the network interface point (NT1 , NT2) should be considered a part of
regulate ISDN design.
the network and regulated by government-sponsored posts (bureaus) of telephones and
At stake for U.S. manufacturers telegraphs or be deregulated and subject to a competitive market, as in the United States.
and system integrators of computer (Source: Federal Communications Commission)
PROPOSED INTEGRATED SERVICES DIGITAL NETWORK
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thus communicate easily with users
in other countries. In addition, the
digital format allows video and voice
signals to be multiplexed and
transported with data signals on a
single digital-transmission stream.
"During recent years, many
national networks moved toward
transporting voice and data signals
on digital media. This trend toward
[digitization] occurred because
digital networks reduced costs,
increased service quality and
provided new services to users,"
states the FCC's NOL
Failure to reach international
accord would also sacrifice a prime
feature of ISDN-the ability of
computer terminal users to use
their terminals in other countries
and immediately access databases
through a worldwide ISDN.
"ISDN's terminal-portability feature would allow computer manufacturers to make a limited series of
terminals to serve a worldwide
market," notes William Sill, a
former FCC attorney with the
international conference staff.
Sill points out that the ISDN
standardization effort has implications outside of international communications. CCITT is attempting
to develop a uniform set of technical
specifications extending from the
network to the equipment used for
network access. In the United
States, network-access equipment,
including the communications interface portion of computer terminals
and telephones, is considered customer-premise equipment (CPE)
and not subject to government
regulation.
In most other countries, however, network-access equipment is
strictly regulated by governmentrun posts (bureaus) of telegraphs
and telephones (PTTs). Current
CCITT draft specifications for
ISDN call for maintaining access
equipment as part of the network,
94

rather than as CPE available
separately from a variety of
vendors, as in this country.
Pressured by national PTTs and
its desire to make the ISDN
standards part of national as well as
international communications networks, CCITT has recommended
that private leased lines-those
heavily used by multinational corporations for internal data networks-be incorporated into the publicswitched national network.
Comments filed in response to the
FCC's NOI indicate this approach is
seen as an attempt by the PTTs to
recapture the revenue lost to the
PTT-run switched networks, due to
the growing use of private datacommunications systems. However,
data communication via a public
switched network is considered
inferior to transmissions through
private, non-switched lines.
Each switch that the digital
transmission must pass through,
says the FCC's Sill, causes approximately a 1-nsec. delay. Multiple
switching delays, therefore, introduce data-transmission errors and
increase transmission costs for
measured communications service.
In its comments filed with the
FCC on the proposed CCITT ISDN
specifications, IBM Corp. was
adamant in its stand that the draft
recommendation be modified to
accommodate the United States'
pro-competitive telecommunications regulatory policies. "Current
CCITT draft recommendations do
not adequately satisfy the requirements of U.S. policy .... Unless the
current direction of CCITT activities is modified, it is possible that
the evolution toward ISDNs could
turn out to be a regressive step that
restricts rather than increases the
satisfaction of user needs,'' states
IBM.
Specifically, the company urges
that the United States pressure

CCITT to accept the following
specifications in the ISDN network:
• competitive sales of CPE and
network interface equipment,
• continued availability of leased
private circuits,
• acceptance of the distinction
between basic communications services (those that do not alter the
form or content of the information
transmitted) and enhanced services
(those that modify the transmission
in such a way as to add value to the
information for the end user),
• development of ISDN design
that allows cost-based pricing for
basic transmission services.
IBM is joined by the International Data Communications Manufacturers Association in calling on the
CCITT to adopt the U.S. approach
to the sale of computer-terminal and
telephone-interface equipment by
competitive vendors. The trade
association says the key question is
what entity owns the networktermination equipment-the network service provider, as outlined in
the CCITT-proposed design, or the
users, such as those found in U.S.
domestic communications networks.
Comments filed by approximately
30 computer and telecommunications manufacturers, equipment
suppliers and trade associations,
including Motorola Inc_., Harris
Corp., Northern Telecom Inc. and
the Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association
(CBEMA), urge the FCC to adopt a
strong stance against the proposed
CCITT standards. These companies
insist that ISDN specifications be
kept to a minimum to allow technical
flexibility while maintaining compatibility among national ISDN
networks.
CCITT is expected to submit its
draft recommendations on an ISDN
standard at a November plenary
session of the International Telecommunications Union.
0
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r------------------------Sharp Electronics Corp., P.O. Box 204, Wayne,

NJ 07470

D Please send me more information about Sharp's PC- 5000.
D Please set up a demonstration.
Name
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Company·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S t r e e t - - - - - - - -- - - - - - CitY---- - - -

State

Zip-------

Phorx:~(--'------------------Dept. S-MMS-3-4

Thorough testing of disk drives and packs has always required an arsenal of
expensive equipment. Now, all you need is the PM 4000 Disk Drive Qualifier.
With this programmable microcomputer in a briefcase, you no longer tie up
mainframes and controllers. You run tests in real time. Eliminate cumbersome
exercisers and null meters.
The Qualifier performs any number of sophisticated tests without a skilled
operator. It's as simple as a calculator to use. Call up its powerful diagnostic programs
at the touch of a key. Or, easily program your own. With the microcomputer controlled
Qualifier, you format packs and align heads with unprecedented
speed and accuracy.
It's compatible with any rigid disk moving head storage
module drive and many others. The Qualifier offers revolutionary benefits to anyone involved with rotating media drives:
original equipment manufacturer, system marketer, service
company, user or media manufacturer.
For a brochure on this technological breakthrough,
write or call Pioneer Research, 1745 Berkeley Street,
Santa Monica, CA 90404 (213) 829-6751. Manufactured by
Pioneer Magnetics.

THE DISK DRM QUALIFIER

CIRCLE NO. 55 ON INQUIRY CARD By Pioneer Research
Rep territories available in selected areas.

-=•c1-r

,__P.o. a., 54, s17222s..,,.,._,,, . . _ Piwne1sJ2s27 2fJ.
US<· 23/lf,,;,,,..,,_ Hood P. 0. &, 82«-,.,, NJ{. 03o61
Pirone: (603) 883-4157.

'ijieir ™1tl investigation and by

integrator requests, computer

~Ufacturers representing some

~of the market choose to offer

UNIFY with their UNIX computers.
They_include DEC. Perkin,Elmer.
NCR. Tandy. Pixel. Onyx. Cadmus.
O:xlata. Cromemco. Momentum.
Plexus. Alcyon. Heurikon.
And many more.

The evidence is overwhelming.
In independent benchmarks, UNIFY
consistently ranks as the top performer.
O,mpletely menu,driven design

and industry standard IBM SQL
query language make it easy for non,
pro~Il1:mers to develop data base
applications.
The most powerful "back end"
design in the industry, including 90
subroutines at the host language
interface level, promises that UNIFY
can keep adding features, keep adding
users, without eroding performance.
Judge for yourself. Our com_Rre,
hensive 300,page tutorial and 5()(),
page reference manual system are
yours for only $95. Together they
show you how to build virtually
any application of your choice.
To order, contact UNIFY,
Department MM,3, 9570 S.W Barbur
Blvd., Portland, Oregon 97219,
503,245,6585.

LnlFW®

THE PREFERRED UNIX DBMS.
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NowY.OU don't

have tO be rich to
bepowe
Riches and power don't always go
together. Take Plexus, for instance.
The wo~ld's most powerful UNIX*-based
superm1cros.
Powerful because multiple processors share the UNIX load. So processing
power is distributed to where it does the
most good.
Terminal 1/0. Disk 1/0.
Data communications. And, of
course, data processing.
Our unique architecture
also lets us bring you the
world's first UNIX Network
Operating System (NOS). So
you can combine Plexus systems in an Ethernet network
for even more power.
NOS gives you real time,
continuous access to files. From
anywhere in the network.
Files are also updated on
the same basis. So everyone
in the network works with up-to-theminute data. Automatically.
No waiting for file transfers. And
that's a decided improvement over
everything else that's out there.
You also get to save money on
powerful UNIX-based software, including COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, BASIC,
and C. Database management and word
processing, too. As well as hundreds of
third party UNIX packages.
Plus our own software and main-

tenance support. And even a software
referral service for your OEM programs.
Does all this make us expensive?
Absolutely not.
In fact, Plexus systems cost thousands of dollars less than the minicomputers we outperform.

To get a better idea of just how
good that performance is, come get a
demonstration. Call 800-528-6050, ext.
1444. In Arizona, 800-352-0458, ext.
1444. Or write Ralph Mele at Plexus
Computers, Inc.,2230 Martin Avenue,
Santa Clara, CA 95050.
You see? You don't have to be rich
to be powerful. Just smart.

IPILIEXIU§
Built for speed.

ti:> Plexus Computers, Inc., 1983
•UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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The Interpreter
An analysis of news, issues and trends affecting the computer industry

Whatever happened
to the UNIX supermicro boom?
Geoff Lewis, Contributing Correspondent
Two years ago, if you polled the soothsayers of the
microcomputer industry about market opportunities in
the mid-1980s, chances are they would have pointed to
the burgeoning UNIX supermicrocomputer field.
UNIX, the Bell Laboratories operating system, was
regarded as the logical choice for a transportable
multiuser operating system that could drive the small
business microcomputer market in much the same way
as CP/M had driven the personal computer market in
the late 1970s. Moreover, when combined with advanced microprocessors such as Motorola's MC68000,
UNIX could give microcomputer vendors a serious
weapon with which to take on minicomputer suppliers
whose aging 16-bit systems could not compete with
microcomputer prices.
By fall 1981, dozens of UNIX/supermicrocomputer
companies were ready to invade the small-business
systems market controlled by minicomputer manufacturers. They were even granted a timely favor by
American Telephone & Telegraph Co., which announced a new version of UNIX with a pricing
structure that made it viable for microcomputer
manufacturers. Everything was ready. Only the customers were hanging back. And it wasn't due to a lack
of hype or publicity, either. Market analysts and
overnight experts by the carload were on hand to
declaim profoundly on why UNIX would become the
universal operating system from microcomputers to
mainframes, generating billions of dollars of hardware
and software revenues annually by the mid-1980s.
While the promise of UNIX still looms bright for its
dedicated followers, many now concede that they
expected too much too soon. "UNIX is still in the
application-software development stage," says Bev
Josephs, a senior analyst with market research company Gnostic Concepts Inc. She cites the lack of
commercial applications as a continuing inhibitor to the
growth of substantial UNIX sales. "You don't see a lot
of end-user packages, and the vertical applications have
not appeared. I can't say with any certainty when
end-user sales will really develop. "
"A lot of us were caught up in the momentum of
UNIX," recalls Warren Blossom, vice president of
marketing at CIE Systems Inc., a UNIX/supermicro
supplier launched by Japanese trading giant C. Itoh
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

Electronics Inc. Blossom, a veteran of Basic Four
Information Systems and Microdata Corp., adds, "I
don't think the average microcomputer manufacturer
that elected to go with UNIX then understood the
complexity of the operating system. A lot of these
people come out of the single-user operating system
market and took a simplistic view of UNIX."
In agreement is senior analyst Eileen Skrabutenas of
Yates Ventures, a market consulting concern that
derived much of its early success from advising UNIX
systems suppliers. She confirms that 1982 and 1983
shipments fell below those expected by most manufacturers. "The shipment levels are still low, but they are
steady and the retail market is beginning to catch on.
Where you'll really see the growth, however, is in the
systems houses and OEMs. In terms of the global
market, they have a tremendous potential, and in a
couple of years they will be doing 60 to 80 percent of
UNIX systems sales."
System houses and OEMs that have served as the
major marketing channel for the minicomputer suppliers in the past, Skrabutenas reasons, are now committing themselves to UNIX and to the more pricecompetitive systems on which it runs. "Their end users
are tired of paying $40,000 for obsolete hardware and a
proprietary operating system, and the systems house
managers are fed up with the minicomputer suppliers
shoving hardware down their throats," she says.
Perhaps in recognition of this, Skrabutenas notes,

SMALL COMPUTERS RUNNING UNIX
1982
All micros
All 16-bit

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

6,350 23,000 66,000 115,000 160,000 225,000
6,300 22,000 63,000 105,000 135,000 160,000
4,500 19,000

42,000

64 ,000

80,000

2-6 users

4,500 16,000 41,000

59,000

66,000

75,000

6+ users

1,000

1,500

3,000

4,000

5,000

5,000

50

1,000

3,000

10,000

25,000

65,000

3,430

5,500

9,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

One user

32-bit
Minis

800

In 1983, 12 vendors should have shipped at least 1,000 units ·
each of UNIX-based products, judging from sales reports near
year end, estimates Bev Josephs, senior analyst for Gnostic
Concepts Inc. They are Altos, Apollo, Callan Data Systems,
Convergent, Corvus Systems Inc., DEC, Fortune, IBM, NCR, Tan dy, Zilog and Sun Microsystems ...
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minicomputer suppliers have been conspicuously announcing plans to make UNIX or UNIX-like products
available. She questions their commitment to an alien
operating system they can't control. ·
UNIX companies are slow out of the blocks

Among the earliest of the new companies to form
around building a UNIX/supermicrocomputer was
Plexus Computers Inc., Santa Clara, Calif. Product
manager James F. Groff recalls that 1982 "was no bed of
roses" as the recession squeezed the minicomputer
OEMs that Plexus' sales force had targeted. Shipments
of Plexus computers based on multiple Z8000 chips
made by Zilog Inc., Campbell, Calif., commenced "very
slowly" that January. But it soon became apparent that
the company needed to add a processor based on the
more popular MC68000 chip from Motorola Inc. Much of
the next year was spent in that effort. As a result,
first-year sales were disappointing-$3 million to $4
million-and the company recruited former Data General Corp. executive Bill Jobe to get the sales effort
going. Under Jobe, 1983 sales tripled to nearly $10
million, and Plexus landed a major OEM contract
valued at approximately $40 million with Philips
Information Systems.
"The climate from a year ago is substantially
different," Jobe observes. "A year ago, OEMs were
struggling, but now, they are extremely positive-especially those with vertical niches." The other
significant change, he says, reflects the growing
recognition that UNIX is becoming an accepted
standard: "When we came into the market we were
selling to the UNIX hard core. Now, it is the
mainstream minicomputer OEMs we're talking to." The
bottom line, Jobe points out, is that shipments and
revenues rose to break-even levels in the third quarter
of last year.
Another early competitor was the manufacturer of
the 16-bit Z8000 microprocessor itself, Zilog, a subsidiary of Exxon Corp. It built a UNIX system around its
own chip. Like Plexus, Zilog found rough going in the
first two years of UNIX system sales. "We've made
slow and steady progress," says Bob Dickinson,
formerly the systems division vice president and
general manager. However, Zilog's patience is paying
off, he says. Last month the company expected to ship
its 2,000th system and is gearing up for monthly
production in the 150- to 200-unit range. Dickinson says
the system division broke even for the first time last
October.
"We're a little different from the other competitors,"
Dickinson comments. ''We don't want to get involved in
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the small business systems market. We think that will
become a commodity market. Instead, we see UNIX
supermicrocomputers occupying a distinct position
between mainframes and personal computers," he says.
As a result, Zilog has successfully targeted small- to
medium-sized companies and government agencies,
which, Dickinson believes, represent an increasingly
important UNIX market. He agrees that the market
has finally moved from "the UNIX hackers to the
mainstream data-processing world." (After this interview, Dickinson left Zilog to become president of
start-up Mouse Systems Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.)
That breakthrough may come too late for many small
competitors who expected to see revenues rolling in
during 1982 and 1983. Consequently, many analysts are
predicting a shakeout, especially in the overcrowded
two- to eight-user, desktop segment. In that category,
in which analysts Josephs and Skarabutenas see
commodity-market conditions emerging, only Tandy
Corp.'s Radio Shack subsidiary and Altos Computer
Systems are shipping UNIX systems in significant
numbers. Both of those companies have bundled the
operating system with all their 16-bit models.
Survivors must find a niche

As a sign of an impending shakeout, Gnostic
Concepts' Josephs cites the problems encountered by
Fortune Systems Corp., Belmont, Calif., another major
player in the low end. Fortune, a well-heeled start-up
founded by former Itel Corp. president Gary B.
Friedman, took the 1981 Comdex by storm with its
UNIX box with the then-startling price of less than
$10,000. Fortune has shipped more than 10,000 units,
largely to major OEM customers. However, by mid1983, the performance shortcomings of the system
caught up with sales. Despite revamping the computer's operating system, the company is now fighting a
tide of red ink that rose to $9.1 million in the most
recently reported quarter and forced Friedman's
resignation.
Fortune may be able to recover from its fiscal
stumble--with the aid of approximately $40 million to
$50 million in its treasury from a successful public
offering. But the delay in making UNIX a successful
commercial operating system has strained the patience
of the venture-capital community. At the same time,
the slow development has left a window open for some
well-financed players to enter a market already pioneered by the up-and-comers of 1981.
The latter category includes both NCR Corp.,
Dayton, Ohio, and Convergent Technologies Inc. ,
Santa Clara, Calif. And speculation is intense that IBM
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THE ALL-JN-ONE MULTI-USER SYSTEM!
UNDER $1,500 PER USER]
Introducing the TeleVideo® TS 804
computer, the Altos® compatible multiuser computer system that's completely
integrated into a single desktop enclosure at the lowest cost per user.
Designed to work in any professional
multi-user business environment, the
TS 804 can support up to four users, a
wide selection of peripherals and hundreds of OASIS® compatible software
programs that are perfect for business
applications. And it's all available in
one ergonomically styled computer, for
under $1,500 per user.
An Altos compatible multi-user computer system integrated into a single
desktop enclosure. From TeleVideo, the
leader in multi-user computer systems.

Southeast .. . . . . . . . .
Mid-Atlantic . ..... . .
Eastern . . . .. . . . ... .
Northeast ......... .
South Central .. .. . . .
Rocky Mountain . . . . .
Southwest. . . . . .... .

No. Users
First terminal
RAM
CPU
Concurrent OMA
Cache Memory
Floppy
Tape
Hard Disk
Parallel Ports
Serial Ports
Totals

(404)
(703)
(516)
(617)
(214)
(408)
(714)

TeleVideo
TS 804

Altos
580-20

1- 4
Std
JZOKB
ZBOA
Yes
Yes
.7MB
Opt
TOMB
1
3
$4,495

1-3
$995
19Z KB
ZBOA
No
No
.7MB
Opt
15MB
1
4
$5,990

447-1231
556-7764
496-4777
890-3282
258-6776
745-7760
476-0244
TeleVideo
TS 804 With
Hard Disk

Midwest . ..... . . . . . (312) 397-5400
Northwest. . . .. . .... (408) 745-7760
Southern Europe . . . . (33) 1 687-34-40
Central Europe ... .. (31) 2503-35444
Northern Europe. . . (44) 908-668-778
International . ...... . (408) 745-7760
For more information, ca/1 800-538-1780
(in Ca liforn ia, 408-745-7760).

Expansion

1-4
Std
JZOKB
ZBOA
Yes
Yes
.7M B
Opt
l5 MB
1
3
$8,095

GET IN ON THE BOOM.™

TeleVideo®Multi-User Computers
C\,TeleVideo Systems, Inc.

OASIS is a registered trademark of Phase One Systems, Inc. Altos is a registered trademark of Altos Computer Systems.
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You ensure your success when you make
Western Digital your technology partner in digital

NElSO
SUCCESSFUL

communUicatiRons.CWheEllieryoTu:f.~~:;~_ter

DISCOVER

NETWORKS..

mterface, as soph1s• ticated as a local area
network, or as large scale as a packet switching
network, you can tum our expertise and technology resources to your advantage.
Systems in silicon.
We're experts at putting complex systems into
silicon. Our NetSource™/25, for example, is a
powerful VI.SI device incorporating three microprocessors into a single chip. It's the first and
only VI.SI controller for X.25 packet network applications. Years of painstaking software development and the complexities of the X.25 protocol are
reduced to a single integrated circuit.
NetSource is a trademark of Western Digital Corporation.

Today we're committed to providing the basic
Chip-to-board synergy.
building blocks for reliable, efficient networks in
To get you to market even quicker, our VL51
network controllers are the foundation of an emerg- the office and across the factory floor.
ing family of board-level products. Our NetSource/
Make us your NetSource and you get more than
PC-LAN, for example, is an IBM compatible single chips or boards, though. You get a corporate
board local area network interface including
commitment to roll up the sleeves and work sideby-side with you to get your system or network
data encryption. It's based on our NetSource/40,
to market quickly and economically. Ensure your
an awesome token-passing network controller
success. Call our NetSource Hotline, 714/863-7828.
implemented in a VL51 device.
With our advanced computer-aided design
And get your network off to a fast start.
systems and highly automated board manufacturing and test facilities, customized variations
of this PC network board are never more than
• •
•
weeks away.
Make us your NetSource.
For the complete story of our communications capabilities and a postersize reproduction of the illustration above. send your business card to
Our pioneering efforts in communications
Western Digital, Network Literature, 2445 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714.
began in 1971, with the development of the first
L51 receiver/transmitters, still basic building
blocks in all data communications applications.
c D R p D R A T I D N

SElRT HERE

llVESTERN DIGITAL

FAMOUS GIANT KILLERS THROUGHOUT HISTORY

David ack
Size has always been a most formidable foe.'
Tales of David and Goliath and Jack and the Beanstalk are
clear examples of how ''Bigger is not always better''. In
fact, throughout history, all great giant killers have had
one thing in common ...small size but a surprisingly
big capability.
And now, there's PXI', Dysan's unique
Performance and Alignment tester that cuts giant
floppy drive problems down to size.
PXI' is the first hand-held intelligent tester
for flexible diskette drives. Used in conjunction
with Dysan's Digital Diagnostic.Diskette
(DDD)™, PXJ.''s versatile and precise testing
capabilities can test drive alignment and
performance criteria. Plus, PXI' also
checks read/write data handling
functions and serves as an

exerciser without the use of
additional equipment, all with
minimal operator instruction.
And best of all, PXI' sells for
a small fraction of what the big
testers cost.
PAT's Giant-Size
Capabilities Include:
• Head radial alignment
• Head positioner linearity
• Head azimuth alignment
• Index timing
• Head positioner skew
• Spindle speed
• Read/write verification
• Seek test verification
For quality assurance, field
service, incoming inspection,
engineering evaluation and field
disk drive sales, discover PAT
Another big difference from Dysan.

D DYc§D:lJ
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Corporate Headquarters
5201 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(800) 551-9000
(408) 988-3472

For more information on PXI',
call toll free (800) 551-9000 or (408) 988-3472.
Ask about our limited-time bonus offer!
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Corp. will soon follow with an Intel 80286-based,
multiuser upgrade to the PC (code-named Popcorn)
that runs XENIX, a version of UNIX developed by
Microsoft Corp. and designed to be upwardly compatible with the PC-DOS operating system. Digital Equipment Corp. recently added UNIX for its high-end
Professional personal computers, and at least one
AT&T operation is expected to introduce UNIX
systems based on 3B20 minicomputers, BellMAC
micros or the MC68000 as early as this summer.
Over the past year, NCR has been building its first
OEM systems operation around a Motorola MC68000/
UNIX box and is believed to have shipped more than
1,000 Tower series UNIX systems since August.
Convergent has built a five-year order book for its
multi-MC68000 Megaframe that could turn into $1
billion in revenues. A forthcoming "Miniframe" (single
MC68000-based) system will take the aggressive Convergent into the two- to eight-user segment, further
exacerbating the shakeout threat for smaller players.
Venture capitalists get cold feet

Venture capital investor Charles Moore of Welsh,
Carson, Anderson, and Stowe and a backer of UNIX
start-up Momentum Computer Systems Inc., says, "I
think the prognosis is still the same for the eventual
success of UNIX. What has changed is the speed of that
success, which has been slowed by a lack of commercialquality application software." Without readily available
software, UNIX hardware sales stalled in commercial
markets. As a result, he adds, "in the investment
community, I think now there's a lot of caution about
UNIX start-ups."
Plexus' Jobe, who talked venture capitalists into a
third-round financing of $6 million last March (taking
Plexus' total funding to $12.6 million), agrees that
investors have become somewhat wary of the UNIX
hardware companies. "There is a low cost of entry in
this market. You can go out and put together a
single-board system around an OEM 68000 board, and,
for $1 million, you can launch a product. But when you
add more than three users, you'll fall off a cliff,'' he
says. "If you don't distribute UNIX [over several
microprocessors as Plexus does], you fall into a hole,''
he explains, adding that it took two years of intense
effort to learn that lesson.
Investors have been made aware of this and are no
longer funding the simplistic designs, Jobe maintains.
CIE's Blossom adds, "Since the fall of 1982, I've seen a
slowing of momentum in some of the start-ups, and
there really haven't been a lot of new competitors. A lot
of companies are basing their futures on third-round
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

financing, and venture capital seems to be drying up."
Blossom, who declines to disclose how much money
CIE has spent in launching its much-delayed 680 series,
says C. Itoh, a $50 billion enterprise, has made a
long-term commitment to CIE's success.
Despite the squeamishness of other venture capital
companies, Welsh Carson was sufficiently sold on the
inevitable penetration of UNIX-based systems to
participate in a $3.25 million second-round funding last
summer of Momentum Computer Systems International, Sunnyvale, Calif. Momentum president Ed Marinaro says the second-round funding, which brought
capitalization to $9 million, was needed earlier and had
to be larger than planned because of the delayed
development of the market and changing competition.
Momentum, which had sales of $6 million to $8 million
last year, has plowed $1 million into an automated
assembly line and "substantial funds" into a highresolution business graphics workstation that should
give Momentum a niche.
Welsh Carson's Moore points out, "The feeling I get
in the investment community is there are N components-maybe 50-in the market and they all can't be
winners. Outside of Convergent Technologies, none has
a track record. So now we're taking a much harder look
at the fundamentals." Moore suggests that the excessive amount of venture capital in the microcomputer
business in the past two years has kept some of the
start-ups above water longer than they deserved. "The
amount of venture capital available has suspended the
laws of free market capitalism, which would have killed
off the weak competitors by now," he concludes.
Fortune's misfortune, says vice president of planning
and co-founder Homer G. Dunn, is attributable both to
internal errors-such as the release of hardware and
software that fell far short of claimed performance
levels-and to the development (or lack thereof) of the
UNIX market itself. On the latter score, Dunn blames
the success of the IBM PC, which diverted the
attention of software developers from UNIX projects.
"In 1980 and 1981, if you were an independent software
supplier and you wanted to upgrade from CPIM,
chances were you would be aggressively pursuing
UNIX. But then, with the success of IBM, its PC-DOS
(and Microsoft's MS-DOS) became the first choice,'' he
says. Dunn estimates that the PC-DOS/MS-DOS diversion delayed the UNIX market by 12 to 18 months.
Dunn also blames IBM's success for Fortune's failure in
retail channels. Although the multiuser Fortune product was ne'4er positioned as a direct competitor of the
IBM PC, Dunn says many of the more than 400
dealers-including parts of the ComputerLand chain107
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turned their attention tq the PC. The IBM machine was
in extremely high demand and did not require the
degree of sales effort associated with the more
sophisticated Fortune machine.
Today, the Fortune retail effort is concentrated on
the 50 or so outlets that did develop systems expertise
for the Fortune 32:16. Fortune's 450 other dealers are
mainly small business system dealers, often trained on
minicomputer-based hardware. These value-added
dealers, who typically provide software support, installation and on-going consulting, are the backbone of
Fortune's revamped distribution policy. Dunn now says
he does not expect UNIX-based systems to flow
through computer retailers until late in the decade.
Despite Fortune's setbacks, company executives
maintain they are still 12 to 18 months ahead of most
competitors in commercializing UNIX. The company
spent $2.6 million and $5.9 million in 1981 and 1982
development budgets, largely to make UNIX a userfriendly operating system for data-processing novices.
"You can buy a UNIX port [the implementation
required for a specific machine} for $100,000, but
making it a commercial system is a different story,"
Dunn says.
UNIX adapts to the commercial market

Indeed, making UNIX a commercially viable operating system has been a longer, more expensive task
than many market participants ever expected. Designed by Bell Laboratories employees in the early
1970s, the operating system was distributed widely to
universities and became the development system of
choice for computer scientists throughout the United
States. Since then, UNIX has had an avid following
among academicians, software developers and technical
end users such as engineers. With that existing market
for UNIX systems among scientific and technical users,
companies such as Apollo Computer Inc. and Masscomp
have sucessfully marketed engineering and computeraided-design/computer-aided-manufacturing systems
that combine UNIX and high-resolution graphics.
Apollo expects to hit $75 million in sales for fiscal year
1983, and Masscomp, which is about 18 months behind,
according to marketing vice president Allan Wallack, is
aiming for about $18 million. Wallack says much of the
minicomputer technical OEM market is up for grabs by
supermicro houses and estimates that market is worth
$3 billion to $4 billion annually.
Making UNIX palatable to commercial OEMs, dealers and end-users has been a complex task. It had a
cumbersome command structure, an unfamiliar language (C) and a dearth of readily available application
108

The overwhelming momentum
of the IBM PC caused many of
Fortune Systems Carp's problems, believes vice president of
planning Homer Dunn, because it
drew software developers to the
PC-DOS/MS-DOS environment
and delayed introduction of UNIX
packages. In addition, Dunn says
many potential dealers were
lured by the more salable IBM
product.

Entries into the UNIX market are
slowing, says Warren Blossom,
vice president of sales and marketing for CIE Systems Inc. Although he interprets this as a sign
of an impending shakeout, he
believes that CIE will be protected by the strength of its parent,
the $50 billion trading conglomer~---- ate, C. ltoh Electronics Inc.

The arrival of minicomputer
vendors into the UNIX market
poses no threat to William D.
Jobe, president of Plexus Computers Inc. "I love the idea of
going head to head with them
and make direct comparisons,"
he asserts.

Switching to UNIX was a marketing decision for Convergent
Technologies Inc., not an admission of problems in its own CTOS
operating system, maintains Convergent's product manager Steve
Blank. "The only way to get all the
business is to give people what
they think they want, " he declares.
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U ----------------Call 800-323-3629 today.
Please send me the following:

I

D Set(s) of documentation, including
MOBS III manual and Data Base Primer
and Guide for $90.00 each plus $10.00
shipping and handling per set.• (Regular
price is $100.00)
D Set(s) of "How to Evaluate and Select
a DBMS'" for $5.00 plus $1.00 shipping
and handling.•
D Professional Training Course Information .
D Please have a MOBS / Application
velopment Products Account
epresentative COO tact me.

*Prices subject to change without notice.
Illinois residents please add 6% sales tax.
Name

--------------

Company
Address

C i t y - - - - - - - - - - - - -State
Zip
Ph e (
on
We accept VISA and MASTERCARD

t

:

Micro Data Base Systems, Inc.
Application Development
Products

85 W. Algonquin Road-Suite 400
Arlington Heights, IL 60005

MOBS Ill. Knowkdr,Mao •nd SCREEN MASTER ... U•d<muh

~:.r.~~ki;"~r 1'1.'M'. l.'~'oos'~'~ ;,;d~m:;:',~1 ~t~1;;;FT .
CP/ M-86 and MP/ M-86 arc trademukl of D111tal Rcseuch
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Number 4 in an instructional strits from Wical.

.. ,

TI--fE MICROCOMPUTER
When you look at the mainstream
of microcomputer design, you
can see them getting smaller
every day. And watch the prices
shrink, too.
Well that's terrific, up to a
point. But as any student of
nature can tell you, little fish tend
to have little brains.
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Of course, it's the same
with PCs. If you build a tiny little
PC around a tiny little operating
system, sooner or later you'll
run into a big surprise. No matter
how much memory you surround
it with, you'll always have microsystem performance. And
microsystem languages.
So at Wicat, we ·went the

other way. Instead of trying to
make a little box act like a big
one, we created the first generation of grown-down mainframes.
There are seven of them in
all; from a single-user desktop
to a full-blown 48-user machine.
Every one of them gives you
the same mainframe operating
system. So you can look for total
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984
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SCHOOL OF THOUGHT
software compatibility. And
price/performance that outdoes
any micro, mini, or mainframe
you can think 0£
What's the operating
system? That's your decision. You
can have our own MCS, or
the industry standard UNIX~
And we give you all the mainframe language compilers you
UNIX

~

a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories.

could ask for. Nine of them,
altogether.
So if you're rea4y to head
in a direction that really makes
sense, get in touch with us for
complete information.
Wicat Systems, P.O. Box 539,
1875 South State, Orem, UT
84057. (801) 224-6400.
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We'll show you how a growndown mainframe can take on a
full-size workload. Without being
swallowed alive.

WICATsystems"'
The grown-down mainframes.

Net/One offers something
unique in local area networking.
Atrack record.
In fact, Net/One®offers a number of things
unique in local area networking. True vendor
independence. Media independence-baseband,
broadband, fiber optics, or any combination
thereof. Remote bridges and local bridges to interconnect separate Net/One systems-broadband
or baseband-between buildings, or between
cities, worldwide.
And all this uniqueness becomes even more
so when you look at our track record. We not only
talk a great network, we've actually been delivering Net/One since July of 1980. Hundreds of our
systems are already out there moving information

for organizations like Control Data, Caltech,
Fairchild, ITr, RCA, Boston University, U.S. Forest
Service, and Ford Aerospace.
Let's talk about how to turn the equipment
you have now-whatever it is-into the network
you want, now, with a network you can have, now.
And a network that can take you wherever you
want to go from here. Net/One.
Ungermann-Bass, Inc., 2560 Mission College
Boulevard, Santa Clara, California 95050.
Telephone (408) 496-0111.

Net/One from Ungermann-Bass

I1

© 1983 Ungermann-Bass, Inc.
Net/One is a registered trademark of Ungermarm-Bass, Inc.
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software. Even horizontal packages such as database
management and word processing were underdeveloped. To an unexpected degree, Blossom notes, manufacturers were forced to become software distributors,
so that OEMs could get the packages they needed to
make sales.
Some of these shortcomings have been remedied.
Ryan McFarland Corp.'s RM-COBOL now provides a
language under UNIX that is similar to the one used on
hundreds of NCR and Texas Instruments Inc. minis.
Science Mangement Corp.'s SMC BASIC emulates
Basic Four's Business BASIC. Software Ireland and
Omtool manufacture languages similar to DEC's commercial language, DIBOL. And The Office Manager,
Inc. markets a BASIC language similar to Wang
Laboratories Inc.'s version of BASIC. Yet having those
tools at hand does not guarantee success, emphasizes
Bob Bozeman, Altos director of marketing. To launch a
UNIX product line requires more than languages.
Bozeman estimates that fully 4 percent to 5 percent
of Altos' $74.6 million in fiscal 1983 revenues (ended
June 30) were plowed into developing UNIX products
(including a roster of 100 applications packages) and
planning marketing of those products. ''We made a
strategic business decision that multiuser microsystems will be UNIX-based," Bozeman says. He recalls
that in the past the company had worked with a variety
of operating systems such as MP/M (the multiuser
upgrade of CP/M), OASIS and Pick and that none
promised the universality of UNIX. Bozeman stresses
that the cost of not going to UNIX could have been
higher. "If we hadn't gone into UNIX-if we'd stayed
with our 8-bit CP/M base-we'd be out of business
today," he explains, alluding to the more severe
problems facing Altos' former competitors such as
Vector Graphic Inc.
Altos' sales also suffered after the move to UNIX,
Bozeman concedes, but he blames some of the problems
on product-line changes. The company's first UNIX
system was the Intel 8086-based 8600, which hadn't
been tuned for the new operating system and was, he
concedes, "a dog." A subsequent MC68000-based system was relegated to a single major distributor because
it was not competitive with other MC68000-based
systems. The final solution-an 8086-based system with
intelligent I/O memory-management systems for
UNIX-was delayed by problems in the plastic enclosure.
Lower sales volume in the first and second quarter of
this year led to layoffs and flattening of revenues.
Company officials maintain they are positioning themselves for the emerging UNIX market next year, and
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

Bozeman predicts Altos will do $70 million .(out of
projected revenues of $90 million) in UNIX-based
systems in this fiscal year. The Altos strategy is
beginning to pay off. Bozeman anticipates shipment
rates of 700 UNIX systems per month, with each
system carrying a price tag of around $9,000.
Getting up to that shipment level has required a
major shift in distribution strategies, not unlike
Fortune's. "For years, we grew by signing up anybody
who would take the product, and, in the past few years,
we had 3,000 different dealers. We looked at the stable
core of 600 dealers in that group and started directing a
marketing campaign at them to support UNIX,"
Bozeman says. Most of these dealers are selling UNIX
now and are concentrating on small business customers,
a market in which Bozeman hopes to continue steering
clear of IBM. "We looked at the top 25 cities, and we
said we'd like to get 10 percent of the market in those
areas. Ifwe can do that, we'll be $1 billion company," he
says.

The computer supplier whose support
of UNIX could finally make the de
facto standard a true standard is IBM.
Altos is in second place in monthly UNIX systems
shipments, trailing Radio Shack, which is shipping
more than 1,000 model 16s a month to its captive Radio
Shack stores, according to Yates Venture estimates.
Yates' Skrabutenas sees a strong future for Convergent
Technologies, which she says may soon surpass both
Altos and Radio Shack.
High-end systems compete with minicomputers

The success of Convergent in the UNIX market has
thus far been in relatively high-end systems, supporting eight to 128 users. Megaframe product manager
Steve Blank acknowledges that the line will be
extended downward into the Altos/Radio Shack range.
The rumored "Miniframe" extension is supposed to be
part of Convergent's OEM agreement with Four-Phase
Systems Inc., but it has not been officially introduced.
Convergent's entry into the market in 1982 was
relatively late. "We had CTOS [Convergent's proprietary operating system], which we think is the best
real-time operating system on the microcomputer
market, but we used to lose out to UNIX in bids. It was
an irrational response, but the customer wanted
UNIX," Blank recalls. ''We still believe CTOS is a
113
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better operating system, but we're greedy, and the
way to get all the business is to give people what they
think they want."
After a brainstorming session at a resort in Monterey, Calif., Convergent executives came up with a
design that kept them out of the crowded two- to
eight-user market and addressed the needs of OEMs
that want a system supporting as many as 128 work
stations. The architecture, in which as many as 36
MC68000-based microcomputers can be linked, stems
from an abandoned redundant-processor design that
would have competed against Tandem Computers Inc.
and other manufacturers of fault-tolerant computers.
In Megaframe, the multiprocessor design allows extremely flexible configuring for OEMs. So far, the idea
has appealed to a dozen OEMs including Gould SEL,
Raytheon Co., A. B. Dick Co., Automatic Data Processing and CPT Corp. As Blank points out, "We've built
ourselves a built-in market with our workstations."

Making UNIX a commercially viable
operating system has been a longer,
more expensive task than many
market participants expected.
However, it is not known whether major workstation
customers such as Burroughs and NCR will look kindly
on Megaframe, which has the potential to compete with
their own small computers. NCR, in fact, is being
drawn into direct competition with Convergent, whose
workstations form the basis of NCR's drive into
office-automation markets. Robert A. Hahn, NCR
OEM marketing director, downplays any possible
conflict with Convergent's Megaframe or the Miniframe, which will be more closely positioned to NCR's
Tower.
Hahn has been concentrating his efforts on DEC
OEMs, to which he claims he can offer higher
performance at half the price of PDP-11 series systems.
Many of NCR's early installations have been in the
PDP-11/UNIX market, but Hahn maintains there is
much commercial development that has not turned into
sales yet. "There are a lot of developments under way
that will start to emerge this year, and you'll start to
see how much growth there really is," he says.

computer suppliers. In the past year, virtually every
major minicomputer manufacturer has, to some degree, made a commitment to offer UNIX as an option.
In many cases (at DG and Wang), UNIX will be offered
in conjunction with the proprietary operating systems.
"They [the minicomputer vendors] view it as an
absolute survival tactic," says Yates' Skrabutenas. "If
they come out with UNIX products and support them
in the next six to nine months, they may hold onto their
bases. But if they don't they will lose a lot of business to
companies like Auragen Systems Corp. and Pyramid
Technology." (Auragen and Pyramid have built UNIX
systems with supermini performance characteristics).
Jobe of Plexus, who compares Plexus' systems with
DEC's VAX series superminicomputers, welcomes the
entry of minicomputer manufacturers into the UNIX
market. "It's great, it's wonderful because now we'll
have something to compare with directly. We love the
idea of going head to head with VAX running UNIX,"
he declares. Goff adds, "Their whole sales force is
trained to sell and support [the proprietary] VMS, and
you don't just turn that around overnight."
The computer supplier whose support of UNIX could
finally make the de facto standard a true standard is
IBM. Rumors of IBM's position on UNIX are rife
among UNIX market analysts, but the company itself
is not forthcoming with substantive clues. Aside from a
limited program on the Series/1 minicomputer aimed at
telephone operating companies, IBM supports UNIX
directly only on the CS9000 laboratory computer, which
is manufactured by the company's Danbury, Conn.,
Im;truments division. IBM has reportedly commissioned UNIX developments on hardware ranging from
the PC to the 4300 small mainframe, but most UNIX
competitors expect the most significant IBM move to
come with the multiuser "Popcorn" microcomputer.
That system could appear as early as this winter and is
expected to set a price/performance target in the lower
end of the UNIX microsystems market.
"The guy who sets the standard is IBM," observes
Fortune's Dunn, "When you see Popcorn, that's when
you have to position yourself correctly, or it won't
matter what your name is."
D
Since this article was written, IBM announced that it will
offer a single-user version of UNIX, developed by
Interactive Systems Corp., Santa Monica, Calif., for the
IBM PC.

Minicomputer manufacturers respond

Hahn and other UNIX market observers are training
their intelligence-gathering efforts among traditional
114

Geoff Lewis, a former editor of Mini-Micro Systems, is an
editor of Electronic Business magazine.
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There are a lot ofpowerful reasons
to write software for HP systems.
TM

You're looking at two ofthem.
An enhanced UNIX'" operating system. And the
cash bonuses you'll earn when you sell your UNIXcompatible applications with an HP system.
Those are compelling reasons to participate in
Hi>'s special program for software companies.
We have a whole range of products that can run
UNIX, from our popular line of MC 68000-based
machines to our powerful 32-bit systems. And
we'll be expanding that range all the time.
While we're giving you a wider choice of products for your programs, we're also making it even
easier for you to write them.
We've developed an especially powerful version
of the industry standard UNIX, called HP-UX. Its
enhancements provide for graphics, data base
management and networking, to name just a few.
When you team up with HP, you have our full
service organization behind you. Our factory and
field support teams are dedicated to problem-

F//g9

solving. So, if you or your customers have any
questions about HP-UX,just give us a call. We're
ready to help.
And we're ready to make your efforts very
rewarding. When your customer buys an HP system because of your application, we'll give you a
cash bonus of 30% of your software's sales price up to 6% of the net HP system's price. Our only
restriction is that, to qualify for the bonus, your
software must sell for at least $10,000.
There are lots of other good reasons to write
HP-compatible software for UNIX or any of our
other operating systems. To find out all about
them, write to Hewlett-Packard , Attn : Gwen
Miller, Dept. 08190, 19447 Pruneridge Avenue,
Cupertino, CA 95014. In Europe, contact Henk
van Lammeren, Hewlett-Packard Nederlands
B.V., Dept . 08190, P.O. Box 529 , 1180 AM
Amstelveen, The Netherlands.

HEWLET T

~~PACKARD

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labora tories.
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HANDS-ON TRAINING
End Users

A complete Curriculum for:
Management Applications Staff Technical Support
WASHINGTON, D.C.

SAN FRANCISCO

DALLAS

UNIX Overview

Mar6

Mar6

Mar 13

AprlO

$ 225

On ix
Fundamentals
for NonProgrammers•

Mar7-9

Mar7-9

Mar 14-16

Feb 22-24
April 11-13

$ 735

UNIX
Fundamentals
for
Programmers•

Mar 12-14

Mar 12-14

Mar 19-21

Feb 27-29
Apr 30May2

$ 735

Shell as a
Command
Language•

Mar 15-16

Mar 15-16

Mar22-23

Mar 1-2
May3-4

$ 490

$]225

NEW YORK

LOS
ANGELES

Tm-

BOSTON

COORS ES

SEQUENCE
TOITION t

TION

}
}

$860

$1125

'C' Language
Programming•

Jan 23-27

Mar 19-23

Jan 23-27
Mar 19-23

Mar 26-30

Mar 5-9

Shell
Programming•

Jan 30-31

Mar26-27

Jan30-31
Mar26-27

Apr2-3

Jan 23-24
Mar12-13

Jan 23-24

$ 490

Using
Advanced
UNIX
Commands*

Feb 1-3

Mar28-30

Feb 1-3
Mar28-30

Apr4-6

Jan 25-27
Mar14-16

Jan 25-27

$ 735

UNIX
Internals

Feb6-10

Apr2-6

Feb6-IO
Apr2-6

Apr 30May4

Jan 30Feb3
Mar 19-23

Jan 30Feb3

$1375

UNIX
Administration•

Feb 14-16

Apr 10-12

Feb 14-16
Apr 10-12

May8-10

Feb 7-9
Mar27-29

Feb 7-9

$ 735

Advanced
'C'ONIX
Workshop*

Feb27-29

Apr30May2

Feb 27-29
Apr 30May2

May 14-16

Feb 13-15
Apr 2-4

Feb 13-15

$ 735

Mar 1-2

May3-4

Mar 1-2
May 3-4

May 17-18

Feb 16-17
Apr 5-6

Feb 16-17

$ 490

Feb 27Mar2

$1225

}

$1125

Advanced 'C'
Programming
Under UNIX*

Apri19-13

Berkeley
UNIX
Fundamentals
and 'csh' Shell*
*Including hands-on training workshops

'" UNIX is a trademark or Bell Laboratories

CALL FOR DETAILS ON:

}

$JJ25

t Savings for consecutive seminar dates

•VIDEO-BASED COURSES

•IN-HOUSE SEMINARS

To reserve your seminar space now or for additional information, call:
(800)323-<JNIX or in Illinois (312)987-4082 8:30-5:00 central time.
Computer Technology Group UNIX seminars are
presented by experts experienced in teaching UNIX
as well as in designing and implementing
UNIX-based systems.

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY GROUP
Our business is UNIX training.
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COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY
GROUP
Telemeclia, Inc.
310 S. Michigan Ave. , Chicago, IL 60604
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Windows battle shapes up
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Software environments open options,
force choices in the personal computer market
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Not only can software environments break a screen into windows, they also allow the transfer of data from one application package
to another.

Sarah Glazer, Senior Editor

Once again, developments are rumbling through the
personal computer market that will shake almost all its
participants. The heart of the revolution is the software
environment that integrates separate application programs, allows them to appear simultaneously on
sections--"windows"--0f the CRT screen and often
incorporates easy-to-use features such as pointing
devices to control the CRT display. Software environments' growing acceptance will force a response from
every part of the personal computer market. Not only
must software suppliers respond to a new level of
sophistication but also hardware suppliers and system
integrators must decide how to accommodate new
devices and the need for complex graphics.
Although easy-to-use systems that allow separate
application software to work together are just becoming mainstream products, many of their features
appeared some time ago. The Star from Xerox Corp.
and the Lisa from Apple Computer Inc. each breaks its
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

screen into windows and lets a user move data between
them. Each also includes a pointing device (Xerox
dubbed it a "mouse" because of its size and tail-like
connecting cord) that moves the cursor around the
screen.
Software packages that integrate a few commonly
used applications--such as 1-2-3 from Lotus Development Corp., Cambridge, Mass.-finally sold the public
on the advantages of integrated application software.
While such packages may satisfy some users' needs for
spreadsheet calculation, database management and
business graphics, users with other needs must find a
more general way to move data between application
packages.
Announcements of software environment products
such as Visi 0 " from VisiCorp, San Jose, Calif., DesQ
from Quarterdeck Office Systems, Santa Monica,
Calif., and MS-Windows from Microsoft Corp., Bellevue, Wash., mean that widespread integration of
application packages is becoming a reality. Rather than
crafting several application packages together, envi117
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ronments provide the underlying mechanism to let any
number of application packages exchange data. Some
features allow applications to address bit-mapped
screens, a hardware requirement for creating the
windows that display more than one application on a
single screen. Some allow applications to address the
pointing device, another piece of hardware new to most
microcomputers. Other features include data formats
and protocols to support data exchange between
applications.
Software environments mean independent software
developers don't have to create their own methods for
providing sophisticated functions--windows , pointing
and file transfer, says Esther Dyson, president of
Rosen Research Inc., New York, which analyzes the
computer industry. Environments also allow integrated
applications to run on a variety of microcomputers
without the need for software developers to make
modifications. Dyson predicts that, rather than being a
special feature offered only by the high-end machines,
environments will become fundamental to most microcomputer systems.

Contenders back different approaches

The first major software company to announce the
development of an environment was VisiCorp, although
Visi0 n didn't become available until the end of 1983. By
then, a number of competitors had announced similar
products, among them industry leaders Microsoft with
its MS-Windows and Digital Research Inc. , Pacific
Grove, Calif., with its Concurrent CP/M. Other contenders include Quarterdeck with its DesQ, and
Structured Systems Group Inc., Oakland, Calif., with
its WindowMaster. The fight for market share will
begin to get serious as new products become commercially available throughout 1984.
A company's approach to entering the market will
ultimately shape the outcome, believes industry analyst
Bill Ablondi of Future Computing Inc., a market
research company in Richardson, Texas. In one camp is
Visi 0 n, which requires that software developers significantly modify applications before they can run. In the
other camp are products such as MS-Windows and
DesQ, which let many applications run unchanged,

"A number of Independent IOftware vendors have stated their
Intention to adapt their applications to take advantage of Windows,··
reports Microsoft Corp. chairman Bill Gates. Although the company is
encouraging participation of software developers, Gates concedes
that "Ifs up to them to do the work."

The tight Integration chllractertstlc of software packages that
craft several applications together Is missing In software environments, claims Mitchell Kapor, president of Lotus Development Corp.

"Our atndllgy 18 that we want to be verutlle," says Terry Myers,
president of Quarterdeck Office Systems. An application does not
have to be 18Written to run under Quarterdeck's DesQ. Instead, DesQ
has mechan/8ms to adapt the application ltseff.
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Introducing
the Freedom 200.
No other VDT gives you
more, for less.
For only $745, the Freedom 200
gives you more user-relevant
functions and optimized ergonomic
features than any other standard VDT.
You get 106 keys, clustered for
maximum user efficiency.
Plus 10 user-programmable
non-volatile function keys (256 bytes
worth) for a host of applications.
Plus 11 cursor control keys,
including tab by word for easy
editing.
Plus flexible non-volatile set-up
modes, full page or status line, to
easily configure your terminal exactly
the way you want it.
Plus user-definable smooth
scrolling regions, with selectable
scroll rates.
Plus split-screen capability.
Plus 128 ASCII characters, with
86 extended graphic characters for
forms creation.
Plus non-embedded attributes
(visual and data entry).
Plus double-high/double-wide
characters.
Plus programmable answerback
message for enhanced security.
Plus programmable time out, to
prolong the life of your screen.
Plus easy serviceability, and
space for add-on boards.
Plus two-page standard memory
in emulation modes and one-page
memory in native mode, with
additional memory optional.
Plus 8 foreign character sets.
Plus TeleVideo 950 and Lear
Siegler ADM 31 emulation.
Plus more.
To find out more, contact your
local Liberty dealer or distributor.
Or call Liberty direct.
(415) 543-7000.
No other VDT gives you more,
for less.

[!LIBERTY
IO Lib erty El ectronics 198 4.
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Systems Fine.:fune
DC Motors.
We're Dual Systems.
And when the people at GE needed a microsystem as an engineering design
tool for industrial DC motor applications, they turned to us.
After all, our high speed microsystems have performed in the clutch for
Boeing and Sony and Ford and United Press International, just to name a few.
And for three years we've been delivering 68000-based systems, full UNIX*
Version 7 with Berkeley enhancements, and IEEE-696/ S-100 bus conformance.
That's longer than anyone else.
Which brings us to our newest high-performance micro, the 83/ 80. Featuring
the full UNIX capabilities of Version 7 or System III, the 83/80 can handle up to
twelve users and provides a standard 512 KB of dynamic RAM with parity that's
expandable to 3.25 MB.
And we've backed it with a full one-year warranty.
Our 83/ 80 incorporates a high-throughput SMD controller and an 80 megabyte Winchester disk drive with 2~25 milliseconds average seek time. And our
backup memory is well worth remembering - it consists of an 8" floppy disk
with 1 MB of storage.
In addition, you11 find our 83/80 delivers increased performance through its
Dual ported full-track disk buffer and proprietary controller circuiting. More
users can access with better response time.
It's also very well-educated. Our 83/ 80 can read or write up to an entire track
of data in a single disk rotation, regardless of where the disk-head settles on a
given track.
That's smart.
The C programming language comes standard with UNIX, of course. Other
optional languages include FORTRAN-77, PASCAL, RM / COBOL®, LISP and
BASIC. And that's just for starters.
Optional software includes data base
and administrative packages like
INGRES and UNIFY.
And the sticker price? Quantity 10 at
$14,693.
For further information, please write
or telephone our Marketing Department
at 415/ 549-3854.
We'll be glad to tell you about one
powerful microsystem that's revved up
and ready-to-go.

:>UAL
Dual Systems Corporation
2530 San Pablo Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94702

*UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
® RM / COBOL is a registered trademark of the Ryan McFarland Corporation.
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even though they can't take advantage of the environment's more sophisticated features. Each approach has
strengths, Ablondi maintains, that will make it appeal
to a particular market segment.
The approach of products that allow current software
to run has particular appeal to independent developers.
"It doesn't ignore the point of view of the independent
software vendor who doesn't want to get tied up with
the future of one particular software company,"
Ablondi explains. "For example, the effort needed by
an independent software vendor to put a product on
Visi 0 n would be enormous, and the future of that
product would depend on the future of Visi 0 n."
In contrast, Visi 0 n would appeal most strongly to big
companies with in-house software developers trying to
create a corporate library of consistent, compatible
applications. "They don't care about buying independent software vendors solutions to a general problem;
they want a specific solution for their environment,"
Ablondi says. Providing strengths to programs in this
segment of the market are features that permit close
integration, such as consistent application structure,
commands and data formats. "Visi0 n has a very nice
internal data-transfer capability that supports a high
degree of integration," Ablondi maintains.
By pursuing the big-company market segment
through direct sales, VisiCorp could indirectly attract
independent software vendors. Once there was a large
enough installed base of customers for Visi 0 n-compatible software, independent developers would have the
incentive to rewrite applications. Most observers agree
that achieving such a substantial customer base will
take at least a year. By that time, environments such as
Windows and DesQ could have made such an impact on
the market through the independent channels that
momentum alone would propel them to the top. "A lot
of times, what determines the winner in the marketplace is who has the best entry," Ablondi states. "My
gut feeling is that the MS-Windows and Quarterdeck
DesQ strategy is the best entry-level strategy."
Software developers play vital role

Microsoft chairman Bill Gates confirms the strategy's
appeal to independent software developers: "We have
had an overload of demand for information and software
so people can go ahead and adapt their applications."
Gates expects more than 500 software companies to
attend a seminar on MS-Windows the company intends
to hold for independent software developers early this
year. Even though applications written for the
MS-DOS operating system will run under MSWindows, developers will have to modify their packag122
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Microsoft Corp. and VisiCorp lead software companies and lag
behind only the top hardware manufacturers in revenues from the
sale of software used on personal computers for the office. This
position gives both companies a strong advantage in a battle for the
software-environment market. The ultimate success of Microsoft's
MS-Windows environment vs. VisiCorp 's Vis1"0n environment depends
more on the features of the two products, believes Bill Ablondi, head
of market analysis for research company Future Computing Inc.

es to take advantage of data exchange, graphics and the
pointing device.
Gates terms the Windows extension to MS-DOS
"very complex," encompassing "data interchange,
fonts, character sets, virtual keyboards, software
protection, networking, devices and primitives." He
reports that Microsoft is adapting its own application
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

A Message To All PCB CAD-Users:

CALAY-Credible

AUTOMATIC ROUTER
Can Now BeYOURS!
Calay V03 CAD system for PCB
design incorporates an RPR Router
developed by a group of young
scientists headed by Dr. Erik
Damm of Darmstadt University
in Germany. Their success has
been widely acknowledged in
Europe and the U.S. due to the
results of Calay-auto-routing,
which have been astounding by
~standards of current PCB
design technology. At last, by
means of start-to-finish true autorouting, the ultimate solution for
most of your PC boards is here.
PC boards are routed automatically
day, night, or during weekends
without operator presence or
assistance. In the morning of the
workday, completed PC layouts are
ready for further processing- even
complex digital and analog boards,
multi-layer boards, odd-shaped
boards, and those very dense
boards. No more long hours to find
the solution. The Calay router
does it for you.
In addition to supplying fts standards (Calay V03) complete CAD
system for PCB design, Calay has
now extracted the RPR Router as an
independent unit, and is offering it as
a stand-alone "RPR-300 Router."
Calay RPR-300 Router has recently been interfaced to REDAC and
APPLICON formats and now all existing U.S. users of these systemsare
direct beneficiaries of the Calay
RPR-300 automatic router when it is
added to their in-house systems.
There is no need to purchase a whole
new CAD system: just bring into

Additional benefits
of the CALAY-Credible
RPR-300 Router:
-Absolutely no training required
-Works "off-line," thus your
main CAD design system is
not slowed-down and it may
be continuously used for
other PC design functions
- Easy to connect and/ or
interface (RSR 232)
- Minimum space is required
(19* x 30· x 10·)
- You own the Calay computer hardware and software
license
- No software maintenance
charges of~kind
-Single-sou rce Calay
warranty

your existing CAD environment the
Calay RPR-300 Router and feed it
the data from your REDAC or
APPLICON. After a short time of
the fully automatic routing process,
you get the complete data of a routed
PC board, which is fed back to your
original CAD system for output
documentation purposes.

If you currently use any other
computer system, where routing of
PC boards may be essential, get the
Calay RPR-300 Router and have the
job done for you automatically, offline, while you enjoy your time off!
The speed of the routing process is
truly fantastic and the routed boards
look very much like those designed
by a good manual PC designer.

By sheer performance, the Calay
RPR-300 Router is easily justified
to management. The price falls well
within most departmental budget
approval ceilings. The Calay
RPR-300 Router is manufactured
and assembled at the Calay facility in
Newport Beach, California.
Since we started demonstrating the
Calay PCB CAD system and the
Calay RPR-300 Router, it has been
evident that the decision makers in
the respective interested companies
have determined time and time
again that there is no alternative to
the level of productivity of Calay.
Examine the latest state-of-the-art
CAD technology available on the
world market. Write or call us today.
We' ll introduce you to the Ultimate
Solution in CAD-routing and to
Calay-Credibility.
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CALAY SYSTEMS INC.
3901 MacArthur Blvd. Suite 104
Newport Beach, Ca. 92660
Telephone (714) 851-8688
TWX 910 595 1722 or Telex 183529

~~~'L?

SYST EMS INC.

In Europe Contact:
CAL-KROSCHEWSKI GmBH
60 50 Offenbach/ Main
Heinrich-Krumm-Str. 5
Tel. (0611 ) 89 2-06 5 Telex 041 5277 5
West German y
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CONTROL DATA:
AFTER 25 YEARS,
STILL THE LEADER IN
THE PERFORMING ARTS.
Designing peripherals with exceptional performance is as
much an art as a science. We know. We've been doing it since
1962. From the beginning, we've been dedicated to giving
you solutions to on-line and back-up storage needs. Example:
the Storage Module Drive (SMD) we introduced became the
industry standard for removable media disk drives. The SMD
is just one of the high-performance products that helped
make us the world's leading independent supplier of
storage peripherals.
We're still adding star performers to our product family.

The LARK with a combined 50 Mbytes of fixed and removable
media. The WREN high-performance 5-1/4" winchester drive. The
Sentinel 1/4" cartridge streaming tape drive and the RSD that
provides 80 Mbytes of removable media in a unit one-half the
size of the original SMD.
Today there are more than 35 different products designed
to help you meet any storage or back-up requirement, with
maximum reliability and low cost of ownership built right in.
There's more-the direct support that Control Data offers.

We can deliver maintenance on everything we make. So
wherever your customers are, Control Data peripherals can
be counted on for less downtime and more
productivity than unsupported
products. Our spare parts
programs help ensure that
your reputation for excellent
seNice with your customers
is backed to the hilt,
24 hours a day,
365 days a year. In the
United States and around the globe.
Add to this the commitment to research,
to development and to manufacturing
quality that a corporation the size of
Control Data contributes, and you're
looking at precisely the kind of
performance that makes our OEM
peripherals top-rated in independent
preference studies year after year.
Every performance needs a program.

We'll send you one free: our new 48-page
OEM products catalog. Write OEM Product
Sales, Control Data Corporation, P.O. Box 0,
HQN08H, Minneapolis, MN 55440.
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packages, Multiplan and Microsoft Word. But the
investment in time to rewrite independent applications
will fall on application developers. Gates concedes that
whether or not his company succeeds in convincing
independent software developers to make the investment in time will decide MS-Windows' fate. "The
Windows strategy is a high-volume approach," he
admits. It won't succeed if most of the applications
written under MS-DOS remain unchanged, leaving the
packages that require Windows to appeal to only a few
MS-DOS users.
Some key application software publishers that announced their intention to adapt packages to Windows
at Microsoft's unveiling of the product were Lotus,
Software Publishing Corp., Software Arts Inc.,
Ashton-Tate and Peachtree Software Inc. Although
affirming the company's support for Windows, Lotus
president Mitchell Kapor is quick to claim that the level
of integration possible under Windows can't equal that
possible with an integrated package like 1-2-3.
What's more, Kapor says, Lotus plans to introduce a
product this year that will offer multiple support for

126

other software packages. He describes the future
product as less comprehensive than Windows, saying,
"It's not our intent to go into the system software
business." But he maintains that it will allow "openended" integration with other packages.
Microsoft's Gates dismisses Kapor's criticism by
saying that packages such as 1-2-3 represent only a
small part of the integration universe: "We're not really
competing; there are going to be a lot of vertical
applications." Most integration, he maintains, will take
place through the general mechanisms that software
environments provide.
The field takes shape

Quarterdeck sidesteps the issue of choosing one
structure over another by letting users choose. Based
on a high-level query language that Quarterdeck
president Terry Myers describes as similar to LISP,
DesQ contains mechanisms that adapt applications to
work together. It "teaches" applications to use windows
and pointing devices, and a user can pattern the format
for data exchange to follow structures of current
applications.
"You don't have to give up your favorite program to
use DesQ," says Myers. Users can set the system up to
be compatible with popular packages such as 1-2-3, and
software developers can use DesQ to create vertical
packages based on other software, she claims. Although this means that users must "teach" new
applications to be compatible with the system before
they become integrated into it, it also means users
"aren't forced to change before they can grow," Myers
maintains.
Digital Research Inc. (DRI) also claims to have a
product, Concurrent CP/M, that is compatible with
both of the most popular microcomputer operating
systems-MS-DOS from Microsoft and CP/M from
DRI. Although the single-user version of Concurrent
CP/M can display multiple applications in windows on
one screen, it is far more limited than most other
products called software environments because it
doesn't let applications exchange data.
With major environments on the market or very soon
to appear, the final outcome may be decided within the
next year. Although Visi 0 " has the head start with an
endorsement from IBM Corp., its competitors are
nipping at its heels. The next few months will be
important, believes Future Computing's Ablondi. As to
VisiCorp's and Microsoft's approach to the market, he
says: "Which will stand up in the long run remains to be
seen."
D
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TBISISNOT
TBE MOST AMAZING PART.
By any measure of
modem achievement, a
nine-pound, 16-bit, batterypowered business computer is quite amazing.The
attachment of a five-pound
correspondence-quality
printer makes it even
more so.
The Gavilan mobile
computer is the first ultraportable system designed
for complete field automation. It lets professionals
on the move type, compute,
store, recall and print
hundreds of pages of info~
mation practically anywhere,
without the need for electrical hook-up or external
battery packs.

CORRESPONDENCE-QUALITY
50 CHARACTER PER SECOND
PRINTER WITH SELF-CONTAINED
BATTERY PACK WEJGHS FIVE POUNDS

3lf' FLOPPY DISK DRIVE,
360 KBYTES FORMATTED
8 LINE X 80 CHARACTER
LCD SCREEN WITH ABILITY
lD DRIVE A 24 LINE X 80
CHARACTER VIDEO MONllDR

·~

....

10-KEY NUMERIC PAD

BUT THIS IS.
The key to the Gavilan's
success as a stand-alone
mobile computer hes below
·its surface.The Gavilan
operating system has made
possible two advancements that make it the first
completely viable computer for mobile professionals
The first is its fully integrated software.Yes, fully
integrated. Its CapsuleWare™
software programs are
contained within storage
capsules that plug interchangeably into the
computer.
No other microcomputer
offers the degree of software integration afforded
by the Gavilan shared data
format of CapsuleWare
The complete set of
CapsuleWare programs
includes CapsuleWord™
word processing, CapsuleCalc™ calculation & analysis, CapsuleOffice™
portable secretary; CapsuleComm™ communications and CapsuleForm™
forms processing.
Secondly; the Gavilan's
primary user interface
is not the keyboard, but
instead, a built-in pressuresensitive touch panel that
not only selects, but executes, commands. With the
full capabilities of a
mouse, this simple "point

CAPSULEWARE AND MEMORY
EXPANSION CAPSULES

lDUCH PANEL WITH
COMMAND FUNCTIONS ALLOWS
lDUCH-SENSlllVE POINTER
CONTROL OF ON-SCREEN MENUS.
DOCUMENTS, NUMBERS AN D TEXT

and tap" interface all
but replaces the keyboard
in normal computing
operations.
For the end user, the
coinbination of these two
features totally ehminates the need to key-in
comphcated computer
commands to enter and exit
separate programs, and
manipulate menu items or
data.
For the value-added
OEM, this means being
able to estabhsh a totally
new market niche with
a uniquely competitive
product

LEAVE YOUR
COMPETITION BACK
IN THE OFFICE.
Suddenly; the practicality of the Gavilan
system is creating a
demand for vertical market
software packages from
the widest diversity of mobile professionals ever from field auditors to
field correspondents, sales
representatives to service
representatives, insurance

agents to industrial engineers, architects to
anthropologists
The ability to write and
print-out reports and letters, send and receive
electronic transmissions,
work up a spreadsheet
analysis or simply store vast
quantities of data in the
field is capturing the imaginations of professionals
who never before considered a computer a viable
working tool away from
the office.

FULL-SIZE
TYPEWRITER KEYBOARD

microfloppy diskettes or
CapsuleWare
So whether you're an
end user or an OEM, we've
made it amazingly easy for
you to take the next step in
hardware and software:
mobile computing.
Gavilan Computer Corp
POBox5004
Campbell, CA 95008
(800) 528-6050, Ext 1191
Telex 4991278 GVLN US

SOFTWARE IN A
CAPSULE A POWERFUL NEW
INNOVATION
REWARDS
UNLIMITED
DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES.
The Gavilan mobile
computer was built for the
broadest range of apphcations program development Programs can be
written by OEMs or end
users. In MS/DOS or Gavilan's own operating
environment On 3}1/'

Gavtlan CapsuleWare. caosuleWord. CaosuleCalc
CaPSUleOHice. CapsuleComm.andCaosuleFormare
lraclema rk s ot Gav1lan Computer Corpo<a llOn

MS/DOS is a lrademark of M1crosofl CorPQration
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THE SOFTWARE
SHUFFLE ENDS.
You have better things to do
then to run from one computer
show to another searching for your
software needs.
INFO/Software puts an end to all
the running around.
INFO/Software is the complete,
across-the-board Show for business
software. Exclusively software.
Especially for corporate executives.
No matter what l~ind of software
you wont, or what l~inds of hardware you hove, you con go to one
Show to see, test and compare the
entire spectrum of applications and
operating systems.
Mainframe software. Minicomputer software. Microcomputer
software. And software services.
Your program will be easy to
find , thonl~s to INFO/Software's
unique Software Information Center. Just tell the attendant what l~ind
of program or business system you
wont, and the model of your computer. In moments, you'll get a
printout listing the names, booth
locations and product descriptions
of INFO/Software exhibitors who
have the programs and services
that meet your needs.

Alongside the most complete
software Show will be the best
source for managerial solutions to
your complex software problems:
the INFO/Software Conference.
Software News Editor, Ed Bride is
Conference Chairman and the roster of Conference Advisors includes
some of the best minds in the computer industry:
Dr. John H. Bennett,
Corporate Director,
United Technologies

Bruce Colemon,
President,
Informatics General Corporation

Fronk Dodge,
President,
McCormack & Dodge Corporation

Ray Epich,
Vice President/MIS,
Northwest Industries

Dove Ferris,
Software Industry Consultant

Mortin A. Goetz,
Vice President,
Applied Doto Research, Inc.

Gilbert H. Hoxie,
Chairman,
Context Management Systems

John Imlay,
Chairman,
Management Science America, Inc.

James Marpe,
Portner,
Arthur Andersen

Alon Perlman,
MIS Manager,
Northwest Industries

Lorry Welke,
President,
International Computer Programs, Inc.

They'll be speol~ing on the most
relevant, most timely, most important topics that affect executive's
business software decisions. Topics
lil~e "Micro-to-mainframe: access
vs. security" . . . "Integrated mainframe applications: what do they
mean to the end user?" . ..
"Information Center Operation"
. .. "Business Graphics" ... "Overseas Operations: selecting software" ... plus a software CEO Panel
Discussion and more. The INFO/
Conference will , of course, cover
the entire spectrum of mainframe,
mini, and microcomputer software, operating systems and
applications.
So end the software shuffle.
Come to INFO/Software. The one
Show that brings all your software
needs together.

are
For further information contact:
Clapp & Poliok (A Cahners
Exposition Group Company) 708
Third Avenue, New York, N. Y.
10017
Telephone 212-661-8010 Telex
12-6185 Cable CLAPPOLIAK NYK
After April 1, 1984
999 Summer Street, PO. Box
3833, Stamford, CT 06905
Telephone 203-964-0000
Telex 649400 CAHEX WU STD
128
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PERFORMS LIKE A STRADIVARIUS.
Tank-tough construction .
Classic performance.
And that's only the beginning of
what Okidata offers to you . the OEM
system builder.
In a major supporting role, we've
got the specs you're looking for. And
in a wide product range that won't
limit your thinking.
Productwise. we can give you speed
up to 3 50 cps. Print heads that last up
to 500.000.000 characters. A multifunction mixture of DP. graphics. and
daisywheel-like print quality . Draft
and color printing. The works.
Reliability? Our MTBF"s at 4000
hours and our MITR's down to I 5
minutes. And we lead the league in
warranty claim rate lows: less than
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

one half of one percent.
tern . Okidata 's a tough act to follow.
Back-up? Coast to coast. In sales. In
For more information. call us toll free
manufacturing . With applications
at 1-800-0KIDATA. In New Jersey. call
engineers. And technical hotlines.
(609) 235-2600. Okidata . Mt. Laurel.
And post sales support like you 've
NJ 08054 .
never seen.
Compatibility? It's yours. no matter
what your operating system is.
Can we gear up in a hurry for you? ~ ~il!!!iil!~mm~mmiiii!!flll\
No problem. Our robotic factories can ~
reall y crank. Meanwhile, we can give
..
you an almost overnight start-up flow
to get things rolling.
Track record? We can spotlight ten
years experience in perfecting printers and show you proven successes in
meeting customer specifications.
No doubt about it if you 're looking
for a perfect printer for your next SYSA subsidia ry of Oki Electric Industry Company Ltd.

Ol(IQ~TA
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The Integrator
Applying integrated systems in industry, engineering and commerce

A system integrator's guide
to selecting CAE workstations
For computer-aided-engineering systems,
workstation hardware should be selected
for flexibility in adding value

Although choosing the right computer-aided-engineering workstation is far from easy, it can determine the system integrator's
chances of success in a very competitive market.

Rattan Dhar, Masscomp

In a market filled with competitors and predicted to
be heading for a shakeout, the success of a system
integrator of computer-aided engineering (CAE) systems can ride on buying the right workstation technology from outside vendors. The question is: which
vendor's hardware and software will dovetail with the
integrator's plans to add value, price competitively and
address customers' current and future applications?
This important decision is seldom easy. The list of
CAE market players now includes vendors of mainframes, minicomputers and microcomputers, plus traditional computer- aided- design/co mputer- aidedMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

manufacturing system vendors, CAE start-up
ventures, software houses and even suppliers of
plotters and graphics terminals. The absence of de facto
or legislated CAE product standards has made OEMs'
evaluation process even more difficult.
Careful planning simplifies selection

With careful planning, system integrators can choose
the best combination of workstation equipment for
competing in the booming end-user market. As a first
step, they should clearly identify where they will add
special value to their systems. Secondly, they should
commit to developing superior products that include
the latest technology, regardless of how rapidly the
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technology changes. Having taken these steps, OEMs
can develop criteria for choosing workstations that
provide the performance their system customers demand for increasingly complex technical tasks.
OEMs must determine where to add value to their
CAE workstations with respect to the end-user market's four key driving forces: computational performance, network communications, graphics and application software. By recognizing the relative speed of
technological advances and the availability of new
technology in each of these areas, OEMs can decide
what to develop in-house and what hardware and
software to buy from specialty vendors.
For example, advances in memories, microprocessors
and disk storage have far surpassed the technology that
traditional minicomputer and mainframe vendors offer.
A workstation's architecture should be flexible so that
its developer can incorporate changes in these areas. In
other areas-backup storage, graphics display monitors and packaging, for example-technology moves
more slowly, enabling system integrators to add value
and maximize the return on their investments.
CAE system integrators must understand the restrictions imposed by proprietary vendor architectures
and protocols. Similarly, they must recognize the

A processor-independent architecture that segments key computational elements allows a GAE workstation to take advantage of the
latest technology.

importance of de facto industry standards in workstation hardware, software and networking capability.
Other crucial considerations include service and support, quality and competitive pricing. A CAE workstation OEM should choose equipment with a system
architecture that addresses these issues.
Apply selection criteria to architecture

System integrators must choose the layers of a GAE system to
which they will add value. The layers range from the very
general-the processor level-to specific engineering applications.
Intermediate layers include peripheral devices, system software and
general functions such as graphics, networking and database
management.
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Selection criteria that a system integrator applies
should ensure that a workstation's architecture will
take advantage of the latest technology, provide stable
OEM investments, incorporate standards, provide
flexible design, address single- vs. multiple-user issues
and allow growth and market expansion.
To take advantage of the latest available technology,
workstation architecture must be processorindependent. One reason is that leading semiconductor
companies force lower-cost, higher-technology components to market quickly. Long-term winners in microprocessor technology are thus nearly impossible to
pick.
Incorporating the latest technology is also easier if
the workstation architecture divides key application
elements. It might, for example, dedicate processors to
specific tasks such as computation and graphics display.
Then, as different technologies experience different
rates of change, the ability to incorporate them quickly
does not destroy the integrity and stability of a CAE
system. Consequently, the OEM does not have to
invest in continual redesigns to prevent product
obsolescence.
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Standards facilitate adding value

The incorporation of standards in vendor-supplied
workstation architectures also simplifies the task of
supplying the latest technology to system integrators'
customers. Standard operating systems, buses, communication protocols, languages and disk controllers
provide a base for hundreds of potential products.
Proprietary architectures, on the other hand, lock
integrators into system technology. By forcing OEMs
to fund and design inflexible products, they drain
internal resources and prevent investments in areas
that give system customers unique added value.
Standards also provide another type of flexibility:
they keep a system integrator from being locked into a
vendor and thus dependent on the vendor's success. In
addition, standards make an OEM's application software more transportable, providing system customers
compatibility with their current systems.
The fallacies of total compatibility and of large
customers benefiting by buying from only one vendor
are no longer issues. Migration is simpler and
easier to implement with standards, and every major
OEM buys computers from more than one vendor. The
task required of workstation designers, therefore, is to
provide an architecture that incorporates the standards
in which OEMs' application investments reside and to
provide a structure for absorbing the latest technology.
For CAE system integrators, the critical issue of

design flexibility-the ability to add or change peripherals, to incorporate other vendors' software or to
change a graphics display monitor-depends heavily on
the original architectural design. By allowing the
partitioning of technology, product and application
elements, a bus-structured workstation presents advantages over a fixed-functionality workstation. Bus
structures also facilitate the addition of performance
enhancers such as floating-point hardware and array
processors.
Fixed functionality has shortcomings

Fixed-functionality workstations suffer additional
shortcomings. For example, because functionality is
fixed, application software is the OEM's only added
value. Fixed-functionality workstations can't be optimized for both current application requirements and
future technology advances; they're designed to ride
the cost curve on the assutnption that applications
remain stable and weli-understood. Those workstations
will eventually approach being commodity products,
pitting OEMs directly against their suppliers. With no
hardware uniqueness, OEMs can be forced into supplying only software.
A CAE workstation's architecture should also address the issue of single- ·vs. multiple-user systems.
Although the trend today is toward one user per
workstation, cost per user is still better in a timeshared
environment. Workstation architecture, therefore,

THE CAE WORKSTATION MARKET: A PRIZE WORTH WINNING
Semiconductor companies that
wanted to automate IC design helped
create the market for computer-aidedengineering (CAE) workstations. Concerned with engineering productivity,
creativity and quality, these companies now demand workstations at a
rapidly Increasing rate.
. Earty CAE programs promised to
streamline nearly all IC design
phases-from creation to performance simulation. Because processes
such as prototype testing are computation-lnter1sive, however, engineers
were tied via terminals to mainframe
computers-an improvement over
pertell and paper, but not an ideal
solution. Besides paying the high cost
of buying, installing and maintaining
mainframe equipment, companies
found that exasperated design engineers were competing for computer
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time. Backlogged work loads running
in batch mode plus an increasing
number of terminals sharing a central
computer stowed graphics performance and system response time to
engineers' design inputs.
The development of 32-bit standalone workstations brought about a
great improvement, however. With
powerful, dedicated microprocessors
for local computation and graphics
processing, these machines essentially bring the power of a mainframe
to a design engineer's desk. With
them, engineers not only can create a
circuit but also run logic simulations,
verify circuit timing, make quick
design changes and produce highquality product documentation-all on
a desktop. Networking enables engineers to share peripherals and pass
information between workstations.

a

Driven by high engineering salaries,

shortage of design talent, an
increased demand for complex chip
designs and calls for increased
productlvtty and quality, IC-design
companies are Increasingly placing
CAE workstations on their Shopping
lists. Dataquest Inc., a Cupertino,
Clillf., market research company,
predicts an explosion in demand
beginning early this year and an
Increase in annual worldwide sales to
9,000 systems with a value of nearly
$450 million--up from only 200
systems sold In 1982. Another
research annpany, International Resource Development, Norwalk, Conn.,
predicts that the Installed base of CAE
workstations will increase from 8,800
in 1983 to 275,000 by 1993.
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Tree image by Catherine Del Tito, Wave Graphics
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Plus incomparably better graphics.
The Vectrix Midas Color Card
set for the IBM PC XT or the IBM PC
with expansion chassis.
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~. "
See for yourself- call us
·th ·~
.
toll-free at 1-800~··
334-8181. Vectrix
Corporation, 2606 Branchwood Dr.
Greensboro, NC 27408. Telex 574417.
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IBM and IBM PC XT are trademarks of
Interna tional Business Machines Corp.
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Today,
people are solving
their back-up
problems with this
fast, reliable, 10 MB
disk cartridge drive.
IOMEGA's 10 Megabyte cartridge drive outperforms
most winchesters.
So you can back-up 10 Megabytes from your
fixed disk in less than 30 seconds.
The easy to use cartridge sports the industry's
lowest price tag, only $30 each in OEM quantities.
IOMEGA's imbedded closed-loop servo
guarantees interchangability of cartridges between drives. And the standard interface is
SCSI compatible.
Solve your backup problems with
the fast, reliable IOMEGA 10 Megabyte
cartridge drive.
Call IOMEGA for a personal
demonstration. And ask about our
OEM Special Evaluation Offer.
IOMEGA Corporate Headquarters, 4646
South 1500 West, Ogden, Utah 84403. 801/
399-2171. San Jose, CA 408 / 263-4476.
Coral Springs, FL 305/755-1060.
Woburn, MA 617/933-2000. Dallas, TX
214/458-2534. Brookfield, WI 414 /
782-5229. Los Angeles, CA 714/
855-1211 . In Europe, Sparrow
Corp. Slough, UK (0753)76533.
Weisbaden, (6121)700862. Paris
(1)3621010. Milano (2)718531. Brussels (2)7626200. Zurich (1) 814-3131.
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should allow OEMs to support timesharing, networkresource sharing or standalone workstations. Vendors
cannot pre-define OEMs' requirements and applications.
Finally, CAE workstation architecture must address
system integrators' concerns about growth and market
expansion. As OEMs become larger and their markets
expand, their workstation requirements also changes.
Their ability to react to these changes depends largely
on their initial workstation selection. They should ask
how well-assembled the workstation's bus structure is,
how large the workstation can grow, how small it can
get, whether the software can support more than one
graphics terminal, whether array processors and
floating-point processors are available and whether
they can be integrated as coprocessors for greater
performance. Answering these questions requires careful examination of workstations' architectural designs.
Keep an eye on market forces

The four forces that drive the CAE workstation

Recognizing how fast different
technologies change helps the system
integrator determine what to develop
in-house and what to buy from outside
vendors.
market-computational power, communications,
graphics and application software-also help define an
ideal workstation.
Because computational power rides the fastest moving part of the technology curve, workstations should
be performance-oriented. Desirable features include
microprocessor independence, CPUs with cache memory, multiple computational processors, dedicated special-purpose processors, floating-point processors,
-a rray processors, multiple-bus structure and highperformance peripherals. In addition, a workstation's
operating system should add functionality and ease of
use.
A workstation's networking capability is most useful
-allowing communication with machines of various
types-if it is based on readily available industry
standards, such as Ethernet. It should work with
low-performance, disk-less systems as well as diskbased systems and it should work with single-user
workstations and workstation clusters.
Because both applications and technology drive
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

graphics requirements and because no one vendor yet
supports the vast range of requirements in resolution,
speed, refresh rates and special enhancements, a
workstation architecture's graphics support takes on
special significance. For instance, a flexible graphics
architecture might permit the addition and subtraction
of graphics processors or monitors depending on OEM
needs. It might also use a separate graphics processor
for image drawing. Graphics presents an ideal area for
OE Ms to add value, especially if the graphics processor
can be re-programmed to meet specific applications.

System integrators must determine
where to add value to their GAE
workstations with respect to the
end-user market's four key driving
forces: computational performance,
network communications, graphics and
application software.
Finally, because system integrators supply application software themselves, workstation vendors needn't
_concentrate on it unless they intend to compete in
end-user markets. But, because some OEMs require
additional software packages from a vendor to round
out their systems, the availability of applications such
as word processing and database management can be
helpful.
CAE end users demand performance

A CAE workstation must address the technology
requirements of an OEM's customers through performance-oriented architecture. In selecting a workstation,
system integrators must understand not only their own
needs but also the relationships of the driving forces
behind the workstation market.
Further, end-user CAE customers are typically
engineers who understand and appreciate the importance of effective technology; their personal requirements often outweigh the requirements of their work
tasks. Because they know the technology is available,
they want virtual personal minicomputers offering far
more computing capability than simple workstations
offer.
D
Rattan Dhar is CAE marketing manager for Masscomp,
Westford , Mass.
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The
WYlOOO
stacks up to
be a lot of machine from a few
simple pieces. By adding the WYlOOO microcomputer to the
good-looking, ergonomic WYSO display
terminal, we created the most exciting
concept in desktop workstations on the
market today.
We also added sophisticated high
resolution graphics, suitable for the most
demanding applications.

Plus, we added color capability,
when used with our color terminal.
And on top of that, we added a
Winchester Disk Drive option providing
an additional 10 megabytes of storage.
FEATURES:
• 80186 16 Bit 8 MHz Processor
• 128KB to 768KB RAM Memory
• Two Floppy Disk Drives (725 KB)
• Optional 10 MB Winchester Drive
• RS232 & RS422 Serial Ports
• Optional Graphics/Color Graphics
• Networking Capability
• CP/M ™, MS-DOS ™Compatible
• Priced from only $1995

Best of all, we
priced the WYlOOO
from only $1995. It all
adds up to a system builder's dream.
For a complete brochure on the
WYlOOO contact Wyse Technology toll
free at 800/421-1058.

WYSE

Make the Wyse Decision.

WYSE TECHNOLOGY 3040 N . First St ., San Jose,
CA 95134, 4081946-3075, TLX 910-338-2251, Outside
CA call toll-free, 8001421-1058, in So. CA 2131340-2013 .

The Integrator
Broadband networks prove
expensive for interconnecting terminals
Detailed installation-cost analysis
tips the scales
in fa vor of conventional twisted-p air systems

Walter A. Levy, Contributing Editor

Broadband local-area networks (LANs) can integrate
digital, voice and video data and provide a cost-effective
link between terminals and central computers in
sophisticated communications systems. In many cases,
they can also reduce the cost of wiring business offices
for computers. As a detailed study of one end user's
requirements shows, in older buildings and environments that cannot be extensively remodeled, a broadband LAN costs more to install than a conventional
point-to-point system with similar capacity employing
patch panels and twisted-pair wiring or coaxial cables.
The survey has other implications that organizations
planning to install a large LAN should consider:
• Only a detailed, real-world "apples-to-apples"
study comparing competing LAN systems can determine the most cost-effective approach.
• Computer personnel cannot accurately estimate
the installation costs involved. Electrical and architectural contractors can provide comparative cost quotations. The contractor's perception of the labordominated costs largely determines the job's cost
estimate.
• Building conditions and architectural peculiarities
can affect costs more than the wiring method and
technology employed. It proved less expensive in this
case for an electrician standing on the floor to pull a
large bundle of wires than to stand on a ladder to install
an overhead coaxial cable.
• High-technology LAN s are more complex than
older systems and place greater maintenance and
modification demands on end-user organizations. They
are also more difficult than older systems to install in
buildings. To justify the additional inconveniences and
risks they entail, their benefits should be overwhelming.
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ORIGINAL CONVENTIONAL NETWORK PLAN
Capacity
•

Patch-panel capacity for 442 terminals

•

Riser wire Installed for 300 terminals, ducts permit more

•

Initial installation for 120 new terminals, must connect
cabling for 50 terminals.

•

Provides to 10 to 20 IBM 3270 terminals.

Wlltng method
•

PVCinsulatecl AG591U coaxial for all risers, horizontal
runs to exterior walls and floor outlets

•

Teflon-lnaulatecl RG59IU horizontal runs to interior walls

Wiring enoloauN
•

Rectangular steel riser ducts, horizontal duct on each
floor from patch panel t o peripheral wall

•

Peripheral wall radiator enclosures

•

Under-floor cells to reach floor outlets

Active elementa
•

None

Paaalve elementa

11

•

One BNCITNC feed-through adapter pair per twin cable at
each patch panel

•

Two Junctions In each cable pair between VS.100 port and
terminal

Crltlcal elements
•

No single point of failure

Defining the problem

Main Hurdman, a large New York accountingcompany, commissioned the study comparing a broadband cable-based CATV LAN with a conventional
system based on twisted-pair and coaxial cable. The
company occupies six adjacent 100-by-200-foot floors in
a midtown Manhattan building. The company's computer room is on the lowest floor. The company uses
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word-processing systems and report-production systems from Wang Laboratories Inc. and a 4341 computer
from IBM Corp. for accounting. When the study was
authorized, the company had approximately 40 Wang
OIS workstations, was about to install a Wang VS-100
computer and had requirements for 120 more workstations. It also had installed 10 IBM 3270 workstations
and expected to install 10 more. Additional workstations would probably be required in the future.
Until the study, Main Hurdman had installed workstations one or two at a time. The building's electrical
contractor ran cable between the computer room and
the workstations, using RG59/U coaxial cable insulated
with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) when possible and with
Teflon when the cable had to run through air-circulating
plenums. Cost for each run ranged from $1,000 to
$2,000, depending on the material used and the length.
Main Hurdman had installed cables one at a time
even though it was costly and disruptive. But, because

the company planned to add many terminals and
because growth seemed likely, the company decided it
needed an organized LAN to reduce cabling costs and
minimize disruption.
Start with system requirements

Because Main Hurdman was constantly reorganizing
its space and moving people between offices, its LAN
was required to support the Wang and IBM units to
allow flexible interconnection and to provide easy
reconfiguration. But it was required neither to interconnect the Wang and IBM units nor to support other

Building conditions and architectural
peculiarities can affect costs more
than the wiring method and
technology employed.
terminals and computers. The LAN also was required
to accommodate expansion to 300 terminals without
excessive expense and to allow the later addition of a
second VS-100.
Architectural and organizational characteristics of
the offices and building that had an important influence
on networking methods and costs included:
• One or two high-level professionals in enclosed
offices would use most of the workstations. There would
be no "bullpens" with large clusters of workstations;
instead, workstations would be at islands in the middle
of the rooms.
• The units would be connected through under-floor
ducts and floor-mounted, "monument"-style outlets
crowded with telephone wires.
• Baseboard radiators along the exterior walls of the
building, enclosed in sheet-metal housing with easily
removed panels, provided a convenient and economical
raceway for computer terminal cabling and would easily
handle large bundles of cable.
• Because the offices were furnished and in use,
night-shift work would be necessary to minimize
disrupting office routine. Installing cabling would
require destroying and then rebuilding some walls and
ceilings.
• Like all other major cities, New York requires
overhead electrical wiring that passes through an
air-circulating plenum to be Teflon-insulated or to be
enclosed in steel conduits to pass stringent burnresistance tests. However, Teflon-insulated cable is
more costly and more difficult to work with than
PVC-insulated cable.
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lnetalllng the conventional network and the WangNet system
The ·oonventional network
required patch panels to be
placed in the computer room
and on each of the other five
floors. Steel vertical riser
ducts measuring 4 by 8 Inches connect the patch panels
on each floor to a nearby
exterior waH and to the baseboard radiator enclosure.
Wiring to exterior wall outlets
or to the under-floor cells is
pulled through the radiator
enclosure, as shown In the
slmpllfled floor plan. The
plan called for PVC vertical
and horizontal cables and
Teflon cabling to Interior wall
outlets, which were pulled
overhead and snaked
through partitions.
The WangNet CATV headend equipment Is Installed in
the computer room. The
dual-CATV trunk cable runs
vertically to each floor and
horizontally around each
floor In the overhead plenum
above the corridor. The plan
placed taps at frequent Intervals because wall outlets
cannot be further from the
trunk than 60 cable feet. Wall
outlets were reached by
snaking drop cable through
partitions. Floor outlets were
accessed by punching into
the duct from the floor below.
The CATV trunk comprises
plenum-rated cable using
widely spaced Insulator
disks. The drops are Tefloninsulated RG59/U cable. The
simplified floor plan shows
the original routing method.
System integrators proposed the idea of routing the
WangNet CATV cable
through the baseboard radiator enclosures but rejected
it because of the size of the
amplifiers and taps and concern for the effect of radiator
heat on the amplifiers. This
exterior routing would also
have prevented placing wall
outlets In interior offices because of the 60-foot dropcable length limit.
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IT'S THE LONG
WAY GO,
BUT THE DRIVE'S
LLWORTH 11:
No other
OEM supplier
manufactures
more of the parts
that go into their drives than we do. Which is
why we claim that Tandon is the only true
manufacturer of disk drives.
Other so-called manufacturers might more
accurately be called assemblers. They buy other
people's parts and put them together.
About 80 % of the cost of our drives
consists of parts we manufacture ourselves.
Which gives us several major advantages over
our erstwhile competitioh.
We keep better control of quality,
since our people manufacture our parts to
our specifications.

That same control helps us keep a tighter
grip on costs, too. And naturally we pass these
cost savings on to our customers.
We're independent of the kind of supplier
problems that cause product delays for the
assemblers. We get what we need when we
need it, from our own factories.
This vertical integration story has helped
us go from a start-up company to the
industry leader faster than any of the assemblers
thought possible. It's made a significant contri bution to our success at achieving our goal
of providing our customers with the best
performing, highest quality drives at the lowest
possible cost.
A combination the assemblers just can't
put together.

lanaon
THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND THE SMALL COMPUTER INDUSTRY.
Tandon Corporation. 20320 Prairie, Chatsworth. CA 91311, (213) 993-6644, TWX: 910-494-1721, Telex: 194794. Regional Sales Offices: Boston (617) 938-1916 • New
York (201) 851-2322 • Atlanta (404) 934-0620 • Chicago (312) 530-7401 • Dallas (21 4) 423-6260 •I rvine (71 4) 669-9622 • Santa Clara (408) 727-4545 • Frankfur.t. West
Germany 6107-2091, Telex: 411547 • London, England (0734) 664-676, Telex: 848411. Distributors : Hall- Mark, Kierulff, Schweber.
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These factors increase network installation costs over
what they might be in a more accommodating environment. Some factors increase the cost of a broadband
LAN such as Wang's WangNet in comparison to a
conventional approach.
Compare the system alternatives

Main Hurdman considered two approaches in its
LAN survey-the WangNet system with Peripheral
Attach Band and a conventional RG59/U coaxial-cablebased system. The Wang system, a CATV cable-based
trunk system, is compact and easy to install in a
finished building, and the RG59/U system uses patch
panels for flexibility. Two factors, however, worked
against the Wang system. For one thing, Wang could
not demonstrate its Peripheral Attach Band at any
customer site at the time of the study (the first quarter
of 1983), and Main Hurdman did not want to wait for a
field test and release of the product. Secondly,
WangNet could not support IBM 3270 terminals.
Nevertheless, Main Hurdman decided to obtain cost
estimates for both approaches. If the WangNet approach proved significantly less expensive and more
flexible than the conventional network, then the
company might wait for the release of the Peripheral
Attach Band facilities. If not, it would proceed quickly
with the conventional patch-panel method. The company drew up two sets of plans, one for each of the cabling
approaches (see "Installing the conventional network
and the WangNet system," Page 141 ). It revised the
conventional system plan once; the Wang system plan,
twice.
Assessing the system

The conventional system could accommodate more
terminals and had greater capacity for expansion. It
had no active electronic elements and, thus, no possible
points of failure, whereas the broadband system had
many: 34 line-extender amplifiers, power suppliers and
a head-end system. On the other hand, the CATV
components WangNet employs have a long history of
field use and are inherently reliable.
Because none of the system integrators expected the
costs of either approach to be as high aE they were, they
prepared both plans with few economic considerations.
Furthermore, the conventional plan had far more cable
and patch-panel capacity than needed. The WangNet
approach had taps at every point on the trunk cable.
RF modems called network multiplexers, placed close
to end users, connected the broadband cable to as many
as eight Wang workstations per office. The network
multiplexers were used inefficiently, however, because
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

Orlgln1I
pl1n

RevlNd
pllft

m

Coats
Patch-panels
and cable
Etectrlcal
contractor's cost

46,000

26,000

282,000

201 ,000

Celling repairs
Total

ts>

15,000

15,000

343,000

242,000

Fig. 1. Conventional system cost comparisons show that the
revised plan eliminated unneeded panel boards in the computer
room and reduced riser wiring-but not duct capacity-from 300 to
150 terminals.

Revlllon

OrlglMI
plan

Revlllon

12

#1

m

(S)

m

173,000

209,000

232,000

45,000

25,000

15,000

Netmuxes and racks

75,000

35,000

32,000

Celling repairs
and Improvements

40,000

15,000

15,000

333,000

284,000

294,000

eo.t element
Electrical
contractor's costs
Wang-furnished

CATV cable
components .

Total

Fig. 2. Broadband LAN cost comparisons show that, in the
WangNet plan's first revision, the CATV trunk cable was rerouted to
avoid costly ceiling repairs and the network multiplexers were
clustered in corners, reducing the number required from 75 to 30.
Terminals are connected through radiator enclosures, using low-cost
PVC cable. The second revision used the CATV system only in the
risers, clustered the network multiplexers in the telephone room on
each floor and employed the horizontal wiring of the conventional
system.

Wangnet

LAN
Termtnals lnltlally
Installed
Maximum ayatem terminal
capacity before
major renovation required
Coat to add an
outlet on any floor

ConYentloMI
network

120

120ptua
2018M3270s

192

300to400

$815

$300to$500
(periphery offlcea)
$600 to S1,200
(Interior offices)

Cost for extra netmux

$1 ,100

not required

Fig. 3. Expansion costs and reserve capacity of broadband vs.
conventional network show that one network multiplexer would be
required for one to three new terminals installed because of the
building configuration. Most of the offices are on the periphery of
each floor, reducing the cost of adding a new outlet in the
conventional system.
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The Integrator
there were typically only one or two workstations per
office. Running the CATV trunk above every corridor
minimized the amount of cable needed but required
destroying large sections of ceiling and constructing
many service-access panels to the line amplifiers and
other cable components. On the other hand, the
installation cost of the conventional system was decreased because the electrical contractor knew how to
pull large bundles of PVC cable through the radiator
enclosures.
In both systems, a difficult installation task was
snaking cables through under-floor cells to the floor
pedestal outlets serving the mid-floor islands. The fact
that the cells were crowded with telephone wiring
increased the costs of both approaches.
When Main Hurdman revised the conventional plan,
it eliminated unnecessary panel boards and reduced the
riser cabling to handle 150 terminals (300 cables). This
made the conventional approach approximately equal in
capacity to the WangNet approach.
. The system integrators tried two alternative CATV
trunk-line methods for the WangNet approach to
reduce the number of network multiplexers required,

OEM'S

SIHGLE

BOARD
COllPUTIRS

wiring costs and ceiling repairs. In the first revision,
they rerouted CATV trunks to avoid ceiling damage,
reduced the number of taps and decreased the number
of network multiplexers by clustering them at the
corners of each floor and running PVC cable from them
to the terminals through the radiator enclosures.
In WangNet revision 2, the integrators used CATV
trunk only in the risers, clustered the network
multiplexers on each floor at the head of the risers and
connected them horizontally to the terminals, using the
same distribution scheme as the revised conventional
plan.

Some factors increase installation costs
over what they might be in a more
accommodating environment.
The original conventional network (Fig. 1) and
WangNet plans (Fig. 2) were virtually equal in cost, but
the conventional plan could handle more terminals. It
was less expensive to add terminals using the conventional system unless the new terminal requires an
interior wall outlet (Fig. 3). Three-fourths of the offices
on each floor are on the periphery, reducing installation
costs for the conventional system. In both the original
and revised plans, cost of the WangN et system proved
equal to or significantly higher than the conventional
cable system.
Installation costs dominate

Reliability and performance now for less
PLUG COllPATIBLI TO:
D Cyb
D Sun
D Forward
D Callan
D CoData
D Mlcrobar
™Multibus Is a trademark of Intel Corp.
™UNIX Is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.

For Information, write or phone:

PACIFICMICROCOMPUTERS,

INC.

p

___,,.,

._,r#'

119 Aberdeen, Cardiff, CA 92007
819/438-8849

The LAN installation cost-comparison study permitted Main Hurdman to decide if waiting for a new LAN
product would result in significant cost savings and
provided reliable cost estimates, which could not have
been obtained without comprehensive plans. The
architectural characteristics of Main Hurdman's building affected the choice of the conventional system.
Because the offices had been finished several years
earlier, it was not practical to consider new construction methods. Instead, the company selected a plan in
which secretarial work areas were located next to a
column or wall, reducing cable-installation costs. Installation costs for other coaxial-cable-based LAN s would
probably not have differed significantly from that of
WangNet. System integrators planning a LAN installation would do well to consider the primary lesson of
the study: any realistic comparison of LAN systems
requires a detailed installation cost study as part of the
physical planning process of remodeling and constructing work spaces.
D
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potential of the expanding multi-user and
multi-tasking business computer market.

every time they buy a new computer,
they'll be more receptive to the new hardware technology you offer for sale.
It's not hard to sell programmers on
UNIX System V. A large pool of programmers is already familiar with its advanced
Pl.'OJRomil'ag capal>ilities, high-level "C"
~11P<LJ~i* design. You'll enjoy
- - productivity. And

..

I.

trauung, support and documentation that
is second to none.
Including a problem-reporting system.
Newsletters. A hotline. And periodic
updates.
Best of an, the source of this service
is AT&T, whose own BeD Laboratories
develqped the tJNDL Openting 5)'6tem
CNerten_.a~

That gives '°'1 (and )'Ol1l' customers)

to the~ and tedmicians
~~~~lteUNIX System V.inthe

UNIX System V. From AT&T.
From now on, consider it standard.
©1984 M&T ledmologies, Inc.

r Mail:;-AT-:;;P.;;ox967,

I

-

-==

Madison Square Station, New 'IDrk, NY 1015t:

Name..--..,...--_,,_----~~

n----~---~~---~~~
Company~--_.,.~---~~~~

While other tablets give you
competitive models. And with its
2000 Series. It stands out-even when
just one color; CalComp gives you a flexible output format it will easily in- it's fitting in.
choice.
tegrate with all your equipment.
For complete information, call
With CalComp's 2000 Series
The 2000 Series also offers you
or write: CalComp, 2411 West La Palma
Tablet you get all the colors and tex- a long list of features, including self- Avenue, P.O. Box 3250, Anaheim,
tures you need to match it perfectly
CA 92803. In continental U.S., except
contained electronics, mouse and
with your equipment Plus, you'll have joy stick emulation and the most reli- California, call (800) 556-1234, ext.
a choice of a metal or plastic case or
able pen on the market. It all adds
156. In California call (800) 44I-2345,
no case at all. So instead of standing up to the best price and performance ext. 156.
out like a sore thumb, the 2000
investment you can make.
Series will fit right in.
So if the other digitizer tablets
Sanders
It fits in other ways, too. The 2000 on the market have been looking drab
Series is plug-compatible with
to you, take a look at CalComp's
~ SANDERS

CALCOMP
A
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FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

REMOTE
TAKEOVER
MODE

DATA-RATE
SWITCHING

FUU-OUPLEX
TRANSMISSION

necting micros and minis to a remote computer by means
of the dial-up phone network for asynchronous data
transfer. The accompanying table, which begins on p.
161, features more than 50 companies and 70 products . . . Gandalf Technologies Inc. has produced a dataover-voice device that combines a local modem and
frequency filters to allow simultaneous data and voice
transmissions on one telephone-wire pair. The Line
Miser, detailed on p. 184, works in PBX Centrex and key
telephone systems . . . Modem-expansion boards represent a fast-growing area of communications equipment.
Many computer manufacturers and third-party vendors
offer these completely engineered and fully functional
modems on a PC card for use with personal and small
computers. A survey of 12 of these manufacturers and 20
product offerings starts on p. 193.

AUTO.DIAL
AUTQ.ANSWER
AUTQ.RE·DIAL
AUTQ.DlSCONNECT
DIALING
DIRECTORY
DIALING OF
STORED NUMBERS

ERROR
CHECKING
ELECTRON IC
MAIL
FILE
TRANSLATION
BULLETlN-llOARD
MODE

TI
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

RE-DIALING OF BUSY NUMBERS
AUTOMATIC LOG-ON

SOFTWARE: Software is rapidly becoming important in

SELECTIVE STORE
AND PRINT

'Eu:~

~
~

the battle for communications network supremacy. While
some software vendors have allied themselves with a
specific network, others seek a network-independent
solution. uNETix, developed by Lantech Systems Inc.,
is one such solution. Turn top. 211 for more information
on this UNIX-compatible, multitasking operating system . .. A concurrent operating system, which allows
several programs to run simultaneously on one CPU,
saves time and money and enables system designers to
build more sophisticated applications. Details of one such
system appear on p. 231.
WORKSTATIONS: The introduction of CAD tools in
publishing has made product design a fast and easy
process. The documentation process, however, remains a
slow manual process and so artwork, which represents 20
percent of a document, consumes 80 percent of the labor
involved. A new computer-aided-publishing (CAP) system
by Qubix Graphic Systems Inc. promises to speed documentation considerably. Seep. 217 for details.

VIRTUAL
CONSOLES

~c:J..

~~
~ ~.:···g
~
USER

l~M 1 ~

§r;:;i

•:

M!MORV ~~

3

0

r::J•

DATA COMMUNICATIONS: Starting on p. 153, MMS
surveys communications software for modems con-

0°

PRINTER
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PH YSICAL
CONSOLE

DISK DRIVES: Looking for a floppy drive's singlepackage advantages without its limitations? Look no
further, because DMA Systems Corp. has literally folded
a conventional full-height Winchester cartridge drive in
half. The model 360, presented on p. 245, is the first
major application of folded PC boards in computer
peripherals.
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Without
cutting
corner~;

Buy

4800bps

modems
from
UDS

test and loop-back test capabilities are
built in.
UDS 208s are available as freestanding units, OEM cards or basic
components of the RM-8 multichannel package. This version
supports up to eight communications
channels or a mix of modem, autodialer and other support cards.
For the ultimate in quality, reliability
and economy in 4800 bps data
communications, select UDS 208s or
RM-8s. Universal Data Systems,
5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville,
AL 35805. Phone 205/837-8100;
TWX 810-726-2100.

. . . . unit prices 0 UDS 208 A/B, $1750

Universal Data Systems
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS

Modem-support software
•
•
•
•
gains 1n commun1cabons
capability
From accessing satellite links to supporting
error checking, electronic mail and file translation,
communications packages can do much more
than transfer data to a remote computer
Jesse Victor, Associate Editor

Modem-support packages furnish a wide range of
functions for system integrators seeking to expand the
capabilities of their computer systems. Communications software permits a microcomputer or minicomputer to access an information utility or database, connect
to a timesharing system or transfer files to a remote
host computer. Thus, it provides capabilities that range
from merely assisting a modem in making a connection
on the dial-up phone network to accessing satellite and
X.25 links and automatically scheduling communications for 50 or more terminals. Even basic modemsupport software-packages selling for less than $100
~an now implement a host of automatic dialing
functions, perform error checking and support electronic mail and file translation.

Typical of the nearly 20 profiled packages available
for less than $100 is Telpac software from U.S. Robotics
Inc. The package functions with U.S. Robotics-compatible modems, including products from Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc., Anchor Computer Inc. and
Bizcomp Corp. and computers running under the
PC-IMS-DOS, CP/M and CP/M-85 operating systems.
Able to perform data-rate switching between 300- or
1,200-baud transmission, Telpac is compatible with
modems that can simultaneously send and receive data
(full-duplex mode) and provides a full repertoire of
automatic dialing functions. For example, it can automatically dial a telephone number ("auto-dial") from a

Screen displays, like this one produced by Softronics ' Softerm 1,
permit end-users to implement modem-support packages '
terminal-emulation functions .

Profiling the packages

The table (Page 161) surveys communications software for microcomputers or minicomputers that assist
modems in connecting to a remote computer using
the dial-up phone network for asynchronous data
transfer between the computers. The table, therefore,
covers neither packages for hard-wired links not using
phone lines for data transfer nor terminal-emulation
packages that are sometimes classified as communications software. The table also does not include bulletinboard packages that cannot transfer files , electronicmail software, local-area-network software and
sophisticated, high-end integrated business-support
packages that include a file-transfer utility.
Modem-support software packages function with one
modem or modem type or a range of modems, work
under one of several widely used operating systems and
have prices ranging from less than $100 to more than
$5,000. Most of the products in this profile sell for $100
to $300; many are available for less than $160.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS
REMOTE

DATA-RATE
SWITCHING
FULL-DUPLEX

TAKEOVER
MODE

TRMl8M1911Qtt

AUTO-DIAL

directory of stored numbers, re-dial numbers until
connection and support "auto-answer" modems that can
automatically accept data down-loaded from the remote
host computer.
Time dialing permits automatic call scheduling. The
menu-driven package implements automatic adaptation
to host-modem parameters and remote-takeover mode
that permits control of a remote computer and multiple
error checking of transmitted files, including a cyclicredundancy-check (CRC) procedure. Automatic log-on
sequences with such data as password, account number
and commands to send or receive files facilitate
connection to information utilities and databases. File
translation supports changing between file types, such
as ASCII, binary and EBCDIC. The $79 package also
supports electronic bulletin boards (with user-defined
graphics) and electronic-mail functions.

AUTO-ANSWSI
AUTO-RE-DIAL

AUTOMATIC

AOAPTION

TO~MODEM

PARAMETERS

~NECJI'

DIALING
DIRECTORY

~JBERS

Low-cost software provides 'high-cost' features

Several modem-support packages selling for less
than $40 provide many of the features of their much
higher-priced cousins. Hilgraeve Inc.'s Access, for
example, implements user-defined unattended dialing,
connection, log-on, file transfer and disconnect sequences and supports remote takeover, re-dialing of
busy numbers, "checksum" or CRC error checking and
selective storing and printing of files.
The $35 PC-TALK III from Headlands Press Inc.
works with most auto-dial modems; runs under
PC-DOS and MS-DOS operating systems; supports
electronic mail, file translation and terminal emulation;
and features 40 programmable log-on strings and
character stripping and conversion, eliminating extraneous control characters from transmitted files. The
package transmits binary files and has a 60-entry
dialing directory.
The least-expensive modem-support package surveyed, Codewright's ZT, is not the least capable. It
provides full VT52 terminal emulation, data-rate
switching, electronic-mail support, automatic adaptation to host-modem parameters and selective store and
print functions. Other less-than-$40 packages surveyed
include MFJ Enterprises' MFJ 1231, which implements
file transfers with Apple Computer Inc. computers,
Telephone Software Connection Inc.'s Terminal Program, which accommodates keyboard-entered macroinstructions, selective store and print functions and
automatic log-on and Yolks Micro Computer Systems
Inc.'s COMMWHIZ I, which has a remote takeover
mode and electronic-mail capabilities.

Higher-end modem-support software can automatically assist
modems in performing dialing and communications-support functions.

less-than-$100 products and the higher-end units usually serving more specialized communications functions.
Typical of these packages is LogOn from Ferox
Microsystems Inc. for the Hayes Smartmodem and the
IBM PC and PC XT. It provides functions from
data-rate switching to remote takeover and bulletinboard mode. The menu-driven, $150 product also
handles binary and ASCII files and supports electronic
mail, file translation and terminal emulation.
Other versatile mainstream products include Computer Development Inc.'s Versacom and Communications Research Group Inc.'s blocked asynchronous
transmission (BLAST) package. Working under
MS-DOS, CP/M and CP/M-86 operating systems,
Versacom integrates error-corrected file transfer, text
editing, electronic mail and line graphics. The $495
package can handle voice and data communications and
features data-encryption/-decryption capability.
BLAST can function with most computers and most
available modems. Supporting the full-duplex transfer
Defining the mainstream
of binary and text files, it implements CRC-16 error
The mainstream of modem-support software packag- checking with selective retransmission of data, slidinges provides a middle ground of functions between the window protocol with automatic retransmission upon
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS
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(A)

SENDING
CPU

RECEIVING
CPU

ACK C DATA C ACK C DATA
BLOCK ~ BLOCK ~ BLOCK ~ BLOCK

line loss and file translation, electronic mail and
terminal emulation. It accommodates communications
over satellite links and X.25 networks for specialized
applications.
Unique Automation Products Inc.'s UAP-LINK also
accommodates a wide variety of computer systems. It
can move text or binary files among the IBM PC and
mainframe computers; Digital Equipment Corp.'s
PDP-11, VAX and Rainbow 100 computers; and Victor
Technologies Inc.'s 9000. It provides a layered protocol
to correct errors in lines of data, automatic data
compression to increase throughput, support of command files, file-protection and terminal-emulation features. For file transfers between Apple and IBM and
IBM-compatible microcomputers, the Apple-IBM Connection from Alpha Software Corp. features three
error-checking procedures, automatic log-on, selective
store and print and a remote takeover mode. The $250
package also handles electronic mail, file translation
and terminal emulation. A $275 package, Frontier
Technologies' COMPAC, provides IBM 3270 emulation
for PC-IMS-DOS, CP/M-86 and UNIX systems and
supports bisynch, SDLC and X.25 operation.
Finally, one of the surveyed high-end modemsupport packages will probably meet the needs of
system integrators configuring computers serving
more specialized applications. Dialup from Evans
Griffiths & Hart Inc., for example, is a comprehensive
communications package linking a DEC RSTS/E computer system with a remote computer. Serving block-
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A full-duplex sliding-window protocol with selective retransmission
can reduce transmission time and costs. Implemented by Communications Research Group's BLAST modem-support software, it
supports simultaneous transmission between the sending and
receiving CPU (A). Only erroneous data blocks need be retransmit·
ted. In contrast, with packages supporting half-duplex acknowledged/not acknowledged (ACKINAK) protocols, the one-way transmission must stop and wait until the ACK signal is received before
continuing to transmit data (B). Cyclic redundancy checking (CRC)
ensures transmission accuracy.

mode file transfers, it permits the setup of complex
communications functions for unattended operation
using command files and macroinstructions. Macros
store text and commands for the remote computer
system, save auto-dialing parameters and record frequently called telephone numbers. Small Business
Systems Group's NEXUS works with Hayes' Smartmodems to furnish automatic scheduling of file transfers for as many as 50 remote terminals, unattended
transfer of binary or text files, CRC error checking,
automatic forwarding and security-check capabilities.

D

Acceaslng Information utlltttes and databa888
Specialized modem-support soft-

W81'8 provides fast, efficient access to

information utilities and databases
such as The Source, CompuServe
lnfonna1lon Service and Lockheed's
Dialog Information Services Inc.
Source Telecomputlng Corp.'s
SourceUnk, for example, furnishes
~ access for IBM PC and PC
XT computer end users to any of the
vldeotex system's 1,000 information
services. It supports simultaneous
on-Hne editing, filing and printing of
data from the utlHty and the up-loading of user files to the service's bulletin boards or electronic-mall functions.
A gateway utility can Rst telephone
access numbers and communications
protocols for as many as five other
on-Hne services.
Business Computer Network's BCN
Telecommunlcatlons Software is a
versatile package that permits
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

PC-DOS and CP/M computers to ac12 databases, including The
Source, CompuServe Information
Service, Dialog, Bibliographic Retrieval Service, the l.P. Sharp databases
and Newsnet newsletter and business-Information databases. The
menu-driven software also supports
automatic log-on, selective store and
print, error checking, electronic mall
and file translation. The software Is
supplied without charge; users pay a
small monthly service charge and a
charge for connection time on the
databases.
Finally, the Philadelphia Consulting
Group Inc. supplies enhanced versions of its Post-Term and Post-Plus
modem-support software packages
for use with Western Union's EasyUnk and MCI Communication's MCI
Mall electronic-mall services. MCIPlus and MCI-Term, for example,

cess

have extensive on-disk manuals on
MCI Mail's features and automatic
log-on to speed entry into the system.
Sign-on customization optlona menu of

the SourceLJnk modem-support package
eases use of The Source infonnation
utHlty.

CUSTOMIZE UTILITY
1. Exit this utility
2. Function-key assignments
3. Account information
4. Telephone access numbers
5. Communication parameters
6. Sourcelink options
7. Telenet/SourceNet network address
8. Tymnet network address
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It's called ANl™-Advanced
Network Integration. From
lnfotron.
ANI is a definitive path for
network growth and management that's reflected in a
family of data communications products and services.
It gives you something you
haven't had before-the
means to plan and implement
a data communications network based on long-term
strategy.
ANI covers everything we
make-from simple modems
to stat muxes, to high-speed
158

muxes, to network concentrators, to intelligent data
switching systems.
AN I also includes everything we do. Systems engineering, from technical
support to turnkey operations.
Installation. Training. Telephone consultation and dialup
on line diagnostics. And worldwide field service.
Growth.
ANI products grow with you.
They're based on an architecture that's simple to
expand and upgrade.
Because AN I products can

be expanded both in size and
function, they're easily integrated into larger, more
complex networks. They grow
with you instead of becoming
obsolete.
Flexibility.

ANI products are versatile.
They can accommodate
computers and terminals with
almost any combination of
protocols and speeds.
And because of their modular structure, ANI products
will accommodate bridges to
other networks, and gateways
to public and private resources.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

Management.
Management and control are
vital to the operation of large,
widely-dispersed networks.
ANI products give you the
tools for monitoring activities,
gathering statistics and keeping informed of events as they
occur. From a central point,
networks can be configured to
meet changing requirements
and provide diagnostics for
solving problems.
Regardless of network size

or complexity, AN I provides
complete accountability for
network operation.
We're lnfotron. We wrote
the book on data communications and networking. It's
yours for the asking.
For your free copy and for
information on AN I products,
use the coupon, or call tollfree: 1-800-345-4636.

INFOIRONSYST8\/IS

r:=:t:;;-Systems
Corporati: : - 1
North Olney Avenue, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08003,
or call toll-free 1-800-345-4636.

II S

I

Please send me more information about
ANI "', plus a free copy of Making It Through
the Maze of Data Communications.

I
I Name _

MMS 3/84

I
I
I
I

_ _ _ __ _ __

_

Title
Company
Address _ _ __ _ _ __ __
City

State _ _ Zip _ _

Telepnone _ _ _ __ __ __

I See us at Interface, Booth 230.

Infotron communications networking. First in performance and rellabUlty.
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MN WHEN YOUR MODEM
SENDS IT BY WAY OF THE
OKEFENOKEE SWAMR
When you send data by telephone
through nasty environments like this,
it can run into problems tougher than
just alligators. Problems like impulse
noise. Chatter from the switchgear.
Static from the atmosphere or bad
weather. Distortion due to crosstalk
or just plain white noise.
To get your message through,
your IBM PC or XT needs the advanced performance features of the
PC:lntelliModem:MIt's got the best
receive sensitivity available today actually down below -50 dBm. So
now you can achieve a high level of
data transmission integrity. Even with
bad connections.
Get patented modem technology.
The PC:lntelliModem is elegantly
simple. Its patented design does it all
on a single microprocessor chip, with
just one crystal. Other modems take

1980
1981
1983
1983
1983
160

Blzcomp: A hletorr ot
Innovation.
Invented first command-driven
modem
Introduced proprietary linestatus monitoring
Designed first single-µP 212Acompatible modem
Introduced first integrated
voice/data modem for IBM PC
Granted patent on commanddriven modem

two, four or more µPs (and even more
oscillators), and still accomplish less.
How do we do this? By creating
architectural
innovations in
firmware, and
by pushing the
chip to its limit,
close to 12 MHz.
Since it uses fewer
parts, the PC:lntelliModem's
no-compromise design offers
higher reliability, a more compact form factor, and lower costs.
This design elegance leads naturally .to more elegant performance. Take
line status detection, for example . The
PC:lntelliModem's adaptive, decisiondirected logic monitors line status more
closely than other modems. Even at weak
or degraded signal levels. So it can
make connections with less chance of
error, by detecting signals for dial tone,
remote ringbac k, busy and voice some of wh ich other modems ignore.

Plan ahead with integrated
voice and data.
For opening up a whole new world of
integrated voice and data applications,
there's nothing like the PC :lntelliModem.
Literally. Its easy-to-use software package - PC :lntelliCom™- lets you switch
repeatedly between talking or listening
and sending or receiving data. All at
CIRCLE NO. 80 ON INQUIRY CARD

llaU .... waurmodana hu all
tllwPCilldelllModa•f9eluNS
Integrated Voice/Data

• Switch between voice and data
communications
• Programmable telephone handset jack
Status Reporting

• Line status detection (dial tone,
busy, remote ringback, voice answer,
modem answer, incoming call)
• Audio monitor
• Programmable status LED

PC:lntelliCom™Software Included

•
•
•
•
•
•

99-name on-line telephone directory
Auto-dial, auto-repeat dial, auto-answer
Link to another number if busy
File transfer
Data capture to diskette
Programmable auto log-on sequences
Compatible with Crosstalk™ and
PC-Talk IHTM
Pulse and Tone Dialing
Receive Sensitivity: -50 dBm
Speeds: 110, 300, 1200 baud

the touch of a single function key. That
means now both you and your computer can talk on the same line. W ithout having to hang up, re-dial or plug
and unplug a lot of cables.
So if you're designing microcomputer datacomm products - or just
looking for a PC/XT modem for yourself, check out the PC:lntelliModem at
your local dealer. You'll get the message. And so will they. Or contact:
Bizcomp, 532 Weddell Drive, Sunnyvale,
CA 94089; 408/7 45-1616.

BIZCCJMP®
~··1e

got people talking.
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MODEM SUPPORT SOFTWARE
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ADVANCED MICRO TECHNIQUES
1291 E. Hillside Blvd., Suite 210
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 349-9336

795

MlcroezLNK

150(01);
90(QOEM)

MS-DOS or
CP/M

ALPHA SOFTWARE CORP.
30 B. St.
Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 229-2924

796

Apple-IBM

Apple DOS and

Connection

IBM PC-DOS

250(01)

AMERICAN INT'L COMMUNICATIONS
P .O. Box 9002-116
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 444-6675

797

GRAM-A-SYST

mostCP/M

250(01)

BIZCOMP CORP.
532 Weddell Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 745-1616

798

PC: lnlelllCom

IBM PC-DOS,
MS-DOS

499

(price Includes

PC:ln18111Modem)

BCN
Software

TS

included with

CP/M, IBM
PC-DOS

database
service)

CERMETEK MICROELECTRONICS
1308 Borregas Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 734-8150

Modem-Mate

1nbMlll:l-212PC

..... ....

......--··....,....
.................
.....,
~

799

BUSINESS COMPUTER NETWORK
Gill Plaza, Suite 1220
9601 McAllister Freeway, San Antonio, TX 78216
(512) 340-8201
Telecommunications

:c.-~

.. .............
,

mnneclll ID 12(ldat1 11;

modlat ,..nlll 1;..,.

ma11c...-, ..... ---.

800

Price($)

IBM PC-DOS,
MS-DOS

495(01)

.................
UDmllllc iao-on: ......

11on,.....a....-.on

801

CODEWRIGHT
231 Couch Ave.
St Louis, MO 63122
(314) 965-3612

.. M231C

ZT

Z-005

~

•

25(01)

. . . . . . . . . . prim, ful
VT-52.......... eupporlB
lllcltRnc 111111
802

COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH GROUP INC.
8939 Jefferson Highway
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
(504) 923-0888
BLAST (blocked
asynchlOnous
transmission)

most mainframe,

mini and
microcomputer

05s
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250 (01 micros)
to 1,295
(Qt mainframes)

eupportalMVMlclowpoDXllwMh ................
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•'H•i. ............
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803

COMMUNITREE
1150 Bryant St.

San Francisco, CA 9403
(415) 861-8733

Arst Edition

Apple DOS, IBM
PC-DOS,

"i't/

<'

250(01)

-~

>:''

ms-cos

>Y

'

. ' t.'J'

-

'

~

804

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS INC.
13300 S.W. 108 St Circle
Miami, FL 33186
(305) 385-4277
Apple Link

AppleDOS

·

59.95(01)

'!imm~

\'

(~
,. ,

,

.....

\·t

h~, ... Wt1;~~~1 ' v\ >t~I

}

805

COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT INC.
6700 s.w. 105th St.
Beaverton, OR 97005
(503) 646-1599

Versacom

MS-DOS, CP/M,

495(01)

,!

•

I'

CP~

~
(

CONTEXT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

1

.,f, ... h

i

.l.h.,, -!Wu

l.~1.i:lil:i.,.

'

.~l

}

1

.,;n.t.l.! i.li>•

'

806

23868 Hawthorne Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90505
(213) 378-8277

Context MBA

MS-DOS

DIGITAL MARKETING CORP.
2363 Boulevard Circle

807

Walnut Creek, CA 94595
(415) 947-1000

Micro Link 11

CP/M, CP/M-86,

99(01)

MS/PC-DOS
DYNAMIC MICROPROCESSOR ASSOCIATES
545 Fifth Ave. #602
New York, NY 10017
(212) 687-7115

ASCOM

808

CP/M; CP/M-86;
MS-DOS; IBM
PC-DOS,
TURBO-DOS

EVANS GRIFmHS & HART INC.
55 Waltham St.
Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 861-0670
DIAL.UP

162

809

RSTS/E 7.0 or
later

1,700(01)
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Our 3000 family of printers has an
impressive list of features. But the most prominent
new change on our printers is our new name.
Formerly the Data Communication Products Department of General Electric, we're now independently
owned ... and our new name is Genicom.
So the GE 3000 family is now the Genicom 3000
family. But while the name has changed, the product
retains its established superiority.
The Genicom 3000 series of output printers still
features speeds from 40 to over 400 cps. Single or
dual mode printing. Type quality from EDP to NLQ.
Multi-color printing. Graphics. Selectable type fonts,
American craftsmanship and more.

Genicom 3000 printers will be as popular as ever
with end users as well as OEM 's, distributors, retailers
and dealers .. .thanks to our list of outstanding features,
plus the unique commonality advantages of several
models all based on a single design.
And Genicom will also offer other products including our 2000 teleprinters and the soon to be introduced 4000 shuttle matrix printers. You'll find we
have the same complete product line we had with GE.
Genicom. We have proven products, experienced
personnel, established manufacturing facilities, a nationwide service network, plus a new commitment to
excellence that stands behind our new name.
Genicom Corporation, One General Electric
Drive, Dept. M311, Waynesboro.VA 22980. In Virginia,
call 1-703-949-1170.
~N',.."M
~ l\..UI I

For the solution to your printing needs call

TOLL FREE 1-800-437-7468
CIRCLE NO. 86 ON INQUIRY CARD
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Finally A Printer
More Advanced than Your Software.

Lear siegler's versaPrint™
soo.

Lear Siegler's new VersaPrint™
500 Series printers-professional
business printers for micros, minis
and mainframes-utilize the full
potential of your most sophisticated business software and are
ready for even more.
Just one VersaPrint printer
spans virtually all business applications: cut sheet letterhead
correspondence, high volume continuous reports, financial spreadsheets and even complex color
graphics. You can match the broad

Lear Siegler VersaPrint" 500 Series
printers combine with professional computers and/or Lear Siegler video display
terminals for ideal workstations.

capabilities of such popular software programs as Lotus 1-2-3~
You can have 72 x 72 and
144x144 dot per inch graphics for
design applications on the same
high volume, dot matrix printer
that gives you 136 columns for reports and 224 columns for spreadsheets. All on an NLQ printer
that's quieter than a typewriter.
VersaPrint printers connect
to your system via RS232 serial
interface or Centronics type
parallel interface. You can run it
at 180, 90 or 45 cps for draft,
memo or NLQ quality. And it's so
reliable, you won't have to change
printheads for 1112 years.
Four VersaPrint models are
available. To the basic Model 500,
the Model 510 adds cut sheet
feed, the Model 520 adds color
printing, and the Model 530 adds
both cut sheet and color. Short
form tear bar option is available.
The VersaPrint Series is from
Lear Siegler, world's favorite terminal manufacturer. It's backed by
full service centers with walk-in
Express Depot™ service, on-site
service and extended warranty
serving 3,000 cities nationwide.

And VersaPrint printers are
made in America-designed, engineered, manufactured and shipped
from our Anaheim, California
facility.
For more information and a
complete demonstration call your
local Authorized Distributor
or, for quantities in excess of
250 units, your Regional OEM
Sales Office.
Call Lear Siegler at 800/ 532-7373 for the phone
number of an authorized distributor near you: Advanced
Technology · Continental Resources · The Datas tore ·
Data Systems Marketing · David Jamaison Carlyle ·
Digital Source, Inc. · Dytec/South ·Gentry Associates ·
Ki erulff · Marva Data Services· Peak Distributors,
Inc.· Pioneer (Standard, Harvey, Gaithersburg) · Wyie
Electronics
Distributor Sales & Service: Boston
(617) 456-8228 · Chicago (312) 279-7710 · Houston
(713) 780-9440 · Los Angeles (714) 774-1010, ext. 219 •
Philadelphia (215) 245-4080 · San Francisco
(415) 828-6941 · England (04867) 80666 · From th e
states of CT. DE, MA. MD, NJ, RI, VA and WV
(800) 523-5253.

OEM Sales: Chicago (312) 279-5250 ·

Hous ton

(713) 780-2585 · Los Angeles ( 714) 774-1010, ext. 582 ·
New York (516) 549-6941 · San Francisco (415) 828- 6941
· England (04867) 80666

i.-..
~I

LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
DATA PRODUCTS DIVISION

901 E. Ball Road, Anaheim, CA 92805
(714) 774-1010

1-2-3 is a registered Trademark of Lotus Development Corp.
~ W4

Lear Siegler, Inc.
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FEROX MICROSYSTEMS
1701 N. Fort Meyer Dr. #611
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 841-0800

810

p-System

• • • • • • • • •

150(01)

aumiallc adaptllllan . . . .

modlmparaillllll~-

checlclng, euppartl
mall, .....111111o1..........
emullllon, ...... binary

ftlaa
FRONTIER TECHNOLOGIES
P.O. Box 11238
Milwaukee, WI 53211
(414) 964-8689

811

COM PAC

MS-DOS,
CP/M-86,
UNIX to come

• • • • • • • •

•I

275(01)

automallc tog.on, 3270 ....
latlon; atppOl'ta blsync,
SDLC and X.25 operllaR

GENASYS CORP.(PC Prods. Div.)
11820 Parklawn Dr.
Rockville, MD 20852
(301) 770-4600

812

PC/MS-DOS

LIOS

• • • • • • • • •

119.95 (01);
71 .95 (OOEM)

8UIDmdc tog.on, ......
lllDr8 end prlrd, . . . . . . .
Ing, command-.........

q. acnen buffer

GKE SOFTWARE
236 N. Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 354-5010

813

AUTOCOM

HAWKEYE GRAFIX
23914 Mobile St.
Canoga Park, CA 91307
(213) 348-7907
COMMX

MS-DOS, IBM
PC-DOS

e

•

•

•

•

•

e

•

95(01)

e

814

M,.,,..,

Nava-

tlarl, U. 6.

AaGlll:a

CP/M; C-DOS,
TURBO-DOS
CP/M-86,
Ms-DOS, IBM
PC-DOS

HEADLANDS PRESS INC.
P.O. Box 862
Tiburon, CA 94920
(415) 435-9775
PC-TALK Ill

IBM PC-DOS,
MS-DOS

• •

·1•

• • • • •

1-

150(01)

J

815

• • • •

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INC.
P.O . Box 60406
Oklahoma City, OK 73146
(405) 524-4359
NETWORKS II
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816

Apple DOS 3.3

• • •

•

•

99.95(01)
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817

HILGRAEVE INC.
P .O. Box 941
Monroe, Ml 48161
(313) 243-0576
39.95(01)

CP/Mor ZOOS

ACCESS

INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE ALLIANCE
1835 Mission Ridge Rd .
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
(805) 966-30n
LYNC

818

155(01)

CP/M, MS-DOS

LINDBERGH SYSTEMS INC.
49 Beechmont St.
Worcester, MA 01609
(617) 852-0233

819

OMNITERM 1

TRS-OOS

95-175(01)

OMNITERM 2

IBM PC-DOS

245(01)

820

LINK SYSTEMS
1640 19th St.
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 453-8921
BATALINK

Pascal, IBM
PC-DOS IBM
PC-DOS

BATALINK

Pascal, Apple
DOS

199(01)

• • • •

•

• •

99.95(01)

artomatlcally adapls to host

modem parameters. selecllYe store and print, enor
c:hecldng

MARK OF THE UNICORN
222 Third St.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 576-2760
PC/lnte!Comm

821

IBM PC-DOS

99(01)

MICROCALL SERVICE
P.O. Box 650
Laurel, MD 20707
(301 l ns-5253

822

AMCALL

MCCALL II

166

Hayes 300, 1200
or compatibles

CP/M; IBM
PC-DOS, ZENITH MS-DOS,
MP/M 8-18

150(01)

CP/M ; IBM
PC-DOS,
ZENITH
MS-DOS,
MP/M 8-16

125(01)

functions similar to AMCALL

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

•

.t·rom the Rainbow to the VAX
• . from the PC Jr. to the 370 .

Whitesmiths' C and Pascal Compilers
continue to set the industry standards
CIRCLE NO. 88 ON INQUIRY CARD

Host:

• FLEXIBILI1Y - the same compiler
• PORTABILI1Y - dozens of systems
• PORTABLE C LIBRARY - UNIX
compatible
• COMPATIBILI1Y - new UNIX-style
library
• AFFORDABILI1Y - high portability
• EASY LICENSING - the
Authorization Seal
• RELIABILI1Y - thousands of
installations
• COMPLETENESS - the full language

Cross To:

UNIX
IDRIS/ Rll
RSX-11
RT-11
VMS-VAX
UNIX-4.1 BSD
UNIPLUS
IDRIS/ S68K
MS/ PC-DOS
CP/ M-86
IBM 370
Host Only:

DISTRIBUTOR AND
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

CP/M-80

CP/M-68K

../
../
../

../
../
../
../
../

../
../

MS/PC-DOS
CP/M-86

../
../

../

../
../

../

../

../

../
../
../

../
../

CP/M-80* CP/M-68K P/ OS-11 VERSAdos
*2. 1 Cross Compilers available

BUILD A STRONG FOUNDATION WITH TIIE COMPILERS OF THE SO's

•t1ts
Ltd
. Whitesnu

II

'

•

P/OS

97 Lowell Road
Concord, MA 01742 (617) 369-8499
TLX 951708 SOFTWARE CNCM ,

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories; Rainbow, PDP- I I, P/ OS, RSX- I I, RT-I I, VAX and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment
Corp., CP/ M is a trademark of Digital Research Co. , MC68000 and VERSAdos are trademarks of Motorola, Inc., UNIPLUS is a trademark
of Unisoft, Inc., IBM PC, PC Jr. PC-DOS and IBM 370 are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp., MS-DOS is a trademark of
Microsoft Corp., Idris is a trademark of Whitesmiths. Ltd.
Distributors: Australia, Fawnray Ptf. Ltd., Hurstville, (612) 570-6100; japan, Advanced Data Controls Corp., Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
(03) 263-0383; United Kingdom, Rea Time Systems, Douglas, Isle of Man 0624833403; Sweden, Unisoft A.B., Goteborg, 031-13-56-32.
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MICROSPARC INC.
10 Lewis St.
Lincoln , MA 01773
(617) 259-9039

823

Hayes

Teletext

Mlcromodem II,

Apple DOS 3.3

1• •

• •

• • •

79.95(01)

AppleCat II

automatlc log-on, selective
store and print, error check·
Ing, macro capablHty

MFJ ENTERPRISES
921 A Louisville Rd.
Starkville, MS 39759
(601) 323-5869
MFJ 1231
Software package

824

MFJ 1230, 1232,

Apple DOS

1233

• •

39.95(01)

supports terminal emulation

MYCROFT LABS
P.O. Box 6045
Tallahassee, FL 32314
(904) 385-1141

825

MITE/MS

moetmodems

IBM MS-DOS

• • • • • • • • •

150(01 8-bit);
195(01 16-bit)

handles binary protocols, automallcally adapts to host
modem parameters, automatlc log-on, error checlclng,
remote take-over

MITE/BO

most modems

CP/M-80

• • • • • • • • •

150(01)

handles multiple binary protocols; automatically adapts
to host modem, automatic
log-on, selective store and
print, error checking

MITE/86

moetmodems

CP/M 86

• •

195 (01)

capabilities similar to MITE/

80

MICROSTUF INC.
1845 The Exchange, Suite 140
Atlanta, GA 30339
(404) 952-0267
CROSSTALK

826

Autodial Hayes,

any een compat1-

CP/M

• • • • • • • • •

195 (01)

error checking; supports

elec:tronlc mall, file translalion; autodlals only with

ble

Hayes modem

modem
TRANSPORTER

Hayes
Smartmodem

IBM MS/PCDOS

• • • • • • • • •

295(01)

automatically adapts to host
modem parameters, automatic log-on, error checking;
supports electronic mall, file
translation; autodials only
with Hayes modem

CROSSTALK 16

most Bell compatl·

IBM PC/MSDOS

• • • • • • • • •

195(01)

automatic log-on, selective
store and print, error check·
Ing; supports electronic mall,
file translation, teminal emu-

ble

latlon
827

MULTI·TECH SYSTEMS INC.
82 Second Ave., S.E.
New Brighton , MN 55112
(612) 631-3550
MULTI-COM PC

Multi-Modem PC

MS-DOS, IBM
PC-DOS

• • • • • • •

549 (01 including modem)

automatlcally adapts to host
modem, automatic log-on.

selecttve store and print,
ADM 3A emulallon
828

NOVATION INC.
20409 Prairie St., Box 2875
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 996-5060
COM-WARE II

Apple-CAT II

Apple DOS

• • • • • • • • •

389 (01 includIng modem)

error checking, remote takeover, binary file transfer, 27K

storage
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984
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llini·Mi1ral111e•1
Most Useful Publication
An independent survey across the readership of 25 publications shows Mini-Micro Systems
to be the most useful publication for information about data communications systems and
equipment.
On June 15, 1983, Universal Data Systems, a division of Motorola, Inc., asked 25
publications, including those listed below, to provide 200 subscribers' names for a media
preference study. UDS combined these names with 300 UDS customers and 2000 UDS
distributors to create the sample audience of over 7000.

QUESTION:

Of the publications listed, which do you find most useful for
information about data communications systems and equipment?

RESPONSE:
%ofTotal

Publication
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS

9.75%

Data Communications

9.55

Datamation

8.12

Computerworld

7.93

EDN

6.89

Computer Design

6.82

Electronic Design

6.76

Electronics

5.72

Electronic Engineering Times

4.68

MIS Week

4.61

Computer Decisions

4.03

Digital Design

4.03

Communications News

3.64

Electronic News

3.25

Business Computer Systems

3.12

Systems & Software

2.99

Information Systems News

2.60

Telephony

2.14

Computer Systems News

2.01

TE&M

1.17

For copies of the complete study, contact your regional sales manager.
Listing includes only those publications with greater than 1% response.

lli11i·Micra
11s111111s
gg
Cahners Publishing Company

221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, MA 02116
{617)536-7780

D Publishers of 30 specialized business magazines in Building and Construction
D Electronics and Computers D Food Service D Manufacturing D Health Care

Region•I Soles Offices: Boston-(617)536-7780; Chicago-(312)635-8800; Dallas-(214)980-0318; Denver-(303)388-4511 ; Los Angeles-(213)826-5818; Mid·AtlantidSoutheast-(215)293-12'12; Orange
County-(714)851-9422; San Francisco-( 408)243-8838
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BORN TO BE ABUSED!

Raised in a harsh environment, our DCS/8616-bit
Multibus compatible computer system can cope
with industrial reality.
Industrial Ruggedness
Designed for industrial applications, the DCS
chassis is solid metal with no plastic, injectionmolded parts. The front panel is an aluminum
casting and our Multibus card cage is aluminum
with a low-noise multi-layer backplane. Only the
finest mechanical components are used to insure
structural integrity in the most adverse conditions.
Reliability
Industrial grade preburned-in chips are used. Our
system modules are subjected to dynamic burn-in
at 55°C for forty-eight hours in our environmental
chamber. As a fully matured unit, every DCS system is completely tested for a minimum of 5 days
with extensive system diagnostics. At DCS, reliability is not a slogan, it is our commitment.
Unmatched Modularity
Our DCS systems are created to meet virtually any
industrial application. They permit the user to mix
and match operating systems, high level languages,
interfaces, fixed and removable storage with a
complete range of Multibus peripherals. Hardware
configurations in our standard 19" rackmountable

chassis can contain fixed and removable hard
disks in 51/ / ' and 8" sizes as well as standard or
slim line floppies. Operating systems supported
are CPM/86~ MPM/86~ MS-DOS~ Concurrent
CPM/86* and RMX-86~ "C'; Fortran and Pascal are
among the high level languages used. Whether
your applications involve real-time data acquisition,
multi-user software developments or data base
management for factory automation, the DCS/86
family has a configuration to meet your budget.
Support
Since 1979, DCS has been designing and manufacturing rugged industrial micro-computer systems for process/industrial control, data communications and software development. The DCS
family has been abused in harsh environments the
world over. DCS provides total systems support
through our expanding network of direct regional
sales/support centers in conjunction with our
corporate customer support group.
For further information call: 617-890-8200 or write:

r

~::) Distributed Computer Systems
330 Bear Hill Road, Waltham, MA 02154

•Multibus and RMX trademarks of Intel
•CPM and MPM trademarks of Digital Research

·MS-DOS trademark of Microsoft
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PEACHTREE SOFTWARE
3445 Peachtree Rd .
Atlanta , GA 30326
(404) 239-3000
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

829

most modems;
Hayea

MS-DOS, CP/M

• • • • • • •

150(01)

Smartmodem
for aH features

automallcally adapla to holt
modem, error cheddng; IUI>'
ports Ille tranlllllon, tlnnnll
emulallon; 1().page help
ICl'88l1

830

PERFECT SOFTWARE INC.
702 Harrison St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 527-2626
Perfect Link

most modems

• • •

IBM PC-DOS

•

149(01)

autornlllc log-on, error
checking, 1-key 8CCll8 to
eight dllaba11; hendlla bl-

nary lllea; euppor1a electlonle mall, terminal emuldOn
831

PHILADELPHIA CONSULTING GROUP INC.
P.O. Box 102
Wynnewood, PA 19096
(215) 649-1598
Post-Term

any BeU 103, 212
compatible

CP/M, TRSDOS,
DOS-PLUS,
LOOS

• • • • •

• •

135(01)

Post-Term capabilities plus
ASCII word processor

aulOmallc log-on, eellctive
*>le and print, error chideIng; aupporla eleclronlc 111111,
Ille b'lnllallon, d8la
encrypliOn

Post-Plus

any Bell 103, 212
' compatible

CP/M, TRSDOS ,
DOS-PLUS,
LOOS

• • • • •

• •

250 (01)

ESL-Plus

any BeU 103, 212

CP/M, TRSDOS,
DOS-PLUS,
LOOS

• • • • •

• •

300(01)

Pcet-lMn capebllillee plua
aupport for Wellllm Union
EeayUnk l9l'vlce

CP/M, TRSDOS ,
DOS-PLUS,
LOOS

• • • • •

• •

185(01)

Post-Term capabilities ptus
support for MIC mail service

compatible

MCI-TERM

any Bell 103, 212
compatible

PICKLES & TROUT
P.O. Box 1206
Goleta, CA 93116
(805) 685-4641
LYNC

832

Hayes
Smartmodem,
Novation CAT

CP/M, MP/M,
TURBO-DOS,
IBM PC-DdS

I.

• • • • •

•

.I

155(01)

eutomatlc log-on, llllclN9
-.. error checking,
..i.over.bullllln-tloeldmode

"""°"

RACAL-VADIC
1525 McCarthy Dr.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 946-2227
SPATS

833

Racal-vactlc
SPATS 300,
SPATS 1200;
Heyes
Smartmodem
1200, 12008

MS-DOS

• • • • • • • • •

90(01)

ILltOmdcdy adapla to holt
modem, autornlllc log-on,
....... .,.. Md prlnl, ,

enor c:hilelllrV. ,..... ......
0"9fmode

READIWARE SYSTEMS INC.
P.O. Box 680
W. Redding , CT 06896
(203) 431 -3521
Readiterm

most modems

834

IBM PC-DOS,
MS-DOS

• • • • • • • •

75(01)

aupporlll commend .......

tDmello log-an,....,.

.....................

llln llld . . emir dleak·
1251

172
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The first thing Intersil
Systems put on this new
Multibus·card was
2 megabytes.. ~
And that was just
the beginning.
Squeezing 2 megabytes
of memory onto a single
Multibus• card is quite
an accomplishment in itself.
But we believe it takes
more than just memory to
meet the increasing needs
of today's systems. That's
why our new MCB-2X
Multibus card is designed
with a number of significant
special features. And
why Intersil Systems is
truly a leader in Multibus
memory products.
Superior
Dynamic
Memory
Relocation.
The new MCB-2X
can relocate up to eight
64K or 256K blocks Mcs-364
independently-making
it a very powerful tool
for "RAM disk;'
graphics
display or
multiple
table look-up
applications.

Expanded Error
Correction Logic.
All single bit errors
are automatically scrubbed
during refresh cycles
without system
interruption.
And thanks
to the automatic
memory initialization feature, software
doesn't have to be pre12
conditioned.
Mcss
On-board ECC detects
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

all
single
and
double bit
errors, while
providing 370ns
read access
through standard 64K
or256K
RAMs.Plus,
theMCB-2X
has CSR and
ESR interrogation
capability and software control of ECC
enable/disable, allowing
users to provide
comprehensive
system-level
diagnostics.
Flexible
Addressing
Capabilities.
Board addresses
starting on any 4K
boundary can be mapped
to cross 1 and 4
megabyte
boundaries.
TheMCB2X can also
occupy a continuous 512K
or 2048K memory
space within its 16
megabyte range.

10
billion
bytes
of memory
cards, giving
us a level of
experience that's
hard to match. Put
it to work for you. For
systems needs just call
us in the West at (408)
743-4442, in the East (201)
272-3920, or in the Midwest call (513) 890-6450.
For off-the-shelf products,
contact your nearest
Intersil Systems distributor:
Alliance, Anthem, Arrow,
Future Electronics, R.A.E.,
Quality Components or
Sch weber.

Look
into lntersil
System's
newMCB-2X.
You'll find all the
features you need ...
plus up to 2 megabytes
of memory for the largest
capacity available on a
single card. Or, for nonvolatile CMOS requirements, see our MCB-364
and MCB-332 modules.
For simpler dynamic
requirements, investigate
our MCB-512.
Since 1970, Intersil
Systems has shipped over

•M ultibus is a Trademark of In te l Corp.

1
fj lnters1
Stems
•

,SI I
"J

1275 Hammerwood Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 • (408) 743-4442
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SANYO BUSINESS SYSTEMS CORP.
51 Joseph St.
Moonachie, N.J. 07074
(201) 440-9300
SANYCOM
Telecommunlcattons
Pac!!!!Q!

105(01)

CPIM-80,
CP/M-86,

MS-DOS
836

SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEMS GROUP INC.
6 Carlisle Rd.
Westford , MA 01886
(617) 692-3800

TRS-DOS;

STBOlll

150-250(01)

CP/M;

LDOS;
NEWDOS;

FORUM BO

Bell 103 or 212
compatible

NEXUS

automatically adapts to host
modem parameters, automatic log-on, error checking ;
supports electronic mail, terminal emulation

TRS
NEWDOS-80
V.2

NEWDOS-80
V.a

5,000(01)

Appia DOS 3.3;
Apple Pucal

135(01)

SOFTRONICS INC.
3639 New Getwell Rd., Suite 10
Memphis, TN 3811 B
(901) 683-6850

Softterm 1

1.1,
CP/M-80

Softerm 2

most modems

Apple DOS 3.3,
Apple PASCAL
1.1,
CP/M-80

• • • • • • • • •

195(01)

SOFTWARE WIZARDRY INC.
122 Yankee Dr.
St. Charles, MO 63301
(314) 946-1968

ZLYNK/11

838

CP/M

59.95{01)

THE SOFTWARE STORE
706 Chippewa Sq.
Marquette, Ml 49855
(906) 228-7622
SOFTCOM
Tetecommunicatlons

Softerm 1 capabilities plus
terminal emulation

839

CP/M

150(01)

Utility
SOURCE TELECOMPUTING CORP.
1616 Anderson Rd .
Mclean, VA 22102
(703) 734-7500
SourceUnk

174

840

IBM PC-DOS
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Portable or desktop,
you're way ahead when
you pick up CORONA PC™
Because we give you
everything you've ever
wanted in an IBM 1 -compatible PC and more.
For a great deal less.

MORE SPEED.
Our RAM-disk
software gives you temporary disk-type storage
that works many times
faster than disks.

PLUS SOFTWARE.
Our systems come
with the operating
system: MS-DOS.2 A programming language:
GW BASIC.2 A training course: PC Tutor. 3 A
professional word processor: MultiMate.4 Plus
DOS utilities and demonstration programs.
Or you can get the p-System 5 from N.C.I. and
write or run portable Pascal packages.

COMPATIBLE AND MORE.
Our systems run all
software that conforms
to IBM PC programming standards. And the
most popular software does.
We deliver twice the memory, with room
for eight times as much.
We deliver a fast-access 320K floppy
drive, a communication port and an improved ALL FOR A GREAT DEAL LESS.
IBM PC keyboard with indicator lights.
Even with all the extra features and
Our systems include high-resolution
performance, our systems still cost signifimonitors (12" desktop, 9" portable) for
cantly less than the equivalent IBM PC.
crisper, cleaner displays, and both have built-in
Drop by your nearest CORONA PC
high-resolution graphics (640 x 325).
dealer for a very convincing
You get a complete system, ready
demonstration. Or contact
to go to work.
us at 31324 Via Colinas,
Westlake Village, CA 91361.
(213) 991-1144 or (800)
621-6746 toll-free. Telex
658212 WSLK, in Europe
76066 CDS NL.

© Corona Data Systems 1983. 1. TM International
Business Machines. 2. TM Microsoft. 3. TM
Comprehensive Software Support. 4. TM Softword
Systems . 5. TM University of California.

corona™
data systems, inc.
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SOUTHEASTERN SOFTWARE
7743 Briarwood Dr.
New Orleans, LA 70128
(504) 246-8438
DATA CAPTURE

Any modems for
Apple II, lie,
IBMPC

841

DOS 3.3; Apple
DOS;
IBM PC-DOS

• • • • • • • •

automatic log-on, selecllve
and print; supports
elec:lronlc melt

65-120(01)

store

1·

SUPERSOFT
P.O. Box 1628
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 359-2112
TERMll

842

Hayes,
Novation Autocat

CP/M-80

• •

•

aelectlve store
error checking

200(01)

and print,

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS GROUP
Box 15951
New Orleans, LA 70175
(800) 535-7990
COMPU TRAC

Hayes
Mlcromodem II,
Smartmodem

843

Apple DOS 3.3,
IBM PC-DOS
2.0

• • •

1,800 to 1,100
(01)

• 1

accesses stock or oommodlIlea databaSes; automatic
log-on, bullelln-boanJ mode

TELEPHONE SOFTWARE CONNECTION INC.
P.O. Box 6548
Torrance, CA 90504
(2 13) 516-9430
TERMINAL
PROGRAM

Hayes
Micromodem II,
SSM Modemcard

844

Apple DOS 3.3

• • •

• • • •

supports keyboard macros,
eleclronlc mell, terminal emulatlon; 18K capture
buffer,automatlc log-on, selecllve store and print

35(01)

TELEVIDEO SYSTEMS INC.
1170 Morse Ave .
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(800) 538-8725
TeleAsync

Bell 103J, 212A

845

CP/M, CP.M-86,
MS-DOS, MP/M

• • • • •

150-195(01)

handles blnery Illes; comrnend·flle support, automatic
log-on, error checking; supports file translation, terminal
emulation

TNWCORP.
344 Hancock St.
San Diego , CA 92110
(619) 296-2115
XPTERM

846

TNW 103;
Commodore 8010

Commodore

• • • • •

• •

54(01)

autorneUc log-on, selective
store and print, error check·
Ing with other XPTERM

package
TRANSEND CORP.
2190 Paragon Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 946-7400

847

TRANSCEND PC

Hayes,
Transcend manual
dlal

MS-DOS

• • • • • • • • •

189(01)

autornetically adapts to host
modem, autorneUc log-on,
selecllve store and print,
error checking, remote takeover mode; supports elecIronic mail, terminal emulalion

TRANSEND I

Transend, Hayes,
Novation,
Bell 212A/103/202
compatible

Apple DOS 3.3

• • • • • • • • •

89(01)

transfers ASCII files; automatically adapts to host
modem, automatic log-on,
selective store and print,
error checking, remote takeover mode; supports elecIronic mail

176
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Only our Macrolink Intelligent Disk Controller (MIDC)
offers full software and disk pack
compatibility with the P-E IDC
system. Using such advanced
features as on-board ECC logic
and micro-coded bit slice technology, MIDC corrects errors of
up to 11 bits without operating
system overhead. And when you
plug this single-board controller
into your Series 3200 CPU, you

can mix or match four SMD
drives from independent
suppliers to put up to 2400
Mbytes on line.
MIDC is shipped from stock
with installation manual, cables
and a one-year limited warranty.
Of course, it comes complete
with the high reliability, tested
performance and attractive
pricing you'd expect from the
world leader in P-E interfaces.
Find out about the largest
family of P-E compatibles going-

including memory, COMM, tape
and more. Call today for prices
and details . MACROLINK INC.
1150 East Stanford Court ,
Anaheim, CA 92805-6887.
Telephone (714) 634-8080.
TWX 910-591-1671.
Installed and serviced
nationwide-call for details.

mmaetoUUnk"
CIRCLE NO. 94 ON INQUIRY CARD

Everything for Perkin-Elmer systems, except the computer.

Speed. Convenience. Productivity
All good intentions.All up in smoke.
Al l because too many personal
computers proved too much of a good
thing. Too much independence.
And not enough integration with your
corporate MIS system.
But depend on o ur Direct 1600
series to put out the fire.
In one compact unit we can pack
an MS-DOS"' and CP/M•-based computer, dual floppies, optional hard disk
system, modem, selectable 80/ 132
character display, and fu ll-featured
DEC o r HP terminal with DirectLink
communications software.
So everyone can run their favorite
personal computer programs. And

178

then transfer data and results between
the host computer and their desks.
Spread sheet calculations, reports,
corporate-wide data, all can be
exchanged without re-typing,
without errors. And without
the compatibility problems

so common when personal computers
and mainframes mix.
With just one piece of hardware
from one supplier, everybody gets what
they expected from personal computing. And from your MIS investment.
Call Direct at 800-538-8404 (408980-1414 in California). Or write us
at 4201 Burton Drive, Santa Clara,
California 95054.We' ll show you
how to travel the road to micromainframe integration.
Without getting burned.

DIRE~T
C> 1984 Direct, Inc. MS· DOS is a trademark o fMicrosofi Corp.
DEC is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. Cl)' M is a
registered trademark of Digital Research , Inc.
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TRANSEND 2

Transend Hayes,
Novation, Bell
212A/103/202
compatible

Apple DOS 3.3

• • • • • • •

•

149(01)

transfers ASCII, Apple DOS,
CP/M, Pascal files; other ca·
pabillties slmiliar to Transend
1

TRANSEN03

nan.end, Hayes,

Apple DOS 3.3

• • • • • • • • •

275(01)

eupport8 ta'181tte!ldecl Ille
.....,.,, ~mall;
ohir CIPllJlllllH almllar to

Ncwallon.

Bell 212Al103/202

1'IWllilnd 2

oomplllble
UNIQUE AUTOMATION PRODUCTS
15401 Redhill, Suite G
Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 730-1012

Remote Job Entry

848

201C, 208, leued

RT-11, TSX·
Plus, RSX

UAP·LINK

Bell 103, 212

MS-DOS,
CP/M-86,
TSX-Plus, RT,
RSX,
RSTS, VMS,
VM/CMS , TSO,
UNIX

EZSHAR

Bell 103, 212,
clrect COM8CI

RT-11, TSX·
Plus, RSX

• •

1,850(01)

• • • •

250(01)

automatically adapts to host
modem, automatic log-on,
error checking, data compression; handles binary files

from 500(01)

pnonallly modules adapt 1ID

• • •

8UIOmallc log-on, 8"0I'
ctleddng. IBM 2780 emulaIon

holt ~; suppor1s
p!ag18ftlllable funcllone
• • ""'*'81 emulallon
849

U.S. ROBOTICS INC.
1123 W . Washington
Chicago, IL 60607
(312) 733-0497
TELPAC

......

U.S. Aotlob.

Anohilr, Blzcomp

CP/M, CP/M-85,
MS·DOS,
IBM PC-DOS

• • • • • • • • •

79(01)

~ adapl9 llO

holt

modem. 8Utomlllc log-on,

lellicllYe atore. error chick·

Ing, 191111Jle lafat.oyer mode;

lliPPOl'tll eleOtrOnlc mall, Ille
tranllallon, bulletin boen:I
850

VM PERSONAL COMPUTING INC.
60 East 42nd St.
New York, NY 10165
(212) 697-4747
RELAY

.... flxon.

IBM PC-DOS

RIM:al-Vadlc

• • • • • • • • •

149(01)

aukxrlllllcllll adapl9 to hoat
modem, automatic log-on.

errar d1ecldng, remo191alce-

over; cen send, rec:eMt, edit.
prlnl dlller9nl lll8a slmullane851

VOLKS MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
202 Packets Court
Williamsburg, VA 10165
(212) 697-4747

moat modems
(Hayes

Smal'imodem

TRS·DOS,
LOOS, DOS+,
NEWOOS

• • • •

•

•

29.95(01)

epecllll oharaclel' modes; ...
leClMt.,... and prlnl, . .
moll lab-over mode; supportl electronlc mall,

nic:ommended)

terminal emulation
COMMWHIZ II

most modems
(Hayes
Smartmodem
recommended)

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

TRSDOS ,
LOOS, DOS +,
NEWDOS

• • • • • • • • •

automatic log-on, selective
store and print, error check·
ing, remote take-over; supports electronic mall, file
translation

179
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I

I

I

I

I

852

WINDMILL SOFTWARE INC.
2209 Leominster Dr.
Burlington , Ontario L7P 3WB Canads
(416) 336-3353
Vldeolink BB

MS-DOS, IBM
PC-DOS

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

59.95(01)

automatic log-on, aelec:tlve
llOr8 and prtnt; eupports
electlOnlc mall, Ille translation

180
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A DIFFERENT FACE
IN THE
OEM
ER CROWD.
HAVEN'T WE HELPED YOU YET?

computer equipment field. Now we
want to expand further and are look
ing for OEM partners to grow with us.
Bring us your spec's and we will deliver
what you ordered when you want it .

That may be changing soon ."KFC" has
invested 7 1h million
US$ since
1982 to create
200,000 square feet
of . modern factory
filled with the best

sure that you 'll be hearing lots about us in
the very near future.
Add to this 18
million US$ backup financing and a
track record that
made "KFC" the
largest plywood ex·
porter in Taiwan , and you can be

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

GROW WITH US I
We've got an innovative staff that is com mitted to custom design and high quality
production. To date our line includes switching power supplies, computer terminals ,
and systems. Our list of satisified customers
include some of the biggest names in the
CIRCLE NO. 97 ON INQUIRY CARD

Xuo

<:fen9

Cotpotatfon

12TH FL. , 62, TUNHWA N. RD ., TAIPEI, TAIWAN, R.O.C.
TEL: (02) 7l 1-l070 TELEX: 2222l KFCTPE
CABLE: "KFCTPE" TAIPEI
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SUPERMICROS
NEED TAPE.
HERE'SWHY.
Let's talk about back-up.
You're building a 16/32-bit
MULTIBUS®supermicro with a highcapacity (20 Mb or more) 51,/,&" Winchester.
And you're thinking about your backup strategy.
OSO would like to suggest that you
can't back up that much Winchester with
floppies.
Here's why.
It just takes too many floppies-20 or
40 (depending on capacity) to back up a
20 Mb Winchester.
Whether your customers back up
hourly, daily or weekly, they'll have data
spread across an unwieldy mess of
floppies.
Then, consider the time they'll waste
handling all those floppies.
A supermicro with floppy back-up
may be an idea your customers won't buy.
Fortunately, you have a neat, quick
alternative.
Tape.
To back up the same 20 Mb
Winchester, you only need one 1J&" tape
cartridge and four minutes.
Winchesters, floppies and tapeall on one board.
Now. If you' re ready to think about
the tape alternative for your MULTIBUS
system, you'll want to look at our three
RAMTRAC "' controller boards.

Each high performance RAMTRAC
board includes controllers for Winchesters, floppies and tape. You can choose
models for 51,/,&" or 8" media. Or a combination of both. And, of course, all models
include IA" tape.
Call DSD for details.
There's a lot more we could tell you
about the incredible performance characteristics of our RAMTRAC controllers.
And we will. Just call the DSD Sales Office
in your area for a copy of our RAMTRAC
controller data sheet.
Eastern Region Sales and Service:
Norwood, MA, (617) 769-7620. Central
Region Sales and Service: Dallas, TX,
(214) 980-4884. Western Region Sales:
Santa Clara, CA, (408) 727-3163.

DATA SYSTEMS DESIGN
INTtRNATIO NAL SALES: Australia 03/544 3444; Belgium and Luxembourg 021720 9038; C.uU1d1416/6251907; Denm1rk 02/63 22 33; Finland 90/88 50 U; Fnnce
03/411 545'; Hong Kong and Peoples Republic of ChiN 03/696231; Israel 52-52444; Italy 0214047648; Japan, Osalu 06/323170'1, Tokyo 03/3451411; Ndlledimds
02977-22456: New Zealand 04/693 008; Norw1y 02/78 94 60; Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia 224107'7; S!Wn 01/W 2412; Sweden Oll/38 OJ 7'0; Swi-i.nd
01/7414111; United Kingdom 7073/34774; West Germany ond Austria 0119/U04-0; Yugoslam 611263 261. RAMTRAC" is a trademark of Om Systems Dlsfcn. hll:.
MULTIBUS is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation.
@1911a Data Systems Design, Inc.

HOW TO MAKE
YOUR SUPERMICRO
LIVE UPTO ITS NAME.
Add DSD's RAMTRAC ™
MULTIBUS®controller.
You're building a supermicro. A
16/ 32-bit CPU on one end. And a highcapacity 51/ii" Winchester on the other.
Now, what are you going to put in
the middle? A plain vanilla controller?
That's a little like a Ferrari with a Ford
transmission. All show and not much go.
On the other hand, you could use
a controller that's especially built to wring
every last bit of performance out of
supermicros.
DSD's RAMTRAC controller.
It controls Winchesters, floppies and
tape. All on a single MULTIBUS board.
And it's packed with performance
features like pipelined architecture for
quick system throughput, support for the
new high-capacity 15-head Winchesters,
24-bit addressing to run with the most
powerful microprocessors, and 32-bit ECC.
Not to mention file oriented tape
transfers, on-board data separation, and a
whole lot more.

Match a RAMTRAC controller
to your application.
Our line of three RAMTRAC
controllers emulate Intel's®iSBC®215,
iSBX '"217 and iSBX"'218. And they're
compatible with all SA4601 SASSO,
SA 10001 and ST 506-type drives.
Just select the model that's right for
your application.
Model
5217
51/.i"
Winchester
51/.i"
Floppy
QIC-02
Tape

6217
51/.i"
8"

7217
8"
8"

QIC-02

QIC-02

Call DSD for details.
If your supermicro is going to live up
to its name, you really ought to take a look
at our RAMTRAC controllers, today. The
easiest way to do that is to call the DSD
Sales office in your area for a copy of our
RAMTRAC controller data sheet.
Eastern Region Sales and Service:
Norwood, MA, (617) 769-7620. Central
Region Sales and Service: Dallas, TX,
(214) 980-4884. Western Region Sales:
Santa Clara, CA, (408) 727-3163.
DEXPO® East 84
See Us at Booth #1404

DATA SYSTEMS DESIGN
INTIRNATIONAL SALES: Australia 03/544 3444; Belgium and Luxembourg 02/720 9038; Canada 416/625 1907; Denmark 02/ 63 22 J3; Finland 90/ 8850 11; Fronce
03/4115454; Hong Kong and Peoples Republic of China 03/696231; Israel 52-52444; Italy 02/4047648; Japan, Osaka 06/323 1707, Tokyo 03/ 3451411; Netherlands
02977-22456: New Zealand 04/693 008; Norway 02/78 94 60; Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia 2241077; Spain 01/433 2412; Sweden 08/ 38 03 70; Switzerla nd
01/741 41 11; United Kingdom 7073/34774; West Germany and Austria 089/1204-0; Yugoslavia 61/263 261. RAMTRAC" and Hy perDiagnoslics are tradem.rks of
Data Systems Design, Inc., Intel,' MULT IBUS,• iSBC' and iSBX • are trademarks of lnh!l Corporation.
• 1953 Data Systems Design, Inc.
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS

Two-wire full-duplex modem
simplifies voice and data
networking
Data-over-voice unit handles
asynchronous or synchronous transmission to 9,600 baud
Hank Morgan, Gandalf Technologies Inc.

Gandalf Technologies lnc.'s Line Miser data-overvoice units combine a local modem and frequency filters
to allow simultaneous data and voice transmissions on
one telephone-wire pair. The units generate data
channels above the voice spectrum and provide fullduplex, 9,600-baud asynchronous or synchronous data
transmission through frequency allocation. Line Misers

work in private-branch exchange (PBX) Centrex and
key telephone systems and are used in applications that
require data-over-voice transmission on a two-wire
modem.
How the units work

Line Misers transmit data signals over telephone
wires through a phase-coherent, frequency-shiftkeying modulation method (see "Methods of modula-

,--------~-------~,

I
LOW·PASS
FILTER

! TELEPHONE
WIRE PAIR
, _ ___

I

o-3.4 KHz

DIGITAL

FILTER

o.9,800 BPS

DATA FLOW

DIGITAL
MODULATOR

AMPLIFIER

I
BAND·PASS
FILTER
36·48 KHz

I
I

l_-~~~~~~-~R_E_M_O_T_E_Ll_N_E_M_IS~ER~~~~-~~-~J
Fig. 1. Line Misers use frequency filters for simultaneous voice and
full-duplex data transmissions on a telephone-wire pair. A digital
modulator converts data signals into two frequencies (tones)-<Jne for
spaces and another for marks. For full-duplex operation, remote units
transmit a pair of frequencies different from central units. Band-pass
filters differentiate between incoming and outgoing signals, and
low-pass filters prevent data from interfering with voice. A limiter
184

removes excessive amplitude variations from incoming data signals
before they enter the digital discriminator, which reconverts the
frequencies into the digital data pattern. A digital filter removes digital
components higher than 9,600 baud before the data signal leaves a
Une Miser. A transient suppressor in the central unit helps prevent
telephone-system noises from interfering with data communications.

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

tion," Page 186). A digital modulator in the transmitting unit changes the digital pattern of the data signals
into two frequencies (tones), one for marks (binary ls)
and another for spaces (binary Os). For full-duplex
operation, the remote Line Miser transmits two
frequencies different from those of the central unit. A
digital discriminator in the receiving unit reconverts

Line Misers transmit data signals over
telephone wires through a
phase-coherent, frequency-shiftkeying method.
the pair of frequencies into the original digital pattern
before sending the data signals to their destination.
Tracing data through the system (Fig. 1) shows that
digital data signals from the data-terminal equipment
(DTE) or host device enter a remote or central Line
Miser, respectively, through an RS232C interface. In
the remote-to-central direction, a digital modulator
converts the signal into a frequency pair of 36 KHz
(space) and 48 KHz (mark). In the central-to-remote
direction, the frequency pair is 84 KHz (space) and 96
KHz (mark). An amplifier increases the amplitude of
the frequency pair and sends it through a band-pass
filter that permits the passage of only that pair. Each
Line Miser has two band-pass filters of 36 to 48 KHz
and 84 to 96 KHz. These filters discriminate between

·- - - - - - - -----

The remote Line Miser measures 5:Y4 by 111h by 2% inches and fits
under a standard desk telephone.

the outgoing and incoming data channels in full-duplex
operation.
The frequencies then go out over the telephone lines,
where the amplitude of the data-signal level decreases
in proportion to the distance the signal travels. The
receiver sensitivity of Line Misers permits the recovery
of signals having a loss as great as 55 dB. This allows
for a separation distance between the remote and
central units of 18,000 feet.
When the transmitted frequency pair reaches the
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used by the incoming data signals and converts them
into the original digital data pattern. A digital filter
removes digital components higher than 9,600 bits per
second before the data signals leave the Line Miser
through the RS232C interface.
Simultaneous voice and data transmissions are possible because the data channels carrying the frequency
pairs are above the 4-KHz audio band. Low-pass, 0- to
3,400-Hz filters maintain the integrity of voice communications because the data-frequency pairs on the
telephone circuit do not pass through them. Thus, the
data signals do not interfere with the voice signals. The

DATA COMMUNICATIONS

receiving unit, it passes through the band-pass filter for
incoming frequencies. A limiter removes excess ·amplitude variations from the signal, so that a relatively
constant voltage level enters the digital discriminator.
The digital discriminator detects the two frequencies

Methods of modulation
Modulation is the process by which
a characteristic of one sine wave is
varied In relation to that of another
sine wave. In the case of data
transmissions via modems, a characteristic, such as amplitude, of an
analog sine wave varies In accordance with the digital pattern of the
data signal. At the simplest level, two
variations of the characteristic are
used, one for a space (0) and another
for a mark (1).
The three basic modulation techniques are amplitude modulation
(AM), phase modulation (PM) and
frequency -modulation (FM). Most
modems use one or a combination of
these techniques. The main advantage of amplitude modulation is its low
Implementation cost. However, AM is
not common in modems because it
typically requires a large bandwidth
and is suitable only for low-speed
transmissions. AM also has a low
noise tolerance. AM can sometimes
be used as a variable with another
modulation technique to speed a data
transmission within a bandwidth.
PM, which varies the phase of a
frequency carrier, has good noise
immunity but requires a large
bandwidth. Encoding-transmitting
several phase shifts rather than one
phase for marks and another for
spaces-ls normally used to reduce
the bandwidth and allow high data
rates. Each shift represents two or
more data bits, and the degree of the
shift corresponds to the Information
contained in the data signal.
For example, phase shifts of 90,
180, 270 and 360 degrees could be
used to transmit 00, 01, 10 and 11,
respectively. The receiver must detect
each phase shift as It occurs to permit
transmissions at reasonably fast data
rates. The receiver detects each shift
by referencing the original carrier
phase. PM modems are best-suited
for synchronous data transmissions
because the modems must operate at
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fixed data rates and be synchronized
with each other to permit rapid shift
detection and decoding. In addition,
the complexity of the decoding and
detection circuitry results In high
implementation costs.
FM Is achieved by shifting frequencies above and below a given center
frequency while maintaining a virtually
constant amplitude. FM uses a lower
bandwidth per data rate without
encoding and is considerably less
expensive to Implement than Is PM.
Moderns using FM are relatively
simple to design for operation above
voice frequencies. Most modems use
the frequency-shift-keying (FSK) FM

technique. In an FSK modem, the
carrier simply shifts between two
frequencies (tones)-one for mark
and the other for space. FM modems
need not be synchronized.
Phase-coherent FSK occurs when
there is no forced phase change In the
carrier signal when the frequency
changes; any new frequency that is
generated follows the phase of the
previous frequency. The frequency
components resulting from phase
changes are thus eliminated. Higher
data rates are possible because
phase-coherent modems can detect
frequencies with a minimum number
of cycles, sometimes as few as one.
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1000
FLOPPY DISKS

vs.

THE BANK:

Sa~ngs you can take to the bank: 200
MB only $2,195. CORVUS is proud to

disks commonly available for microcomputers. You can use the BANK to
introduce the BANK.
complement a Winchester disk. It has
It's the most dramatic breakthrough
19 times the capacity.
inlowcost,highcapacitymassmemory
And the BANK's cartridges are resystems since CORVUS introduced the
movable for unlimited capacity and
Winchester d isk for microcomputers
storage.
in 1979.
On-line archival back-up you can
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If your Winchester disk fails, you
information.That's equal to 1000 double
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contents of the hard disk.
The BANK is the perfect solution
to your back-up storage problems as a
shared storage device on OMNINET™
the leading Local Area Network for
microcomputers.
Call CORVUS for the name of the
dealer nearest you . We're sure you'll
smile ... all the way to the bank.
For more information contact:
CORVUS SYSTEMS, 2100 Corvus Drive,
San Jose, CA 95124, 1-800-4-CORVUS.
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filters also help to limit interference to the data from
ringing and dialing signals, PBX switch noises and
on-/off-hook operation. A transient suppressor (a filter
that removes transient, or odd, frequencies) in the
central unit and the band-pass filters in both units
assist in this function.
Modems link network resources

Environments employing Line Misers typically use a
pair of the units to provide computer access to a
terminal. This configuration is practical when a terminal's location makes installing cables physically or
economically impractical. A rack-mounted Line Miser
sells for $245; a standalone version, $295.
In a large environment, multiple pairs of units can
provide computer access to DTE dispersed throughout
a building, a building complex or a campus. A telephone
need not be present for the DTE to use the telephone
lines for data transmissions; Line Misers can connect

directly to telephone lines and can be used strictly as
two-wire modems.
Line Misers can also be used with data-switching
devices to provide DTE with access t o all the resources
of a data network. When installed with a data PBX, for
example, Line Misers are gateways to data-networking
resources such as local and remote computers, wordprocessing equipment and X.25 networks (Fig. 2) . Line
Misers also provide access to the resources interfaced
to other local and remote data PBXs in a network. The
data PBX/Line Miser systems can be added in parallel
to analog voice PBXs, an application that may be more
cost-effective than upgrading to integrated voice/data
PBXs.
0

Hank Morgan is a product line manager
for transmission products at the marketing division of Gandalf Technologies Inc.,
Wheeling , Ill.

REMOTE
LINE
1--T-E-LE_P_H_O_N_E-~
MISER
WIRE PAIR

MODEM

Fig. 2. Line Misers and a data private-branch exchange link
data-terminal equipment (DTE) to various information resources over
a pair of telephone wires. A data PBX is a data-switching device that
188

provides switching and contention-handling for DTE seeking access
to information resources . Une Miser-equipped DTE can access any
resource in such a network.
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ADC's standard-setting disk handling
peripheral that allows any computer
to mass-produce diskette copies!
Now PC-to -minicomputer users can easily make either multiple
8" or 5!4'' " f/oppie coppies "- and convert the RDH-100S from one
to another in under 4 minutes!

Single-Format Software Developers, System Integrators and Large
Distributed System Users: Your computer can get the added
capability of " Floppie Coppier™" with the simple R8232 interface
of ADC 's high-performance Robotic Disk Handler-Model 1008.
Automatically loading and unloading up to 100 diskettes without
operator intervention, the RDH-1008 uses patented gentle fingers
that eliminate the disk destruction risk of other, not-so-sophisticated handlers. The
RDH-1008 is highly reliable , too-over 4000 hours MTBF and only 0.5 hours MTTR!
Multiple Format Users: ADC offers you both low-volume and high-volume " Floppie
Coppier" systems to choose from -the IC-455 controls simultaneous dual sided
copying of 8", 51/4' and 3'h" diskettes . ADC 's IC-475 loads all your floppy data into
a built-in winchester which can then direct the RDH-100S to produce the desired
number of copies for e·ach successive floppy. And for high-volume production ,
ADC's new Series 4000 can control up to 16 simultaneous diskette handlers-each
w ith its own built-in ROH - and you can copy both sides of double-sided diskettes
at oncei
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Whatever your " Floppie Coppier" needs, ADC has the system to suit you-and
y ou 're assured of high-speed efficient duplication with the Robotic Disk Handler!

14272 Chambers Road, Tustin, CA 92680
(7 14 ) 731-9000

First and still foremost in media duplication and test technology

•

UNPARALLELED 8-INCH WINCHESTER DRIVE
CAPACITYAND PERFORMANCE.
The drive is on. Your
customers expect more
and more from computer
systems today. And one
of the best ways to stay
ahead is to specify 8-inch
Winchester drives from
NEC Information Systems.
Take the D2257, for
example. It provides 167.7
megabytes of storage with access
time of 20 milliseconds. It's the
highest capacity available at any
speed. And it's available right
now - in volume.

Proven reliability from the
people who make Spinwriter.
Throughout the computer industry,
NEC's Spinwriter means superior
quality and reliability.
So its not surprising
our 8-inch Winchester
drives perform at two
to three times the
industry's MTBF.
And our average
repair time is
just 30 minutes.
That means
lower service
costs and increased customer
satisfaction.

We use a conventional SMD
interface.
So our drives are easy to use.
It's simple to integrate NEC's
8-inch Winchester drives into your
system. The reason is our standard
Storage Module Device (SMD)
type interface.
In addition, you wind up with
significant savings in installation,
packaging, maintenance and costof-ownership.

NEC. Technology drives us.
NEC has been pioneering
advancements in electronics for

An evaluation
unit will be shipped
within 72 hours from the
time your PO is received.

Choose from four high
performance capacities:
25.7, 42.5, 85.0 and 167.7 MB.

almost 85 years. We've been developing
disk drives since 1959.
Our8-inch
Winchester drive
technology is state-ofthe-art, .while other
NEC drives

incorporate such advanced technology as
plated media, thin-film heads and optical
recording.
Clearly, NEC remains at the leading
edge.
For more information on NEC 8-inch
and 51/4-inch Winchester and flexible
drives, or the name of your nearest NEC
representative, call 1-800-343-4418 (In
Massachusetts, call 617-264-8635). You'll
find out why more and more OEM's are
saying "NEC and me."

A standard SMD interface,
standard forms factor and
low de power requirements
mean easy system
integration.
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NEC
AllD
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NEC Information Systems. Inc.
1414 Massachusetts Avenue
Boxborough , MA 01719

WORK FAST.
BUT WORK SMART.
You've got to work fast to get ahead in the systems and subsystems business. But you'll just spin your wheels if you don't also
work smart.
That's why disk drive vendor selection is so important.
And VERTEX is the smart choice.
We work fast. In our first full year of production we will
deliver over 30,000 30MB, 50MB and 70MB V100 5V4"
Winchesters. That's because the V100 was designed
intelligently with a low parts count, simple assembly
procedure and "off the shelf" components. This design
approach provides greater manufactureability, but it also
means higher reliability and margins.
Our new V2100 100MB 5V4" Winchester is an
extension of this design philosophy. The V2100 family is
based upon our VJOO family. By increasing bit density and
implementing the ST412HP interface (with 10Mbit/second
transfer rate) we've maintained our four-platter, eight-head
configuration. So you get lower cost and higher reliability.
And since few changes were made to upgrade the
V100 family to the V2100, we'll be able to get up the high
volume production ramp faster.
Speaking of fast ... the V2100 also has a 25msec average
access time (including settling) and a microprocessor interface
that starts head arm movement at the first seek pulse.
Every VERTEX drive is backed by the best Winchester engineering and manufacturing team in the business. So get
your system and sub-system plans going now. Call
us at (408) 942-0606. Or write VERTEX, 2150 Bering
Drive, San Jose, CA 95131.
It's the smart decision.

VERTEX
PERIPHERALS
You Can Plan On Us . ..
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Modem-expansion boards
simplify system integration
Reflecting PC-driven technology,
modem-expansion boards offer system integrators
increased communications capacity, wider flexibility
and easier interfacing

Dan M. Bowers, Bowers Engineering Co.

One of the fastest-growing areas of communication
equipment is modem-expansion boards, which the
personal and small computer markets are increasingly
affecting. Many computer manufacturers and thirdparty vendors offer these completely engineered and
fully functional modems on a PC card for use with
popular computers. The PC cards, which are physicallyelectrically - and software -compatible with the associated computer, plug into an empty slot that the
computer manufacturer provides.
Selecting a modem-expansion board

Today's digital data-communications systems perform the same functions as primitive hand-designed
systems did in 1962. However, today's systems perform
these functions less expensively, an order of magnitude
faster and much more reliably and accurately. They
also perform them according to standards that have
evolved over the past 20 years. Standards committees
legislated some of these standards; major companies
imposed others.
Several factors are important in choosing a modem,
including baud rate, interface compatibility, intelligence and package content. Users selecting a modem
for system applications should consider data communications as a subsystem within the computer system.
They should then make specifications of and trade-offs
with that subsystem, just like any other. After they
define the system, they should view each subsystem as
a separate problem in system design.
A data-communications subsystem typically includes
modems, communications processors, multiplexers,
concentrators, remote-terminal interfaces, a central
processor interface, communications links, systems,
procedures and personnel protocols.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

What's in a modem?

Users should choose a modem by analyzing system
requirements, regardless of the modem's physical
specifications. Features important to system performance might not be as readily available in modemexpansion boards as in modem modules. Accordingly, a
trade-off in integration occurs when the user weighs
performance against physical form. To solve a communications problem by brute force, a user could simply buy
fast modems and lines, large buffer memories and
separate communications processors. The integration
challenge, though, is for users to select the lowestpriced, most reliable system for their jobs. They should
consider three primary system characteristics: the
basic system functions for which the modem is needed,
the additional features, such as easier integration, that
might enhance the modem's performance and options
that are necessary in some situations but not in others
and, thus, perform functions that another part of the
system could perform if necessary.
Evaluating basic functions

Users should also evaluate eight basic functions when
comparing modem-expansion boards: transmission
speed, connection means, modulation method, transmission mode, line and network compliance, interface
protocols, communications line and cost.
• Transmission speed. Manufacturers offer hundreds of modems that transmit at speeds as high as
1,200 baud. Such systems offer virtually unlimited
physical configurations and functional features. Several
manufacturers offer 1,800- and 2,400-baud units. They
claim these systems operate reliably over the dial-up
network, but users should be cautious. New modems
incorporate automatic adaptive equalization for better
reliability. Operation at 2,400 baud over dedicated lines
is successful. For at least six years, manufacturers have
193
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Fig. 1. Modem-expansion boards,
such as Rixon lnc.'s PC212A LSI
card unit, typically plug directly in·
to a personal computer such as
the IBM PC. The PC212A features
an integral modem dialer and two
asynchronous serial interface
ports in one card slot.

been providing modems that operate at 4,800 and 9,600
baud over dedicated lines. Modems in carefully controlled environments can transmit at 19.2K baud, but
most minicomputer and microcomputer systems do not
require these high speeds.
• Connection means. Quick-connection/-disconnection for portable or occasional use generally calls for
acoustic couplers and 300-baud modems. However,
manufacturers are now offering wired-in modems using
standard telephone jacks, which are easily connected
and removed. Most modems use continuous-duty and
fixed equipment, which are hard-wired to the lines.
• Modulation method. From a user's viewpoint, the
asynchronous and frequency-shift keying methods are
effective at low speeds because those methods are
easier to accomplish than synchronous and phase-shift
keying (PSK). Synchronous and PSK methods are used
at high speeds because they achieve higher data rates.
System integration and programming considerations
might make one method more desirable.
• Transmission mode. Users seldom select the
simplex transmission mode because it does not provide
acknowledgement from the other end, which most
communications system require. The advantage of the
full-duplex mode over the half-duplex mode is that
full-duplex more than doubles the data rate. But, since
it requires the equipment on both ends to have separate
Fig. 2. Prices as a function of modem speed or baud rate vary.
Modem-expansion boards cluster in the 1,200-baud and lower zone.
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transmit and receive data channels, it also causes a
modest increase in cost and complexity.
• Line and network compliance. Compliance with
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. standards is
useful in general-purpose applications because it improves the odds of finding a compatible modem on the
other system's end. If an application requires specific
networks to be accessed, compliance with their standards and protocols is needed. But a user can choose his
own line protocols if the communications system is
entirely within the user's domain. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) certification also addresses electrical-connection compliance problems. For example, if a modem is not FCC-certified, a user must
insert a data-access-arrangement (DAA) box-that can
cost half as much as the modem-to connect to the
public telephone system.
• Interface protocols. Modem-expansion boards are
interfaced to specific computers. Some manufacturers
also offer modems for particular computers, but most
modems offer the standard RS232 interface that is
available on virtually all computers.
• Communications line. Manufacturers of mainstream and modem-expansion boards provide units that
work on the public direct-dial telephone system. Other
modems find use on dedicated telephone lines, private
lines, twisted-pair wire, microwave links and fiberoptic links. In choosing a modem to operate on the
direct-dial network, the user need not consider line
parameters because they are already defined, but he
must specify whether the equipment will operate on the
common push-button or on the rotary dialing system.
In any direct-line system, he must also evaluate
line-conditioning requirements, line turnaround time,
filtering and equalization methods, transmission distances and projected error rates.
• Cost. Data-communications cost is a combination
of modem cost, line costs and computer system
resource values that support the modem and line. For
example, a $1,000 modem with buffering and auto-dial
might result in a lower-priced total system than a $300
bare-bones modem that requires more processor time.
Typical single-unit prices for functional modems (excluding chip sets and built-ins) are: 300-baud acoustic
coupler: $200, bare-bones 300-baud modem module:
$300, 300- to 1,200-baud modem-expansion board: $400,
bare-bones 1,200-baud modem module: $500, 300- to
1,200-baud modem module with added options: $800,
MINI-MICRO SYSTEM S/March 1984

''YES I BOUGHT THE COLORWARE'"1024.
WHY DO YOU ASK?''
With a highly visible decision like color
graphics terminals, you want to make the
brightest choice.
That's our Colorware 1024. It's the
Colorware terminal designed for the most
demanding tasks. Like CAD/CAE. Animation. And solids modeling.
With over 16 million colors displayable
256 at a time on its 1024 x 768 pixel screen,
it's perfect for precision graphics.
Generating complex, layered designs is
simple and straightforward because of its
eight-memory-plane architecture. Layout is
accurate and fast with its independent green
line grid. And design manipulation is easy
with its zoom, pan and scroll.
Additional standard tools: three selectable
cursors and 256 user-defined symbols that
give you the flexibility to work smarter.
Colorware. The compatible family of three
terminals and one stand-alone system that
provides full support and expandability for
most any color graphics application.
All with features that outshine the
competition. At prices that make it
fade away.
Call us for a brochure at
800/538-1730 or408/733-3555 (in CA)
or write to AED, Inc. at 440 Potrero
Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
Colorware enhances your ideas, f"''":~~;;;:::;::
talents and creativity.
Believe us, it'll show.

AED COLORWARE
Colorware 1s a lrademark ol AED, Inc.

1024
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2,400-baud module: $1,000, 4,800-baud module: $2,500,
9,600-baud module: $3,500.
Examining additional features

Additional modem features for a user to examine
depend on system requirements. One such feature is
automatic answering, which is available at little
additional cost and proves useful in most applications.
However, if a user selects this feature, he must make
sure that the receiving system is prepared to handle the
interruption of incoming calls. Automatic dial-up is
another convenient and useful feature, although not as
widely available as auto-answer. In some sophisticated
modems, a file of numbers to be called resides in the
modem rather than in the computer. Some modems
allow the choice of manual or automatic dialing.
Filtering and equalization are also significant developments. The telephone company incorporates analog
circuits into modems to accommodate the data signal
and the electrical characteristics (capacitance, inductance, resistance and delay) of the telephone lines and
the connected equipment. However, electrical characteristics differ-sometimes widely-for each connection. Modem-equalization circuits were until recently
designed to represent average line characteristics,

making communications over poor line connections
impossible. The simplest solution was to play "telephone roulette"-break off, re-dial and hope for a
better connection. Some new modems offer dynamic
and automatic equalization, in which the modem senses
the line conditions and adjusts equalization.
Another feature, automatic receive-speed selection,
lets some modems adapt to any incoming data rate. It is
useful if an application requires communication with a
variety of networks and databases but not in a typical
captive system.
Adding channels to a modem can be a mixed blessing.
Although modems have for decades used a low-speed
reverse-signaling channel to acknowledge messages
and to signal errors, some current modems offer
low-speed forward channels that operate simultaneously with the principal high-speed channel. But, because
other means of accomplishing this task-multiplexing,
for example--are available, this feature is useful only in
special situations.
Another capability of current modems is transmitting
simultaneous voice and data using two lines. The
decision to incorporate this feature into a modem is
purely cost-based: line costs vs. increased modem cost.
Most modems have simple test facilities, and microprocessor-based versions have sophisticated diagnostics. System integrators should decide whether the
modem or the computer should provide diagnostics and
test capability.

Fig. 3. Functional categories of a modem show chip-set capabilities as a subset of typical modem capabilities (B).
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offer such extras as stored dictionaries of as many as 99
phone numbers and their communication parameters
and automatic adjustment to received-data characteristics. All modems offer manual, pulse and tone dialing.
• Most modems come with the necessary software;
The list of modem capabilities, options and expan- others are host-dependent, requiring no separate
sions, is lengthy. Others include buffer data storage, software.
• Diagnostics range from non-existent to excellent,
encryption, decryption, data compression, network
control, polling control and automatic changeover to a without correlation to price.
• Prices range from $239 to $689, with most selling
redundant modem.
for around $450. Options can bring the price to $1 ,100.
Analyzing modem-expansion boards
• About half of all modem manufacturers offer
A survey of the modem-expansion board field standalone versions of their modem expansion-boards.
• Manufacturers claim modems' consumption of
reveals:
• Personal computers are the principal driving force power ranges from "negligible," "not worth mentionbehind modem-expansion boards. Most modems are ing" and "unknown" to 3W to 5W. Users are responsible
made for the IBM Corp. 's PC and PCjr; PC- for ensuring that the power consumed by the modem
compatibles, such as those from CompaQ Computer plus the power consumed by expanded memory boards,
Corp., Columbia Data Products Inc. and Corona Data disk controller boards and the like do not exceed the
Systems Inc.; and Apple Computer Inc. 's Apple II and computer's power-supply capacity.
Ile. A few modems are available for Hewlett-Packard
Looking at typical applications
Co. systems and the S-100 bus.
Modem expansion-boards fill a niche in computer
• Most modems operate asynchronously at 300 or at
1,200 baud in full-duplex mode. Fewer than half of system integration for personal computer users needavailable products operate in half-duplex mode. Most ing only to communicate data with no desire to design

Modem development was evolutionary
It has been more than 20 years
since Bell Laboratories made digital
data communications over telephone
lines commercially available. It has
been 15 years since the decision in
Carterfone vs. American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. legalized the use of
non-Bell equipment. During its first
five years, the breadbox-sized
modem operated in half-duplex mode
over private lines and squeezed data
transmission at 1,200 baud with
reasonable accuracy-if there were
no electrical storms, nearby trolley
lines or sunspots. Users could double
equipment and lines for full-duplex
mode.
Users approached the dial-up
network cautiously. These modemstrue modulator-demodulators-converted all input digital data to two-tone
analog form for transmission over the
voice telephone lines and reconverted
it to digital form at the receiver.
System designers had to solve the
problems of data synchronization,
character coding, redundancy checking, error checking, poll-response
protocols, answer-back and acknowledgement because standard conventions and software packages did not
exist.
Since the Bell System then owned
the phone lines, users could connect
only Bell equipment to those lines.
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The first device to circumvent Bell's
monopoly-the acoustic couplerconverted digital data to two-tone
acoustic form, which was then
coupled to a standard telephone
handset. The acoustic coupler made
no electrical connections to the Bell
lines and enabled voice-frequency
data to be sent over lines intended for
voice only. However, users were not
satisfied with the acoustic coupler's
100- to 300-baud data rates. Bell then
began offering 1,200 and 2,400-baud
modems for private-line use.
The years following the Carterfonevs.-AT&T decision saw Bell and
numerous independent companies
improving modem speed and reliability and reducing cost. Reliable
private-line operation became available at 2,400, 4,800 and 9,600 baud,
with dial-up-line technology costing
about half the top private-line rates.
Cost was reduced to 50 cents to $1
per bit per second. Manufacturers
limited the features and conveniences
of modems to full-duplex, reverse
signaling, automatic answering and
elementary test facilities, but they also
offered a wide variety of multiplexers
and concentrators that provided
convenient packaged-system features. Manufacturers and OEMs
packaged modems to fit into terminals, processors and peripherals.

Despite the ready availability of
wired-in modems, though, the slow
acoustic coupler survived because of
its low cost and convenience in
portable applications.
The mid-1970s' microprocessor
revolution came at the right time for
the modem industry. Because of the
mature communications technology
and the solid, rapidly growing
computer market, manufacturers
could offer moderns enhanced with
many on-board features using microcomputer technology.
New developments took three
forms. First, improved modern features included multiple channels ,
physical and data compatibility with
various computers and terminals,
digital filtering and equalization ,
combined voice and digital communication, automatic receive-speed selection and automatic changeover to a
redundant modem. Second, modems
took over some features multiplexers
and concentrators had once handled.
They included buffer storage and data
compression. Third, modems took
over some functions that the computer formerly handled. They included
line- and network-protocol handling
and polling, error checking and data
redundancy, automatic dial-up,
encryption, decryption, diagnostics
and testing.
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all t~is talk has resulted in _very little action.
Until now. Today a leader m the SMD
market is offering their OEM customers the
option of the SCSI Interface. That leader is Fujitsu America Inc.
SCSI, the ANSI-approved small computer systems interface,
is a byte wide intelligent interface designed for host computer systems
and peripheral units and can
f transfer data at up to 2MB/s. The
·
computer and peripherals are interconnected on an eight port matrix bus, which enables any port
to initiate communication to any of the other seven ports.
Fujitsu America now offers the state-of-the art SCSI
interface option on the high performance 8" M2312
drive which has a capacity of 84 MB and an average
positioning time of 20ms. Previously this drive was
only available with an SMD interface.
A significant advantage of the SCSI interface is that it reduces the cost of interconnecting the
drive to a computer. The integral SCSI controller replaces the need for an SMD controller. The only other
requirement is a low cost host adapter.
Fujitsu America is committed to keeping you on the
leading edge of disk drive technology. So whether you stand up
for SCSI or for SMD, you can always count on Fujitsu . .. for innovation, for technical leadership, and above all for enduring quality.
For more information contact the Fujitsu America Sales Office
nearest you . Northwest: (408) 988-8100, East Coast: (617) 229-6310,
Southwest: (714) 558-8757. Europe: 44-11493-1138.

FUJITSU
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systems. Other solutions include using acoustic couplers, freestanding modem modules and integral
modems.
Modem-expansion boards cannot meet the needs of
applications involving high data rates, sophisticated
networking protocols or complex networks of terminals
or computers.
Systems and equipment that are custom-designed for
particular applications and intended to be manufactured and sold in volume generally deserve customdesigned and -packaged integral modems based on chip
sets, even though modem-expansion boards could meet
their functional requirements. Manufactured in sufficient volume, custom-designed integral modems yield
higher profit margins than modem-expansion boards.
Further, design engineers might not buy a packaged
modem when they could instead create products to
exact system functional requirements.
Modem market consolidates and grows

Although the modem industry is mature, it is not
static; four trends could alter its landscape.
The first trend is toward faster modems. Use of
captive in-house coaxial lines, microwave links or

fiber-optic networks could provide data rates of tens of
kilobauds. But mainstream applications use 2. 7-KHzbandwidth public lines. Using a 1,200-baud modem, a
user must wait 16 seconds for a standard CRT screen
fill; using a 2,400-baud unit, it takes 8 seconds. Higher
speeds should spawn circuitry and device improvements, digital correlation and pattern-processing techniques. Once the effective data rate over the dial-up
network reaches about 4,800 baud, pressure for further
improvement should wane.
The second trend is toward one-chip modems.
Manufacturers will be able to build such modems into
all equipment, and independent modem manufacturers
will fall on hard times.
Third, many single-product, simple-modem vendors
should disappear. Broad-spectrum communications
equipment manufacturers, however, will survive and
strengthen because of their expertise in sophisticated
systems. A market will still exist for independently
supplied, unsophisticated modems from communications equipment manufacturers.
Finally, modems will provide more sophistication at
lower cost. Competition in the high end among a
handful of companies will produce the same results. D

Dan M. Bowers is an engineering consultant with Bowers
Engineering Co., Fairfield, Conn.

Solid·State
Disc
Replacement
Dramatic increases in throughput.
Outstanding
reliability.
• Capacities to 80
megabytes
• 10 megabytes in
7-inch chassis
• Interfaces to most
minicomputers
Battery back-up
When used as a disc replacement, the high speed, nonrotating MegaRam provides the software compatibility of a
disc with the performance of main memory. Ideal for
wapping, scratch files, overlay storage, process control,
telecommunications, graphics, data acquisition, array
processing, etc.
Let us show you how the MegaRam can enhance the
performance of your computer while providing outstanding
reliability.

Imperial Technology, Inc.
831 S. Douglas Street • El Segundo,
California 90245 ·Telephone: (213) 536-0018
200
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PLUG THE/'181 PC'INTIJ
YBUR MULTIBUS CllAsSIS
MULTIBUS USERS: You now have the tJ;.i resources of the
IBM PC

or PC XT to use ln your MULTIBUS sylitem. The

processing power of the PC coupled with}lt• peripheral 1/0
and extensilie roftware .supPort makes it an'excellent choice
as the master processor or !:Q-proceuor itf'.yout MULTIBUS
application.
·
·
• lke the PC ·MACRO ASSEM)
BLEA and PC DOS debtig
facHities to develop , and test:
yoyr MULTIBUS software</ 1

•

• Dire'Cttv address MULTiliu§f;
meinory at though It were PC;
me"191"Y,

• A

An BK dual port concurrent
_,,., $latic RAM serves u a
OMA buffer or as additional
PC or MULTIBUS memory.
de$~ top

MULTIBUS ~bi ·

'1•t designed to rnatch the
styling of the IBM PC i• available as an op-~ion.

• Dlrllcily address MULTIBUS
1/Q cards as though they ...,re

PCA/0 cards.

Contact BIT 3 for details.

rnoen-3IDDDD
Mlnu1'-re11 Reps
lnqUir!- IMited.
IBMisau........... ofllM(:oril.

8120 PENN AVE. SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55'31

(81;!1881-8955
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EMULEX TALKS DEC
BIG SURPRISES COME IN SMALL PACKAGES ...
Response to the Emu/ex SABRE™keeps getting better all the time. Originally intended for LSl-11 and
LSl-11123 PLUS, this "do-it-all" storage subsystem is now being welcomed with open arms by users of the
just-introduced MICRO/PDP..11.
Why all the excitement? A quick glance at the specs tells all ... DEC offers 10 megabytes on a 5X-inch
Winchester, the RD51. SABRE gives you over three times the capacity- 31.2 megabytes on a 5X-inch
Winchester-and an access rate that's twice as fast. For backup, DEC offers the RX50 dual 400-kilobyte
diskette, while SABRE has a unique 10.4-megabyte 8-inch cartridge drive. Not only is its transfer rate
five times faster than the RX50, but it holds 20 times more data.
And how does SABRE stack up to streaming X-inch tape? It offers the advantages of a random access device.
What's more, unlike floppies or tapes, the SABRE cartridge can double as primary storage whenever
you are pressing the upper limit of your fixed-disk capacity. These benchmarks are discussed in detail in
a special Emu/ex report. Write to us for your free copy.
FLEXIBLE FLYER ...
The removable part of the SABRE is a flexible disk with Bernoulli heads. It gives you floppy-type economy,
with Winchester-type capacities and transfer rates. That makes it perfect for program loading, data exchange,
fixed-disk backup and data storage. Couple this to SABRE's other advantages and you have a system
that's equivalent to a fully expanded, four-drive RL02 cartridge subsystem. In one-eighth the space. Requiring only one-fourth the power. With significantly increased flexibility.
ENHANCED CARTRIDGE, IMPROVED RELIABILITY. ..
Shock and vibration resistant, the standard SABRE cartridge is an advanced, lubricated version that has
been continuously rewritten and read for over 500 hours without an error. (A special head-cleaning cartridge takes less than five minutes to restore the drive to its Winchester-level reliability specifications.) The
cartridge costs only half the price of a DEC RL02 14-inch cartridge.
HAVE IT YOUR WAY. ..
SABRE is a compact desktop enclosure with it~swn integral power
supply. This makes it an ideal add-on device for e users (dealers and
distributors take note!). For OEMs there's the adv, f,age of a single
SCSI interface for both SABRE subsystem devices. nd OEMs can purchase the SABRE in a variety of configurations, with or without drives.
The SABRE bipolar, microprocessor-based host adapter-a single
quad-wide board embedded in the QBus backplane-:-can, in fact, support
up to five additional SCSI-compatible peripherals oq the same bus. Completely transparent to all the
standard LSl-11 operating systems, including RT11, RSX11M and RSTS/E, and nearly all standard UNIX
device drivers.
FROM THE EMULEX FILE ...
Onward and upward. Emu/ex revenues for the second quarter of fiscal 1984 were over $15. 5 million, more
than double those of a year ago. Net earnings were up 154%. Two new buildings have been added to our
manufacturing facilities in Puerto Rico, a new sales-and-service headquarters has been opened in England,
and a site has been selected in Ireland for a new European manufacturing operation.

;)€
EMULEX
3545 Harbor Blvd , PO. Box 6725
Costa Mesa, California 92626
Toll-free (800) 854-711 2, in Calif. (714 ) 662-5600 .
GSA Contract # GSOOK8401S5575
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""DEC. LSl ·ll , PDP-11 , RL02 , RX50. OBus. AT11 . RSX11M and ASTS/E are lrademarks of 01g1tal Equipment Corpora11on UNIX 1s a lrademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories
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Statistical Multiplexers From Paradyne
Paradyne's series of
Intelligent Networking
Multiplexers is now a family of
network solutions. With User
Switching and Auto Rerouti_ng,
hundreds, even thousands of your
employees and customers can
depend on your network.
User Switching For Efficient
Communications. To be productive
you need computer resources . User
Switching provides a way for users
to tap into the variety of your
company's resources, regardless of
where those computer resources
are in the network. Paradyne's
DCX multiplexers find the most
efficient communications path
to each computer.
Auto Rerouting Means
Increased Productivity. Auto
rerouting maintains the connection
to the computer and insures user
productivity in the face of degraded
telco lines. When a link fails, DCX
automatically looks for alternate
routes in the network to reroute
communications traffic, insuring
continued productivity.

Advanced Networking
Diagnostics. Paradyne offers
the most advanced networking
diagnostics in today's market Both
data and controls can be viewed
to and from any channel in the
network. Problems at a remote site
can be isolated and diagnosed
through DC X, quickly and easily.
Productivity and Efficiency.
Another Paradyne systems solution.
If you would like to know more
about Paradyne's Series of Intelligent Networking Multiplexers call
1-800-482-3333. We'll answer
your questions and give you the
location of the Paradyne sales
office nearest you.
CIRCLE NO. 74 ON INQUIRY CARD

DCX 815 ... four or eight channels.
DCX 825 ...four to 32 channels .
DCX 840 ... 240 channel data
networking exchange. DCX 850...
240 channel intelligent networking processor. DCX 861 .. .four or
eight channel statistical multiplexer with an integrated 9,600
bps modem. DCX 871 ...four to 32
channels with integrated 9,600
bps modem. And Paradyne's NEW
T1 Multiplexer ... combining the
channel capacity of T1 facilities
with the versatility and networking capabilities of the DCX
product line.

Paradyne Corporation P.O. Box 1347
8550 Ulmerton Road, Largo, FL 33540
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ANCHOR AUTOMATION
6624 Valjean Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91406
(213) 997-6493
Circle No. 853
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1239(01); price Includes software; Bell
139(0100) 103 compatible

ANDERSON JACOBSON
521 Charcot Ave.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 263-8520
Circle No. 854

IBMPC

AJ1212-2801

•

price with

Crosallllk or AJ

software. $485 (Q1 ); board
Includes serial port 80 that bolh
modem and serlal printer shale
one expansion slot; full
diagnostics; Bell 212 and 103
compatible

BIZCOMP CORP.
532 Weddell Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 745-1616
Circle No. 855
PC: lntelliModem

IBMPCIXT

110,
300,
1200

FSK,
PSK

async

half and fuU
duplex

•

•

•

PC:lntelllCom aoftware
Included, supports Crossl8lk
and PC-TALK Ill; 99 name

telephone directory; self test.

local analog and digital
loopback; Bell 212 and Hayes
compatible
CERMETEK
MICROELECTRONICS INC.
1308 Borregas Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 734-8150
Circle No. 856
Info-Mate 212PC

IBMPCfrand

competlbles

110,
300,
1200

FSK.
PSK

async

half and full
duplex

• • • • •

• • • • •

495(01)

Includes MODEM-MATE

software; 8 dlagnosllc l8lt
modes; automatic recog111tlon or
voice answer; Bell 212A and
100 series compatible

CTS, ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS GROUP
400 Reimann Ave .
Sandwich , IL 60548
(815) 786-8411
Circle No. 857
CTS 212AT

TTL bus level
Interface

CTS 212AR

RS 232 bus

300,
1200

async,
sync

fuU duplex

PSK

300,
1200

FSK,
PSK

async,
sync

full duplex

0-300,
1200

FSK,
PSK

async

full duplex

FSK.

MICRO-BAUD
3393 Dela Cruz Blvd .
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 727-5275
Circle No. 858
80512

TeleVideo CRT

Terminals
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249(01)

no software Included; ruu
diagnostics; een 212A. 103 and
113 compatible

259(01)

no software included ; full
diagnostics; Bell 212A, 103 and
113 compatible

I~01)

no software Included; seff tast;
375(0100) Bell 212A compatible
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recognition

of:
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h I
MICROCOM INC.
1400 A Providence Highway
Norwood, MA 02062
(617) 762-9310
Clrcle No. 859
ERA2
_

PCIXT
_Apple
....._
IBM
_IPC
_lle
_r.
_. -

~~ ~

asyoc

·~-·~~-·~-·- 1--~~1429(01)

fUll duplex 1_·__

Includes software; local analog
loopbeck; Bell 212A and Hayes
command compatible

NOVATION INC.
20409 Prairie St. , P.O. Box 2875
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 996-5060
Clrcle No. 860
212 Apple-Cat II

Apple II, II+,

Ile
Apple-Cat II

PC1200B

Apple II, II + ,
lie

IBM PCIXT and
compallblee

0-300, FSK,

1200

asyoc half and full

PSK

•

• •

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

duplex

0-300, FSK
1200

async half and full
duplex

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

PSI<

FSK.

asyoc half and full

1200

13200
00 ,

FSKPSK,

asyoc

300,

duplex

725(01) Includes Com-ware II software;
508(0100) aelf test; local analog loopback;
Bell 103, 113, 202, 212A
389(01)

595(01)

includes Com-Ware II software;
selftest, local analog loopback;
Bell 103, 113, 202 compatible

Includes Crosstalk XVI
software; full diagnostics; Bell
103, 113 and 212A compatible

RIXON
2120 Industrial Parkway
Silver Spring, MD 20904
(301) 662-2121
Circle No. 861

PC 212A

IBMPC
full duplex

'--·~-·-·__•__.--'.___·_

1•

•

•

• 1499(01)

diagnolllca;
Bell 212A,
software included;
full 103 and
113 - - compatible

TRANSEND CORP.
2190 Paragon Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 946-7400
Circle No. 862

AMC 300

PC ModemCard

Apple II, lie

IBM PC

110,
300

FSK

300,
1200

FSK,
DPSK

asyoc halfandful

•

•

•

325(01)

TRANSPACK software sold
separately; local analog
~; Bell 103 compatible

549(01)

TRANSPACK PC software sold
separately; local analog
loopback; Bell 212A, 103J
compatible; 300-baud version
$349(01)

duplex
async

full duplex

asyoc

full duplex

async

full duplex

•••

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

U.S. ROBOTICS
1123 W. Washington Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60607
(312) 733-0497
Circle No. 863
S-100 Modem

IBM PC MODEM

204

S-100

IBM PC and
compatibles

0-300/ FSK,

1200

PSK

0-300,
1200

FSK,
PSK

449(01) aoftware not Included,
295(0100) recommend8 USA TELPAC
software; no dlagnoltlca; BeU
103, 113, 212A and Hayes
~
449, 699, includes TELPAC software; no
1149(01); diagnostics; Bell 103,112, 212A
297(0100) and Hayes compatible ; options
include 64K and 256K RAM,
battery backup and real-time
clock
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Up to 70 MB of fast-access fixed disc
or 10-MB Fixed plus 10-MB Removable.
The CPC DSS 5300 Easy Box™
Winchester disc subsystem gives
you quick expansion to your
database and greater system
power, using 30, 50, or 70 MB
fixed-disc drives* or 10 MB
fixed-disc capacity plus 10 MB
in a removable cartridge.
Host adapters make installation
quick and simple for the following
computers and I /0 busses:
• IBM PC®
•Apple II®
• MultibusrM
• TRS-8011®&111®
• S-1 00 Bus
• STD Bus
• 0-bus™
• Unibus™
• EXORcisor II™ • SASI™ /SCSI
• Versa busTM
• 6800

5300 Easy Box disc subsystem
combines your choice of 5.25"
Winchester disc drives, an
intelligent controller for up to
two drives, power supply, and
control panel. Access time is 30 or
40 ms, depending on drive type.
Controller microprogramming
permits these powerful functions:

Get complete specifications and
prices now by calling the sales
office nearest you. Improve your
system performance the
Easy Box way!

•Automatic seek
and verify
• Automatic read
retries; error
detection and
correction.
•Alternate track
or sector
assignment.

• Overlapped
seeks
• Sector
Interleave
• Error logging.

Cy_nthia
(]11\
[) Peripheral

•Off-line copy

766 San Aleso Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 745-0855
TLX6770005

•5 and 10 MB drives are also available outside
North America.

Corporation.

In a cabinet only 4.5"x8.55"x 12",
weighing 13 pounds, the DSS
Eastern Regional OHlce 1661 Worcester Road Framingham, MA 01701 (617) 879-6644 Southwest Regional Office 25251 Paseo de Alicia Laguna Hills, CA
92653 (714) 859-1571 Cii Honeywell Bull Cynthia Peripheral Division Rue Jean-Jaures 78340 Les Clayes-sous-Bois France \ Tel: (3) 462.70.00 Telex: 696054F
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VEN-TEL
2342 Walsh Ave .
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 727-5721
Circle No. 864
300,
1200

FSK,
PSK

async

full duplex

• • • • •

• • • • •

689(01)

compatibles
PC Modem

IBM PC and
compatibles

300 ,
1200

FSK,
PSK

async

full duplex

• • • • •

•

• • • •

499(01)

includes Crosstalk XVI , full
diagnostics; Bell 212A
compatible

PC Modem Halfcard

IBM PC and

300,

FSK,

async

ful duplex

1200

PSI<

• • • • •

549(01)

compatlbles

lncUdea Cl'08lll8lk XVI
aoftwlre; ful dlagnoellca; Bell
212A cC>mpallble

HP bus
compatible

300,
1200

FSK,
PSK

async

full duplex

• • • • •

425(01)

no software; full diagnostics;
Bell 212A compatible

IBM PC and

PCMP

includes Croestalk XVI

aottware; ful dlagnoetlcs; BeU
212A compatlble

HP Internal
Modem 150

'• 4 MHz Z80-A* or 6 MHz ZB0 -8* Processor and 1/0
• Full OMA for Both 5 '/•-inch and 8-inch Disk Drives
• High Speed Bi-directional Parallel Port
• 4 RS-232 Serial Ports ( 110-38,400 baud)
• Centronics Type Parallel Printer Port
• 64K of RAM and 2K of ROM

D.vldge Corpor•tlon
1951 Colony Street Suite X
Mountain View, CA 94043

(415) 964-9497
• zap is a registered trademark of Zilog
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ONE
OF TANDY'S
BEST PROGRAMS
ISNOT
SOFTWARE.
It's Our Value-Added Resale Program
for OEMs and Systems Integrators.
Tandy makes it easy to market the best-selling microcomputers. If you're an
established, non-retail, vertically-oriented systems reseller, you'll want to take
advantage of this unique OEM program.
Tandy offers the new Model 2000 Personal Computer-an ultra highperformance MS™-DOS-based machine-as well as a brand new line of
Z-80 based systems and a state-of-the-art MC68000-based microcomputer.
They're fully supported with system software such as RM/COS~ CP/M~ and
XENIX~ as well as a complete line of printers, graphics options and hard disks.
Virtually every product is available for immediate drop shipment to you or your
end-users.
Tandy won't tie you down with constraining commitments, either. Our discount
structure is based on cumulative business volume over the term of your sales
agreement. Thanks to our established network of service centers, Tandy also
provides nationwide installation, preventive maintenance and service.
Discover one of our best-kept secrets. If you're an established, non-retail,
vertically-oriented systems reseller, call or write today and see if you qualify.

i-oS";n"d.; ;,o;;o;o;y;;;;rvai;:Add;dfi.;;j;-P;u-;;;-1
IT I Tandy Corporation
!f C 1! Contract Marketing Dept.

I
I

=
; ;---=-=------------ I
OEM

1400

Sales

One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, Texas 76102
(817) 390-3099

I
I
I
I

Mail To: Radio Shack, Dept. 84-A-892
300 one Tandy center, Fort worth, Texas 1e102
NAME
COMPANY

II

I

ADDRESS
CITY

I

STATE - - ZIP

I

L~~~~-----------------1

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research . RM/COS is a trademark of Ryan-Mcfarland Corp. XENIX is a trademark of Microsoft, Inc.
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You can have it today. Eurocanl
architecture and availability

·standard VMEmodule power,
C>ver 60 other vendors agree.
Today Is the day for VMEmodules Motorola's VMEbus-compatlble
board-level microcomputers that take
you gracefully Into tomorrow.
Introduced by Motorola and other
major international MPU manufacturers just two years ago. VMEbus is
rapidly becoming the mlcrosystem bus
standard of the 80s. VMEbuscompatlble products are now in wide
use in industrial process control.
Image processing. engineering work
stations. digital network
communications and many other
demanding applications.

cations will be expanded throughout
1984 to meet demand, and products
will be available soon to take advantage
of these new architectural features.

1/0 Channel allows even
greater flexibility.
Unique 1/0 Channel provides modular
1/0 expansion on a local processor bus.
It permits interconnection of slower
peripherals (up to two megabytes per
second) directly with their respective
processor. freeing VMEbus to handle
simultaneous high-speed data exchange and multiprocessor activities

1be new standard for
16- and 32-bit applications.

program for rapid expansion is in
place. With on-board MC68000 MPU
and VMEbus compatibility.
VMEmodules are high performance
building blocks. ideal for enhancing
Motorola's VME/ 10 Microcomputer
System or for building your high
performance systems for the 80s.
VME/ 10. the ideal. affordable. singleuser development system for contemporary 16-bit systems. thrives on
multiprocessor applications and can
fulfill all or part of the target system's
functions. Add VMEmodule system
software. including our VERSAdos'"
operating system. and you have a

VMEsystem ARCHITECTURE

Over 60 sources offer more than 300
VMEbus-based hardware and software
products. and VMEbus Is being formally standardized for worldwide
usage by both IEEE (Pl014) and the
International Electrotechnical
Committee.

Rugged and reliable.
The VMEbus employs Eurocard
mechanical standards with dual
96-pin pin/socket connectors in
convenient. modular. single and double
card formats. The high-performance
VMEbus has full 32-bit address and
data paths. and a clean arbitration
scheme for multi-processing
applications.

1iue multiprocessing
versatility.
With VMEbus. you have no limit on the
number or types or processors you can
use. You can add as many bus masters
as you need. when you need them ...
and you can mix 8 - 16-and 32-bit
processors in the VMEbus backplane.
It operates asynchronously at high
speed. providing seven interrupt and
four bus arbitration priority levels for
total flexibility. Couple its multiprocessing capability with Its reliability
and integrity features. its multiple
sourcing. and Its 20-megabytes-persecond performance. and you see why
It's today's international bus of choice.

The logical extension:
VMEsystem architecture.
Two supporting VMEbus structures
have been recently announced by
Motorola and other suppliers: VMXbus,
a high-speed memory expansion bus.
and VMSbus. a self arbitrating high
speed serial bus. With VMEbus. these
two new buses expand the total
VMEsystem architecture. These speclfl-

requiring up to five million. 32-blt data
transfers each second. You can choose
from a variety of 1/0 Channelcompatlble modules available today to
meet widespread requirements for
analog conversion. discrete 1/0, parallel
and serial. plus mass storage 1/0.

VMEmodules give you
M68000 performance.
While not limited to M68000-based
systems. VMEbus and 1/0 Channel are
ideal complements for any application
employing the high performance
MC68000 MPU. A complete line of
MC68000-based VMEmodules is
already available. and an aggressive

®

totally compatible environment for controlling multiple tasks in real time with
minimal design and programming.

VMEbus: graceful growth
and Motorola expertise.
VMEbus clearly offers a graceful
growth path to 32-bit systems while It
can be used just as readily on today's
8- and 16-bit systems. Add Motorola's
expertise. proven products. training
and service support. and you can have
the right choice today and for your
future In VMEmodules.
Write Motorola Semiconductor
Products. Inc.. P.O. Box 20912.
Phoenix. AZ 85036.

MOTOROLA INC.
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TO: Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.
P. 0 . Box 20912 , Phoenix. AZ 85036.

169MMS0 3 0084

Please send me more information on VMEbus and VMEmodules.
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PC Products
a new controlled circulation product review and evaluation magazine
for business users of IBM PC and PC-compatible computers

Beginning

June 1984
Editorial
The editorial articles in PC
Products will focus on products. PC
Products will cover every product
that improves the value of an IBM PC
or compatible. Every PC Products
article will deal with computer/
software/peripheral compatibility
and the real benefits of the product to
the business user.
PC Product Evaluations are
articles based on hands-on evaluations that determine strengths and
weaknesses of PC products when
they are applied in an actual
business environment.
PC Product Reviews compare
specifications of products offering
similar features.
PC Product Announcements
utilize a format that rapidly communicates significant new product

and compatibles
available in publishing . . .
with absolutely no waste.

features,
including compatibility.

Advertising
PC Products will begin publication
with the June, 1984 issue. Advertising in the June issue is being
accepted now and offers substantial special benefits. Return the
enclosed card for more information,
or call Peter Boniface, Associate
Publisher at (61 7) 536-7780.

Circulation

PC Products will be read by more
than 100,000 business users and
buyers of IBM PC and PC-compatible
computers including distributors,
retailers and end users. Every subscriber will have the authority to purchase additional IBM PC and PC
compatible computers, peripherals,
software and supplies. Cahners
controlled circulation expertise
will enable PC Products to
identify and document the largest
audience of
qualified business
FOR BUSINESS USERS OF IBM PCs AND COMPATIBLES
users of IBM PC's

p
po
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A Cahners Publication 221 Columbus Avenue, Boston MA 02116 617-536-7780
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UN IX-compatible
networking operating system
provides virtual-file access
uNETix concurrently runs PC-DOS and UNIX packages
in multiple, active windows

Fig. 1. The uNETlx operating system allows as many as 10 active
windows to be displayed simultaneously on the screen. The user
can transmit data directly from window to window and can expand and
contract windows as required. The
user can run a PC-DOS-based application package in one window and
UNIX-based package in another window, transferring data between the
two.

Dr. Derrell Foster, Lantech Systems Inc.

As hardware vendors continue to battle for networking supremacy, software is rapidly becoming
equally important. Some software vendors ally themselves with specific networks, and others, such as
Lantech Systems Inc., strive for a networkindependent solution. Lantech's uNETix is a
multitasking network operating system that is compatible with UNIX, offers transparent remote-file access
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

and dynamic load balancing and operates on virtually
any network. The uNETix operating system runs on
8086-/8088-, 68000- and NS16032-based systems and is
compatible with PC-DOS. It is available in a standalone
version, a small-network distributed-system version
and a large-network virtual-file-access version.
Multitasking through multiple active windows

The uNETix system provides true multitasking
through multiple active windows (Fig. 1). The uNETix
211
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kernel contains a screen driver that lets the user
configure as many as 10 windows per screen. (The
number 10 is chosen as a practical limit based on the
fact that the IBM PC has 10 function keys. The number
of possible windows could be higher, depending on
screen space.) Each window can be active simultaneously. An operator can expand or contract the
windows to adjust the screen space allocated to a task.
The uNETix multitasking capability differs from
other multitasking operating environments that permit
multiple windows to be displayed on the screen but
with only one active at once. Such environments
require a user to write data from the first process to
hard disk before activating a second process. The
uNETix environment pipes data directly from one
process to another and does not require writing to hard
disk.
The user can transfer data or text that appears in one
window to another window with a few simple commands. The user can also program the system so that
the operating system automatically transfers data at
specified points in the source program. Thus, applications can be "self-integrating." In other words, several
applications not written as an integrated package can
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The uNETix-DFS (distributed-file system) supports network access to files and devices on other computer systems through a
distributed-file system. The user sees only a single logical file system
that extends over all files in the network. With uNETix-DFS, the user
must know the location of the file to be accessed; with uNETix-VFS
(virtual-file system), the user need only ask for the file by name, as
though it were stored locally. Access of the requested file is
transparent to the user.
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run concurrently in different windows, and data can be
transferred among them.
A microcomputer-to-mainframe link can be implemented through a virtual terminal capability. A "vtty"
command links the microcomputer directly with a
mainframe or minicomputer. To the mainframe, the
microcomputer looks like any other terminal. The user
can then take advantage of uNETix's data-transfer and
self-integrating abilities. For example, data could be
called up in one window from the mainframe database
and transferred itno another window running a microcomputer application package. This involves no modifications to application software.
Self-integration is available to any end user of
uNETix, but application-program vendors and system
integrators will prepare the most effective integrated
packages. Software vendors can link programs to build
custom application packages. The output of a process
running in one window can be transferred automatically to be the input of a process running in a second
window. For example, selected output of an electronic
spreadsheet can be automatically transferred to a
graphics package displayed in another window, dynamically upqating the graph.
The uNETix operating system contains an MS-DOS
(PC-DOS) emulator, which significantly increases the
number of available applications. Unmodified PC-DOS
programs run as a task under the system shell
(command interpreter). The user does not have to load
PC-DOS. All PC-DOS Version 1.1 and several of the
Version 2.0 commands and features are available.
PC-DOS and uNETix applications can run concurrently,
providing the user with a migration path from PC-DOS
to UNIX.
The uNETix kernel is a proprietary implementation of
Bell Laboratories' UNIX operating system. It is fully
compatible with UNIX Version 7 and contains many of
the enhancements of System III. Users can run UNIX
applications and utilities and use standard UNIX calling
conventions. The uNETix file system is compatible with
the standard UNIX file system.
The kernel is written for the Intel 8088 microprocessor with versions for the NS16032 and the Motorola
68000 due in early 1984. As with most versions of UNIX,
85 percent of the uNETix kernel is written in c. Of the
remaining 15 percent, which is hardware dependent,
two-thirds is written inc, and the remaining one-third
is written in assembly language.
The uNETix system also includes an intelligent disk
cache that stores frequently-used information in RAM
rather than on disk. The operating system automatically loads the data into RAM and writes it back to disk as
required.
Two networking versions are available

The uNETix-DFS (distributed file system) provides
transparent remote-file and device access, but an
operator must know the location of the requested file.
The uNETix-DFS was developed jointly by Lantech with
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

HOW uNETlx WORKS
When a user process issues an
"open-system" call to access a file,
the uNETix kernel collects all appropriate information. This includes the path
name of the file to be opened, the
access privileges of the user process,
the name and location of the user's
current directory and the mode in
which the file is to be opened (read,
write or update). The kernel packages
the information into a message that is
sent to a file system dispatch process
(FSDP) in the local node's operating
system. The FSDP then dispatches a
process to perform the " open "
operation.
The "open" process parses the
pathname and sets up any data
structures necessary to access the
requested file. If the file exists on
another node , the local "open "
process requests assistance from an
"open" process on the remote node.
Even if the file exists on another node,
descriptor information about the file is
returned to the node requesting the
open. This information (the file
header, or "i-node" in UNIX language)
contains the addresses (or block
numbers) of the data in the requested

file . By keeping the file header of the
requested file at the local node, the
local operating system can cache the
most-recently-used data from the
requested file . This decreases access
times by putting data in local RAM
rather than manipulating it at the
remote node. The size of the cache is
user-programmable.
The inter-process communication
between the system kernel and the
FSDP is implemented using special
system calls that place the destination
mailbox name (or process identification (10), if known) and the destination
node number in the message to be
sent to the FSDP. If the destination file
or process is on the local node, the
operating system deposits the message in the mailbox queue of the
appropriate process. If the destination
file is not on the local node, the
system deposits the message in the
inter-node process communication
task (INPCT), which sends the
message along the network to the
INPCT at the destination node. The
INPCT at the destination node forwards
the message to the destination
process via the remote FSDP.

The operating system sets up
virtual circuits between INPCTS on a
demand basis. Once opened, the
circuits remain open until the request
is completed . This reduces the
overhead when two independent
processes on different nodes wish to
communicate with each other. The
INPCT is not dependent on the actual
physical network. the system integrator or user can adapt UNETix to any
network by adding the appropriate
network device driver.
The UNETix-vFs (virtual-file system)
appears to the user as a single UNIX
hierarchical file system. A user
normally does not know where the
files are stored, and the files can be
distributed throughout the network.
The operating system can move files
from node to node without having an
effect on the logical file system
structure. Therefore, intelligent fileassignment algorithms can make
decisions, based on statistics kept by
the operating system, as to where to
put files in the network to decrease
file-access times. The operating
system moves the files without
affecting application programs.

LOCAL AREA NETWORK

7.
3. SEND
MESSAGE
TO FSDP

2.

COLLECT ARGUMENTS
1.

ISSUE "OPEN
SYSTEM" CALL

LOCAL NODE uNETlx
OPERATING SYSTEM
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SEND FILE HEADER
BACK TO INITIAL
"OPEN " PROCESS

1984

REMOTE NODE uNETlx
OPERATING SYSTEM
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Plexus Computers Inc. and is fully compatible with
Plexus' System III network operating system. The
uNETix-DFS is adequate for small networks, but, for
larger networks, it is impractical for a user to
remember the location of the node on which a file is
stored. Tq solve that problem, Lantech will offer
uNETix-VFS (virtual-file system) for large networks in
early 1984.
To illustrate the power of a virtual-file system,
imagine a network with 2,000 files and 600 microcomputers. If a user on a non-virtual network wanted to
view a sales report filed in 1978, he would have to
search through the directories of each memory node in
the network to find the one that contained that file. If
the network used a distributed-file system such as
uNETix-DFS, the user could then remotely mount that
storage device if it were off-line and have direct access
to its files. The uNETix-VFS, however, relieves the user
of file-management responsibility. The user asks for the
file by name as though it were stored locally, and the
system retrieves it from wherever it is stored in the
network. The process is transparent to the user.
In a virtual-file system, the user's file directory is
decoupled from the physical storage of the files.
Remote files appear on each local file directory. The

SINGLE CLUSTER

IBM· :HARD
DISK
XT
1

PLEXUS
MINI
COMPUTER

MAINFRAME

COMMON CABLE

PRINTER

PLEXUS
MINICOMPUTER

MAINFRAME

···8
MULTIPLE CLUSTERS ON COMMON CABLE

Topological diagrams of typical networking environments. The
uNETix network operating system supports clusters via Lantech's
"SwitchBoard" cluster controller. For common cable-based networks, uNETix supports a variety of physical interfaces, including
Ethernet from Xerox Corp./3Com Corp., Omninet from Corvus
Systems Inc. and PerComNet from Percom Data Corp.
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user requests the file by name without considering
where it is stored or whether it is on-line or off-line.
The operating system assigns files to storage in a
manner that balances the file-access load and decreases
retrieval til'I).es. Users can also move files. Network
"thrashing," or file-moving contention, can be prevented by assigning all file-relocation responsibility to the
operating system.
The uNETix operating system moves infrequentlyused files to an archive server attached to tape drives.
However, the file entry is not removed from the user's
directory. Upon subsequent retrieval, the user simply
notices a delay while the file is retrieved from magnetic
tape.
Because the operating system keeps track of each
movement of a file in the network, it can make decisions
through the use of proprietary algorithms about where
files should be stored. This optimizes network performance by balancing the file-access load and decreasing
access times. To control file access, the system
administrator can generate an audit trail of any file that
is accessed by a user and can control each user's ability
to copy files onto local floppy diskettes.
Lantech will offer dynamic load balancing with the
uNETix-VFS operating system in mid-1984. Load balancing decouples the user process from an individual
CPU. The operating system moves the process to the
CPU in the network that can best serve it, provided that
both CPUs execute the same instruction set. However,
the work load can be balanced at discrete times, such as
at compile time, for CPUs with different instruction
sets.
When using a virtual-file system and dynamic load
balancing, a user can invoke true parallelism through
UNIX pipes. For example, one CPU can execute a
compiler, with its output being piped to a second CPU
executing an assembler. The output of the second CPU
can in turn be piped to a third CPU that is executing an
order. All three CPUs run in parallel.
The uNETix system is independent of the physical
networking medium and thus can be implemented with
a non-proprietary network interface by adding an
appropriate driver (the part of the software that
interfaces with the network hardw;;ire). Lantech provides drivers for Ethernet, Corvus Systems Inc.'s
Omninet and Percom Data Corp.'s PerComNet. System
integrators can develop drivers for virtually any other
network.
The uNETix operating system requires 256K bytes of
system memory and 3M to 4M bytes of storage for UNIX
utilities. The utilities can be stored on one central,
shared-memory device. Price of the standalone operating system for 8086-/8088-based machines is $299
including a c compiler, price ofuNETix-DFS is $449, and
D
price of uNETix-VFS is $599.
Dr. Derrell Foster is vice president of research and development at Lantech Systems Inc., Dallas.
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5 Bin a /4''?
25 MB in an 8''?
·:0-.....

The equivalent of 10 volumes-3 ,000
double.-spaced pages-can be stored on a
single SMB Dysan 5 1/4" rigid disk cartridge
. . . five times the capacity of a high ..
density floppy diskette! The portability
and interchangeability of a cartridge, plus
the reliability of Winchester technology.
And all without having to search through
a whole library of floppy diskettes.
Also available is the Dysan 8" rigid disk cartridge, with
an unprecedented 25MB capacity-15,000 double.-spaced
pages of text or alphanumeric data.
They're the reason why more and more business
professionals are deciding on rigid disk cartridges
for their microcomputer storage needs. Compatible
with 8" removable drives, such as those from
Amcodyne, Disctron, Century Data Systems, and
Vermont Research; and 5 1/4" removable drives,
such as the DMA MAGNUM 5/5.
The size of a floppy. The reliability of a
Winchester. Another Dysan first, from the
leader in rotating magnetic storage media.

Call TOLL FREE (800) 551-9000 and ask for "Dept. 50"
to find out more about the storage technology of the future.
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Corporate Headquarters
5201 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(800) 551-9000
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... It wiU be a Jot tougher to
copyourpertormance

I

n 1980 when Tandberg Data
introduced the TDV 2200
family, they were the first and
only terminals in the world
meeting the stringent specifications of the 1985 German
Ergonomic Standard . .. a standard set to protect the safety,
health and comfort of the operator. The TDV 2200 includes such
features as tilt, swivel, height
adjustment, ultra-low
profile, detachable keyboard for comfort of operation, non-reflective
surfaces, and anti-reflex
tube for screen clarity.
Since its introduction
and as a testimonial to
its innovative design,
over 50,000 units have

been installed.
Today, there are
a lot of "me-too"
terminal manufacturers who have
tried to copy our
ergonomic design and
that's certainly a plus for the
industry. But, with our new TDV
2200S, an even improved version, it will be a lot tougher to
copy our performance.
The TDV 2200S can emulate
virtually any popular terminal
and protocol. It can be
equipped with up to 56k bytes
of memory and some models
will store up to eight pages of
data. It has superb communications capabilities including

networking; up to 1024 different
characters in a single terminal;
optional high resolution business graphics; a 70Hz refresh
rate for flicker-free viewing; and
a 15" screen and big letters for
easy readability.
Like its predecessor, the TDV
2200S also features sixteen soft
switches called PUSH keys that
recall previously stored words,
phrases or code sequences; a
simplified menu protocol that
cuts set-up time in half; and
character, page, block or line/
field transmission. No other terminal on the market today can
match all of these features . But,
they are probably trying.
So, you can wait while they
try to catch up with us,
or you can go with the
terminal that sets the
pace for the industry.
Tandberg Data, Inc.,
P. 0. Box 99, Labriola
Court, Armonk, N.Y.
10504. Phone: (914)
273-6400. Telex: 137357
Tanberg Arnk.

TANDBERG
DATA
Tandberg Data, Inc.
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COMPUTER-AIDED PUBLISHING

Workstations for
computer-aided publishing

Fig. 1. Screen view of a Qubix
graphic workstation. The presentation pane (right) displays a typical
composed page, including illustra tions, in actual size (8 112 x 11) and
actual fonts (section heads: 14 pt.
Futura Bold; text: 9 pt. Bookman
Light; and head/foot: 7 pt. Geneva).

OEM publishing system simplifies multicycle
technical documentation, combining text,
vector line art and 4 million-pixel displays

Robert S.M. Wulff, Qubix Graphic Systems Inc.

When product design was primarily a manual
process, the time lag between design and technical
documentation was annoying but tolerable. But, with
the introduction of computer-aided design (CAD) tools,
product-design time typically has been reduced by a
factor of three while the documentation process has
remained the same, intensifying the delay problem.
Documentation is slow because technical illustrations
must be altered, resized and repositioned to correspond
to text changes and vice versa. Although artwork
typically constitutes less than 20 percent of a technical
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

document, it consumes as much as so percent of the
labor in document preparation. In even the most
advanced computer-aided publishing (CAP) systems
employed by in-house technical publishing departments, changing artwork usually is a laborious manual
cut-and-paste process.
To solve these problems, Qubix Graphic Systems
Inc. 's CAP system automates the handling of artwork by
integrating text and art into a single database and
allowing art to be represented in either vector or raster
form. The system is designed for OEMS in mainframe,
minicomputer and CAD systems; word processing and
office automation; and CAP.
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PRODUCT SUMMARY
• Name: Qubix model 1, model 11
and model 1v computer-aided publishing (CAP) systems
• Manufacturer: Qubix Graphic
Systems Inc ., 1 SS35 Cox Ave .,
Saratoga , Calif. 95070 , (40S)
370-9229
• Price: $70,000 to $200 ,000
(single-unit quantities)
• Market: OEMS in mainframe,
minicomputer and computer-aided-

design (CAD) systems; word processing and office automation; and CAP
• Hardware:
one
to
three
MC6S01 o microprocessors, 2M to SM
bytes of RAM, one to four graphics
workstations, one to eight alphanumeric terminals, SOM to 320M bytes of
Winchester storage, nine-track tape
backup (optional streaming cartridge
tape) and an Ethernet-oriented multiprocessor network

• Operating system: UNIX
• Graphics display: 1H'.!-by15 1hinch monochrome screen, 2,240 by
1 ,sso pixels
• Font size: 4.5 to 120 points
• Interfaces: Text input: various
word
processors
via
med ia conversion devices such as Shaffstall
Mediacom ; CAD input: IGES, Versaplot,
custom interfaces; output: any laser
or CRT device that supports graphics

Number of
workstations

CPU

Graphics
Input

Commerci al
typesetting

1·3 text

68000

None

Super
Setter
System

Newspapers,
technical
publishing

1-2 graphics,
2-4 text

PDP-11/34

Scanner,
tabl et

System 500

Drafting,
technical
publ ishing

1 graphics

8086

CAD,
scanner,
tabl et

Information lntematlonal
5933 Slauson Ave.
Culver City, Calif. 90230
Clrcle881

Automatic
Illustrated
System 2000

Newspapers,
commercial
typesetting

2-6 graphics,
2-8 text

68000

Scanner

Penta Systems lntematlonal
1 East Chase St.
Baltimore, Md. 21202
Circle 859

Pentavision

Newspapers

12 graphics

Minicomputer

Scan ner

Qublx Graphic Systems Inc.
18835 Cox Ave.
Saratoga, Calif. 95070
Clrcle884

Model I,
Model II,
Model IV

Technical
publlshlng

1-4 graphics,
1-8 text

68000

CAD,
scanner,
tablet

Texet Corp.
236A Broadway
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
Circle 858

Document
Machine

Technical
publishing

1-3 graphics

68000

CAD,
scanner,
tabl et

XYvlew,
XYtext

Technical
publishing

1-2 graphics,
1-2 text

68000

Scanner

Product

Market

Real Time
Composition
System

Cemex
210 Lincoln St.
Boston, Mass. 02111
Clrcle882
Impress Inc.
3303 Northland Dr.
Aust in, Texas 78731
Circle 860

Company

Bedford Computers Corp.
Tirell Hill Rd.
Bedford, N.H. 03102
Circle 863

XYvlslon
52 Cummings Park
Woburn, Mass. 01801
Clrcle857

The computer-aided publishing (CAP) market. Of the approximately two dozen companies in the market, these eight typify the mainstream.
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Existing CAP techniques are Inadequate

the type 1n
style exact!y as
inal document.
changes made
Fig. 2. A blowup of part of Qublx's workstation displays actual
rather than generic type fonts. The screen contains 10-point Times
Roman type in the exact shape and size of the type in a final
document. Times Roman is the most difficult font to reproduce
accurately on a raster system because its thin stems-for example,
the right side of "y" and middle bar of "e"-require very high
resolution.

Pixels;
fonts

Comments

642 x 762;
generic

Originally based on PDP-11 , system has been
redesigned for multiple 68000s

1,024 x 800;
actual

Includes 2100 BltCaster raster-Image processor

700 x 1,100;
generic

Supports line drawings and area fill ;
no sizing facility

Actual
fonts

Multiprocessor architecture; graphics and text
stored in separate databases

1,280 x 1,024; No keyboard; performs vertical but not horizontal
generic
justification

2,240 x 1,680; Stores graphics In either vector or raster form,
actual
graphics and text combined In single database

1,110 x 1,500; Scanned Illustrations can be positioned and
generic
cropped but not scaled or rotated

1,024 x 2,000; Shows actual character size and position,
generic
supports 12 generic fonts
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The problems with current approaches to CAP are
apparent after examining a typical product design
cycle. At each design-review meeting, managers,
supported by periodically updated documents, discuss
the progress each has made on one aspect of the design.
In parallel with the design effort, technical writers
develop documents that are updated as changes occur
during and between the design-review meetings. But,
because much of the documentation relating to layout
and artwork is still manual, developing the documentation typically takes 50 to 75 percent longer than
developing the product itself.
Many of the computer-based composition and pagination systems now on the market were developed for
applications such as publishing price lists, parts lists
and other highly formatted information (see Table,
left). Such systems have two basic limitations.
First, they are text-oriented: they incorporate the
latest developments in processing, displaying and
printing text, but artwork is handled as an afterthought. The art is usually processed separately and
incorporated into the text at the end of the editorial
cycle. Second, such systems are oriented toward
"single-cycle" applications in which documents undergo
changes to both art and text before but not after
publication. Publishers have used these single-cycle
systems with some success in newspapers, magazines
and books but with less success in technical documentation, in which manuals are updated and republished
frequently. Technical publishing managers who have
tried to apply a single-cycle CAP system to serve their
multicycle needs have had problems with artwork. In
most CAP systems, art is scanned and stored in raster
form and cannot be easily edited. Raster images can be
sized, cropped and rotated but only with difficulty.
Moreover, raster storage requires large amounts of
memory: a 512-by-512-pixel image requires about 0.5M
bytes of memory in most applications.
Because of the deficiencies of most CAP systems,
many technical documentation managers have attempted to process art by using CAD systems that store
images in vector rather than raster form. In such
systems, an artist enters a drawing via a digitizing
tablet, and the CAD system stores it as vectors that can
be edited, sized, cropped and rotated. A tangible
benefit is the ability to reuse parts for new drawings.
Most important, because only the display list that
describes the vectors need be stored rather than the
entire screen image as in the raster approach, the
amount of memory required is reduced by almost 100
times. When a user wants to view a stored image, a
display processor converts the vector data to raster
form.
Buying a CAD system to complement a text-oriented
CAP system is expensive and complex, but it does solve
the art problem. A user can reduce the time required to
create an original illustration and, in many instances,
improve the finished product by using the computer to
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FIGURE VIEW

NTS EDGEVIEW

generate lines, angles, circles and cross sections. But,
while CAD systems effectively produce line drawings,
they do not address a basic issue of multicycle
documentation: integrating the art and text on one
page.

FIGURE VIEW

Merging art and text

GRAPHICS EDIT

Qubix's publishing system (Fig. 1) combines the
capabilities of CAD with the software to do the CAP
functions of word processing, text editing, pagination,
composition and layout. It merges art and text into a
single database that lets a user see completed pages
containing both. The Qubix system accepts input from
external word processors (text) and CAD systems (art)
as well as from its own alphanumeric and graphics
workstations. For text, it displays actual fonts in true
sizes (Fig. 2) and sends them to a typesetter without
any intermediate makeup or photographic steps. The
system combines full batch pagination and composition
features with interactive editing of finished pages
(Figs. 3, 4). For art, the system creates and stores
graphics in vector form, as in CAD systems, and uses
high- or low-resolution scanning to scan and rasterize
illustrations and photographs.
High-resolution scanning is used to incorporate
photographs and detailed illustrations that will be
preserved in the published document. Low-resolution
scanning saves system memory when converting photographs and illustrations to line drawings. In lowresolution scanning, a photo or illustration is displayed
on the graphics workstation monitor as a "ghosted"
image over which a user traces and inputs to the system
in vector form. Once the vector representation is in the
system, the low-resolution raster information can be
discarded. The Qubix system also accepts graphics
input from drawings stored in external CAD systems.
External drawings can be stored in either raster or
vector form, depending on whether the user wants to
preserve full detail.
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Fig. 3. In processing a technical document, text is input with
generic coding from an external word processor or directly from a
Qubix alphanumeric terminal. Artwork is input from an external CAD
system or a Qubix graphics workstation. Illustrations and formatted
text are merged during batch pagination. The results of the merge
and pagination can be displayed on a Qubix workstation as fully
composed pages containing heads, feet, footnotes and tables. A
user can display one of several "views" to perform various functions:
a "figure view" for graphics modification (A), a "composed view" for
editing text (B) and an "exception view" for examining a Jog of errors
to be corrected (C). When a document is completed, the system
. stores it for viewing or further editing. When the user is ready for
document output, he selects the "device view," which allows access
to laser proofers and typesetters. The document can be stored on the
system indefinitely or transferred to magnetic tape for future use.
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Not everyone is happy about it
11/750. In fact, according to independent benchmarks, the 286/310 is the world's fastest Xenix*
For instance, our new 286/310 multi-user, multisupermicro.
tasking OEM supermicro is going
It doesn't do too badly in
to make guys who push minis
iRMX"'real time OEM applicaawfully uncomfortable.
tions, either (3x the performance
You see, it's based on our
of any comparably-priced system.)
advanced iAPX 286 microprocesThe kicker is the 310 costs less
sor, the most powerful 16-bit
than $10,000. And that's list,
processor in the world. To which
quantity one. OEM quantities
weve added our 80287 math coprocessor as a, shall we say,
are so much less expensive it's
turbocharger?
embarrassing.
That little bit of technological
But before you start thinking
tinkering makes it a very fast
about all the money you can
supermicro. Faster than a VAX*
286/310 Supermicro System
make with the 310, let us tell you
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a little about how easy it'll be.
Like all Intel systems, the 286/310 is built on
standards.
The MULTIBUS®architecture. The iRMX real
time operating system. Ethernet* networks and
protocols. And the Xenix* operating system. Not to
mention the world's most-written-for microprocessor architecture, the 8086 family.
All of which makes the 310 a very open system.
Open to all kinds of OEM configurations. And
enhancements like integrated software, interactive
speech, graphics, networking, even software-insilicon. And that means it's also open to new markets and new opportunities.

You'll also be able to find service and support
for you and your customers' systems from more than
80 service centers worldwide.
Which is what you'd expect from a company with
more than a billion dollars in sales.
So get the information you need on the world's
fastest supermicro. Including a series of independent benchmarks. Call toll-free, (800) 538-1876.
In California, (800) 672-1833. Or write Intel, Lit
Dept SS, 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara,
CA95051.
Enough said.
_rdelivers

l·nt'e' solutions
1

•Ethernet is a registered trademark of Xerox Corp. "Xenix is a fully lice nsed version of UN IX"" and a registered trademark of Microsoft. Inc. "VAX is a registered trademark of Digit al Equipment CorpQration .
.. UN IX is a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories.© 1983 Intel Corpo rationCIRCLE NO. 115 ON INQUIRY CARD
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Graphics information input at a Qubix workstation is
processed by a figure-translation program and entered
into a figure database stored on the system's Winchester disk. Line art entered into the system via a scanner
also is sent to the figure database after being converted
from raster to vector form. Photographs are stored
directly in raster form in a separate location on the
disk. Graphics from external CAD systems are passed
through a translator interface and entered into the
same database. While the system is processing graphics, it can accept input from its own alphanumeric
terminals or from external word processors. After
accepting input from external word processors, the

fi

system passes the text through a translator interface.
Also contained on the disk is a style database that
consists of rules defining document style for a user of
the system, such as the technical publishing department (see "Creating a document style," right). The
style database usually includes such specifications as
column size and length, figure size and the relation of
figures to text. This information is coded into the
database from a Qubix alphanumeric terminal or via an
interactive style editor that allows the user to lay out a
page directly on a Qubix graphics workstation.
Dealing with exceptions and errors

On many CAP systems, resolving exceptions consumes as much as 90 percent of a user's time. But, in the
Qubix system, this process is performed in parallel with
batch composition and pagination. Exceptions generated during graphics, text and style processing are sent
to an exception file on the disk. During the last step of
pagination, all exceptions are tagged to a specific page

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS HOME LIBRARY

"""'I
SCREEN MANAGER VIEW

LIBRARY VIEW

DD D
D D
D ODD
PRODUCTION DEVICES
MANAGEMENT STYLE

AAS RC
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THEOREMS
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HOMELIBRARY VIEW
CUTSHEET VIEW
INSTALLATION VIEW
UNIX SHELL VIEW
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GAS RESEARCH,
ATLANTIC GAS

BRITISH GAS
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PIPING LAYOUT AND DESIGN PRODUCT SPEC
GLOBAL FUNCTIONS
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CANCEL
HELP
SAVE
RESTORE
EXIT

\
Fig. 4. The "Home Library View" is the first view a user sees after
logging on. Various icons represent classes of objects: the book icons
represent individual documents, and the rectangles represent
sub-libraries that may contain documents or additional sub-libraries.
When a user touches the pointing device to the appropriate icon, all
other icons disappear, and the system displays an expanded version
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of the icon selected, divided into documents, chapters or sections.
The process is repeated down to the page level. The user can
determine the way in which he wants to look at the document at any
point by selecting from a p.age view, outline view, layout view, figure
view, exception view or instance view, which lists "instances of"
something important to the user.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

CREATING A DOCUMENT STYLE
The process by which a user of
Qubix Graphic Systems lnc.'s computer-aided-publishing (CAP) system
creates a document style is similar in
many respects to the manual method
by which an editor lays out a page.
Instead of drawing on paper with a
ruler and a pen, the Qubix user
employs a touch-activated stylus to
draw the layout on the outline of a
"piece of paper" on a graphics
terminal. As the user draws vertical
and horizontal lines with the stylus,
the system interprets the lines as

boundaries of the columns on the
page. It is not necessary to instruct
the system to calculate measurements in picas because the measurements are made automatically and
displayed in small windows at the
bottom of the screen.
Instead of looking up the desired
typestyles and writing the corresponding symbols, the user goes to
the command window on the screen,
which contains all of the approximately 20 sub-elements of a page layout.
The user simply points to the

appropriate sub-element with the
stylus and moves to another window
on the screen that allows him to scroll
through a list of available fonts. At the
top and bottom of this window are
arrows. Pointing to the top arrow
scrolls the window up, and pointing to
the bottom arrow scrolls the window
down. Once the desired font appears
(24-point Helvetica boldface, for
example), the user points to it with the
stylus and then points to the execute
command.

MULTIPLE 68010 PROCESSORS SHARE SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
Qubix Graphic Systems lnc.'s
computer-aided-publishing (CAP) system has a multiprocessor architecture
consisting of MC6801 o virtualmemory microprocessors that share
as much as SM bytes of RAM and are
linked by an Ethernet-oriented multiprocessor network. A single cluster
(configuration) can consist of as many
as four graphics workstations, eight
alphanumeric terminals and 320M
bytes of Winchester disk storage.
Each cluster contains a multitasking
controller consisting of three 6801 o
CPUs: one background processor and
two interactive processors.
The background processor manages the system's disk and tape files
and its 9,600-baud alphanumeric
terminals. An eight-port serial interface board links the alphanumeric
terminals to the background processor. Communication between the
background and interactive processors is via an internal Ethernet
network. To avoid overloading the
background processor, the disk
controller, tape controller and serial
interface boards are configured for
direct memory access (OMA). Additional spaces in the 14-slot Multibus
rack are available for interface boards
to a proofer, phototypesetter and one
or more scanners.
Because the interactive processors
lack disk drives, the background
processor handles program storage
for graphics. It converts continuoustone images to screened halftones
and translates the Qubix database to
the proper format for proofers and
phototypesetters. These operations
are performed in batch mode; they
can take several minutes to several
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hours, depending on how often they
are interrupted by interactive tasks.
The background processor also
handles scanning and printing. In
scanning, the system converts raster
input from an external device to ASCII
character data. Printing converts
vector and ASCII data to raster
hard-copy output.
The interactive processors drive the
graphics workstations. They contain
eight serial 1/0 ports for the keyboard
and digitizer of each graphics

workstation and interface boards for
the 1 O-MHz internal Ethernet bus. The
interactive processors' tasks are
assigned priorities that take into
account a user's expectations. Operations such as deleting a word or a line,
which a user naturally expects to
occur rapidly, are performed in
milliseconds. Functions such as
"turning a page" usually take less
than 3 seconds. Moving to another
"chapter," "volume" or document
takes successively longer.

LOCAL-AREA
NETWORK

COMMUNICATIONS
CONTROLLER
SER IAL 1/0
CONTROLLER
EXTERNAL-DEVICE
CONTRO LLER
NINE-TRACK
TAPE DRIVE

SCANNER

PROOFER

TYPESETTER

WINCHESTER
DISK
BACKG ROU ND PROCESSO R
INTERACTIVE INTERACTIVE
PROCESSOR PROCESSOR
VIDEO MEMORY
A LPHANUMER IC
DATA-ENTRY
TERMINALS

....__,.......__,...._._"T'"""'........"T'"""'--' AND CONTROL

GRAPHICS WOR KSTATION S

Qublx model IV cluster contains three MC68010 virtual-memory, 10-MHz CPUs (one
background, two interactive), a video board for each of four graphics workstations and
interfaces to a scanner, a proofer and a typesetter.
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or line, and an exception list is generated and sent to
the user's workstation.
To resolve exceptions, the user requests the system
to list the exceptions and display them with their page
numbers. When the user touches the workstation stylus
to an item on the list, the page on which the selected
exception occurs appears on the screen. At the page
level, each of the exceptions is highlighted in reverse
video. If the exception relates to a line drawing, the
user touches the stylus to the graphics edit verb in the
command window. He then moves the stylus to the

location on the page that the figure occurs and edits the
drawing.
If one of the exceptions is a missing figure, the user
touches the stylus to the missing ]igure entry. The user
then views a list of master figures and selects the
appropriate figure by touching the stylus to the
photostat command, which places a copy of that figure
in the appropriate location on the page.
If the exception is textual, the user touches the stylus
to the text edit entry. When the presentation window
appears, the stylus is moved to the appropriate
paragraph, line, word or character, and the correction
is entered via the keyboard.
D
Robert S.M. Wulff is vice president of research and
development at Qubix Graphic Systems Inc., Saratoga, Calif.

PATENTED VIDEO BOARD DRIVES 156-MHz RASTER GENERATOR
In raster-scan systems, the graphics processor must furnish bit-mapped
display information that may bear little
relation to the order in which lines,
points and characters are specified in
the internal database. To accomplish
this, most raster systems insert a
"refresh" buffer, which stores an
intensity level for each pixel between
the display and the CPU . The problem
with this approach is that even
low-resolution screens contain many
pixels, most of which must be
modified to change images on the
screen. Thus, sophisticated display
operations such as zoom (changing
the view size), pan (moving the view
horizontally or vertically over the
image) and scroll (moving the view
one line at a time vertically)
traditionally have required specialized
graphics processors to achieve clock
rates that allow the operations to be
performed interactively.
Qubix Graphic Systems Inc. has
addressed the speed issue by
designing a video board that operates
much like a stored-logic computer.
Key to this board's operation is an
address-control table that indexes the
64K-word video memory. The system
groups the 2,240 bits representing the
pixels on a horizontal display line into
64-bit words. By scanning a line using
64-bit words, the video memory need
operate only at 2.2 MHz-1AMth the
clock rate of the screen's 156-MHZ
raster generator. Further, because
the video memory can be driven at
twice this speed, it is dual ported with
interleaved cycles, some going to the
interactive CPU via the 16-bit Multibus
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Qublx'a video board uses an address-lookup table to index the 64K by 64-bit video
memory, speeding execution of zoom, pan and scroll operations. The "unused" portion of
video memory temporarily stores previously displayed menus, so that they can be
re-displayed without re-creating the raster images.

and some to the 64-bit video bus.
Zoom operations with the Qubix
system involve only the change of
data in the address-control table. For
example, to double the height of a
character that is 16 raster lines in
height, without losing definition, the
system repeats the address of each
line. Similarly, to double the size of an
image in the horizontal direction, the
system loads the control word of each
line to halve the pixel rate. The result
is a bit transition every two clock
states, which stretches each pixel in
the designated area to twice its
original width .
To perform pan and scroll operations, the Qubix system employs a

special data word that holds address
offsets. Rather than incrementing or
decrementing all of the display
addresses, the system need modify
only one word per raster line. The
Qubix system also allows display
menus to be removed and redisplayed in microseconds or even
nanoseconds. Such "instantaneous"
operation is possible because only 90
percent of the system's video memory
is used to address the raster display
at once. While most raster systems
must erase a display and then
recreate it, Qubix's system merely
changes a display's address from the
used to the unused portion of video
memory and vice versa.
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THE NEW 924 THE TELEVIDEO

SUCCESS STORY(contO.)

TeleVideo' has combined the best innovations in technology, design and quality of manufacturing
to bring you superior terminals. Now with the new 924 we've built in comfort and productivity features
that leave the other manufacturers behind.
For user comfort, the 924 has a tilt and swivel non-glare screen and DIN-standard low profile keyboard.
16 programmable, non-volatile function keys (shiftable to 32) turn often used instructions into one
key commands. Extra display features include fu ll screen editing, character and block graphics, plus
32 non-embedded visual attributes. The 924's logica l attributes define protected and unprotected
regions for accurate data entry
If you don 't need the full power of the 924, our 914 has all the design
~
advantages of the 924 at less cost.
Whatever your application, nothing measures up to TeleVideo. And

~a~t~i~~~~~~~!~: f~rk:o~~i~f~~~~ion

(In California call (408) 745-7760) or

contact your nearest TeleVideo office:
California/ Santa Ana .
. ...... (714) 476-0244
California/Sunnyvale
...... (408) 745-7760
Georgia/ Atlanta ........................................ (404 ) 447-1231
Illinois/ Chicago ........................................ (312 ) 397-5400
Massachusetts/ Boston
. (617) 890-3282
New York/ New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . (516) 4%-4777
Texas/ Dallas .
. ...... (214) 258-6776
Central Europe (The Netherlands ) .
. (31 ) 2S03-3S444
Northern Europe (United Kingdom ) ... ...................... (44 ) 9-905-6464
. . (33 ) 1-686-4412
Southern Europe (France ) .

I

GET /NON
THE BOOM™

JeleVideo®
Jerminals
O. 'IeleVideo System s, Inc .

Service is available nationwide from General Electric
Electronic Instrumentation and Computer Service Centers.
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Floating Point Systems
array processor to break
The FPS-5000 Series from
Floating Point Systems

Typical performance examples of geophysical, medical imaging and
signal/image processing applications.
Application Example

AP-1208

FPS-5410

5420

5430

Now, a new family of
1. Demodulation / Signal
13.8msec.
6.5msec.
NI A
NI A
Analysis
products from Floating Point
Systems brings increased com2. Tomography Preprocessing
60sec.
25sec.
16sec.
12sec.
puting power and unmatched
3. Multispectral Image Classification
49sec.
25sec.
13.3sec.
10.5sec.
[512 x 512 pixels 8 Bands, 4 classes)
price/performance to the
signal/image processing world.
4. 2DFFT
3.4sec.
1.4sec.
.7sec.
.5sec.
(512 x 512 complex)
With 3 to 6 times the speed
5. Matrix Multiply
439msec.
177 msec.
96msec.
and 4 times the memory capacity
71 msec.
(100x 100)
of previous FPS products, the
Based upon specifications subject to change.
FPS-5000 Series provides comput- ·
ing for applications that exceed
FPS-5000 Series sets a new stantheir present system's capability.
Arithmetic Coprocessors. Data
dard for cost-effective computing,
The FPS-5000 Series offers fast,
flow is simultaneously managed
breaking the $2,000 per MFLOP*
accurate, flexible computing for
FPS-5000 Series Architecture
barrier-the first time this has
the most demanding real-time,
been achieved in any floatinguser-interactive, and productionoriented applications.
point computing system.
Four basic product groups
*Based on U.S. Domestic Prices
make up the new FPS-5000 Series:
Distributed processing
the 5100, 5200, 5300 and 5400.
Peak performances range from 26 architecture
million floating-point operations
The FPS-5000 Series is
per second (MFLOP), to 62
a distributed processing
MFLOP. Data memory of 0.5M to
system that maximizes
IM words is available along with
throughput by allocating
program memory to 32K words.
the computational load to
By combining a distributed
a set of high-performance,
architecture concept with the
independent, floatinglatest VLSI technology, the
point processing elements called

introduces the first
the $2,000/MFLOP barrier.
by a combination of
independent 1/0 Processors and the central
Control Processor.
Each Arithmetic
Coprocessor, with
synchronous architecture to allow simple
application debugging,
functions as a selfcontained unit.
The new Multiple
Array Processor
Execution Language
(MAXL), based upon
FORTRAN 77, allows the user to
construct an integrated system
environment which can be tuned
to application requirements.
Increased performance can be
achieved by adding Arithmetic
Coprocessors as a field-installable upgrade as the user's
requirements evolve.

Compatibility
The FPS-5000 Series maintains
software compatibility with previous FPS 38-bit processors and is
supported on a range of host
computers. Thus, the extensive

meantime between failure (MTBF)
rates in the industry.
The Series is backed by the
same outstanding worldwide
support services that distinguish
Floating Point Systems from other
manufacturers.
For more information about
how the FPS-5000 can be used in
your specific application, call (800)
547-1445 or your local sales office.
The world leader In array processors.

software support developed for
FPS-100 and AP-1208 products is
maintained and users are able to
move existing applications onto
the FPS-5000 Series with minimal
effort.

Quality and Reliability
The FPS-5000 Series was
designed and built with the same
quality standards inherent in all of
the previous Floating Point
Systems products-standards
that have earned those products a
reputation for unprecedented
reliability and one of the best

®

FLOATING POINT
SYSTEMS,
INC.

P.O. Box 23489
Portland. OR 97223
(503] 641-3151
TLX: 360470 FLOATPOIN BEAV
FPS Sales and Se!vlce Worklwlde.
U.S.: CA Laguna Hil~. Los Ange~s. Mountain View, CO Lakewood,
CT Simsbury. Fl Winter Park. GA Attanta, IL Schaumburg, LA New
Orteans, MD Rockvil~. MA Dedham. NJ Red Bank. NM Carrales.
At. Devan, lX Grand Prairie, Houston. WA Belk3vue.

INTERNA1lONAI.: Conodo, Calgary. Montreal. Ottaw:i; England,
Bracknell. BOO<shlre; Fronce, Rungis: Japan, Tokyo: Netherlands,

Gouda; West Germany, Hoar.
DtSllltBUlORS: Argentina, Buenos Aires [Coosin Computaclon.
S.AJ; Australia and New Zealand, Milsans Paint-N.S.W.

Melbourne-Victoria, Canberra-ACT (Techv.oy Pty.. Ltd.); Austria,

Vlema (Othmar Lacl<ner Elektranische Bauelemente Und
Garate); Denmarl<, Copenhagen (BLT l'(Jenturer IVS); Finland,
~lslnki (Of Emmett AB); India, Bombay (Hinditran Computers
PllL Ltd.); Israel, Tel Mv (Eastranics. Ltd.); l<Drea, Seoul (\Mlfld
Business Machine, Inc.): Singapore [Hong Kong, Brunel,
~and Malaysia~ Singapore [Scootek Engineering
Co.): Southem Allk:a, Johannesburg (Anker Data Systems):
Sweden and Norway, \Oxhalm (Tre Konsulter AB): Taiwan, Taipei
[Scootek Corporation): United Arob Emirates, RashidycJ, Dubai
(Albwardy IAL). Abu Dhabi [ADIAL).
©Floating Paint Systems. Inc. 1983

In a world where what is
promised is seldom delivered,
we have earned a reputation for
dependability. Whenever industry needs better ideas in flexible
media, Verbatim responds.
We were the first to
develop and manufacture in
volume the 5 Mbyte, 8 11 disk.
The first high-volume producer
of the 514" minidisk, as well
as the 96 tpi minidisk. And the
first U.S. company to produce
the new 31h" microdisk.
But then, leadership
comes naturally to Verbatim.
Having manufactured over

200,000,000 disks of all sizes
and densities, we're the world's
leading producer. In fact, one
out of every four disks sold is
made by Verbatim.
We maintain complete
manufacturing facilities around
the world as well as across the
United States. Each plant is
staffed with its own highlytrained service organization,
ready to solve any customer
problem.
Our commitment also
shows in our continuing series
of technology seminars. Purely
non-commercial, these educa-

tional conferences are designed
to keep engineers informed
of the latest developments in
flexible media.
It's all part of the
Verbatim response. Advanced
technology. Quality media.
Reliable service.
So if it's flexible media
you need, give us a call. We'll
respond to your instructions,
verbatim.

Hour

oaw

ro

.

WH~ WERE OUT
11~ oem l?u2Please See Me
\mportaot

Verbatim®

323 Soquel Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 245-4400
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Concurrent CP/M drives
multiple 'virtual consoles'
Single-user operating system allows
interaction with four executing tasks
on one terminal

Frank Holsworth and

~~~~y ~~~

Joe Guzaitis, Digital Research Inc.

A concurrent operating system can run several
programs simultaneously on one CPU. Unlike simple
task switching, in which a user monitors one program
that continues running while the other programs are
suspended, concurrency means that each program can
execute independently of the others whether or not it is
monitored.
Fig. 1. Virtual consoles are logical CPIM machines, each containing
an executing process. In the figure, the process running in virtual
console 3 is the one currently displayed on the physic;al console.
Virtual consoles can share all system resources and peripherals, but
a console "owns" a peripheral while it uses it.

PRODUCT SUMMARY
•Product name: Concurrent
CP/M-86
• Manufacturer: Digital Research
Inc., 160 Central Ave., Pacific Grove,
Calif. 93950, (408) 649-3896.
• Price: $350 ($150 for IBM PC
version)
• System compatlblllty: most
8086-/8088-based microcomputers;
most 80186-/80286-based microcomputers in real mode
• Memory requirement: 256K
bytes
•Software compatlblllty: runs
most CP/M-86 programs, data files
compatible with all CPIM family
operating systems
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984
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MAKING USERS MORE PRODUCTIVE
A concurrent operating system
does not increase the throughput of
underlying hardware. In fact, for
programs that involve no user
interaction, or disk 1/0 the overhead of
task switching makes it take slightly
longer to run a set of programs
"concurrently" than to run the ._same
programs sequentially. Thus, it might
seem that a concurrent operating
system reduces system performance.
The flaw in this reasoning is
measuring performance in terms of
CPU time instead of user time.

Because an operating system can
switch tasks three orders of magnitude faster than a user can enter a
character from the keyboard, a
concurrent system can perform a
substantial amount of processing
while a sequential system waits idly
for user input. When viewed in terms
of human productivity, concurrency
will perhaps be as important to
application users as the advent of
high-level languages was to system
and application programmers.
-R.R.F.
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Running processes In 'parallel'

OPERATING SYSTEMS

Concurrent CP/M transforms each executing application program into a process by augmenting it with
system code and housekeeping data that keeps track of
the state of the program. This allows the system to

Concurrency allows a microcomputer to perform
several jobs at once. It aids users by making more
productive use of their time, allowing them to continue
working · interactively during time-consuming tasks
such as printing a file or compiling a program.
Concurrency also benefits software designers and
system integrators by allowing them to build more
sophisticated applications.

When a user wants to monitor a
process, the system assigns that
process' virtual console to the physical
console, and the process' output is
displayed on the screen.
interrupt and reinstate a process at any time-a
necessary capability for multitasking. Although multitasking means that each process moves through the

TUNING APPLICATIONS FOR CONCURRENT CP/M
New applications that fully exploit
the capabilities of Concurrent CP/M
will take time to develop. In the
meantime, software vendors and
system Integrators can incorporate
existing applications as long as they
exercise care, particularly with respect to memory usage.
Concurrent CP/M has been implemented on the 8086/8088, and it is
planned for other 16- and 32-bit
microprocessors. The 8086/8088 can
address 1M byte of main memory,
which is enough for most sophisticated applications such as interactive

graphics. However, Concurrent CP/M
with four virtual consoles can run on a
system with as little as 256K bytes of
memory. The operating system
occupies BOK bytes with full screen
buffering. By reducing the number of
virtual consoles or by eliminating
buffering, an OEM can reduce memory
requirements to as little as 32K bytes
but there is a significant loss of utility.
Memory management in Concurrent CP/M is based on "an extended
fixed-partition" model in which the
OEM determines the partition boundaries. Memory is allocated to each

TRANSIENT PROGRAM AREA
(USER SPACE)

166K

OTHER RESIDENT SYSTEM PROCESSES

36K

VIRTUAL
VIRTUAL
VIRTUAL
VIRTUAL

CONSOLE 4
CONSOLE 3
CONSOLE 2
CONSOLE 1

1K
1K
1K
2K
2K

PHYSICAL INPUT PROCESSES
DISPLAY
DISPLAY
DISPLAY
DISPLAY

BUFFER ·
BUFFER ·
BUFFER·
BUFFER·

CONSOLE
CONSOLE
CONSOLE
CONSOLE

4
3
2
1

4K
4K
4K
4K

EXTENDED 1/0 CODE AND DATA

4K

SYSTEM DATA
BOOS
CHARACTER 1/0
MEMORY MANAGER
REAL·TIME MONITOR
OS SUPERVISOR

4K
9K
2K
3K
4K
4K

INTERRUPT VECTOR

1K

)

VIRTUAL
CONSOLE
MANAGER
7K

)

PHYSICAL
1/0 SYSTEM
29K

)

LOGICAL
OPERATING
SYSTEM
26K

Memory map for a minimal configuration of Concurrent CPIM with four virtual consoles
and full screen buffering. The operating system (everything except the transient program
atea) occupies 90K bytes, leaving 166K bytes for user programs and data In a 256K-byte
implementation.
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process when an application program
is loaded. A process can request
additional memory using system calls
during execution, and it can return
memory to the system when the
memory is no longer needed.
Some programs, including spreadsheets, have a major flaw: they grab
all available memory as soon as they
are loaded. A way to "work around"
this flaw is to load these programs last
in a series of programs to be run.
Programs that create temporary files
occasionally cause problems because, if several copies of the
program are run concurrently, the
temporary file of one copy may
overwrite the temporary file of
another. The solution is to place each
copy of the program in a separate
sub-directory or "user number" so
that the multiple copies do not collide.
If sufficient memory is available
(usually 126K bytes extra), Concurrent CP/M can create a virtual disk in
RAM. It is up to the OEM to implement
this option. The RAM disk, typically
used to store system utilities and
temporary files, can improve system
responsiveness as much as five
times.
Both programmers and users will
welcome Concurrent CP/M's errorhand ling facilities. Although the
dreaded "BOOS error on x:" message
is still standard, application programs
can now handle physical and logical
disk errors in as simple or sophisticated a manner as a developer desires.
When a user encounters a disk error,
he can be given a choice of "try
again," "abort" or "replace disk."
Application programs can now exit
gracefully from disk errors without
losing data.
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More Software Products
If you 've done your research, you
know that Gould DeAnza is now
offering more imaging software
products than any other company.
We assure you a smoothly running
image processing system with
diagnostic, demonstration, and
acceptance test software. And our
Library of Image Processing
Software (LIPS) , a general-purpose
package, will enhance any imaging
application . LIPS version 3 carries
Fast Fourier Transform programs as
well as statistics and "training set
acquisition " packages for Bayesian

classification. Gould DeAnza
applications software includes the
uniquely comprehensive Seismic
Workstation package.
We've long been known for our
hardware expertise in image
processing. In the last few years, our
top priority has been software
development.
Fifty Man-Years of Labor has been
expended in this enterprise. And
that's just the beginning . We're going
to continue offering you the most
comprehensive, flexible , and
sophisticated imaging software in the
industry.
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Write or Call for information on the
software products listed above.
Your Software Solution: Gould.

Gould Inc. DeAnza Imaging and
Graphics Division, 1870 Lundy Ave .,
San Jose, CA 95131. Telephone
(408) 263-7155 TWX (910) 338-7656.
Eastern: (516) 736-3440, Southwest:
(214) 458-0052, Central: (312)
965-8110, Western: (408) 263-7155.
European: (089) 769 50 37,
Telex: 05-29 628 MOD·D

•} GOULD
Electronics

If you've been waiting for a supermicro with UNIX*
System Von a 68010-based processor, stop.
Introducing the Callan Umstar™300. Ifs the single
best supermicro_you can bu~ For a couple of reasons:
One, the lOMHz 68010 CPU. Ifs the newest,
fastest, best. It crunches numbers in a snap. And works
beautifully with the new UNIX.
Two, the new UNIX System V. It's faster than UNIX
System ill. On the Unistar 300, it supports a host of
languages.And when it comes to portability, flexibility
and system support, nothing comes close.
There's more. The Unistar 300 allows for expansion
to 172M bytes of high-speed disk storage with integral
tape backup-all within one enclosure that easily fits
under a desk.
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Its convenient 12-slot Multibus* chassis lets you
easily add options like networking, communications,
floatmg point array processors and more. Up to 2M bytes
of main memory provide real power for every user. And
nationwide service is available through ITT/ Courier.
Unistar 300. Finally a su2ermicro with super everything. Available today from Callan. For more fuformation
contact Callan Data Systems, 2645 Townsgate Road,
Westlake Village, CA 91361. (800) 235-7055. In
California (805) 497-6837. TELEX 910 336 1685.

<Cimm llJJ@fi~ChlIT
•Callan and Unistar are trademarks of Callan Data Systems. UNIX is a trademark
of Bell Labs. Multibus is a trademark of Intel Corporation.
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sequentially, the task slices are sufficiently short
so that processes appear to the user to be running in
parallel.
Each executing process is usually attached to a
virtual console (Fig. 1). However, if the output from a
process does not need monitoring (for example, printspooling), the process can be detached from its virtual
console, freeing it for another process. In effect, a
virtual console is a logical CP/M machine. When a user
wants to monitor a process, the system assigns that
process' virtual console to the physical console, and the
process' output is displayed on the screen.
There are two screen output modes: dynamic and
buffered. In dynamic mode, the system continuously
updates a process, but a user sees only the cumulative
changes when he monitors the process later. In
buffered mode, a user can see the step-by-step
execution of a process from the time it was last
monitored. If this were compared to watching television, the following scenario could occur. A viewer could
be watching the movie "Gone with the Wind" on one
CPU

channel, watch Atlanta start burning and then switch
channels to watch the news. If Atlanta has burned to
the ground when the viewer returns to the movie 30
minutes later, that's like dynamic mode. But, if the
viewer switches back to the movie and sees Atlanta still
burning, that's like buffered mode.
Concurrent CP/M allows software designers to set the
priority of each process, so processes with the highest
urgency can pre-empt the CPU (Fig. 2) . Because the

In buffered mode, a user can see the
step-by-step execution of a process
from the time it was last monitored.
system's scheduling algorithm is event driven, processes waiting for an asynchronous event such as r/o do not
consume CPU time. While they are waiting, other
processes occur in round-robin fashion in order of their
priorities. A programmer can set process priorities by
using system function calls. Some system activities,
such as multisector disk r/o, cannot be interrupted by
any process doing disk r/o, allowing data transfer to
occur at hardware speeds and all but eliminating disk
latency.

BUILDING ON MP/M-86'S MULTIUSER DESIGN
Concurrent CP/M 86 evolved from
MP/ M-86 , Digital Research lnc .' s
multiuser, multitasking operating system for 8086-/aoaa-based systems
(MMS , February, Page 253). The two
systems share many features, including a CP/M-86-compatible basic disk
operating system (eoos), so all
CP/M-86 programs and data files can
run under either system. In addition,
a-bit CP/ M data files can be
transported to Concurrent CP/M-86,
CP/M-86 or MP/M-86 without modification because all CP/M family operating
systems have compatible file structures.
Concurrent CP/M-86 includes all
CP/M-86 and most MP/M-86 utilities. It
also contains two new utilities: systat,
which shows the state of all virtual
consoles and system resources, and
vcmode, which displays and sets the
background data mode (dynamic or
buffered) for each virtual console .
Both Concurrent CP/M-86 and
MP/M-86 protect files and directory
labels with encrypted passwords.
Both systems also handle file integrity
in the same way. Users can open files
in one of three modes: locked,
unlocked or read only. Locked is the
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default mode. Once a file is opened in
locked mode, all requests for that file
by other processes or users are
denied. If a file is opened in unlocked
mode , file req uests by multiple
processes or users are allowed;
however, records or record groups
may be temporarily locked. Opening a
file in read-only mode allows all

processes and users to read the file
but denies any attempt to write to the
file.
Concurrent CP/M-86 supports many
other features of the CP/M family of
operating systems, including virtual
RAM disks, start-up files, multisector
1/0 date/time stamping and automatic
diskette log-in.

SING LE EXECUTING
PROCESS PER
PHYSICAL CONSOLE

MULTIPLE EXECUTING
PROCESSES PER
PHYSICAL CON SOLE

SI NGLE
PHYSICAL
CON SOLE

CP/M-86

CONCURRENT
CP/M-86

MULTIPLE
PHYSICAL
CONSOLES

MP/M-86

NO CURRENT
PRODUCT

The CP/M famlly of operating systems for 8086- and 8088-bssed microcomputers.
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After a few
Northern
Tl's Chicago Regional
Technology Center saved
Northern Telecom time
and money with three
logic-array prototypes.

Easy to design with, Tl's T AL004 logic
arrays are used in Northern Telecom's
high-capacity MERCURY 8-inch
Winchester disk drive (right) and in an
optional controller for its advanced
FLASHBACK tape drive (left).

Twice, Northern Telecom's Memory
Systems Division relied on the nearby
Texas Instruments Regional Technology
Center in Chicago for semicustom circuits. And twice, TI came through.
First, with a TAL004 logic array to
perform the data-integrity function in a
Winchester disk-drive controller.
And second, with two TAL004 logic
arrays to provide both the data/tape interface and data-integrity functions for an
opti~mal intelligent cartridge-tape
controller.
Both controllers were going into stateof-the-art products. Northern Telecom's
MERCURY™ 8-inch Winchester disk
drive-90-225 MB capacity, less than
25-ms average positioning time. And
.... Working side by side, Tl and customer
engineers run simulations to debug designs.
Teamwork like this enabled Northern Telecom to do a month's work in four days at Tl's
Chicago Regional Technology Center. And
thereby accelerate its product development
schedule by three weeks.

days with Texas Instruments
Telecom saved three weeks.
its RASHBACK™ Y4-inch streaming
cartridge-tape drive-nine-track (45175
MB) or 12-track (601100 MB).

Reduced IC count,
costs, and time
Each semicustom TI logic array replaced
12 to 25 MSI chips for Northern Telecom.
This allowed extra functions to be added
at no extra cost in boards or parts.
Fewer !Cs, fewer interconnects, a
smaller board, and simpler manufacturing

all combined to reduce costs by 50% to
75% vs. conventional SSl/MSI parts.
C ustom LSI chips, too, would have
been far more expensive. And would
have taken 50% longer to design.

As little or as much
support as you need
Northern Telecom selectively used the
capabilities of Tl's Regional Technology
Center. In one case sending an engineer
there to work alongside TI designers for

two weeks. In another, they simply provided TI with the schematics, a fimctional description, and diagrams. TI
engineers ran the simulations, identified
bugs, and consulted daily with Northern
Telecom engineers.
In both instances, Northern Telecom
got "what it wanted, when it wanted it"
from Tl's Chicago Regional Technology
Center. And plans to rely on the TI
Center in the future. •
11
T

TrademarkofNorchem Telecom Limited

TI setnicustotn products do tnore for you
than cut power and save space.
As they did for Northern Telecom, TI
semicustom products can reduce power
consumption and component count for
you. And you'll have fewer parts to order,
inspect, and inventory. Faster board
assembly. Improved system reliability.

·products. When you finalize your circuit, TI computer-verifies the design,
builds prototypes for approval, and is
ready for volume production.

Uncomplicated complexity

Your nearest TI Regional Technology
Center is ready to help. Staff members
will evaluate your needs at no charge to
see if Low-power Schottky arrays are best
for you. Or if one of Tl's more complex
logic arrays or one of Tl's new High-speed
CMOS standard-cell solutions would be
your better choice.
If you wish, the Technology Center
will contract to provide any or all necessary engineering services.
In fact, your nearest Regional Technology Center {see below) is your most
convenient access to Tl's unmatched
combination of products, knowledge, and
experience: Technical courses and seminars. Hands-on experience with a variety
of TI semiconductor products. Demonstrations. Well-equipped laboratories.
And midnight oil when necessary.

Tl's Low-power Schottky arraysTAL002 and TAL004-provide a costeffective, relatively simple entry point
into semicustom circuit design (see
table). Both interface directly with TTLcompatible devices, including all the
microprocessor and memory components. When you work with TI logic
arrays and with Tl's new High-speed
CMOS standard-cell products, you
develop new systems using familiar
design rules and can upgrade present
systems easily.

TI TAL Logic Arrays
TAL002 TAL004
Gates
Technology
Gate Delay
Gate Power
1/0 Signals

280

LPS'

400

LPS'

5.0ns
5.0ns
1.25 mW 1.25 mW
29
42

'Low-power Schottky

Economical customization
With TI products, you get a customized
device at a cost near that of standardized
© 1984 Tl
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27-4809

Tap a Regional Technology
Center for help

ATLANTA
BOSTON
CHICAGO
DALLAS
NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

(404) 452-4682
(617) 890-6671
(312) 640-2909
(214) 680-5066

Computer-aided design: TI Regional
Technology Centers are equipped with
advanced engineering work stations to
simplify semicustom product design,
improve performance reliability.

For more information on TI semicustom solutions-logic arrays or standard cells-write Texas Instruments
Incorporated, Dept. SRL013MY, P.O.
Box 401560, Dallas, Texas 75240.

TEXAS ..,,

(408) 748-2222

INSTRUMENTS

(714) 660-8140

Creating useful products
and services for you.
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Another feature of Concurrent CP/M is inter-process
communication. This feature allows data transfer
between processes by means of queues that are similar
to "pipes" in UNIX. Also, if a user is running the same
application on. several virtual consoles and they are
attached to the same disk drive, the processes can
share files. For example, the process running on console
2 can read files generated by the process on console 1.
This is particularly important in networking applications.
Users adapt quickly

The user interface to a concurrent operating system
involves a distinction between foreground and background processes. The foreground process is the one a
user is monitoring at the terminal; all others are
background processes. A user can switch back and
forth between processes by pressing a "screen switching" key so he is never more than a keystroke away
from any executing process.

Fig. 2. Process priorities can be set by application programs. The
processes and priorities shown are typical of a four-virtual-console
business environment. Depending on how fast each process runs,
the system might select any of the four colored paths. For example, if
the highest-priority process-telecommunications in the example-fully occupies the CPU, no other process will run until the high-priority
process is waiting for more 110.

STRUCTURING VIRTUAL CONSOLES WITH DYNAMIC WINDOWS
Dynamic windowing allows a user
to monitor the processes executing on
several virtual consoles while working
on a separate main task. The user can
define the size and shape of the
windows by simple commands that
permit him to fit the windows to the
desired view, taking as little space
away from the main-task display as
possible. It is also possible to
configure windows in color, providing
for dramatic display possibilities,
especially when the foreground and
background colors of each window
are complementary.
A command file to create the
window display shown in the lower
right photograph would typically look
like this :
OVERLAP.SUB
WINDOW CHANGE, N=3, PR=2,
PC=14, NR=16, NC=65
WINDOW CHANGE, N=2, PR=4,
Pt=10, NR=16, NC=65
WINDOW CHANGE, N=1, PR=6,
PC=6 , NR=16, NC=65
WINDOW CHANGE, N=O, PR=8,
PC=2, NR=16, NC=65

The file name is OVERLAP, the file type
is SUBMIT, and the command name is
WINDOW CHANGE. N is the virtual-
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console number (o, 1, 2, 3). PR and PC
are the row and column coordinates
of the upper-left corner of each
window, and NA and NC are the
number of rows and columns. PC and
PR are staggered to allow for overlap.
NA and NC are constant because all
windows in this display are the same

size. The command file normally is
entered from Console o. so it is
displayed with that console's window
on top. However, the command file
can explicitly specify which window is
on top; alternately, the user can enter
the command file from another
console.
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Plus,
has built·in
diagnostics to de·
tect problems before they occur. And simplicity of
design, which simply means you can depend on our ta~
drive any time of night or day. But would you expect anything leas
of Northern Telecom?
With all that in mind, don't you think it's time yc>u got the back-up
memory system that's really going to back you up? Then call us at (313)
973-4600. Or write, Northern Telecom Inc., Memory Systems Division,
100 Phoenix Drive, P.O. Box D, Ann Arbor, MI 48106. Or, better yet, order
an evaluation unit. We think your customers are going to like the change.
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specifies which disk drives have open files. Digital
Research Inc. encourages a comprehensive status line,
reasoning that the more a user knows, the fewer
mistakes he'll make. However, the status line can be
toggled off, so it need not intrude.
Users adapt quickly to screen switching and concurrency because it is a natural way to think. Consider the
average day for an "interrupt-driven" office worker.
Phone calls, reports and meetings force a worker to
switch f.rom one task to another, respond to requests
and then return to the task at hand. Most people are so
good at keeping track of several processes at once that
they rarely even think about it.
D

OPERATING SYSTEMS

Users adapt quickly to screen
switching and concurrency because it
is a natural way to think.
A significant aspect of the Concurrent CP/M user
interface is the status line. A typical status line looks
like this:

Frank Holsworth is a senior staff engineer in the Operating
System Division, and Joe Guzaitis is a senior technical writer
at Digital Research Inc. , Pacific Grove, Calif.

CONSOLE =3 DYNAMIC PRINTER=! WORDSTAR 5:25:43 CAPS NUM"S AM •

Here, CONSOLE=3 indicates the virtual console being
viewed (the foreground process), DYNAMIC is the
current console data mode, PRINTER= 1 indicates which
printer is usable by the application, and WORDSTAR is
the name of the application running on the foreground
console. Following is the clock, which can be set by the
OEM in either 12- or 24-hour modes, CAPS, showing that
the keyboard is locked into capital letters, and NUM,
indicating that the numeric keypad has been programmed for special functions. The' s indicates that the
user has invoked a Control-s to stop scrolling. AM*

LOOKING AHEAD IN MMS

Be sure to watch for these editorial features in
coming issues of Mini-Micro Systems:
• The Spring issue of Peripherals Digest will
arrive in late April.
• Office automation will be spotlighted in May .
• A state-of-the-market report and an NCC
preview will highlight the June issue .

THE MOST

MORE STORAGE
FOR LESS
LSI-11
COMPATIBLE

DEC

USERS
11 ·:

EMUIATION RK06/RK07
42MB Winchester/Floppy (8") ... $6995.00
70MB Winchester/Floppy (8") ... $7195.00
140MB Winchester/Floppy (8") ... $8195.00

EMUIATION RL02
lOMB Winchester/Floppy (8")..... $4495.00
20MB Version Add .............. $ 500.00

ALL SYSTEMS CONTAIN 2MB OF Fl...OPPY BACKUP

*NEW*

MORE MEMORY ON A SINGLE CARD THEN ANY OTI-IER MANUFACTIJRER
512KB TO 2MB QBUS ERROR DETECTING AND CORRECTING MEMORY

CALL FOR MORE DETAILS!

*NEW*

Information on availability, price, ap·
plications, and compatibility of software
packages and the systems they run on.
The Software Catalog is the definitive
resource.
Indexed by: software vendor; computer
system; operating system; programming
language , microprocessor; application;
and keyword.
Over 30,000 packages
"Just about everyone who is going to
be buying software for his computer will
want a copy of this dream book to thumb
through'.' New York Times, 12120183
"The 800-page volume for microcom·
puters sits atop my desk and is used frequently:' Interface Age, September 1983
"Before even talking to the salesman
spend some time with The Software Cata·
log: Microcomputers:' Forbes, July 4, 1983
THE SOF1WARE CATALOG
1984 editions:
Microcomputers $75.00
Minicomputers $115.00
Science and Engineering Edition $29.00
Let us tell you more about The Software
Catalog. Please call or write.

llsevier/lntemational
Software Database
TM

52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York,
New York 10017 . Call toll free
1-800-223-2115, or in New York State
call 1-212-867-9040, ext. 307.
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LONG LIVE THE
SUPERMINIFLOPPY
3.33MB ON ONE 51/4'' DISKETTE.
Drivetec's 3.33MB SuperMinifloppy™
creates new tracks others are sure
to follow. You see, high capacity is
just one benefit of this
drive's field-proven
(we've shipped

thousands) technology advances.
For instance, our track-following
servo instantly responds to servo
information on each sector of each
track. So you get a built-in guarantee
of diskette interchange even if you
write in Death Valley and read in
Dubuque.
And 2.78 MB of formatted
capacity means your customers
can load very large programs or
files with very few diskettes ... one,
for example.
Our high-compliance Gumball
Heads™ are manufactured in-house
and virtually eliminate head and
media wear. That reduces your
service burden and increases
customer satisfaction.
We use a standard floppy
interface and 500 Kbit/ second
transfer rate. So integrating the new
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standard in flexible disk drive technology will seem like old hat.

RELIABLY TRANSPORTABLE. If
your system or sub-system is
portable, or easily transportable, the
SuperMinifloppy is perfect.
Our servo and head positioning
system requires no adjustment, just
like old fashioned floppies, only
better. Because we guarantee ontrack performance. It's easy with
features like our Absolute-Vertical
clamping mechanism which provides accurate, repeatable diskette
registration.
The 3.33MB SuperMinifloppy
is much more cost-effective than
multiple floppies or low-end
Winchesters, as well. And since
flexible drive technology is designed
for head-to-media contact, you get
near-Winchester
capacity
with-
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Drivetec's 3.33MB Half-Height SuperMinifloppy
Delivers Guaranteed Diskette Interchangeability And
'Iransportability--Field Proven In Thousands Of Systems.
out Winchester head-aches from
head slap during transport.
Of course, our half-height 5%"
format provides still more benefits
including low power consumption
and less
weight for
a more
compact,
portable
system.

RUGGED
BACKUP.
One discussion is sure to get your back-up ...
back-up. Conventional floppies
require multiple diskettes to provide
adequate capacity. Tape is still
suspect and cannot provide random
access. Winchester cartridges are
yet to prove their reliability, and are
quite costly.
The SuperMinifloppy however,
delivers high capacity, random
access and guaranteed interchange and reliability. At the
same time, typical media cost
is less than $10.00 so offline storage costs are
minimized.
It is also perhaps the most
manufactureable of your viable
back-up selections. We designed the
SuperMinifloppy to be assembled
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with only one size screw. There is
no interior cabling to the PCB. In
fact, only one adjustment is required
in the manufacturing process.
That means your supply of the
SuperMinifloppy is assured. And it's
backed up by a team that includes
the original patent
holders on flexible
drive head and media
technology.
So put life into
your system today.
Call us at (408) 946-2222. Or write
Drivetec, Marketing Dept., 2140
Bering Drive, San Jose, CA 95131.

DRIVETEC
Creating New Tracks
In Drive Technology
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XYLOGICS CONTROLLERS ADD THRUST
TO YOUR MULTIBUS®SYSTEM.
THE 450 SMD DISK CONTROLLER.

THE 472 TAPE CONTROLLER.

It simply outperforms any other high capacity Multibus
disk controller.
With DMA speed up to 3.0 MB/sec. Non-interleaved
data transfer up to 1. 9 MB/sec. And 2 or 8KB FIFO
buffering. The Xylogics 450. The fastest SMD disk
controller available anywhere for Multibus applications.
And its unparalleled versatility and capacity make it
the choice of OEMs. It supports as many as four SMD
disk drives, is programmable to any configuration, and
works with any 16, 20 or 24 bit address system.
All this power resides on a single IEEE-796 bus
compatible board. Multiboost from Xylogics. Is it any
wonder that Xylogics has sold more high performance
Multibus peripheral controllers to more major OEMs
than anyone else in the world?

The state-of-the-art Multibus tape controller that outperforms all others in price and features.
Fast DMA up to 3. 0 MB/sec. Channel control for
true high-speed streaming with no repositioning. And
2 or 8KB FIFO buffering. The Xylogics 472. The
fastest Multibus tape controller on the market.
And the most advanced. The 472 supports up to
eight Pertee formatted streaming and start/stop tape
drives. Runs at speeds up to 125 ips and at densities
up to 6250 bpi GCR. Programmable to any drive mix.
And it occupies only one backplane slot in any 16,
20 or 24 bit address Multibus system.
Expand the universe of Multibus microprocessing
with Multiboost from Xylogics. The peripheral
performance leader.
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Removable-cartridge
Winchester triples
performance-to-volume ratio
Hard disk drive folds and squeezes
electromechanical and electronic devices
into a space-saving package

David Sutton, OMA Systems Corp.

A low-cost, half-height, folded 5¥4-inch Winchester
disk drive with removable media offers the floppy disk
drive's single-package advantages without its limitations. In the model 360, DMA Systems Corp. literally
folds a conventional full-height Winchester cartridge
drive in half-the first major application of folded PC
boards in computer peripherals. The company uses a
half-size drive motor, a pumpless-purge type of contamination control, full-head retraction on cartridge insertion and a pullout drawer for loading and removing the
Winchester cartridge.
The result: a true floppy drive replacement with
Winchester performance, including high capacities, fast
transfer rates, random data access and removable
media. More important, though, the 360's package size
reduces to one third the volume of that for conventional
51/4-inch Winchester cartridge drives.

Fig. 1. A typical removable-cartridge Winchester disk drive, like
the OMA Micro-Magnum (left), has a standard height of 3114 inches.
The new model 360 1.625-inch drive (right) is only half as high.
Cartridges (right rear) occupy a higher percentage of the space as
the drive size is reduced (right), requiring new packaging approaches.

leaving 21h inches for circuitry, power and signal
connectors, an air filter for removing airborne contamiOccupies less space
nants and an actuator for moving the heads across the
Cutting the drive height in half cuts the volume to disk.
one third. The half-height size (Fig. 1}-1.625 inches
DMA could have developed a smaller but more
rather than the full-size height, 3¥4 inches--however, is expensive cartridge to allow more space for drive
misleading. Behind the drives are standard 5¥4-inch- components. However, only the standard, 5¥4-inch
type, hard disk cartridges that fit both units. Subtract- single-disk cartridge is currently -being produced in
ing the %-inch cartridge thickness from the two drives' volume. Several drive packaging innovations, therevertical dimensions leaves a restricted space for the fore, were necessary to accommodate its use in the
drive mechanism and electronic circuitry. In fact, the half-height drive.
volume shrinks by almost two-thirds--from an ample
PC board folds around components
177 cubic inches to a tight 65 cubic inches.
The depth behind the panel is equally restricted. A
In today's disk drives, space exists for a rectangular
standard floppy drive footprint allows 8 inches. When PC board above, below or behind the electromechanical
fully inserted, a cartridge occupies a 51h-inch depth, components. But, in half-height cartridge drives, little
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room exists for the spindle motor and other essential
elements. Thus, the electronic components fit in
between and around the drive components.
The conventional solution employs an array of small,
oddly shaped PC boards linked with connectors or short
cables to edge connectors. But connectors and cables
take up space, incur parts and assembly costs and
reduce overall reliability.
To avoid these problems, the model 360 drive mounts
nearly all of the control and signal-processing electronics on a single PC pattern without intervening connectors. The circuitry differs in that it is printed on both
sides of a flexible film bonded to smaller pieces of
conventional PC board. Strips of unsupported film
between the PC-board sections act as hinges, allowing
the PC assembly to fold and fit around the principal
drive components.
In practice, folded circuitry (Fig. 2) is laid out flat
like a conventional PC board, except that, in placing
components, limited and oddly shaped areas where the
stiff board sections back up the flexible film must be
taken into account.
A proprietary technique, developed for the automotive industry, is used to apply the double-sided
circuitry and plated-through holes. The film is 11h-mil
Kapton (Dupont) high-temperature polyamide. Oneounce copper plating on each side adds 5 mils thickness
to the printed film. An additional 11h mils of adhesive
for bonding the film to the PC-board substrate raises
the total thickness to approximately 8 mils.
Film dimension sets the maximum thickness for the
PC-board material. To provide a double-sided set of
edge-connector contacts, printed film is wrapped

Fig. 2. A folded PC consists of a flat sheet of flexible film bonded to
oddly shaped PC-type boards. Component insertion, flow soldering
and circuit tests are performed before the PC boards are snapped
out of a flat sheet of PC material. Unsupported film acts as flexible
hinges (lower right), allowing the folded PC to bend, so that the two
component sides face each other. This "double-decker" PC board
assembly is then fitted around the drive components; the drive motor
fits into the hole area.

around the edge of the board where the connector fits.
Subtracting two layers of film (16 mils) from the
standard 0.063-inch connector dimension leaves a board
thickness of 0.047 inch-more than adequate for
mounting and holding components.
The substrate sections start as a continuous, predrilled flat board, much like a standard PC card. The
section outlines are perforated-stamped so that they
can be easily "snapped out" from the surrounding board
after the flexible circuit material is bonded to one side.
Before the sections are separated, however, components are inserted into the board side and flow-soldered

No-frills Innovation cuts cost
Drive and media costs can be cut to
affordable levels. System integrators
and end users pay a premium for
Winchester capacities and performance characteristics. But what price
is too high?
A conventional, full-height cartridge
Winchester drive with 5M bytes of
removable storage sells for $900 to
$1 ,0QO-(less than $250 per megabyte), which compares favorably with
the per-megabyte cost of a half-height
floppy drive. But a $4,000 system
cannot afford a $1 ,000 drive. This
ratio is why the new half-height,
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1OM-byte cartridge-drive is priced at
less than $500 ($50 per megabyte).
Size reductions cut cost, due to the
use of a small, less powerful drive
motor; a single folded-PC board,
which reduces assembly costs while
maintaining Winchester-level reliability and the elimination of a separate
fan assembly for cartridge purging.
Equally important, however, is a
no-frills, innovative approach to every
aspect of the drive. Instead of custom
heads, for example, a mass-produced
head assembly has been modified for
dynamic loading as the arm extends

out from its retracted position. A
low-cost stepper motor that controls
heads within 11128th of the distance
between adjoining tracks simulates
an expensive servo-controlled, voicecoil actuator.
Eliminating the need to write
embedded servo data on each
cartridge disk before shipment reduces media costs. Instead, user-written
servo patterns are added when data
is first recorded on a disk. The
cartridge can then be played back on
any other drive or reinserted in the
same drive.
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At Brow Disc, we have spent the last two and a half years
develo ing sophisticated flexible disc coat ng formulations,
process sand quality me hods. We have t med our development to coi ncide wit the growing mat rity of the flexibl
disc ind stry.

Put Bro n Disc' s advanc d technology to
us a call at 1-800-654-48 1 ... we' ll be hap y to talk straight
with yo . 1984 is our ye r. Make it yours, oo.
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DISK DRIVES

to the flexible circuitry on the other side. Standard
assembly procedures are used until the final assembly
step-folding the circuitry and mounting it in the drive.
In fact, standard jigs and automatic equipment are used
to load components, solder them in place and test the
assembled circuits.
Motor height is halved

The flexible-PC technique allows circuits to enclose
the bulkiest drive component-the spindle motor. The
lower circular cutout wraps three-fourths of the
distance around the motor. The larger cutout in the
folded-over board fits around a wider diameter section
of the motor housing. The wraparound design allows
the motor to occupy the space available from the base of
the drive to the lower surface of the top-loaded
cartridge. This tight but adequate fit accommodates
the specially designed, permanent-magnet DC servo
motor.
Motor height has been halved from 2 inches to less
than an inch (Fig. 3). But size comparisons tell only half
the story. A rigid, 5114-inch-diameter metallic disk,
spins at 3,600 rotations per minute atop the spindle
assembly when a cartridge is loaded and the motor is
activated. Dynamic stresses on the motor's 1-inch shaft
are severe, yet the disk must remain stable for the
heads to follow the tracks accurately during read/write
operations.
To assure stability, precision ball bearings have been
added to both ends of the motor shaft. These bearings
add to the motor's bulk and cost but also represent a
necessary trade-off to achieve an economical but
reliable half-height cartridge drive.
Pumpless purge uses fewer parts

Deleting the fan impellors commonly used to purge
the inserted cartridge with filtered air before loading
the heads on the spinning surfaces aids substantially in
reducing the motor's power and size. In fact, the drive
is self-purging. The rotating disk serves as its own
self-cleaning pump, circulating air through the cartridge and a filter to the rear of the drive. A
containment ring and duct within the cartridge housing
collect the centrifugal airflow near the surface and
direct it toward the outlet.
Air circulates through a single sheet of 3M electret
media, which provides adequate filtration of airborne
contaminants. This filtration method, though, does
impose a much lower pressure drop than that needed by
conventional pleated-paper media. Extensive tests
have proved particle-count reductions to a safe level
with a purge cycle of23 seconds, including more than 10
seconds for the disk to come up to speed.
248

Fig. 3. A half-size low-power motor (right) drives the cartridge disk.
Precision ball bearings stabilize the spinning disk clamped to the
short motor shaft and spindle assembly.

Pullout drawer aids safe operation

The technique for cartridge-loading combines safe,
reliable operation with space-saving design. Heads
fully retract from the cartridge area before the media
can be inserted or removed. This retraction avoids head
or media damage if the cartridge is mishandled or
defective. The heads are loaded on disk surfaces only
after the disk is spinning at full speed; a protective air
layer exists between the disk surface and the heads.
Retractable heads mean that a more reliable toploading method for inserting the cartridge can be used.
Consequently, the drive is configured as a pullout
drawer for access to the loaded cartridge. An angular,
spring-loaded, metal sleeve that pre-positions the
cartridge further simplifies the loading procedure.
The sleeve acts as a shield to prevent a user's fingers
from touching the read/write heads in their retracted
position. It also provides electromagnetic shielding
from the drive motor of the storage device located
directly above the cartridge drive. The sleeve helps
position the disk hub as the hub lowers onto the spindle.
A magnetic clutch then clamps the disk in place.
Full retraction of the heads makes these packaging
innovations possible but imposes a major space penalty
toward the rear of the drive. The linear head actuator
must move the heads across the recorded tracks,
completely off the disk and out of the cartridge. Adding
the space for the cartridge, the front closure and the
rear-connector assembly does not leave enough space in
the 8-inch floppy footprint for this much head/arm
movement. The solution is a space-convenience tradeoff. The drive extends 1114 inches in front of the
mounting panel, providing the user with a convenient
"handle" for pulling out the drawer to load or unload the
D
removable media.

David Sutton is vice president of engineering at DMA
Systems Corp., Goleta, Calif.
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What tolook for
in aword processing printer.
And~ lookout for.
First of all, look for a daisywheel
quality and reliability.
It's that reputation that made us
printer. Daisywheels produce crisp,
sharp characters that readers
the largest independent manufaccan't tell from the finest office
turer of computer printers in
typewriter.
the world.
~..~:...---. To learn more about
They're the best choice for
printing letters, proposals,
Dataproducts DP-55 and DP-35,
or for the name of our distributor
contracts and other important docu-._,~,.'1111••••••·•~;..:::;:rJl'lll
men ts that call for a professional look.
in your area, call (213) 887-3924.
We make the DP-55 and DP-35
type styles are available, so you
Or send the coupon below.
daisywheels, which print at 55 and 35 can match most any office

chR:~~e~r~~t,~Wa~~!:i~ better. ty'A;::~r's no better

Look for DataP.roducts
than the techno-liiJiiiiiiiiiii--~~ prtnterS.
logy behind it.

Our DP-55 will print a one-page
letter in about a minute. A 12 CPS
machine takes five.
Some compaYou may be happy to wait five min- nies are pushutes for your letter. But remember,
ing the limits
while the computer is tied up running of their techthe printer, it may not be available for nical knowhow
other jobs.
and offer little more
Bad design can make a smart
than souped up typewriters.
operator look dumb.
Dataproducts has decades of
People with otherwise normal dex- experience in the design and
terity sometimes become all thumbs
manufacture of sophisticated,
loataprodu~ Corporation,
MMS 3/84
around a computer printer. The fault
high-speed computer printers.
6200 Canoga Ave., Woodland Hills, CA 91365
is usually the machine's.
Our daisywheel printers are
D Send details on Dataproducts' daisywheels.
Our DP-Series printers were
serious business machines, engiD I'm shopping for printers now. Send a rep.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
designed
neered to perform
with the
reliably for years and
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
operator in
years. And to proCompany ____________
mind. Astavide their users the
Type of business _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
tus display is
greatest producNo. of printers needed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
standard on
tivity at the lowest
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
the DP-55. The printhead mechacost of ownership.
City _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip_ __
Depend on the world leader.
nism tilts a full 90" to make printTclcphonc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
wheel changes a snap.
Virtually every major computer
Industry standard ribbons and
manufacturer buys printers from
~nf0~~%~i'.l:'M l,~i;fP~f~;.2r~J~~OO'?~~~ l'.~~·~;,h
plastic or metal printwheels are avail- Dataproducts, then resells them with performance printcrsO Dot matrix graphics and label
·
h
F h
printers 0 Printer supplies
able from Dataproducts or local 0 ffiice therr name on t em. or t em,
Dataproductsisarcgistcrcdtradcmark.DP-55andDP-35
..__s_u_p_p_ly_s_t_o_re_s_._M_o_r_e_th_an_a_h_un_d_r_ed
___D_at_a_p_r_o_d_u_ct_s_is_s_y_n_o_n_y_m_o_u_s_w_it_h_~_arc trad~k~Dataproducts Corporation. _ _ _J
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CompuPro's System 816T:
One of the fastest,
most versatile
computers
on the market.
Reliability. It's crucial to OEMs and
systems integrators. Without it.
you can't generate business and a
good reputation.

CompuPro's System 816 answers your
needs for reliability. It's respected
among OEMs because it not only
outperforms the competition. but also
operates with incredible dependability.
The Most Valuable Performer. . .what
you'd expect from a company with
more than ten years of setting
industry standards.

More Power to You
The System 816 series has the power
and speed multiple workstations
demand. We enhance this even more
by offering a whole range of CPUs
to select from and standard RAM
memory expandable to 1 Mbyte
or higher.
As for disk storage, the System 816
can handle up to 4.8 Mbytes on floppy

drives and as much as 320 Mbytes per
controller on hard disk.

Incredible Flexibility
If that's not enough. CompuPro makes
the System 816 even more attractive
by structuring it on the IEEE 696/
S-100 bus. for the systems integrator.
this means amazing potential in
arranging packages. Just select the
appropriate components. you can't go
wrong. And CompuPro makes sure of
that. because we offer our
components independently, in any
combination you need. This bus also
provides the flexibility to use
compatible boards for graphics and
other unique applications.

Built to Last
No matter what configuration you
select. everything's housed in our
famous enclosure. Unlike the plastic
construction of most other computers.
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I
ours is made of rugged metal for
durability and shielding. A constant
voltage power supply protects against
brownouts. And the common modular
architecture of our System 816 family
makes upgrading or reconfiguring
remarkably easy.
When you get right down to it.

CompuPro speaks your language. With
operating environments like CP/M.®
CP/M-86'.® MP/M-86'." CP/M-68K"' and
our own CP/M®8-16'." MP/M"'8-16"'
and CCP/M"'8-16'." And the
capability to support languages
like Pascal. C. mapFORTH. BASIC.
COBOL. PU1 and FORTRAN 77"'
and much more.

Total Support
To show you the confidence we have
in the System 816's reliability,
CompuPro backs it with the industry's
longest warranty coverage: from
12 to 24 months.

r-------------------------,
CompuPro
Find out more about the

(2mpuPro.
A GODBOUT COMPANY

3506 Breakwater Court, Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 786-0909
CP/11 and CP/11-86 arc registered trademarks and
MP/11-86, CP/M-68K and FORTRAN 77 arc trademarks of
Digital Research Inc. CP/11 8·16. MP/M 8·16andCCP/M11-16
arc compound trademarks of Digital Research Inc.
and CompuPro. System 816 Is a trademark of CompuPro
Prices and spcdflcatlons subject to change without notice.
System 816 front panel design shown Is available: from
Full Service CompuPro System Centers only.
© 1984 COMPUPRO

D Send me your OEM/systems
integrator application package.

System 816 .. .The Essential Computer"'

D Send me your catalog with
warranty information.

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - Title-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
Telephone Number
Mail to: CompuPro Attn: Sales Depanment 3506 Breakwater Court. Hayward, CA 94545
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PC XT-compatible micro
supports multiple users
The multiprocessor, multiuser Dimension computer system supports as
many as 12 workstations, each running a
different IBM PC XT business application. It employs a microprocessor-based
Intel 80186 single-board computer and a
13-slot IBM bus. Each user has a
dedicated 8088-2-based workstation
processor board that connects to the
IBM bus. The Dimension's operating
system, compatible with IBM PC-DOS
2.0, has built-in electronic-mail capability for 12 users. It provides each user
with the equivalent of an IBM PC XT
with networking and shared access to
resources such as fixed disks, printers
and communications devices.
The Dimension system includes a
360K-byte floppy disk drive, a 15M- or
30M-byte fixed disk drive and add-in
spaces for a second fixed disk and a
45M-byte tape backup system. The
80186-based server processor board
comes with 256K bytes of RAM,
expandable to 512K bytes. This RAM,
used as cache memory, provides
high-speed interaction between users
and the hard disk. Each workstation
board includes 128K bytes of RAM,
which is also expandable to 512K bytes.

compatible, 640-by-200-dot graphics
mode and a detached keyboard. Options
include communications links. to mainframe computers such as a 3270 cluster
controller.
A Dimension with a floppy disk drive,
a 15M-byte hard disk, two workstations
and the operating system is priced at
$7,000. Each additional workstation
sells for $1,500. North Star Computers
Inc., 14440 Catalina St., San Leandro,
Calif. 94577, (415) 357-8500.
Circle No 300

Computer performs
industrial-control tasks

North Star Computers' Dimension is an
IBM PC XT-compatible microcomputer that
can accommodate as many as 12 users .

Workstations also include a local RS232
interface to connect a local printer or
mouse device, a 12-inch monochrome
video display that offers an IBM-

WORKSTATION

WORKSTATION

WORKSTATION

WORKSTATION
PROCESSOR
(8088-2)

WORKSTATION
PROCESSOR
(8088-2)

WORKSTATION
PROCESSOR
(8088-2)

The PPM 86-50 Multibus industrialcontrol single-board computer includes a
5-, 8- or IO-MHz 8086 or 80C86
microprocessor, a CP/M-86 Vl.1 operating system in silicon, as much as 128K
bytes of EPROM in 32K-byte increments,
as much as 128K bytes of CMOS static
RAM in 16K-byte increments, 96
buffered I/o lines, a 19.2K-baud full
RS232C asynchronous port, a real-time
calendar/clock with alarms and two
programmable time-base interrupt gen-

TAPE
BACKUP

IBM-COMPATIBLE
ADD-IN BOARDS

IBM PC-COMPATIBLE BUS (13 SLOTS)

SERVER PROCESSOR (80186)

HARD
DISK(S)

FLOPPY
DISK

r---

---,

:
PRINTER
:
L--------J

Dimension uses a multiprocessor system architecture. Each
system user has his own dedicated 8088-2-based workstation
processor, memory and input/output. The 80186-based server
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processor controls shared resources and responds to requests
from workstation processors.
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drive. System 86/310-1 omits the
Winchester disk drive. Systems can be
expanded using Multibus boards
through the expansion slots or through
standard l/O communications ports.
System 86/310-3 with four Multibus
expansion slots and 640K bytes of RAM:
$8, 700, System 86/310-2 with five
expansion slots and 256K bytes of RAM:
$7,700, System 86/310-1 with six
expansion slots and 128K bytes of RAM:
$4,995. Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers Ave.,
Santa Clara, Calif. 95051.
Circle No 304

erators. For number-crunching dataacquisition or numerical-control applications, the proposed IEEE floating-point
standard is implemented in hardware.
The board supports a maximum of eight
non-bus-vectored interrupts (edge or
level sensitive). For battery-powered
standalone applications, the PPM 86-50 is
available with low-power CMOS 1cs.
Prices start at $695. PPM Inc., 23945
Mercantile Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44122,
(216) 292-6006.

Circle No 301

Data-entry system operates
in centralized environments

Computer features
modular design
The Zeus5 multiuser, multiprocessor
modular computer system can be
assembled to a user's specifications and
requires only a terminal or I/O console
to enable immediate operations. It is
controlled by a two-board Z80A master
processor located in the basic CPU
module. This module contains a six-slot
motherboard, with two slots dedicated
to the master processor, one for the
hard disk controller and the remaining
three for user modules. It also supports
two to 12 users. Available in two- or
four-user versions, a user module
contains a Z80A processor, 64K bytes of
RAM and two l/O ports. The system's
mass-storage module comes in three
configurations, offering two 5114-inch
double-sided, double-density floppy disk
drives or two 5114-inch Winchester disk
drives or one floppy disk drive and one
Winchester disk drive. Floppy disk
drive capacities are 500K bytes;
Winchester disk drives store 6M, 12M,
19M or 25M bytes. The computers run
the CP/M-compatible MUSE 5.0 operating system. Prices start at $5,595.
OSM Computer Corp., 665 Clyde Ave.,
Mountain View, Calif. 94043, (415)
961-8680.
Circle No 302
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Graphics workstation
incorporates GKS

The Gen-V data-entry system feaThe S6100 series of color and
tures a 32-bit microprocessor with 512K
bytes of memory, expandable to 2M monochromatic raster graphics workbytes. Storage options include Winches- stations implements the Graphics Kerter disk drives that store lOM to 120M nel System (GKS) standard through
bytes, a IM-byte floppy disk drive and local firmware. It operates in the Lundy
nine-track phase-encoded tape drives. native mode and the Tektronix 4014
The system supports as many as 24 emulation mode. Circle, arc and other
terminals and performs concurrent complex curves are displayed via single
foreground and background tasks. The
multifunctional terminals display 2,000
characters. Typewriter- and keypunchstyle keyboards are available. Gen-V's
menu-driven software provides integrated data entry, file management,
report writing and multiple communications protocols. American National
Standards Institute 74 COBOL and
BASIC and an English-like data-entry
language are offered. Batch or interactive communications are selectable
using a check-box format. A configuration consisting of a processor with 512K
bytes of memory, a lOM-byte Winchester disk drive, a IM-byte floppy disk
drive, communications and 10 terminals
is priced at less than $35,000. Inforex
Inc., 186 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, Mass. 01803, (617) 272-6470.
operator commands. Internal diagnostic
Circle No 303 routines execute automatically at power-on to verify operational integrity.
Each workstation consists of a 20-inch,
l,449-by-1,024-pixel resolution monitor;
Integrated systems come
a detachable keyboard featuring a
in different configurations
14-key numeric keypad and 24 function
System 86/310, available in three keys; and an electronics module that
hardware configurations, allows OEM houses an MC68000 control processor,
tailoring to specific markets. The 256K bytes of dynamic RAM, 4K bytes
microprocessor-based systems use of static RAM, 48K bytes of EPROM
Intel's 8086 16-bit microprocessor and and lK byte of EEPROM. Price is
8087 numeric coprocessor. Systems approximately $22,000. Lundy Elec86/310-2 and 86/310-3 include a lOM- tronics & Systems Inc., 1 Robert Lane,
byte, 5114-inch Winchester disk drive Glen Head, N.Y. 11545, (516) 671-9000.
and a 320K-byte, 5114-inch floppy disk
Circle No 305
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CAHNERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Cah ners Magazine Divis io n

publishes the following specialized
business magazines and directories:
B u lldlng/Constructlon Group
Brick & Clay Record
Building Design & Construction
Building Supply & Home Centers
Ceramic Industry
Construction Equipment
Professional Builder
Security Distributing & Marketing
Security World
Specifying Engineer
Electronlcs/Computer G roup

Busin ess Computer Systems
EDN
Electronic Business
Electronic Packaging & Production
Mini-Micro Systems
Semiconductor International

Foodservice G r oup

Foodservice Equipment Specialist
Hotels & Restaurants International
Restaurants & Institutions
Manufacturing Industrie s G r oup
Appliance Manufacturer
CPI Purchasing
Design News
Design News Directories
Modern Materials Handling
Packaging
Plastics World
Purchasing
Traffic Management
U.S. Industrial Directory
New s letter Division

CAN WE BUILD ON•

Electronic Business Forecast
Plastics Business News
Buying Strategy Forecast
Early Warning Forecast
Transport (De)Regulation Report
Hazardous Materials Transportation
Oil Spill Intelligence Report
Tradeshow Week
Energy Design Update
Building & Construction
Market Forecast

Fisch er Medical Gro u p
Emergency Medicine
The Journal of Cardiovascular
Medicine
Transition-Medicine and the Aging
Proces s

Cahners Exposition Group
is the largest producer, operator and manager of trade and consumer shows
in the world . .. with over 100 shows, 6,000,()()() square feet of exhibition
spac;e and total annual attendance of over three million.

FOR YOU?
Mix and Match disks in your
DCS 8086 Based Multibus
Development/ Control System.
Our standard box allows multiple
combinations of 8" floppies, 51/4'
floppies (IBM compatible) with a
variety of hard disks. Software
options include GP I M-86,
Concurrent CP/M-86, MP/M-86,
MS-DOS and iRMX.
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MS / DOS TM Microsoft
Multibus, iAMX TM Intel
CP / M-86 Concurrent ·CP / M-86 MP/M-86 TM Intel

~

Mini-Micro Systems Direct Response Postcards
221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, MA 02116

Nonadvertisers
1600
1550
1500

To place your o rd~ r or for more
information call (6 17) 890-8200
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New Products
SYSTEMS

Portable computer targets
industrial markets
Designed for use in factory and
laboratory environments, the 35-pound,
portable INDY Industrial PC comes in a
hinged enclosure for access to internal
parts. Featuring Multibus architecture,
it integrates a 16-bit 80186 CPU, as

much as 512K bytes of parity RAM, a
9-inch green CRT screen, two 3¥2-inch,
409K-byte floppy disk drives, parallel
and serial ports and the SCSI interface.
Software includes the iRMX-86 and
CP/M-86 operating systems, four language compilers (FORTRAN, Pascal,
BASIC and C), a full-screen CRT editor,
an assembler/linker and a PROM

programmer. A packaged system with
the CP/M-86 operating system and 128K
bytes of RAM is priced at $4,875; the
same configuration with the iRMX-86
operating system is $5,475. Monolithic
Systems Corp., 84 Inverness Circle E.,
Englewood , Colo. 80112, 1 (800)
525-7661.
Circle No 306

Portable computer features
132-column screen
The Execuport XL series of portable
computers features the 8-bit Z80 and
the 16-bit Intel 80186 microprocessors.
The computers support the CP/M,
CPIM-86 and MS-DOS operating systems. A row of 22 keys provides as many
as 44 user-defined, single-keystroke
functions. In addition, all keys are
programmable within the operating
system. The Execuport XL has 80K
bytes of RAM and a 9-by-5-inch green
phosphor screen that displays as many
as 132 columns by 24 lines. Dual 5¥.i-inch
floppy disk drives offer 400K bytes of
formatted storage each. The Execuport
XL+ adds a 16-bit coprocessor and
associated 128K bytes of RAM. Perfect
Cale, Perfect Speller, Perfect Writer
and Perfect Filer software are bundled
with the computers. Execuport XL:
$2,495, Execuport XL+: $3,295. Computer Transceiver Systems Inc. , P.O.
Box 15, E. 66 Midland Ave., Paramus,
N.J. 07652, (800) 526-9068.
Circle No 307

VME system
is based on CP/M-68K

' Unix is a trademark of Bell Laboratories

IRONICS INCORPORATED
Computer Systems Division
803 Cascadilla Street
Ithaca, NY 14850
Phone:607-277-4060
Telex: 705 742

The VME9000 single-user softwaredevelopment system based on CP/M-68K
suits 68000 software development in
assembler and c, real-time data
acquisition, data processing and process
control. Hardware features include a
68000 CPU module, a 128K-byte dynamic
RAM module, a quad-port serial module,
a floppy disk controller, dual 51/4-inch,
double-sided, double-density floppy disk
drives and three single-height expansion slots. The system provides Archive, DUMP, Relocation, SIZE 68 and
SENDC68 programming utilities and
assembler, linker, c compiler and c
processor programming tools. $3,995.
Mizar Inc., 302 Chester St., St. Paul,
Minn. 55107, (612) 224-8941.
Circle No 308
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"Tektronix 4010and 4014 are registered trademarks of Tektronix Inc

For more information call
800-223-24 79
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New Products
DISK/TAPE

Floppy disk drive stores
600K bytes
The MFD-80 microfloppy disk drive
stores as much as 600K bytes of data on
a 3-inch floppy disk cartridge. The drive
is plug and format compatible with
standard 51/4-inch minifloppy disk
drives. The MFD-80 measures 3.54
inches wide by 1. 58 inches high,
including electronics, and four MFD-80s
can be placed vertically in a 5%-inch
footprint.
The drive records double density,
double sided (by manually flipping the
disk) on the standard Matsushita/
Hitachi/Maxell 3-inch disk cartridge at
100 tracks per inch. The unit permits
the use of all 48 tracks on each side of
the disk to provide as much as 300K
bytes of storage per side or 600K bytes
of storage per disk. In the standard
40-track-per-side mode, the drive stores

The mechanics of the Janome MFD-80
3-inch microfloppy disk drive give it high
reliability at low cost. The barrel cam used
with the head carriage assembly eliminates
the most common causes of error in
band-drive positioners, such as capstan
run-out and contamination.

250K bytes per side, or 500K bytes per
disk.
Designed for high reliability, the

MFD-80 employs a DC servo-controlled
high-torque indirect-spindle drive, with
spindle speed sensed at the disk, a
high-torque motor, a cam-controlled
read/write head carriage assembly and
a simple pivoted-sleeve disk-handling
mechanism. Motor start time is specified as 800 msec. Mean time between
failures is estimated at 8,000 hours;
mean time to repair is estimated at 30
minutes.
The drive's speed is 300 rotations per
minute, and data is recorded at a
250K-byte-per-second transfer rate.
Average seek times are 245 msec. in the
40-track format and 272 msec. in the
48-track format. $125 (OEM quantities).
Janome Sewing Machine Co. Ltd., 1-1
Kyobashi 3-Chome, Chuo-Ku, Tokyo
104, Japan.
Circle No 309

positioning system. The unit also
employs a die-cast chassis-within-achassis construction that isolates the
head/disk assembly from shock and
vibration. Other features include a
rotary voice-coil positioner, an automatic positioner lock, a disk brake and head
retraction to a data-free landing zone.
$1,635 (OEM quantities). Micropolis
Corp., 21329 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth,
Calif. 91311, (213) 709-3300.
Circle No 310

Unit combines
disk storage, tape backup

Winchester features
25-msec. average seek time
The model 1305 5%-inch, 83M-byte
Winchester disk drive features a
25-msec. average seek time, including
settling. The drive supports the
ST-506/412 interface, offers audible
noise levels below 51 dBA and
incorporates the vendor's FASEEK
256

PC-STOR combines a 5%-inch, 38msec. average access time Winchester
hard disk for data storage and a
6,400-bpi file-oriented cartridge-tape
backup unit. The Winchester drive is
available in 33M- or 43M-byte formatted
capacity versions. Total capacity can be
increased to 86M bytes with the
incorporation of a second hard disk.
Each cartridge has a capacity of 16.5M
bytes. Data-transfer rates as high as lM
byte per minute can be achieved under
control of the vendor's proprietary
tape-interchange package software. In
addition to the IBM PC, PC-STOR
operates with personal computers made
by Compaq, Columbia Data Systems

and Eagle Computer and with the Texas
Instruments Professional. 33M-byte
unit: $4,995, 43M-byte unit: $5,995.
Alloy Computer Products, 100 Pennsylvania Ave., Framingham, Mass.
01701, (617) 875-6100.
Circle No 311

Cartridge-tape drive
backs up Winchesters
The PC-BACKUP cartridge-tape
drive gives personal computer users a
low-cost medium for Winchester disk
backup. The cartridge drive is a
four-track, 6,400-bpi unit that can
accommodate 16.5M bytes on a 555-footlong cartridge tape. The unit is
available with PC-TIP (tape interchange package) software that operates
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

Century .Data Systems' New 590 Megabyte
Winchester Disk Memory
AMS 571-our largest, fastest disk memory-is loaded
with value. New thin film heads and oxide media put 590
megabytes into a very compact, very economical package. To enhance system performance we've increased
the data transfer rate to 1.98 megabytes per second
while reducing the average head positioning time to 19
milliseconds. All for OEMs. And all at a very competitive
price!
What's more, the AMS 571 gives your system a record
low cost of ownership. Combining traditional Century
Data Systems quality with inherent Winchester reliability,

we've created a disk memory with an MTBF in excess of
10,000 power-on hours. A disk memory with quality built
in for a lifetime of reliability.
Here's a terrific disk memory with great flexibility. Design
your controller to pack all this new performance into your
system-or to emulate practically any other Winchester
disk memory.
Find out how the buy of the Century gives you a strong
competitive edge in quality, capacity, performance, and
price. Contact: Century Data Systems, 1270 N. Kraemer
Boulevard, Anaheim, CA; (714) 999-2660.

See us at DEXPO EAST, Booth #307.

Century Data Systems
A Xerox Company
© 1983 Century Data Systems
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New Products
DISK/TAPE

under PC-DOS or CP/M-86. The TIP
package controls reading, writing and
dumping operations and provides utilities that enable a user to customize
drive operations. $2, 195. Alloy Computer Products, 100 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Framingham, Mass. 01701, (617) 8756100.

Half-height drive holds
12M bytes on one platter
The single-platter, 12M-byte, halfheight, frY.&-inch ST-212 Winchester disk
drive incorporates low-mass mini-slider
ferrite read/write heads. Suiting portable computers and small desktop
systems, the drive withstands a 40G
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shock. It is configured with an
oxide-coated disk and four read/write
heads-two per surface-each of which
addresses 306 cylinders. The drive
operates at an average access time of 65
msec. using a stepper-motor-driven
actuator. A proprietary off-track compensation system permits operation at
track densities of 550 tpi. The drive has
612 tracks per surface, divided into two
306-cylinder bands. $690 (1,000 units).
Seagate Technology, 920 Disc Dr.,
Scotts Valley, Calif. 95066, (408)
438-6550.
Circle No 313

Side-loading streamer
backs up Winchesters
Serving as high-capacity backup for
Winchester ·disk drives in multiuser
business computer systems, the sideloading Flashback Y.&-inch streaming
cartridge-tape drive comes in two
models. One model stores 45M or 75M
bytes using nine tracks of a 450- or
600-foot standard cartridge tape. The
second model stores 60M or lOOM bytes
using 12 tracks of a 450- or 600-foot
tape. Both drives operate at 30 or 90
ips. Using the 12-track model and a
600-foot tape, lOOM bytes of disk
capacity can be backed up in 19 minutes.
The drives come as an Archivecompatible primitive deck or with a
QIC-02-compatible controller that features extended functions and self
diagnostics. Nine-track model: $920 (25
units), 12-track model: $1,038 (25 units).
Northern Telecom Inc., Memory
Systems Division, 100 Phoenix Dr. ,
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106, (313) 973-4000.
Circle No 314
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capadt;y disks, you know the available alternatives
haven't been too attrac:tlve.
Until MegaTape came along.
The inexpensive, book-sized MegaTape cartridge
stores 330 megabytes in both streaming and
start/stop modes. And unlike the 8 reels
of conventional 9-track tape it replaces,
it gives you 30-second average access
to any file in the cartridge.
Best of all, the compact MegaTape
drive costs under S3,000 in OEM
quantities, and uses standard
controllers. And the design
is so elegantly simple, reliability is outstanding. It's .
fast becoming the new
industry standard for
high-capacity backup.
So if you're looking
for an escape from
all the problems of
the reel world, call
MegaTape today.
We'll show you the
easy way out.

Call Gary Webb, Vice President,
Marketing at (2131357-9921
MegaTape Corporation, P.O. Box 317
1041 Hamilton Road, Duarte, CA 91010-0317

~~gaTape
The great leap forward in backup.
CIRCLE NO. 135 ON INQUIRY CARD
© 1983 MegaTape COfpOfation

New Products
PRINTERS

Daisy-wheel printer
operates at 80 cps
The model 286F daisy-wheel printer
accommodates 127- or 96-character
plastic and metallized print wheels. The
unit prints bidirectionally as fast as 80

Daisy-wheel printer has
35K-byte buffer memory

Multimode printer targets
OEMs, system houses
The model DS220 multimode printer
serves the needs of OEMs and systems
houses by providing correspondencequality printing for word-processing
applications, draft-quality printing for
data-processing applications and a
dot-addressable graphics capability. In
the 40-character-per-second (cps) correspondence mode, the printer generates
an 18-by-48 dot matrix using a two-pass
technique. For print-intensive applications, it operates at 220 cps using
bidirectional, logic-seeking printing. In
this mode, the printer offers a 9-by-7
dot matrix and a selection of 10, 12, and
16 character-per-inch pitches. The
printer also features front-panel controls for access to 50 programmable
features, such as forms control, print
mode and communications. $1,995.
Datasouth Computer Corp., 4216
Stuart Andrew Blvd., Charlotte, N.C.
28210, (704) 523-8500.
Circle No 315

Dot-matrix printer offers
correspondence quality
The model LCQ50 dot-matrix printer
operates bidirectionally at 150 cps in
draft-quality mode and at 90 cps in
correspondence-quality mode. It contains an ASCII character set and
supports 24 print font combinations,
including standard, compressed, doublewidth, enhanced, · double-strike and
emphasized. The printer prints 80
characters per line, includes a 256character receive buffer and is compatible with serial and parallel interfaces.
$535. Plessey Peripheral Systems Inc.,
Distributor Products Division, 2632
Du Bridge Ave., irvine, Calif. 92714,
(714) 540-6288.

Circle No 316
260

characters per second, depending on the
application. It is plug-compatible with
IBM Corp. 's 3287 and attaches to the
vendor's 174/274C/276 or IBM 3274/3276
controller. The printer's operator console configures line spacing of 6 or 8
lines per inch with 10 or 12 characters
per inch (cpi). In adpition, 132 print
positions at 10 cpi and 158 print
positions at 12 cpi are operator
selectable. A friction-feed platen is
standard; pin-feed unidirectional and
bidirectional forms tractors are optional. $5,350. Telex Computer Products
Inc., 6422 E. 41st St., Tulsa, Okla.
74135, (918) 627-1111. Circle No 317

The DTC Style Writer, a bidirectional
daisy-wheel printer, features a 35Kbyte buffer memory and multicopy
capability. It offers automatic proportional spacing; a Centronics interface;
graphics plotting, red and black
printing; and momentary pause for
paper, print wheel and ribbon changing.
Options include a forms tractor, a
bidirectional cut-sheet feeder and 17
type fonts. $899. Data Terminals and
Communications, 590 Division St. ,
Campbell, Calif. 95008, (408) 378-1112.
Circle No 319

Band printers achieve
6,000-hour MTBF
The M304X series of second generation· band printers has achieved a
mean-time-between-failure rate of 4,000
hours at 1,200 lines per minute (!pm)
and 6,000 hours at 600 !pm as a result of
its simplified mechanical design, reduced adjustment requirements and
LSI circuitry. Four models are offered
that provide 390-, 750-, 1,090- and
1,300-lpm print speeds with a 48character set and 300-, 600-, 900- and
1,200-lpm print speeds with a 64character set. The printers feature 136
print positions per line, switchable 6- or
8-line-per-inch vertical spacing and a
55-dBA operating noise level. They
accommodate 3- to 17-inch-wide paper
and can print six-part forms. Each
model is offered with one of three
interfaces: Centronics, Dataproducts or
RS232C. 1,200-lpm model: $8,000 (OEM
quantities). Fujitsu America Inc., 3075
Oakmead Village Dr., Building 3, Santa
Clara, Calif. 95051, (408) 988-8100.
Circle No 318

Printer mechanism has
free-flight head
The model 15-PMC bidirectional ,
logic-seeking, impact matrix printer
mechanism accepts 3- to 16-inch-wide
perforated paper, prints at 275 characters per second, handles one- to six-part
forms and prints as many as 132 or 242
characters per line. It incorporates a
nine-needle free-flight head. Driven
directly from the carriage motor is a
stationary ribbon cassette containing 55
yards of %-inch ribbon that produces
more than 15 million characters. Paper
advance is by stepper motor at 35 msec.
per line at 6 lines per inch. The
mechanism measures 22 by 71h by 4 7/s
inches and weighs 8114 pounds. $243
(1,000 units). Delivery is eight weeks.
Practical Automation, Trap Falls
Road, P.O. Box 313, Shelton, Conn.
06484, (203) 929-5381.
Circle No 320
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TERM INALS

Workstation performs
voice/data communications
The ES. l voice/data workstation
integrates a telephone, a data terminal
with a 9-inch CRT, an internal
300-baud, full-duplex modem, a detachable, full-travel, step-sculpted keyboard
and personal business-support software
in a desktop package. The ES. l
performs simultaneous voice/data communications using two telephone lines.
It has a telephone directory with
single-keystroke dialing (able to incorporate numbers for long-distance services, including individual authorization
codes as well as database log-on
procedures) and automatic re-dialing of
the last 15 telephone numbers dialed.
Users can maintain a personal calendar/
reminder file and can generate and send
electronic messages and memos.
The data terminal displays 25 rows of
80 characters, each of which is 7 by 9 in a
9-by-12 cell. The keyboard includes 10
function keys. The control panel has a
standard touch-tone telephone keypad
with 13 programmable executive telephone function keys and eight dynamic
soft keys for menu selection.
The ES. l comes with two modular
telephone plugs (RJllC). It uses a Z80

Color terminals serve
business needs
This series of color graphics display
terminals suits business, scientific and
engineering applications. The GR-1104
desktop terminal offers 1,024-by-780
resolution and on-screen display of any
eight colors from a palette of 512. The
vendor's proprietary 14-inch, 60-Hz
non-interlaced monitor displays a
262

Zaisan's ES.1 voice/data workstation puts information at a business professional's
fingertips. While speaking on the telephone, a user can access corporate databases as well
as external computerized information sources.

microprocessor with a 32K-byte ROM
containing the operating system and 8K
bytes of battery-backed CMOS RAM. In
addition to the traditional telephone
handset, the product features a full-

duplex speaker phone, a day/date clock
and a parallel printer port. $850. Zaisan
Inc., 13910 Champion Forest Dr.,
Houston, Texas 77069, (713) 580-6191.
Circle No 321

bright, stable, non-flickering image. A
selectable color alphanumeric capability
allows superimposition and scrolling of
independent file listings over a graphics
display. The GR-2414 terminal draws at
25,ooo vectors per second. It has a
resolution of 1,280 by 1,024 on a 60-Hz,
non-interlaced, 19-inch monitor and
offers 1,024 simultaneously displayed
colors from a palette of 32, 768 colors.
Local interactive processing supports
2-D transformations for scale, rotation
and translation; clipping functions;
zoom; scroll; positioning; rubber banding; and drag. A graphics processor
generates circles, arcs, rectangles,
polygons, grids, fans, hatchings and
paintings. Both terminals are supported
by the DISSPLA, TELL-A-GRAF and
Template software packages. GR-1104:
$4,950, GR-2414: $18,950. Seiko Instruments U.S.A. Inc., 1623 Buckeye Dr.,
Milpitas , Calif. 95035, (408) 943-9100.
Circle No 322

Terminal features
varied emulation modes
The model 2427 color graphics
terminal incorporates a 16-bit Z8002 CPU
dedicated to graphics processing functions such as area fill and polygon
drawing. A dedicated 8-bit 8085
microprocessor supports an ANSI X3.64
control system and handles all alphanumeric terminal functions. Graphics
resolution is 560 by 288. The terminal
has a 64-color palette from which eight
colors can be displayed concurrently. It
emulates the Tektronix 4010 and 4014
and is compatible with the Tektronix
4027. In the terminal mode, the 2427
emulates the DEC VTlOO and has an
alphanumeric screen format of 80
characters by 24 lines. $1,995 (100
units). Intecolor Corp., 225 Technology
Park, Norcross, Ga. 30092, (404)
449-5961.
Circle No 323
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Never before eould
you buy so much terminal
for such a small price. It took
revolutionary design to do it. Design
a lot of people couldn't accomplish for the
price. But we did.
In fact, the WY-50 introduces a new standard for low-cost terminals. You get a
compact, full-featured design that meets
the most advanced European ergonomic
standards. A larger screen with 30% more
viewing area . And a price tag that won't
break the bank.
The WY-50 sells for only $695.00.

FEATURES:
• 14" screen.
• 80/132 column format.
• Soft-set up mode.
• High resolution characters.
• Low-profile keyboard.
• Industry compatible.
• Only $695.00.
For more information on the revolutionary design, outstanding features

and unique good looks of the new
WY-50, contact WYSE TECHNOLOGY
and we'll send you a brochure filled with
everything you need to know.
The WY-50. More than just a pretty face.
CIRCLE NO. 137 ON INQUIRY CARD

WYSE

Make the Wyse Decisio11.

WYSE TECHNOLOGY 3040 N. First St ., San Jose,
CA 95134 , 4081946-3075, TLX 910-338-2251, Outside
CA en/I toll-free, 8001421-1058, in So. CA 2131340-2013.
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Terminal acts
as workstation
The Metamorph graphics workstation
has a 15-inch, 640-by-808-pixel noninterlaced monochrome display that can
simulate an 8%-by-11-inch sheet of
paper. Characters can be drawn in any
size or font with fixed or proportional

spacing reading in any direction.
Figures and bit maps can be drawn and
displayed intermixed with characters.
The product's display hardware features
a 128K-byte display memory under the
control of the 7220 graphics processor.
The visual display acts as a window into
the display memory and can be panned
and scrolled under software control.

Afeet the KEL Model 4135F
Dual-Function Printer
A label end bar code printer

""°'" ,.

'""'
goea
the with all
You can't
putwhere
your computer,
its labeling data, where your labels are
actually used. But the KEl Model 4135F
Printer, connected to your computer
through its RS232C or Centronicscompatible interface, lets you apply that
data just about anywhere it's needed. On
the next floor. In the next building. Aaoss
town. Or across the country.

vertical characters, lines, and boxes;
rotation of bar codes; generation of
non-standard characters; selection of
up to eight popular bar codes; and
user specification of bar code size.

Ifs.,,,,,.

In
time, a
h/flh·reeoluflon line prlnfw
Even when there aren 't any labels to
produce, the Model 4135F will keep right
on working. With its 130 lines-per-minute
printing speed, 136-character line width,
and 96 ASCII character set, the Model
4/35F can be used anytime as a
conventional line printer.

The Model 4!35F Printer not only goes
where the work is, it works harder when
it gets there. The 4/35F Printer has its
own label, bar code and character
KEl Model 4/35F The one printer for all
generator, so it takes over many of the
your work. For complete information, use
chores other printers leave to your
computer. label production will be faster, this magazine's reply card or contact KEL
more efficient. Data transmission time to directly.
a remote site could be reduced for the
typical label from minutes to just a few
seconds. label printing whizzes along
KEL, INC.
at 2300 dot lines per minute with 160
dot-per-inch resolution.

<S>

Model 4135F labeling features include
character magnification up to 255 times
normal; reverse charader printing;
precise positioning of horizontal and

400 West Cummings Park
Woburn, MA 01801 (617) 933-7852
KEL, INC. is a subsidiary of Kanematsu
Electronics Ltd., one of the leading Japanese
suppliers of computer products.
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The graphics controller draws dots,
lines, rectangles and arcs at 1.35 million
pixels per second. The Metamorph's
system controller is based on the 8088
processor with 64K bytes of RAM. Host
RS232, screen printer and auxiliary
RS232 interfaces and a parallel port are
standard. Firmware in the Metamorph
allows it to emulate the DEC VTlOO text
terminal as well as the Tektronix 4010
graphics terminal. $3,495, 120-day
delivery. Companion Computer Corp. ,
7404 Washington Ave. s., Eden Prairie,
Minn. 55344, (612) 944-5022.
Circle No 324

Terminal operates
in Datashare system
Developed for use with Digitex
computers or Datapoint Corp.'s
Datashar e and DOS systems, the model
1182 video display terminal features a
detachable keyboard, screen tilt and
rotate and five styles of cursor display.
The terminal displays 24 lines of 80
characters and a 25th status line on its
12-inch green screen. It also emulates
the ADM-3A, ADM-5, TeleVideo 910,
Hazeltine 1420 and ADDS Regent 25.
Under these modes , the terminal
provides seven cursor control, five
editing and five function keys and
supports normal and half intensity,
reverse video, underline and blinking.
An RS232C interface comes standard.
$995. Digitex, 2044 Armacost Ave., Los
Angeles, Calif. 90025, (213) 826-4500.
Circle No 325
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NO DEC I AN ISLAND.

Abie's new Easyway/E Ethernet port controller makes
What's more, Easyway/E meets IEEE 802.2, 802.3 and NBS-4
tying together networks of UNIBUS PDP-11 and VAX computers
standards for ISO/OSI layers 1 thru 4, so current and future
easier than ever.
communications with other DEC systems will be smooth sailing.
Easyway/E provides DEC systems with plug-in access to
In fact, Easyway/E's architecture is designed to accommoIEEE 802.3/Ethernet LAN's, with less CPU overhead and less
date future networking needs. The single board is comprised
network software than other Ethernet ports.
of two modules, so tomorrow's protocols can be implemented
That's because Easyway/E implements ISO/OSI protocol
quickly with less expense. Additional protocol support includlayers 1 thru 4 on a single board occupying one UNIBUS
ing X.25, SNA and TCP/IP will soon be available, as will softbackplane hex slot. Much of the potential LAN software you
ware support for DECnet and UNIX.
need is already in the firmware. So, your initial network
Able offers a broad range of devices for DEC computers
development time and costs for DEC systems with VMS and
providing communications, memory expansion and interRSX won't drag you under.
processor connectivity. All complying with FCC regulations.
And this lifesaving implementation of protocol
So, to keep from getting stranded, pick your port
on-board also offloads the CPU, freeing up the proces- ~~ ~ ~ J ~ ~~ carefully. Easyway/E. The standardized IEEE
sor to handle other tasks.
l tr•MI Qlj W3 ;I 802.3/Ethernet port for today and tomorrow.
The communications specialists.
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1732 Reynolds Avenue, Irvine, California 92714. Call toll free : 800-332-2253. In the Irvine area: (714) 979-7030. Or, TWX: 910-595-1729.
DEC. POP-ll VAX, UNIBUS, RSX, VMS and DECnet are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporation. Patent pending for Easyway.

New Products
DATACOMM

rors. Diagnostic features include self
test, local analog loopback, local digital
loopback, remote analog loopback and
remote digital loopback. $2,995. Prentice Corp., 266 Caspian Dr., P.O. Box
3544, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94088, (408)
734-9810.
Circle No 327

Limited-distance modem
features auto speed
The DCP3055 limited-distance
modem has auto-speed capability that
facilitates changes in operating speed at
unattended, remote sites. The unit
operates synchronously at 1,200, 2,400,
4,800, 9,600 and 19,200 bps. Using
metallic circuits, it provides full-duplex
transmission over four wires. Transmission range depends on data rate and
wire size; 10 miles at 1,200 bps is
typical. The unit provides an RS232C
interface and conforms to Bell publication 43401 requirements at speeds as
high as 9,600 bps on the line side. Other
features include built-in diagnostics
(local and remote loopback capabilities),
front-panel indicators and a choice of
RTS/CTS delays (0, 9, 18 and 35 msec.).
$440 to $550, depending on quantity.
Datatel Inc., Pin Oak & Springdale
Roads, Cherry Hill Industrial Center,
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08003, (609) 424-4451.
Circle No 326

Modem works over
Public Switched network
The 9,600-bps model 9600A/B standalone modem functions over the Public
Switched telephone network and over
four-wire, unconditioned 3002 or equivalent leased lines in point-to-point
applications. In leased-line operation,
the modem is compatible with CCITT
Recommendation V.29. In leased-line
and Public Switched operating modes,
the unit conforms to CCITT Recommendations V.24 and EIA standard
RS232C. Fall-back rates of 7,200 and
4,800 bps accommodate faulty line
conditions. Automatic adaptive equalization minimizes data-transmission er266
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addressing permits multiple name
identification of any port. $1,950.
Metapat h Inc., 737 Lincoln Centre Dr.,
Foster City, Calif. 94404, (415) 3457700.
Circle No 329

Modem has selectable
transmission modes
The LVS 76.8 limited-distance modem
allows a user to select from eight
synchronous speeds (2,400 to 76.8K bps)
via a thumb-wheel switch. At 76.8K
bps, the modem can send data 16,250
feet on 22-gauge wire. Transmitting at
lower speeds or on heavier-gauge wire
attains greater distances. The unit also
operates in a Bell 43401-compatible
mode. It uses a proprietary bi-phase
modulation technique. The modem
provides standard EIA and line
loop-back testing and has LED indicators for power, data transmission, data
reception, carrier detection and testing.
An RS232C or a V.35 interface is
standard. RS232C interface version:
$650, V.35 interface version: $725.
Complexx Systems Inc., 4930 Research
Dr., Huntsville, Ala. 35805, (205)
830-4310.
Circle No 328

Data switch networks
computers, peripherals
Combining the benefits of a local-area
network with data switching, the Robin
desktop data switch links terminals,
microcomputers, mainframes and peripherals into networks. It contains
control electronics, 64K bytes of
memory, configuration control, a cable
connector for attachment to other
Robins, four RS232 ports and a
Centronics-compatible parallel port.
Each port can be locally or remotely
configured for a specific device. The RG
62 cable can be extended to 1 km.
Signaling rate is 2M bps; maximum
aggregate user data rate is l.8M bps.
The network uses a variable timedivision multiplex protocol. Multilevel

Converter joins devices
to coaxial ports
The lnterLynx/3278 standalone converter attaches an asynchronous ASCII
CRT or personal computer to IBM
3274/6 controllers emulating the IBM
3278-2 display station. The device
connects to type A coaxial ports and
converts the coaxial interface to an
RS232C ASCII interface. It supports 33
primary asynchronous terminal personalities and 70 secondary terminal types.
It features clear-to-send and x-on/x-off
flow control, automatic baud rates from
300 to 9,600 bps, support for a 25th
status line and a 12-character password.
$1,395. Local Data, 2701 Toledo St.,
Suite 706, Torrance, Calif. 90503, (213)
320-7126.
Circle No 330

Message switch offers
multiple switch functions
The 68000 microprocessor-based
Micronet Message Switch desktop
store-and-forward system operates as a
network node, electronic mailbox and
data-collection system at 50 to 56K
baud. It can be configured with as many
as 24 ports and accommodates popular
communications protocols. It features
automatic speed, code and protocol
conversion, serving as a bridge to
switched or non-switched, synchronous
or asynchronous networks. Basic comMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

MIS

SHOP

GROUP
THE
NEEDS THE
NEEDS ASIMPLE
ATOUGH, ACCURATE
DATA COLLECTION TOOL. HANDSHAKE WITH
INTERMEC 9341 industrial data
collection terminals are improving
productivity in work -in -process
tracking, inventory and production
control, shipping and receiving, labor
reporting, quality control and more.
The compact 9341 not only
virtually eliminates data errors, but
also eliminates the need for on -line
CRT terminals. Its 32 character display
provides prompt, computer response
and status, time and wanding feed
back and is readable from 10 feet .
An adjustable volume beeper also
provides operator feedback. You
won't get faster, more accurate first read rates than from INTERMEC.
You won't find a tougher,
industrial data collection terminal than
the 9341. Encased in a heavy alum inum casting with a mar-resistant,
polycarbonate face panel and sealed
keyboard, the 9341 keeps functioning
in spite of the abuse industry
hands out.

THE HOST COMPUTER.

MIS managers need no longer dread
the thought of designing, programming and implementing bar code data
collection.
111e INTERMEC 9160A Port
Concentrator minimizes both the costs
and headaches of interfacing. The
9160A handles bidirectional data traffic
between your host computer and up
to 16 INTERMEC bar code readers
and/ or printers. All polling and error
checking for each channel is
automatically controlled, and data
storage expandable to 64K of RAM is
available.
The 9160A provides superior
system diagnostic and debug
capabilities with the equivalent of a
data line monitor built in . The 9160A is
compatible with most minicomputers
including the IBM Series/l, HP 3000,
DEC PDP-11 and IBM Systems 34 or 38.

For Li terature, Circle Number 192.

Whether you're an OEM designer
or end-user, for more information on
shop floor data collection tools that
integrate easily and work well, contact
INTERMEC, 4405 Russell Road , PO
Box C-N, Lynnwood, WA 98036-0694.
Call 2061743-7036. TELEX: U.S.
152447. INT'L 4740080.

FRIENDLl
ACCURATE,
INDUSTRIAL
STRENGTH
BAR CODE TOOLS.

[ffi] OwTI~UJMEC®
The industrial bar code experts.

For Demonstratio n, Circle Number 193.

Products

FIRST IN

DATACOMM

TOUCH-TONE®
RECEIV£RS
Synchronous data modem
transmits at 2,400 bps

munications functions include network
management, message processing,
store-and-forward switching, forced
delivery, electronic mail and front-end
processing to a mainframe. System
hardware consists of the control unit
with 16-/32-bit architecture, 512K bytes
of RAM, the console controller and as
many as four communications controllers; a mass-storage unit with a 5M- to
SOM-byte hard disk drive and a
1.2M-byte floppy disk drive; a supervisory console featuring a 12-inch,
25-line-by-80-character, tiltable video
display with detached keyboa,rd; and a
120-cps dot-matrix printer. The switch
uses the vendor's UNIX-like M-STOS
operating system. $65,000 to $95,000.
Sidereal Corp., 9600 S.W. Barnes Rd.,
Portland, Ore. 97225, (503) 297-5531.
Circle No 331
The SSI 201 DTMF receiver Is the industry·
standard one-chip solution for many
telecom applications. It detects a selectable group of 12 or 16 digits, with no
front-end filterjng required. And its innovative design eliminates the need for all
external components except a 3.58 MHz
crystal and an inexpensive resistor.
The SSI 202 incorporates the features
of the SSI 201 in a low-cost, 18-pin,
plastic package. This lower cost unit also
dissipates lower power and operates on
5 volts, making it compatible for use
with microprocessors and suitable for
consumer electronics. An additional
·early detect" feature is provided in the
SSI 203, the newest unit in SSl's growing
line of Touch-Tone circuits.
To find out more about the industry's
First Family of DTMF receivers, contact:
Silicon Systems, 14351 Myford Road,
Tustin, CA 92680, (714) 731-7110 Ext. 575.
" Touch-Tone is a registere.(J trademark of AT&T

sbJt
fonJ
INN<Yl/ATO~GRATION

The 2,400-bps model 2420 synchronous data modem conforms to CCITT
V26 and V26 bis and has diagnostics for
point-to-point, multipoint and switched
network applications. Operating modes
are full-duplex over four-wire lines and
half-duplex over two-wire lines. A
1,200-bps fall-back speed can be used on
severely degraded lines. Diagnostics
include a built-in test-pattern generator
and local and remote analog and digital
loopbacks. $1,095. Lynch Communication Systems Inc., 204 Edison Way,
Reno, Nev. 89520, (800) 421-0068.
Circle No 333

Multiplexer supports
16 full-duplex channels

Modem replaces
Hayes 1200
The 1200 Plus, a 1,200-/300-baud,
auto-answer, auto-dial standalone smart
modem, replaces a Hayes Smartmodem
1200. It operates in full- or half-duplex
modes. In auto-answer mode, the
modem automatically detects the speed
of incoming data. It includes an internal
speaker and LED status indicators. The
unit is supported by Crosstalk-XVI and
PC Talk III and Personal Investor
financial packages. $499. Ven-Tel Inc.,
2342 Walsh Ave., Santa Clara, Calif.
95051, (408) 727-5721. Circle No 332

The eight- or 16-channel OMX-1900
series fiber-optic time-division multiplexers are plug-compatible with standard RS232C data-communications
equipment. Each multiplexer channel
supports the EIA handshaking protocol
and can operate in full-duplex datatransmission mode. Operating modes
can be asynchronous with handshaking,
internally clocked synchronous with
handshaking or the vendor's triplechannel mode. Each channel is transparent to the data rate in asynchronous
mode at data rates as high as 19.2K bps.
In internally clocked synchronous mode,
each channel can be independE:ntly
programmed by rear-panel switches for
data rates of 1,200, 2,400, 4,800, 9,600
and 19.2K bps. The triple-channel mode
configures the multiplexer to pass 24
bits (OMX-1908) or 48 bits (OMX-1916)
parallel. OMX-1908: $1,295, OMX-1916:
$2,395. Phalo/OSD Corp., 65 W.
Moreland Rd., Simi Valley, Calif. 93065,
(805) 522-3333.
Circle No 334
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Drowning in
aseao!
solulions. 1
Bel~s within

reach...

Applications backlog. Technology blur. Mounting user
'.essures. Staying abreast of changing prices. A tidal wave of
'.oblems!
Even if some answers are available, you have to go to too
any sources and sift through so much information, theres not
10ugh time to locate the solutions to your immediate and most
iportant problems.
Well, help IS within easy reach-in the form of an informa)n system that displays all your current software, hardware and
)mmunications options for instant reference.
That system is DATA SOURCES, and you're invited to make
work for you. Simply fill in the coupon and we'll send you DATA
)URCES' 4 quarterly editions at 50% off their regular cover price.
What DATA SOURCES does is organize your options. It
llfil'antees that you've considered all relevant products by guid1g you to those with the best possibility of success.
DATA SOURCES is a conveniently sized, extremely wellrganized and skillfully indexed 2-volume reference ... maintained
n a data-base, constantly updated and published quarterly.
OUGET. ..
:ARDWARE-Over 16,000 products from Micros to Mainframes
tcluding peripherals-terminals, printers, memory devices, etc.
organized by systems compatibility.
OFTWARE-The largest available inventory of 17,000 business
ackages for micros, minis, and mainframes including operating
vstems, utilities, and application packages.

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT-From modems and multiplexors to local networks, carriers and services, plus all diagnos-tic and test equipment.
SERVICES, SUPPLIER, SUPPORT-Most complete organized listing of suppliers from installation design to maintenance and data
center operations.

- . CIRCLE NO. 141 ON INQUIRY CARD .
r-----------~---------------- ·

ORDER NOW AND SAVE SOo/o

Yes! ~~~;:::r~~ ~~~~;;~i;~~~o~~ii~~n4 ~~Z~yse~Yt~~~

save a full 50% off the regular cover price.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Nature of Company's Business _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please check appropriate box: 0 END USER 0 VAR/OEM

0 DISTRIBUTOR 0 DP MFG 0 OTHER _ _ _ _ _ __
An information product of Ziff-Davis Publishing Company. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Return coupon to:

SAVE TIME ... CALL DIRECT
1-800-227-1617 Ext. 251
(In Ca., 1-800-772-3545 Ext. 251)

DATA SOURCES
P.O. Box 5845, Cherry Hill, N.J 08034.
Residents of Ca.. Co .. Ct , D.C.. FL. IL , Ma.. Mi. , Mo.. N.]., N.Y, Vt .. pleaseaddapplicablestatetaxes.
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New Products
SOFTWARE

Molecular integrates CP/M
software on multiuser system
Running on its CP/M-based
supermicro system, Molecular Computer's application tools for office management (ATOM) integr ated-software
package handles as many as 32 users.
ATOM, developed by Hermenet Inc.,
San Francisco, is among the few
integrated packages for a multiuser
system. It combines word processing,
electronic mail and a spreadsheet with
the Menu Master set of menus and
sub-menus as the user interface. Menu
Master eliminates the need for CP/M
commands and has extensive help
facilities, notes Molecular product
marketing manager Jerry Braun.
Braun describes ATOM's word processor, M/WORD, as a superset of
MicroPro International Corp.'s WordStar, with added functions such as
multiple windowing and an abbreviation
dictionary.
ATOM's
M/CALC
spreadsheet is similar to Microsoft

Corp. 's MultiPlan but easier to use,
claims Braun. He says ATOM provides
"considerable integration, such as the
transfer of spreadsheets to the word
processor.'' File transfer between users
is accomplished transparently through
use of the menu.
Off-the-shelf CP/M programs can
easily be added to the menu, and
options, such as a relational database
manager, graphics and data communications will be available in the first half of
this year, Braun adds.
Price of the basic ATOM will range
from $1,200 to $1,400. Ian Garbutt,
Hermenet marketing director, says it is
possible that the ATOM software will be
tailored to other multiuser CP/M-based
systems such as OSM Computer Corp.'s
Zeus.
Molecular Computer, 251 River Oaks
Parkway, San Jose, Calif. 95134, (408)
262-2122.
Circle No 335

programming on most host computers
to transfer ASCII files . The product
supports a subset of HP 2648A vector
graphics plotting sequences and HP
2624B block mode for compatibility with
most HP 3000 software. All operations
are selected from a menu by using the
IBM PC's function keys. VDTE 2 supports
two serial ports with seven pages of
off-screen scrolling memory per port. It
offers 10 communications speeds from
75 to 9,600 baud. $200. Inner Loop
Software, P.O. Box 45857, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90045, (213) 645-5162.
Circle No 338

MagicBind

Computer EdifYP" SytU!lll•
New York, N. Y.

<:usl us·•t.S

Cross assembler
runs on DEC computers

C cross compiler
for NS16032

RExlSMA/186 is a relocatable, macro
cross-assembler software package that
supports Intel iAPX-86/87/88/186/188
microprocessor application deve lopment. The package contains five utility
programs including a macro assembler,
a cross linker, an absolute object-code
locator, an object-code librarian and a
menu-driven user interface. All programs operate on Digital Equipment
Corp.'s PDP-11 or LSI-11 computers
under the RSX-llM or UNIX operating
systems or on the VAX-11 computer
under the VMS operating system. The
macro assembler supports type checking, structures, records and macro
processing language. Object codes
produced by the assembler are compatible with Intel object module format .
Any object-code modules and objectcode libraries produced by Intel
language processors can be linked and
located using the REX-SMA-186 package.
Prices start at $3,250. Systems &
Software Inc., 3303 Harbor Blvd.,
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626, (714)
241-8650.
Circle No 336

This c cross compiler package for
National Semiconductor's NS16000 series of microprocessors comprises a
native code generator for the host
development machine and a code
generator for the NS16032. The package
also includes a cross assembler and a
cross linker that facilitates construction
of RAM/ROM combination systems. The
compiler can also be used with the
vendor's BASTOC BASIC-to-c translator
to support multiple dialects of BASIC on
the NS16032. The c compiler runs on
VAxlVMS, RSX-llM, UNIX and IDRIS host
computer systems. $2,500. J MI Software Consultants Inc., 1422 Easton
Rd., Rosyln, Pa. 19001, (215) 657-5660.
Circle No 337

270

Packages lets IBM PCs
emulate HP terminals
VDTE 2 allows an IBM Personal
Computer to emulate HP2624, HP2648
and DEC VT52-type video display
terminals. VDTE 2's general-purpose
file-transfer system requires no special

Software upgrades
word processors
MagicBind upgrades word-processing
programs
su'Ch
as
WordStar ,
MagicWand and Electric Pencil by
augmenting their capabilities. In addition to basic word-processing functions
such as boldfacing, underlining, accenting and superscripting/subscripting,
MagicBind provides more than 70
print-formatting functions, text-editing
aids and file-processing capabilities. It
features on-screen text previewing to
check page breaks and format errors,
proportional spacing with kerning,
automatic footnotes with user-defined
designations, automatic handling of
widow/orphan lines, multicolumn printing, flexible page heading and footing
and automatic numbering of chapters
and paragraphs. The product also allows
print-time record selection and verifies
data file accuracy. $250. Computer
EdiType Systems, 509 Cathedral Parkway lOA, New York, N. Y. 10025, (212)
222-8148.
Circle No 339
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OEM'S: Give your PDP*- 11/23 system
"a new lease on life" with ALCYON'S 68CXXJ
based A68KPM, and REGULUS* . An enhanced
"UNIX*" compatible operating system

A68KPM
Slngle Board Computer
Replace your present PDP*-11/23, CPU with ALCYON'S A68KPM
to experience a three to five time increase in through-put. The ALCYON
A68KPM and REGULUS* are compatible with all your present controller
and peripheral devices. A68KPM on-board features include:
•

MC68000 I 0 MHz microprocessor

•

•

Two MC6845 I memory managers
with up to 64 segments of associatively
mapped address translation

Centronics compatible
parallel printer port

•

Date and time of day clock
with battery back-up

•

LSI bus adapter

•

REGULUS* - An enhanced
UNIX * compatible operating
system. with real-time and
business oriented extensions

•

512 KB byte parity memory expandable
to 4 MB on " fast bus "

•

Up to 64 KB of EPROM.

•

Four programmable RS-232 ports

Yes I am interested in additional information concerning the A68KPM

...1
• UNJX is an AT&T/Bell Lal:x>ratories System Trademark
• Regulus is a Trademark of Alcyon Corporation
• POP·I J/23 is a Trademark d Digit.al Equipmenc Corporauon

• 8716 Production Avenue San Diego, CA 92121 • (619J 578-0860 Telex 18-1776
CIRCLE NO. 142 ON INQUIRY CARD

SUBASSEMBLIES

Timing analyzer
reacts to IBM PC
Controlled by an IBM PC, the model
2200 interactive timing analyzer provides users with data-acquisition,
-analysis, -processing and -control
capabilities for pinpointing hardware
faults during microprocessor- and
microcomputer-based system design.
The 2200 complements the company's
model 2100 interactive state analyzer, a
software-debugging and -analysis tool.
The model 2200 has 16 timing input
channels with a maximum 100-MHz
sample rate that uses a transitional
timing mode. High-impedance probes
and 5-nsec. glitch detection aid highspeed capture. Nine trigger modes
include modes for triggering on setupand hold-time violations, the beginning
or end of a pattern and pattern or pulse
durations at 10-nsec. resolution. The
device comes on two plug-in cards that
fit into the company's µ,Analyst 2000
chassis. $2,995 including probes. Northwest Instrument Systems Inc., P.O.
Box 1309, Beaverton, Ore. 97075, (503)
297-1434.
Circle No 3.tO

Data-acquisition board is
IBM PC compatible
The DT2808 data-acquisition and
-control board includes analog and
digital inputs and outputs, an on-board
programmable clock and an on-board
microprocessor. Providing 16 channels
of AID with 10-bit resolution, two
channels o.f DIA with 8-bit resolution
and 16 lines of digital 110, the board
suits applications ranging from industrial control, data logging, product testing
272

and quality assurance to home energy
management and security systems. The
product is compatible with the IBM PC,
IBM PC XT, Compaq portable, Eagle
PC and DEC Rainbow 100. Microcode
within the on-board controller simplifies
access to the board's functions and
allows programming in scientific languages. The board can also be
programmed using PCLAB, the vendor's library of BASIC-callable subroutines. $295 in OEM quantities. Data
Translation, 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro,
Mass. 01752, (617) 481-3700.
Circle No 341

Software system
converts comput.ers
The Sphere real-time, ROM-based
software system handles the Intel 8086
and 8088 and Motorola 68000
microprocessors. It combines the functions of an operating system, a
multitasking executive, a high-level
language, a native assembler and
development tools in one package. With
Sphere, a single-board computer becomes a single-board development
system that directly produces application pi-ograms within the final controller
product without cross-development
tools. The software can work on small
systems and needs 16K bytes of ROM,
2K bytes of system RAM and a terminal
port. For each supported microprocessor, the vendor provides a programmer's kit that includes a single-board
computer with Sphere ROMs on the
board, a backplane, a PROM programmer and documentation. Prices begin at
$3,000. Infosphere Inc., 4730 S.W.
Macadam Ave., Portland, Ore. 97201,
(503) 226-3515.
Circle No 342

Board set draws
45,000 vectors per second
Suited for 100-MHz video bandwidth
color monitors , the model 1024 Multibus
graphics board set supports l,024-by1,024-pixel screen resolution and provides 60 Hz non-interlaced refresh. It
can be configured in four or eight video
planes with programmable lookup
tables. The set includes the NEC 7220
VLSI graphics processor and contains a
proprietary multiple-plane write circuit. The circuit allows the NEC 7220 to
write in eight video planes simultane-
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ously in a single cycle. Drawing speed is
45,000 vectors per second. Software
support includes the CP/M-86 operating
system and a C-language subroutine
library for 68000 UNIX-based workstations. Tektronix emulation is available with a full-screen cross-hair
graphics cursor for use with GIN mode.
$3, 709. Phoenix Computer Graphics
Inc., P.O. Box 52667, Lafayette, La.
70505, (318) 234-0063. Circle No 343

Unit emulates IBM PC
for DP terminals
The Personal Computer Emulator
(PCE) provides local , IBM PC emulation functions to asynchronous
data terminals such as DEC's VTlOO. It
translates IBM PC console commands
into character strings that drive the
terminal. A single keystroke permits a
user to work on-line with the mainframe
or directly as an IBM PC with the PCE
system. The screen data and the
terminal configuration are preserved
when switching between local and
remote systems. The PCE contains an
8088 CPU, 128K bytes of RAM and two
5%-inch, 360K-byte floppy disk drives.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

SWITCHING TERMINALS
A PROBLEM?
WTI has a lineup of low cost
solutions ... RS232 Switching Devices!

It runs 16-bit MS-DOS software as well
as CP/M-86. $2,795. Solaris Computer
Corp., 2797 Park Ave., Santa Clara,
Calif. 95050, (408) 244-6214.
Circle No 344.

Product implements
virtual MS-DOS micro
Bridge/86, a DEC VAX-based microcomputer software-development system
for MS-DOS and CP/M-86 microcomputers, includes Bridge software, a license
to MS-DOS or CP/M-86, the vendor's
88-Board and software-development
utilities. MS-DOS or CP/M-86 code runs
on the 88-Board, which features two
8088 microprocessors, 512K bytes of
dynamic RAM , serial ports and a
bit-slice controller. Bridge software
runs on the VAX and maps all MS-DOS
or CP/M-86 output onto VAX peripherals, allowing an MS-DOS programmer
to use VAX debugging and monitoring
tools to instrument code running on the
virtual microcomputers. Written code is
stored in VAX files. $7,500. Virtual
Microsystems Inc., 2150 Shattuck
Ave., Suite 720, Berkeley, Calif. 94704,
(415) 841-9594.
Circle No 345

$89

AB MlnlSwltch

End the hassle of plugging and unplugging data cables .
MiniSwitch lets you manually switch between two RS232
devices and a common device such as a Modem and a Printer
sharing a Minicomputer.

TM-41 4 Port Push Button Switch

$295

Switch ports electronically from the Terminal by pressing a
button instead of flipping switches on a common AB Switch
box. Selectable operating modes include-equal priority
lockout, multiple and single port select.

-CAS-41 4 Port ASCII Code Activated Switch

$395

·Your Computer may select one or any combination of up to 4
RS232 ports by a user selectable code sequence.

CAS-161 16 to 64 Port Code Activated Switch $795
Your Computer may select between any one of 16 ports by a
two character ASCII code sequence . The unit is field
expandable to 32 , 48, or 64 ports .

SMRT-1 B Port "Smart Switch"

$895

This flexible microprocessor controlled 8 port switch allows a
user on any port to communicate with an RS232 device on any
other port . Up to 4 pairs of users can communicate simultaneously. " User Friendly" commands aid in port selection. port
status and sign off. The unit's so smart, it even signals you
when the port you wanted is no longer busy! Each port can be
configured for DTE or DCE by pressing a button .

PSU-41 Printer Port Sharing Unit

$395

Allows up to 4 CRTs to share one Printer automatically without
software changes! The PSU-41 scans each CRT and locks on
until the screen has been sent to' the Printer, then resumes
scanning.

~ [S 0western telematic inc.
2435 S. Anne St. , Santa Ana, CA 92704 • (714) 979-0363
Outside California call toll free (800) 854-7226
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Brighter writet.

System supports
personal computers
The MICROBASYS integrated distributed-control and data-acquistion
system features the llOBASIC 110oriented software package. llOBASIC
offers automatic conversion to engineering units and is preprogrammed for
thermocouple, load-cell and flow-meter
inputs. The distributed hardware for
MICROBASYS is the vendor's model
3200 backplane/card-cage/power-supply
assembly with or without an enclosure.
The six-slot assembly contains a DEC
SBC-11121 Falcon microcomputer and
four user-selectable LSl-11-compatible
110 cards. In its maximum configuration, MICROBASYS can support 64
high-level analog inputs, 128 low-level
inputs, 16 analog output channels, 128
discrete bits of digital 110 and four serial
110 lines. The IBM PC and DEC
Professional 350 can host the system.
Prices
start
at
$3,990
for
MICROBASYS and at $500 for communications utility software. ADAC Corp.,
70 Tower Office Park, Woburn, MA
01801, (617) 935-6668. Circle No 346

Our DP-55 daisywhee s a it more clever than most.
A digital status display tells you what it's doing as it
prints. and how you can help when it doesn't. It can
save you time and money. and that's just plain smart.
Call your printer distributm Or contact Dataproducts
at (2I3) 887-3924. 6200 Canoga Avenue. Woodland
Hills. CA 91365. In Europe. 136-138 High
Street. Egham. Surrey. TW 20 9HL
England.

IJ11

Dataproducts Daisywheel Printers
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1984 National

Computer Conference
July 9-12, 1984- Convention Center- Las Vegas, Nevada

ENHANCING

CREATIVITY

The 1984 National Computer Conference, the
premier annual event of the information processing industry, will be a portrait of the progressive
state of the industry and the overall impact
computers are having on our world.
NCC '84 OFFERS YOU:
-An in-depth Conference Program, featuring
over 90 technical sessions and 20 Professional
Development Seminars.
- The opportunity to visit over 650 exhibits,
and evaluate products and services in every
major industry category.
-An introduction to the newest products and
developments in the industry.

-Numerous other highlights, including the
Keynote Session by John F. Akers, President of
IBM Corporation; Pioneer Day; and the
Film Forum.
Make plans now to experience the 1984
National Computer Conference!
For additional information, complete the
coupon below and send to: NCC '84, AFIPS,
1899 Preston White Drive, Reston, VA, 22091.
Or, REGISTER TODAY via our toll-free
number: 800-NCC-1984, using American
Express, MasterCard,or VISA. (In Virginia,
call 703-620-8955.)

Sponsored by: American Federation of Information Processing Societies, Inc.;
Association for Computing Machinery; Data Processing Management Association;
IEEE Computer Society; Society for Computer Simulation

l - - -- -- -- -- -

FOR MORE INFORMATION, MAIL TIIlSCOUPONTODAY. -

I Name
I~
I Company
I Address

-- -- -- -- - - ,

Mail to:

I
I

AFIPS
1899 Preston White Drive
Reston, VA 22091

I
I
I

~~

I City

Zip
i
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _State
_____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ "_
_ _ _ _g_J
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New Products
LITERATURE

Brochure details
array processor
An illustrated, 12-page, color brochure describes the Mini-MAP 32-bit,
floating-point processor, which is configured as a four-board set for use with
DEC's LSI-11, PDP-11 and VAX-11
computers. The brochure covers applications, system architecture, performance, software, configuration options
and support services. CSP Inc., 40
Linnell Circle, Billerica, Mass. 01821,
(617) 272-6020.
Circle No 349

Catalog describes
STD-bus cards

Technieal journal covers
data-acquisition systems
Analog Dialogue, Volume 17, No. 3 is
a technical journal on data-acquisition
systems and components. This issue
discusses a single-board data-acquisition
system that offers industrial signal
conditioning and a high-level BASIC
programming language. Other application articles cover software for industrial measurement and control, a dataacq uistion information system and
ground rules for high-speed circuits.
The booklet also covers a monolithic
RMS-to-DC converter, a high-precision
instrumentation amplifier and a thermocouple amplifier/compensator. Analog
Devices, Route 1 Industrial Park, P.O.
Box 280, Norwood, Mass. 02062, (617)
329-4700.
Circle No 347

This full-color, 24-page short-form
catalog contains functional descriptions
and architectural diagrams for the
Pro-Log STD-bus card line, including
processor, memory, digital and industrial 1/0 and peripheral-interface cards. A
memory-selectio.n guide helps users
choose the memory and processor cards

best-suited to their applications. The
catalog also covers STD-bus subsystems, card racks an.d systems such as
the ABL-1 microcomputer. It also lists
the company's sales representatives and
worldwide distributors. Pro-Log
Corp., 2411 Garden Rd ., Monterey,
Calif. 93940, (408) 372-4593 or (800)
538-9570.
Circle No 350

Handbook covers storagemanagement products
This 486-page storage-management
products handbook describes the company's floppy disk controller devices,
floppy disk support devices, Winchester
disk support devices, Winchester board
products and main-memory products.
The handbook details the features,
functions and applications of more than
40 products. Western Digital Cor p.,
Literat ure Depart ment, 2445 McCabe
Way, Irvine, Calif. 92714, (714) 8637726.
Circle No 351

Heavyducy.

Casebook solves
datacomni mysteries
This 40-page, color guidebook to data
communications describes the company's line of modems, acoustic couplers
and intelligent communication processors for solving data-communications
problems. The book proceeds from
examples of simple data-communications problems to the more complex,
describing a typical situation and how it
can be solved using the company's
products. Digital Equipment Corp.,
Installed Base Group, DECdirect
MK01/W83, Continental Boulevard,
Merrimack, N.H. 03054.
Circle No 348

If you can"t afford printer downtime. pick the ones
designed to take all the punishment you can dish out
and still keep printing. Our 35 and 55 character-per-second daisywheels print sheaves of crisp. sharp letters at
doubletime. with never a moan or groan. Call your
distributoi: Or contact Dataproducts at (213) 887-3924.
6200 Canoga Avenue. Woodland Hills. CA
91365. In Europe. 136-138 High Street.
Egham. Surrey, TW 20 9HL England.

IJI I

Dataproducts Daisywheel Printers
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New Products
LITERATURE

Guide lists independent
service companies
The Guide to Independent Service
lists companies that offer third-party,
on-site maintenance and depot repair to
OEMs and end users. The directory
contains a geographic index of independent service companies. For each

company, the guide lists the name and
title of the senior corporate officer,
number of service employees, service
revenues, years in business, hardware
maintained (computers, peripherals,
communications and office equipment),
software maintained (operating and
application software) and services
offered (depot repair, on-site repair and

INDEPENDENT

W!::ta

THE HIGH-TECH
KICKOFF FOR '84
Norm DeNardi Presents

Thursday, April 19, 1984 • Hours: 12:00 to 6:00 PM
4290 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, CA
Be a part of the industry and meet today's leaders and tomorrow's innovators at
the California Computer Show one-day exhibition.
A unique showcase of high technology products specifically designed to attract
OEMs, sophisticated end users, dealers, and distributors.
Featuring the latest hardware and software trends, the California Computer
Show highlights:
•
•
•
•
•

Computers
Engineering workstations
Electrostatic Printers
Graphics Systems
Networks

• Disk Systems
• UNIX and other Software
Development Tools
• Leading Peripheral
Manufacturers

The California Computer Show merges the technical disciplines: corporate
issues; technical considerations; industry trends, and promises for the future.
JOIN TODAY'S LEADERS AND TOMORROW'S INNOVATORS AT THE CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SHOW.

Norm De Nardi Enterprises
289 So. San Antonio Rd., Los Altos CA, 94022 (415) 941-8440

remote diagnostics). The directory
notes if a company has centralized
dispatch, or an automated parts
inventory and if the company offers
telephone support. The directory also
includes information on each company's
service contracts, minimum rates and
charges and average response time.
$19.95. Computer/Electronic Service
News, P.O. Box 428, Peterborough,
N.H. 03458, (603) 924-9457.
Circle No 352

Study profiles
Japanese micro industry
A report entitled "The Japanese
Microcomputer Industry" forecasts the
market through 1988 for the European,
Japanese and U.S. markets, with
respect to Japanese companies in the
market and discusses technology and
distribution trends. The report also
discusses the competitive environment
and profiles key companies. $1,450.
Creative Strategies International,
4340 Stevens Creek Blvd.: Suite 275,
San Jose, Calif. 95129, (408) 249-7550.
Circle No 353

Resource covers
robotics technology
Robotics and Industrial Engineering: Selected Readings, edited by
Edward L. Fisher of Purdue University's School of Industrial Engineering,
deals with robotics technology as it
relates to industrial engineers. The

CIRCLE NO. 148 ON INQUIRY CARD
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268-page publication covers animation,
vision systems, end-of-arm tools, decision aids, productivity-prediction models, retrofitting robot systems, CAD/
CAM and safety issues. The book
contains 31 articles and papers from
Industrial Engineering magazine and
proceedings of conferences. It includes
an index and a glossary of more than 350
robotics terms. $34.95. IIE Publication
Sales, 25 Technology Park/Atlanta,
Norcross, Ga. 30092, (404) 449-0460.
Circle No 354

Report analyzes
software publishing
The 215-page Software Publishing
and Distribution analyzes the softwarepublishing and -distribution industry.
The study discusses software publishers
and distributors, distribution channels,
software markets and products. It
provides 10-year forecasts for software
sales to various markets, profiles 50
companies and examines key marketing
and technological issues including operating systems, integrated software,
bundling, piracy, copyrights, teledistribution, prices, storage media and
support. $1,850. International Resource Development Inc., 30 High St.,
Norwalk, Conn. 06851, (203) 866-6914 or
(800) 243-5008.
Circle No 355

Add IBM Format-Compatible
Magnetic Tape To Any
RS-232 Port
With The

IBEX STC-100
Plug-In Vz" mag.
drives to any
mini or micro computer
Full read/write capability
Data logging
Call-detail recording

~-~--'tape

:II

Write, phone or TWX

f0<

infocm~ion

IBEX COMPUTER CORP.
20741 Marilla St.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 709-8100
TWX: 91 d-493-2071
CIRCLE NO. 149 ON INQU,RY CARD

Manuals detail
UNIX System V
Intended for system operators and
administrators, these technical documents describe the UNIX System V
operating system. A $20 productrelease documentation lists the major
features of UNIX System V and
contains appendixes itemizing added
capabilities. The $10 transitional-aids
documents assist the move from System
III to System V. A $35 user's manual
lists the commands, system calls and
subroutines of System V. A $15
adminstrator's manual supplements the
user's manual with commands and
descriptions for system administrators.
A $10 "Error Message Manual" describes error messages and the appropriate actions and references for each.
IDC Commercial Sales, Western
Electric, P.O. Box 26205, Indianapolis,
Ind. 46226, (317) 634-5478.
Circle No 356

This is the word processing printer built to survive
the rigors of the office. Our heavy duty DP-Series
daisywheels whisk out crisp. letter-perfect documents - hour after hout month after month without a whimper. Call your printer distributor.
Or contact Dataproducts at (213) 887-3924. 6200
Canoga Avenue, Wxxlland Hills. CA
l~I
91365. In Europe. 136-138 High Street.
Egham. Surrey. TW 20 9HL England.

Dataproducts Daisywheel Printers
CIRCLE NO. 146 ON INQUIRY CARD
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Career Opportunities/Recruitment Advertising

,

How Do You Measure

~

SUCCESS?
,
Ask MICOM!

MICOM SYSTEMS, pacesetter in data communications, is enjoying another exceptional growth
peri od . Our earnings continue to grow at a
dynam ic pace. Technical professionals who are
searching for a reward ing career choice should
exam ine the excellent opportunities at MICOM.
Your expertise in data communications is needed
for MICOM to maintain its excellence in this
challeng ing industry. We're currently seeking :

Hardware
Design Engineers
• BSEE with 3-5 years experience in the data
commun ications field
• Knowledge of TTL/ CMOS digital design ;
DC-10MHZ analog design desirable
• Modem or multiplexer design and gate array
or hybrid experience preferred

Software Engineers!
Xerox introduces a team approach
to the future.

~
Our Resources. Your Resourceful Mind.
Office Au tomation. It 's he ralded as t he answer to indust ry's declining
white-collar productivity. W here will the office of the futu re take us?
W hat will it take to get us there?
Xerox feels the answers lie in a collaboration of resou rces. We call it
T eatnX erox. O ur proven re;ources: product developme nt, management
skills, strategic planning and a firm foot hold in today's office is part of
the solu tio n . You are the ot her. You r resourceful mi nd is the catalyst
behind problem-solvi ng in novations, and imagin ative planning to keep
technology one step ahead of dema nd .
TeamX erox. It' s our approach to an exciti ng fu ture. Be a part of the sue·
cess. W e have opport unities for Softwa re Engineers at our Information
Products Division in Dallas , T exas. Q ualified applicants must have the
following general credentials:

Program Manager

•! -10 years product development experience with recent experience on
Mini / Micro computers wi th office au tomation software.

• Related degree plus 5-1Oyears of experience
in the telecommunications industry, preferably
in the data voice PBX field (experience should
include product planning and development
and marketing)
• Program management of new product developments for major customers
• Responsible for long term product planning
and defining product directions

• Experience wit h Assembler language and eithe r PASC AL or C
languages.
•A BS or MS in Com puter Science is highly desirable.

Marketing Managers
• 5-7 years marketing experience in the data
communications field
• Responsibilities include creating marketing
plans, market analysis, product development
and management, liaison with sales and
manufacturing departments to coordinate
introduction of new product line
• Knowledge of data PABX switching products

MODEM Engineers
• BSEE or MSEE with 2+ years experience in
digital/ analog design
• Expertise in low speed/high speed modems
is highly preferred
• Microprocessor design with digital signal
processing
• Responsibilities include designing, debugging
and generating modem product specifications
We offer an outstanding compensation/benefits
package plus bonus and stock option plans.
For immediate consideration, please send
resume with salary history to Jan Baker. MICOM
SYSTEMS, INC., Dept. 127, 20120 Plummer.St.,
Chatsworth, CA 91311. Equal Opportunity
Employer.

liill!C&J/iu.®

• Experience wit h C P/ M , MS/ DOS or U NIX .
The successfu l candidates will apply their software development skills in
the fo llow ing areas:
•PROFESSIONAL WORKSTATION
•ELECTRONIC TYPING
•COMMUNICATIONS
Qualified candidates must have U .S . citizenship or be a registered
alien.
As you would ex pect from an indust ry leader, X erox Corporation can offer you an exceptional salary and benefit s program alo ng with a relocation package. Send your resume to: Employment, Xerox Corpora·
tion, Information Products Division , MS 180, Dept . MM-384,
1341 W . Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, Texas 75247 . Xerox is an affirma tive action employer .

_ _ XEROX
CIRCLE NO. 242 ON INQUIRY CARD

ENGINEERS
Choi ce positions available in
New England and Nationwide.
UNIX & " C"
Mini/Micro Software
Test Engineers
Network Development
Logic Design
Graphics
All fees & expenses paid. Call
or send resume to:

l.lltsat

PERSONNEL

1492 Highland Avenue
Needham , MA 0219 2
(617) 449·3840
Servin g the high t ech industries.

CIRCLE NO. 241 ON INQUIRY CARD
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General ~ Data Systems Division helps shape the future

'!iit.-y. stpi&cant programs at i1s major locations in San Diego,

tilibnia; Fort Worth, Texas; and Norwich, Connecdcut; as well as at
slfellite locations Jnduding Detroit, Michipn, and Pomona, r.alffonUa.
We provide dherse support functions for such bigh-tec:bnology
programs as the F-16 multhtlaon ftgbter/attack aircraA, dte Ml main
bacde tank, nuclear-powered submarines, and the entire Family of
cndlle missilrs. Throughout our dnimn you'll find a 1'llriety of
opportunities to apply your own sdentiftc and engineering expertise

PIQDVQ' sorrWAD

The Data Systems Division gives you the chance to join one of die
most skilled teams in lhe industry today, and otJers excellent salaries
and benelts.
If you're interested in shaping your own future on our innovative
support team, one of our opportunities listed below may be just right
for you.
For inunediate coosideratlon, send your resume to the Vk:e
President/Director at the Data Center of your choice.

CAl>/WI

- Blcbelor's md/ or Master's degree, and
3-8 years' experience.
- SIU.LS: PORI'RAN, JOVIAL, PASOO., Ada,
Alsembly Languages, Applied Math,
Dala Bases, Operating Systems,
~ (MR Slandards).
- Al'Pl.lfATIONS: Command a: Conti'ol

SOhare (Guidance, NIWfgalion, C3I,

Dilplay 8'sfems, Executive I: System

~Software), Mlsmon Plmning,

D*Bandling I: Comtaunicatioo,
AtlroliladC Testmg Bqqnnent/
Sfnltila1tons, Image Processing,
&: Control Theory.
- Embedded Systems: Real-Time Software.

,_.tioo

to create a WJe exddng future.

- Bachelor's and/ or Master's degree, and
3-8 years' experience.
- SIIUS: FORTRAN, Ada, Assembly
Languages, mM, me&: VAX Operating
Systems, f.omp'utational Geometry,
lofonualion Modeling a: Data
Diclionaries.
-APPLICATIONS: Tum-key Gnpldc

s,stems, Solid Modeling, Robotics,
~C-DNC,

Real-Time Procest1iJk

Conll'OJ, Group Technology.
- CADAM, CAT/A, ComputerYisfon,
SC/CARDS, Model 204, Systems
Engineering, Group Management.

ENGINIPING SYSTDIS
- Bachelor's and/ or Master's degree,
and 3-8 years' experience.
- SIIUS: Simulation Languages,
FOtn'RAN, COBOL & mM Assembler,
TSO, SPF, D~ RAMIS, Sctentiftc
Programming and Microcomputer
experience.
-APPUCATIONS: Shnulalioa, SIAM,
Manufacturing. Operatio1ls Research,
Image Processing, Graphics Application
l)efelopment, Sneak Circd AnalySts,
Progrtm Marketing.
U.S. QflZENSHIP REQUIRED
ijqual Opportunity Employer, M/F

GENERAL DYNAMICS

Data Systems Division

Find out in our

new, free Sala,y Survey.
Salary ~rV':Y
1984 Computer
and Career Planning Guide

No doubt during 1983, you knew
that many organizations took a
hard line on awarding liberal
salary increases.

installation greatly affects compensation levels.
The new Survey is based on
contacts with more than 44,000
computer professionals and
35,000 organizations. Not only
are salary averages for fifty-eight
positions reviewed (including ten
new ones which we never before
covered), but high and low compensation ranges are also
covered.

Yet, on the other hand, did you
know that salaries for some computer professionals soared right
on through the uncertain business outlook?
Our 1984 Computer Salary Survey and Career Planning Guide
will explain why many computer
professionals are able to advance their careers more successfully than others :

Included are positions in programming, software, systems
design, data base/data communications, Edp auditing , operations,
computer sales, marketing, marketing support and management.

• How some professionalsperforming the same work and
having a similar amount of experience-are earning significantly more than their peers.

You owe it to yourself-especially if most of your career lies
ahead-to call or write for your
free copy today.

• Why some professionals now
earn as much as 25% more
than they did last year.

~.<CeciP

• What emerging skills are most
in demand and which positions
command high salaries now
and in the future .

The world 's largest recruiting firm devoted
exclusively to the computer profession.

• How size of firm and computer

Call Source™ today
for your free copy
Is your salary still frozen?
Call the Source Edp office
nearest you for a free copy of
our new 32-page report. We'll
mail a copy to you in strict confidence, without obligation .
If unable to call, write:
Source Edp
Department MM1
P.O. Box 7100
Mountain View, CA 94039
When writing, please include
your title.
United States:
Alabama
Birmingham
Arizona
Phoenix
Tucson
California
Northern
Mountain View
Sacramento
San Francisco
Walnut Creek
Southern
Fullerton
Irvine
Los Angeles/
Downtown
Los Angeles/
South Bay
Los Angeles/West
San Diego
San Fernando Valley
Colorado
Denver

205/322·8745
602/279· 1010
6021792·0375

Connecticut
Danbury
Hartford
New Haven
Stamford
Stratford
District of Columbia
Washington D.C.
Florida
Fort Lauderdale
Jacksonville
Miami

2031797·0590
203/522·6590
2031787·4595
203/967 ·4888
203/375-7240
2021293·9255
305/491-0145
904/356· 1820
305/624-3536

Georgia
Atlanta
Downtown
North

404/588-9350
404/953·0200

Illinois
Chicago/E. Loop
Chicago/W. Loop
Oak Brook
Rolling Meadows

3121861-0770
3121346· 1280
3121986·0422
3121392·0244

Indiana
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis

219/432· 7333
317/631-2900

Iowa
Des Moines

515/243·0191

Kansas
Overland Park
Wichita

913/888-8885
316/688· 1621

415/969·4910
916/446-3470
415/434·2410
415/945·1910

Kentucky
Louisville

5021581-9900

Louisiana
Baton Rouge
New Orleans

504/924· 7183
504/561-6000

7141738·1313
714/833·1730

Maryland
Baltimore
Greenbelt
Towson

213/688·0041

301 1727·4050
301 /441·8700
30 11321 · 7044

Massachusetts

213/540· 7500
213/203·8111
619/231-1900
818/781 ·4800
3031773·3700
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Boston
Burlington
Wellesley

617/482·7613
617/273·5160
617/237-3120

Michigan
Detroit
Grand Rapids

313/259· 7607
616/459·6539

Lansing
Southfield

Troy

517/484·4561
313/352·6520
313/362·0070

Minnesota
Minneapolis
West
Downtown
St. Paul

61 21544·3600
6121332·6460
61 21227·6100

Missouri
Kansas City
St. Louis
Nebraska
Omaha
New Hampshire
Nashua
New Jersey
Cherry Hill
Edison
Morristown
Paramus
Princeton
Somerset
Somerville
New Mexico
Albuquerque
New York
Albany
Buffalo
New York City
Grand Central
Penn Station
Wall Street
Rochester
Syosset, L.I.
Syracuse
White Plains
North Carolina
Charlotte
Greensboro
Raleigh
Winston-Salem
Ohio
Akron
C incinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dayton
Toledo

CIRCLE NO. 251 ON INQUIRY CARD

816/474·3393
314/862·3800
4021346-0709
603/81!0·404 7
609/482·2600
201 /494-2800
2011267·3222
201 /845·3900
609/452· 7277
201 /~69·9444

201 /526·9658
5051247·4270
518/482·2035
716/835·9630

Oklahoma
Oklahoma City
Tulsa

405/722· 7 41 0
918/599· 7700

Oregon
Portland

503/223·6160

Pennsylvania
King of Prussia
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

215/265· 7250
215/665·1717
412/261-6540

Rhode Island
Providence

401 1751·0065

South Carolina
Columbia
Greenville

803/256· 7 446
803/271-7044

Tennessee
Nashville

615/256-0625

Texas
Austin
Dallas
Central
North
Fort Worth
Houston
Downtown
Galleria/Post Oak
San Antonio

512/479·0720
214/954· 11 00
214/387·1600
8171338·9300
7131751-0100
713/439·0550
5121342·9898

2121557-8611
2121736-7445
21 21962·8000
716/263·2670
516/364·0900
315/422·2411
914/683·9300

Utah
Salt Lake City

801 1966·3900

Virginia
Mclean

703/790·5610

Washington
Seattle
Spokane

206/454·6400
509/838· 7877

704/552·6577
919/379·1155
919/847-7605
9191724·0630

Wisconsin
Green Bay
Madison
Milwaukee

414/432·1184
608/251 ·0104
414/277 ·0345

216/535· 1150
513/769·5080
2161771-2070
614/224·0660
513/461 ·4660
419/242-2601

Canada:
Ontario
Toronto
Don Mills
Downtown
Mississauqa

416/425·5730
416/865-1125
416/848·3344

281

Software Engineer
Research and
Development
The Ames Division of Miles Laboratories, Inc., is
a leader in research and development of
diagnostic analytical instruments for laboratory
medicine. Our computer application group is
currently developing microcomputer software for
graphics, communications and data management.
We seek a creative individual to join this group in
exploring new applications of the most advanced
microcomputer software technologies.
Experience in a structured, high-level language
(C or PASCAL) and In at least one assembly
language (6502, 8080, 8088 Or 68000) is required.
The qualified candidates will have demonstrated
skills in modular design, specification, testing
and documentation of micro/minicomputer
software products. A B.S./M.S. degree in
computer science or engineering is necessary.
Knowledge of UNIX and System programming
would be desirable.

••""

·-·
MILES

Situated 90 miles from Chicago, our Elkhart,
Indiana location provides access to leading
cultural and multi-university facilities. Close
proximity to lower Michigan and the Great Lakes
furnishes unique recreational opportunities.
Miles offers an excellent starting salary, superior
benefits program and company paid relocation .
For confidential consideration, send your resume
to:
Kimberly Keller
Personnel Representative
Department A-117

BE PART OF A
START UP....
WITHOUT
PUTTING YOUR

FURJRE IN HOCK.
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
We have several opportunities for talented,
experienced systems engineers who would like
an opportunity on the ground floor.
TRW LSI is devoting technology, expertise and
resources to a new project. If you're experienced
in hardware or software design of digital signal
processing systems, with a strong technical
education, this could be your chance to develop
totally new products.
Send your work history including salary
requirements to:
TRW LSI Products
Human Resources
Section 8418
P.O. Box 2472
La Jolla, CA 92038

Principals only, please. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Miles Laboratories, Inc.
P.O. BOX 40
Elkhart, Indiana 46515

Personal computer users:

FOR FREE
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CALL CLEO.
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE FOR

PROGRAMMERS AND ANALYSTS
National Openings With Client Companies
and Through Affiliated Agencies
Scientific and commercial applications • Software development and
systems programming • Telecommunications • Control systems •
Computer engineering • Computer marketing and support.
Call or send resume or rougti notes of objectives, salary, location
restrictions, education and experience (including computers, models,
operating systems and languages) to either one of our locations. Our
client companies pay all of our fees. We guide: you decide.
RSVP SERVICES, Dept. MM
Suite 700 , One Cherry Hill Mall
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08002
(609) 667-4488

RSVP SERVICES, Dept MM
Suite 211, Dublin Hall
1777 Walton Road
Blue Bell, Penna . 19422
(2 15) 629-0595
From outside New Jersey, call toll-free 800-222-0153

RSVP SERVICES
Employment Agents for Computer Professionals

(213)618-8800 (408)294-2000
(415) 482-1550 (714) 47~00
(619) 224-8800 (818) 991-8900

Standard ASCII code
Access assistance:

TKC
•THE KEENAN CORPORATION
FCC 15J

WE WROTE THE BOOK

" Olgltal Design for Interference
Specifications"
• FCC/ VOE & Static Retrofit and Testing
• " Front End " Design Guidance

A. Kenneth Keenan . Ph.D.

(213) 618-1525
860966th Street
(813) 544-2594

CLEm

North Pinellas Park,
FL33565
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ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
SOUTHEAST
Openings for design engineers of circuits ,
computers, logic, signal , communications,
testing, ATE, systems, and controls. Professional confidential service. Fee paid by
employer. Send resume to:
Ted McCulloch

McCulloch & Co.
P.O. 10211

_ _ _ Greenvllle , SC 29603 _ __

CIRCLE NO. 244 ON INQUIRY CARD

Computer
Consultants
Corner

ACCESS TOA

BETTER JOB
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LSI Products

• Microprocessor hardware and
software design • Industrial control
specialists • Hierarchical software
design methodology • Complete
prototype facilities
CLIENTS INCLUDE: Sohio • Elgar •
Schlumberger • Motorola • Gulf Oil •
Carborundum • Renal Systems

csn

Computer System Associates
7562 Trade St. . San Diego, CA 92121

(619) 566-3911

CIRCLE NO. 247 ON CARD
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS . . .
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT .. .
SOFTWARE DESIGN ...
AT FORD AEROSPACE
THE SKY IS NO LONGER THE LIMIT.
We've literally taken the information destined to be the realities of tomorrow.
In financial applications and accountage into a new dimension. One that
ing to industrial relations, business
embraces everything from the operational necessities of today, to the analyt· information systems and engineering,
ical and theoretical hypotheses that are we lead the way ... with our feet firmly
on the ground.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS
To form a team, designing and implementing a new company-wide voice
and data communications network interfacing with multiple PBX's and
FEP's in North America. Experience: Communications systems, with
emphasis on SNA, MVS, ACF/VT AM and MSNF. DECNET, PRIMENET
and digital switching technology experience is a plus.
B<ISINESS PROGRAMMER ANALYST
To participate in developing a new personnel payroll system ut ilizing IBM
hardware. You will write specifications for users, code, program and
develop user and system guides. Experience: IBM/Honeywell hardware,
IDMS, On-line and COBOL. Programmer Analyst experience with
business applications in Industrial Relations/Payroll is desired.

In concert with the expansion of both
our Aeronutronic Division in Newport
Beach and our Corporate Business
Information Systems at our Irvine,
California facility, we currently seek:

DATABASE ANALYST
To aid the database administrator in the design and implementation of
databases. Your responsibilities will include schema and subschema
generation, the development of new user views maintenance and control
of the data dictionary, and enforcement of database standards in an IBM
IDMS/CICS/ADS-0 shop. A minimum of two years experience in programming and system development is required. Experience in the use of
database software and a knowledge of COBOL or Assembler is desirable.
PROGRAMMER
You will be more involved with user training than programming, provide
on-call technical support for resolution of user questions and problems
and assist in the preparation of reference manuals/user guides. BS degree
with one year of programming, plus exposure to JCL, FOCUS, IFPS and
Telegraph required.

SoFTWARE QUALITY AssURANCE ANALYSTIBM B<ISINESS APPLICATIONS
To establish and administer a Systems Quality Assurance Program. You
will develop standards/guidelines for systems design, programming,
testing, documentation and operation for quality software development
and conformity to corporate requirements. Experience: Systems analysis,
project management, programming and operations.

For the above positions, send your resume to: David Kanagawa,
(714) 863-3300, Ford Aerospace & Communications Corp.,
DIVAD Division, Professional Placement, Dept. A875-501, 2801
Kelvin Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714.

SoFTWARE/HARDWARE SPECIALIST
To manage equipment in Corporate Network. You will need working
knowledge of IBM hardware/software and protocols and ability to use IBM
host packages, including TSO/SPF and JCL. Experience: IBM terminals,
printers, modems, communications controllers and data circuits desirable.

COMPILER WRITER
To develop advanced software tools and ADA based code generators.
Qualified individuals will have experience in writing structured high order
language compilers and a BS in Computer Science.

DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR
To design and implement physical databases in support of Accounting.
Finance and Industrial Relations systems. Your responsibilities will include
schema and subschema generation, database security, performance
monitoring and tuning, coordination of data dictionary use and enforcement of database standards in an IBM IDMS/CICS/ADS-0 shop. Experience: Database programming and design in an IDMS or other CODASYL
database.

DATA ADMINISTRATION SPECIALIST
To develop and implement a Corporate Logical Data Plan and logical
physical data views for each system. Requires 3-5 years experience in Data
Dictionary usage, top down design, user views synthesis, entity analysis
and normalized logical data base design. Excellent communication skills
are vital. BNBS is desired.

(Appropriate degree and minimum of three years experience required for
aboue positions.)

SENIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
To develop software and design hardware for microprocessor systems.
This position requires an experienced electronics design engineer with a
strong emphasis in microcomputer hardware and software for embedded
computer systems. BSEE/MSEE desired.

For the above positions, send your resume to: David Kanagawa,
(714) 863-3300, Ford Aerospace & Communications Corp.,
DIVAD Division, Professional Placement, Dept. A875-501, 2801
Kelvin Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714.

For the above positions, send your resume to: Dave Rutherford,
(714) 720-5870, Ford Aerospace & Communications Corp.,
Aeronutronic Division, Professional Placement, Dept. A875-501
Ford Road, Newport Beach, CA 92660.

Ford Aerospace &
Communications Corp.
An Affirmative Action Employer. U.S. Citizenship Required.
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Calendar

REGIONAL SALES OFFICES

BOSTON
Robert K. Singer
National Sales Manager
Norma E. Lindahl
Assistant To The National
Sales Manager

John J. Fahey
Regional Manager
Katie Kress
Sales Coordinator
221 Columbus Ave.
Boston , MA 02116
(617) 536-7780
PHILADELPHIA
Stephen B. Donohue
Regional Manager
999 Old Eagle School Rd.
Wayne, PA 19087
(215) 293-1212
CHICAGO

Robert D. Wentz
Regional Manager
Marianne Majerus
Sales Coordinator
Cahners Plaza
1350 E. Touhy Ave .
P.O. Box 5080
Des Plaines , IL 60018
(312) 635-8800
DALLAS
Don Ward , Regional Manager
13740 Midway Suite 515
Dallas, TX 75234
(214) 980-0318
DENVER
John Huff
Regional Manager
270 St. Pau I St.
Denver, CO 80206
(303) 388-4511
LOS ANGELES
Len Ganz
Regional Manager
12233 West Olympic Blvd .
Los Angeles, CA 90064
(213) 826-5818
ORANGE COUNTY
Debra Huisken
Regional Manager
2041 Business Center Dr.
Suite 109 Irvine, CA 92715
(714) 851 -9422
SAN FRANCISCO
Frank Barbagallo
Regional Manager
Rick Jamison
Regional Manager
Laura Obradovic
Sales Coordinator
Sherman Building , Suite 1000
3031 Tisch Way
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 243-8838
AUSTRIA
Elan Market ing Group
Neutor g. 2
P.O . Box 84
1010 Vienna , Austria
Tel : 43-222-663012 or -638461
BENELUX
Elan Marketing Group
Boschdijk 199 B
5612 HB Eindhoven
The Netherlands
Tel : 32-40-455724
284

ISRAEL
Elan Marketing Group
13 Haifa St., P.O. Box 33439
Tel Aviv, Israel
Tel: 972-3-252967 or -268020
Telex: 341667
JAPAN
Tomoyuki lnatsuki
General Manager
Trade Media Japan Inc.
R. 212 Azabu Heights
1-5-10 Roppongi Minato-ku ,
Tokyo 106 Japan
Tel: (03) 587-0581
UNITED KINGDOM
Elan Marketing Group
5th Floor, Suite 10
Chesham House
136 Regent St.
London W1 R5FA
Tel : 437 6900
Telex: 261653
SWEDEN
Elan Marketing Group
Humlegardsgatan Nr. 5
11446 Stockholm , Sweden
Tel : 46-8-677243 or -676243
WEST GERMANY
Elan Marketing Group
Sudring 53
7240 Norb/Neckar, West
Germany
Tel: 49-7451-7828
Mini-Micro Marketplace
Lorraine Marden-Komar
221 Columbus Ave.
Boston, MA 02116
(617) 536-7780
Direct-Response Postcards
Carol Anderson
221 Columbus Ave.
Boston ,- MA 02116
(617) 536· 7780
Career Opportunities
Peggy Gordon
Recruitment Advertising
Manager
P.O . Box 10277
8 Stamford Forum
Stamford , CT 06904
(203) 328-2580
Cahners Magazine Division
J.A. Sheehan , President
William Platt
Executive Vice President
Ira Siegel , VP/Research
Promotion Staff
Susan Rapaport
Marketing Communications
Director
Wendy Whittemore
Promotion Coordinator
Mary Gregory
Promotion Coordinator
Liz Phillips
Promotion Assistant
Circulation
Denver, CO:
(303) 388-4511
Sherri Gronli
Group Manager

MARCH
14-16 Dataquest Technology Telecommunications Conference, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., sponsored by Dataquest Inc. Contact: Gail Van Tubergen, Conference
Coordinator, Dataquest Inc., 1290 Ridder Park Dr.,
San Jose, Calif. 95131, (408) 971-9000.
15-16 "Personal Computer Local Networks" Seminar,
Atlanta, sponsored by Architecture Technology Corp.
Contact: Architecture Technology Corp., P.O. Box
24344, Minneapolis, Minn. 55424, (612) 935-2035. Also
to be held on March 22-23.in Minneapolis, March 29-30
in Washington and April 12-13 in San Francisco.
19-22 Eighth Annual Federal Office Systems Expo (FOSE
'84), Washington, produced by National Trade Productions Inc. Contact: Jacqueline Voight, National
Trade Productions Inc., 9418 Annapolis Rd., Lanham,
Md. 20706, (301) 459-8383 or (800) 638-8510.
19-22 Office Automation Society International Annual
Conference (OASI), Chicago, sponsored by OAS!.
Contact: Tina Dyer, 2108-C Gallows Road, Vienna,
Va. 21180, (703) 790-0490.
20-23 "Digital Image Processing" Course, Baltimore,
sponsored by Integrated Computer Systems. Contact:
Ruth Dordick, Integrated Computer Systems, 6305
Arizona Place, P.O. Box 45405, Los Angeles, Calif.
90045, (213) 417-8888.
26-29 "Personal Computer Interfacing and Scientific
Instrument. Automation" Course, Blacksburg, Va. ,
sponsored by the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University. Contact: Dr. Linda Leffel, CE C,
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Va. 24061, (703) 961-4848.
27-29 "Multiplexing and T-1" Seminar, Tampa, Fla.,
sponsored by Timeplex Inc. Contact: William Flanagan, Public Relations Manager, Timeplex Seminars,
400 Chestnut Ridge Rd., Woodcliff Lake, N.J. 07675,
(201) 930-4600. Also to be held April 3-5 in San
Francisco, April 24-26 in Chicago, May 15-17 in
Toronto, June 5-7 in Boston and July 17-19 in
Washington.
28-30 Sixth Annual Computer Graphics Conference,
Miami Beach, Fla., sponsored by Frost & Sullivan
Inc. Contact: Carol Sapchin, Account Representative,
Frost & Sullivan Inc., 106 Fulton St., New York, N. Y.
10038, .(212) 233-1080.

APRIL
3-6

DEXPO East '84, Boston, sponsored by national
independent DEC user group IRUS and Expoconsul
International Inc. Contact: Steven Barth, Expoconsul
International Inc., 55 Princeton-Hightstown Rd. ,
Princeton Junction, N.J. 08550, (609) 799-1661.

4-11

Hannover Fair '84, Hannover, West Germany. Contact: Hannover Fairs Information Center, P.O. Box
338, Route 22 East, Whitehouse, N.J. 08888, (201)
534-9044 or (800) 526-5978.
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Mini-Micro

MARKETPLACE
Products and services for the value-added market.

READERS: Please circle reader service numbers for additional information.

RS232 or 8 BIT PARALLEL
MINI CASSETTE SYSTEM

1984
NEW!
FREE!
Over200
Products

e
•
•

e
•
•

LOW COST- $388 @ 100 UNITS•
Microprocessor Controlled
>200K Bytes Formatte'.l/Tape
Variable Baud Rate (110-9600)
Error Rate 1 in 10 to the 9th
Small - 3'' x 3.5" x 5" W/0 Case•

Z8000™ MULTIBUSTM SBC

21 OTHER CARTRIDGE, CASSETTE. FLOPPY
SYSTEMS WITH STORAGE TO 12 MEGABYTES
Basic Drive with R/W Electronics Start at $150

ANALOG 8c DIGITAL PERIPHERALS INC
815 Diana Drive
Troy, Ohio 45373
~
513/ 339-2241
TWX 810/ 450-2685

il f,\ljVY\ D

Branch Off: Okl ahoma City OK - Factory: Yucca Val ley.CA

CIRCLE NO. 200 ON INQUIRY CARD

DESIGN MASTER
The most versatile CAD/Graphics
microcomputer system available .
With the DESIGN MASTER, you can:
• prepare and design complex graphs and charts
• do architectural and engineering drafting
•handle office management and scheduling tasks
• organize projects with databases
• run engineering and scientific programs
• have a universal graphics system capable of 20
and 30 applications
• gain access to largest base of graphics, design
and microcomputer software available.
• upgrade to multiuser/stations
Complete Hi-Res color system only $12,500
Call or write for further information:

415-540-8066
Total Access Systems
2054 University Ave., Suite 200,
Berkeley, CA 94704
CIRCLE NO. 203 ON INQUIRY CARD
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Z8001 or Z8002 16-bit CPU (6 MHz); 32K or 128K
DRAM (upgradabl e to 512K) ; up to 48K static RAM or
EEPROM ; up to 128K EPROM ; 2 RS-232 ports (Z8030
SCC) ; 40 parallel 1/ 0 lines and six 16-bit countertimers (Z8036 Cl Os) ; vectored interrupts ; two 8-bit
DIP switches. EPROM resident Debug Monitor,
. MICRO CONCURRENT PASCAL, C, FORTH , VRTX.
Develop ZBOOO software on your IBM PC , PDP-11 ,
Intel MOS, Olivetti M20 or any 8080/Z80 CP/M system .
Z8000 '" Zilog , Multibus '" Intel Corp . SINGLE BOARD
SOLUTIONS , 7669 Rainbow Drive, Cupertino, CA
95014. (408) 253-0181

CIRCLE NO. 201 ON INQUIRY CARD

Pioneers in
microcomputer
protection &
1nterference
COntrol Free Catalog
• Power line isolators
• Spike/surge
suppressors
• Power line filter/
suppressors
• Twist type socket
protect10n
• Line voltage
regulators
• Line conditioners
• Modem protectors

Electronic Specialists
171 S. Main . Natick . MA 01760(617)655-1532
Toll Free Order Desk 1-800-225-4876

CIRCLE NO. 204 ON INQUIRY CARD
To Advertise: Call Lorraine Komar 617-536-7780
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M68000 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
FOR VAXNMS*
MOTOROLA PASCAL -+ M68000
optimizing cross-compiler ..... . . $2995
M68000 relocatable macro
. $ 995
cross-assembler
M68000 cross object
..... $ 595
library builder
. $ 995
M68000 cross-linker
VMS ~ VERSADOSt
. $ 695
file transfer
All products run in VAX native mode .
Developed in cooperation with Motorola for
guaranteed compatibility with EXORMACS/
VERSADOSt or your target hardware.
"tm Oig1tal Equipment Corp. ttm Motorola

octal

INCORPORATED

1951 Colony Street , Mountain View . CA 94043

(415) 962-8080
Telex: 172933
CIRCLE NO. 205 ON INQUIRY CARD
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IEEE-488 %-inch and %-inch cartridge
magnetic tape recording systems.
Recording solutions for users of H-P,
Tektronix, and other instrumentation
and data logging systems.

MULTIBUS TEST SET

O Dual density, speeds up to 75 lps.
o Worldwide computer data
Interchange.
O Data Acquisition, ATE, CAD, disc
back·up and more.
O IBM & ANSI compatible formats.
o Transfer rates to 100,000 bytes/sec.
O Dual buffer to 24K bytes.
O Over 40M bytes of storage.

The TS-604 Multibus Test Set is a table top
open frame chassis that is ideal for testing
or developing Multibus boards. It comes
complete with a four slot Electronic Solutions Multi-Cage, power supply, and a
control/indicator panel on a sturdy aluminum base. By using lightweight aluminum
and a switching power supply, the TS-604
weighs only eight pounds, perfect for portable use . The 75 watt switching power
supply provides DC power at + 5, + 12, and
- 5 and - 12 volts, with a maximum current
output of 15 amps and + 5 volts.
For Technical or Application
Assistance call : 800-854-7086.
In California 800-772-7086.

• • • • • • • Dylon
• • •
Data
• • • • • • • Corporation
9561 Ridgehaven Crt, San Diego, CA 92123
(619) 292-5584 •TWX 910-335-1524
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Quantity One... $349*

Specialists in everything in computers and
peripherals. Aside from the Main Frames,
we are good at;

• 4mfb ZIOAt CPU, 64K RAM
• Mini floppy controller

• TWo RSlll Hrlal port&
• Parallel prtntcr port

• on-boMI -111V c.,_rter

• Only5.75 • 7.751nchcs

• ,_,Requirement: +5VOC@ .75A; +111VDC@ .OSA
• Scl'CWI directly omo a mini floppy drlw

All tllls ...

~F=l=EJ ~:'..~~~:·_~..,
COMPUTERS INCORPORATED

1t(P/M~ •~cml ll'__.. ol~ -- cn

67 East Evelyn Ave.• Mount:einView, CA94041 • (415)962-0230
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ORDER
FORM

CIRCLE NO. 210 ON INQUIRY CARD

Advertise in the

EFFECTIVE MARCH 1984
1x
3x
6x

COMPANY
ADDRESS

$550

18x

$535

$520

MATERIALS
Glossy photo with 50-75 word s.
We wi ll typeset your ad at no charge.

2. Camera ready artwork.
3. Film negatives: right reading emulsion side down.

AD SIZE: 2% ff X 3Y, 6 ff

STATE

ZIP

TELEPHONE

l 2x

1.

286
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MINI-MICRO MARKETPLACE

CITY

$570

APPARAT PROM BLASTER FOR
THE TRS-80, APPLE, OR IBM PC
Apparat's Prom Blasting system (A.P.B.) will
program most 24-pin EPROM's, including the
Motorola 64K device (68764). The package
comes complete with interface card, a complete
set of personality modules, software on disk and
a detailed instruction manual. The cost of the
A.P.B. system is$119($129 for the IBM). TRS-80
versions may require the Apparat Bus-Extender
at $69.95, or a user-supplied power supply and
cable.
For details on the A.P.B. system, contact
Apparat, Inc., located at 4401 S. Tamarac
Parkway, Denver, Colorado 80237, or call
Apparat's technical/service department at
303-741-1778.

Please run my advertisement in the following issues

Please specify category:
D Software D Hardware
D Literature D Services
D Other~~~~~~~~~~

$630

Electronic Solutions now offers the MC807 VME
enclosure. The unit offers 7 slots of VME computing
power in an attractive and compact package. Everything but the cards is included to quickly integrate a
complete VME computer system for desk, bench, or
rack mount environments. The power supply included
in the unit provides + 5 Volts at 40Amps, + 12V at 5
Amps, -12V at 4.5 Amps, and - 5V at 0.5 Amps .
Plus there are features like ACLO power failure signal
generation and thermal overload protection.
A RETMA rack mounting option is available that includes rack mounting ears, handles, and a complete
track slide assembly for easy rack access.
For Technical or Application Assistance call :
800-854-7086. In California 800-772-7086

SIGNATURE

Space reservation by the first week of the month proceeding issue date.
D Materials enclosed D Materials to come D Please send information
Send to: Lorraine Marden, MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS
221 Columbus Ave.
Boston. MA 02116

15% Agency commission to accredited agencies. Please specify agency.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1984

Classified Ads
inventions wanted

hardware

Inventors, Entrepreneurs,
Product Promoters
wanted 10 display concepts at
national technology trade show .

Clll: 1-800-528-6050 X831
CIRCLE NO. 225 ON INQUIRY CARO

miscellaneous
Attn: COMPUTER AND
TECHNICAL -PROFESSIONALS

SAVINGS ON ALL
MODELS
'98458/C
9836A

9000
Non-HP memory
9826A and peripherals

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

software
IBM-PC - PLOT-10

Floppy Disk Conversions

PC-PLOT·II is an intelligent emulation of
the Tektronix Model 4010 graphics terminal which runs on the IBM-PC . The
program allows display and creation of
picture files when connected to a host
computer running PLOT-10 (Im) or
compatible software. The user may save
picture data files on a local diskette as
they are received from the host. The
program also includes local printer control , and a serialline debug mode. Utility
programs included allow the drawing of
a local picture data file on the screen,
plotting it on a HP Model 7470A pen
plotter, printing on a local printer. and
scaling. VISA , MasterCard , checks,
PO's accepted. $75.00

83.different system conversion• of
data files available on 5'/•·inch or
B·inch disks . Read , write, format
compatibility
Program Automa11on fnc.
385 Mein St.
Metuchen, NJ 08840
(201) 494-3330

lntrodu cting the TEK-POCKET for
today ' s on the move professional.
This new product is an attractive

~~801 23051 Portllnd . OR 97223 USA

compact personal organization case
that fits readily into a shirt or breast
pocket and takes up practically no
space in a briefcase, tote or portfolio.
The case contains a clear technical
ruler, memo-pad , 2 pens, 2 pencils,
appointment log and calendar. The
TEK-POCKET is truly a business tool
that will help you function anywhere!
We have also given it a pocket sized
price tag of only $8. 75. Send check or
money-order to :
CAPITAL CONCEPTS Inc.
P.O. Box 983
Framingham, MA 01701

503-246-0202
lnt1<natiollll Sales Tiies 360-143

1897 Red Fern Dr.
Columbus, Ohio 43229
614-882-4786 Telex 62186730
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Please include $1.50 for shipping

charges. Mass. residents include 5%
sales tax. Allow 4-6weeks for delivery .
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Quantity One
These are new, unused machines with
warranties. • MC 68000 processor •
768K memory• 27 MB Winchester•
Includes Unix V license & manual.

call:
Tom Chiodo or John Osborne
(512) 458-3224

City _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _

CIRCLE NO. 226 ON INQUIRY CARO

MicroPlot Systems Co.

real-time systems
MFG's CLOSEOUT!
100 NEW UNIX MICROS
$9295.00

CIRCLE NO. 228 ON INQUIRY CARD

MAGNAFLUX SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS
Microprocessor-based solutions tor
industry
-instrumentation . data acquisition : -sci·
entitle programmiilg ; -communications
programming : -controllers
MAGNAFLUX Softwue Systems (212)
937-6930 38-07 Hunten Point Ave .,
L.l .C., NY 11101
A division ol MAGNAFLUX Corporation.

CIRCLE NO. 230 ON INQUIRY CARD
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'

software

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Mini-Micro Systems classifieds reach more mini-micro people
Rates: $80.00 per column inch (non-commissionable)
6x program earns 5% discount; 12x program earns 10%discount.
There is no charge for typesetting classified listings. Plan approximately 50 average
words to a column inch, 8 lines of approximately 38 characters per line (3 inch maximum). Please send clean typewritten (double-spaced) copy.
Category: The following categories are available; be sure to specify the category you
wish to be listed under: Business Opportunities, New Literature, Selling, Buying ,
Trading , Seminars, Services, Software, Supplies & Accessories. (Other categories may
be employed at our discretion.)
Run this ad in
(number issues)
Reader Inquiry No. YES 0
NO O
Ad size 1 col. wide by _ _ inches deep
Under __________ (category)
Check enclosed for$
(Pre-paid orders only)
Signature -----------------------~-----
Name ______________ Title
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MicroPERT®
Project Management
for Tektronix, IBM PC. XT
For informauon . call or write

SHEPPARD SOFTWARE COMPANY
4750 Clough Creek Rd .
Redding . CA 96002
(916) 222-1553
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DISKIM
DISK 1-0 CACHE for ll·M

D·M-DRIVER
DISK in MEMORY for 11-M
Call 415 - 420-9579

Pluto
Susten1s
7

1238 Josephine St.
Berkeley, California
04703

CIRCLE NO. 233 ON iRlfUIRY CARO

publications
COMPUTER USER GROUP
DIRECTORIES NOW AVAILABLE
FOR MOST COMPUTERS!!!
APPLE · $ 40 .00 • TRS·SO ·$35 .00
•ATARI · $40.00 •IBM-PC ·$30 .CO
BUSINESS USERS · $20 .00 • CP/M
USERS · $45 .00 • GROUPS WITH NO
FEES · $20 .00 WRITE TODAY FOR OUR
CATALOG (ENCLOSE $1 .00 FOR
SHIPPING) . BUSINESS APPLICATION
SYSTEMS, DEPT MMS, 1734 BARRY
AVENUE, LOS ANGELES , CA 90025.
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services
D.M.1.
THE SERVICE SPECIALISTS
EXPERT REPAIRS on Personal
Computers, Video Terminals,
Modems, Monitors, Printers,
Disk Drives
FAST TURNAROUND,
REASONABLE PRICING
D.M.I., P.O. Box 88,_
Berlin, N.J. 0800&
(809) 787-5535
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Company ____________ Telephone No.
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _________ State _________ Zip _________
MAIL TO: Linda L. Lovett, Classlfled Advertising, Mini-Micro Systems,
221 Columbus Ave., Boston, MA 02116

This space should be
working for you .
For details call :
Linda Lovett
(617)536-7780
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INTRODUCING THE EXTRAORDINARY
EPSON OEM FAMILY OF FLOPPY DRIVES
Extraordinary is the best word we could find to
describe
the new Epson family of 3\12" and 5\4'' floppy
(1/2 High)
(1/3 High)
MEDIA
disk drives. Because there is nothing ordinary about
5.75" x
SIZE
4" x 1.57" x 5.98"
5.75" x 1.6" x 7.68"
11 " x9 .27"
them.
Max. Capacity (2 Sides) 500KB
1000 KB
500KB
1000 KB 1604 KB
500 KB
(Unformatted)
The 3 \12" drives, for instance, feature two-sided
Drive Motor Speed
300 RPM 300 RPM 300 RPM 300RPM 360 RPM 300 RPM
capacities up to lMB. And some draw so little
Track Density
67.5 TPI
135TPI
48TPI
96TPI
96TPI
48TPI
power they can operate on batteries.
Access Time
15 msec
6msec
3msec
Smsec
3msec
3msec
The half-height SW' drives offer capacities from
SOOKB to l.6MB and access times down to 3 msec. And the one-third height SY4" drive is the industry's slimmest.
But that's only part of the story. What really makes them extraordinary is the fact that they're Epson
drives. Designed and built by the people who have made "quality in quantity" their trademark around the world.
That means they're designed and engineered with such state-of-the-art
features as noise and RF shielding, ultra-high precision head positioning and
loading, perfect disk centering, reduced power consumption and heat
generation. But, even more importantly, it means they're manufactured by
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
the people who have established the lowest rejection rate in the industry.
When you buy Epson, you buy confidence.
OEM Products Division
Peripherals Group
If you'd like more information about the extraordinary Epson family
3415 Kashiwa Street, Torrance,
of floppy drives and how they can solve your storage problems, write or call
CA 90505 (213) 533-8277
us today.
Telex: 182412
SERIES

SMD100
3'h''

SD500
51/4"

SD300

51/•"

EPSON
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